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Abstract

Pseudo-Apollodoros’ Bibliotheke is undeniably the most useful single source for 

the mythical tradition of Greece. Enclosing in a short space a remarkable quantity 

of information, it offers concise and comprehensive accounts of most of the myths 

that had come to matter beyond local boundaries, providing its readers with their 

most popular variants.

This study concentrates on the most familiar stories contained in the first 

book of the Bibliotheke and their proper place in the overall structure of Greek 

mythology. Chapter One is dedicated to the backbone of Apollodoros’ work: the 

chronological organisation of Greek mythical history in genealogies. It discusses 

the author’s individual plan in the arrangement and presentation of his material and 

his conscious striving for cohesion.

Chapters Two and Three are closely linked together: they deal with different stages 

of the unique narrative of the succession-myth, an account which ultimately comes 

from a single, archaic source (with minor reworkings to agree with the prevailing 

tradition of the myth from the Hellenistic period onwards), thus reaffirming 

Apollodoros’ predilection for early accounts.

The fourth Chapter discusses the myths concerning on the family of Oineus 

and the participants in the Kalydonian Boar Hunt, while the final Chapter 

concentrates on the first part of the Argonautic expedition, the voyage to Kolchis, 

as an indication of how Apollodoros reports the whole of the expedition. This 

study concludes that the mythographer’s main aim is to reproduce a cohesive and 

faithful summary of the canonical versions of the myths he records, but not 

necessarily of his sources.

Every myth is discussed in the context of the long Greek mythological 

tradition, giving us a rare insight to Apollodoros’ main preoccupations in 

structuring his work and the handling of his sources, and rewarding us with 

tantalising glimpses of many Greek myths that are otherwise lost.
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Introduction

As a comprehensive and concise handbook of Greek mythology, the Bibliotheke is 

in many respects unique. Coming at the end of a long and extensively varied 

tradition of mythological literature, this is the only work of its kind to survive. As 

such, the work is of seminal importance to everyone who wishes to approach the 

notoriously difficult subject of Greek myth. A labour of astonishing systemisation, 

the Bibliotheke records in a continuous narrative the whole span of Greek mythical 

history, from the birth of gods and the establishment of divine power to the 

aftermath of the Trojan War and the fates of the last of the heroic race. In it, most 

of the traditional tales relevant to Greek society as a whole,' beyond local or 

temporal constrains, find a permanent, fixed position. The significance of such a 

synthesis becomes evident if we view Greek mythology as an intertext.

Greek mythology is “a fund of motifs and ideas ordered into a shared 

repertoire of stories”, which should be understood in comparison and contrast with 

other stories in the system. “Greek mythology is an ‘intertexf because it is 

constituted by all the representations of myths ever experienced by its audience and 

because every new representation gains its sense from how it is positioned in 

relation to this totality of previous representations”.̂  Greek mythology is, in effect, 

“an accumulated and accumulating system of narratives and perceptions which 

determine the interpretation of any individual text within, or added to, the 

collection”.̂  The same attitude, I believe, can be adopted for individual myths.

' See Bremmer 1987, 1-9, who modifies thus Burkert’s definition, I found both Bremmer and 
Graf 1993, 1-8, extremely helpful.
 ̂Thus Dowden 1992, 8.
 ̂Dowden 1995,47,



Every myth can be seen as a system of narratives, interpreting and interpreted by 

every individual articulation of the myth, whether literary, artistic, or oral. Thus 

e.g., the intertext of the Argonautic myth is a flexible structure, to which every new 

text (and I use the term loosely, to incorporate oral texts and artistic 

representations) could potentially add a new perspective. Every new detail added 

to the body of material that forms “the Argonautic myth” obviously carries with it 

the idiosyncrasies of its creation (time, locale, form or genre, artist). However, “the 

Argonautic myth” exists over and above its individual tellings, and remains 

surprisingly constant in its fluidity. The individual articulations of the myth are 

evidently more remarkable, but one cannot hope to discover their context without 

resorting to “the myth”. In a sense, the Bibliotheke's main objective must have 

been to approach “the myth” as much as possible. In the discussion that follows I 

shall try to highlight this effort whenever it becomes evident.

Its author’s effort to produce such a comprehensive - if brief - synopsis of 

Greek “myth” is, in fact, distinctly recorded. Photios, the prolific scholar and 

patriarch of Constantinople in the ninth century, apparently read the work and 

reviewed it in his own Bibliotheke, the record of practically all the books he had 

read up to that date kept for the benefit of his brother Tarasios.'^ At the end of his 

brief but favourable review,^ Photios quotes an epigram which he found at the 

beginning of his copy of the work. The epigram does not survive in any extant 

manuscript, not surprisingly considering that all of them are descended from a

 ̂ On the date of Photios' Bibliotheke (most likely 845 A.D.), its nature and the peculiarities of 
form and content, see Treadgold 1980, passim.
 ̂ As Treadgold 1980, 103, points out, when he stresses the usefulness of a reference work (as in 

the cases of Stobaios, Sopatros and the Bibliotheke), “Photios implies that he had used them 
himself in his teaching and writing, and presumably in compiling his own lexicon when he was 
younger”.
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single, defective original, a fourteenth-century manuscript in the Bibliothèque 

Nationale in Paris (Parisinus gr. 2722, henceforth designated by the siglum R), 

which breaks off abruptly in the middle of Theseus’ journey from Troezen to 

Athens.^ Photios' fortuitous inclusion of the poem offers us a unique insight to the 

work’s motivation and goals. In it, the book itself directly addresses its readers like 

this:

o(!icûvoç Tteipfitiax à(l)'oaadiievoç M  kiiEio, 

îtaiÔeiriç |if )8 o o g  yvcoGi TtaXaiyevéaç,®

|it|8 hç ‘ OiXTipê rtv ' hppkejte |iT|8 fê -eyeiriv, 

jif) xpayiKfiv Motxjav, M,eA.OYpa())lr|v, 

pf| k\)kXikc5v  ̂ Çfixei TcoX'OGponv ctxIxov- e’iç  fepè 5 ’ dGpcov 

ebpfiaeiç fev ëpoi TcdvG ' ôaoc KÔapoç ë%ei.

The message o f  the epigram, which Photios rightly finds obK d K o a |io v , is clear: 

the aim o f  the work is to render the consultation o f  the poems listed in the epigram

 ̂ The independent discovery at the end of the last century of two epitomes of the Bibliotheke 
(Vaticanus gr. 950= Epitome Vat., published in its totality by Wagner in 1891, who argues, 
persuasively I think, that its author is Joannes Tzetzes; Sabbaiticus Hierosolymitanus 366 = 
Epitome Sab., published in its totality by Papadopoulos-Kerameus also in 1891) provides us with 
an extremely useful summary of the lost portion of the work. For the text of Bibliotheke I rely on 
Wagner’s edition (1926^), which also includes the parts of Epitome Vat. and Epitome Sab., which 
correspond to the lost section of the work. Following Frazer’s example, by the simple Epitome I 
designate the sections where the text of the two epitomes corresponds exactly. On the text, I have 
also consulted the two valuable articles by Diller 1935, 296-313 (who offers valuable insights to 
the text history of the Bibliotheke) and Papathomopoulos 1973, 18-40 (for a new collation of the 
most important mss.).
 ̂ T te ip f ij ia x ’ : Alan Griffiths in a communication to me (1997); T ie lp rip a : mss. (Photios Bibl. cod. 
186, 142c Bekker = III 40 Henry); aTceipfifiax : Cameron 1995, 398. Griffiths rightly points out 
that Photios might paraphrasing the poem when he writes that the Bibliotheke contains Td 
T caA xxtm T a tc5 v ' EA.Xf)va>v 6 a o t xe TCEpl 0ec5v K a l  fipcôcùv b Xpôvoç abxoîç So^dÇeiv èScoKEV.

* îiaXaiYEvéoç Griffiths.
 ̂KUK̂ iKCÔv: Cameron 1. c.; KUKXtcov mss.
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obsolete by including all the relevant information within its covers in a 

straightforward form. Its date appears to be early (i.e. pre-Byzantine).’̂  Like 

Cameron, I believe that it may have been composed by the actual author of the 

Bibliotheke, who in this manner also delineates his method: “drawing upon” early 

sources to record a definitive version of the stories of old. Even if the epigram was 

composed at a later date, its claims indicate the value that the Bibliotheke had for 

the students of Greek mythical history, at a period of no easy access to early 

(archaic or classical) sources.

Since the publication of Carl Robert’s pioneering work on the 

Bibliotheke,^^ which set the platform for a serious discussion concerning its 

authorship, its date and the calibre of its material, well over a century has passed. 

On the first two questions we have not progressed much since Robert: it is 

generally accepted that the mss.’ attribution of the work to Apollodoros o f Athens, 

the Grammarian (also accepted by Photios) is definitely in error; recently however, 

Huys,’̂  based on the arguments of Vladimir Boruchovic,’̂  suggests that the 

possibility of a connection between Apollodoros of Athens’ Ilepi Qeœu and the 

Bibliotheke cannot be disproved. Huys bases his discussion on studies of the 

papyrus fragments of Philodemos’ Uepi sixjepeiaç  which show correspondences 

between the mythological material used by Philodemos on the one hand, and the 

Bibliotheke^^ and Apollodoros of Athens’ Uepi Oecoi/ow the other.Philodem os’

Cameron 195, 398, notes that book-epigrams of the Byzantine period are never in elegiacs, 
while Griffiths points out that, as there is no explicit disapproval of the material, the epigram 
does not appear to have been written by a Christian. It seems to me that the poem’s last line is a 
clear indication that we are dealing with a non-Christian author writing at a non-Christian era.

Robert 1873, passim.
Huys 1997c, 346.
Vladimir Boruchovic, Apollodor, Mifologiceskaja biblioteka, Leningrad 1972, a work that I 

have been unable to consult.
’'‘ Luppe 1974, 193-202.
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work is exceptionally rich in mythological material and the imminent publicationof 

its mythological section by D. Obbink*^ will certainly enhance our knowledge of 

Greek mythological tradition in all its “mutations”, from the Archaic period to the 

Hellenistic one and the early Empire. Indeed, in my discussion of the Theomachia, 

I have used Philodemos to shed some light to the tradition recorded by 

Apollodoros, while the opposite has also been successfully attempted.*^ However, 

I find the possibility of a connection between the Bibliotheke and the mythological 

contents of the Ilepi Gecov improbable. There is definitely no direct connection 

between the two.^* Huys accepts the existence of an intermediate stage between 

Apollodoros of Athens and the Bibliotheke, presumably a mythological 

compendium which summarised the mythological elements of the Ilep i Gecov

(obviously without any reference to the Grammarian’s highly individual 

rationalistic approach to myth interpretation),^^ contaminated with other, more 

mainstream, sources of myth, but which retained its connection with the author of 

the original source. I find such a suggestion rather farfetched, though “should it 

prove to be correct”, as Graf points out,^° it would confirm the importance of his 

work for “those ancients who concerned themselves with myths and gods”.

Henrichs 1975, 5-38.
See Obbink 1996, passim, for the first part of Philodemos’ treatise.
Thus Henrichs 1977b, 127-28.
The reference to Kastor as an alternative source for lo ’s parentage (2.1.3) gives a terminus post 

quem for the work. Suida s. v. Kdaxcop informs us that he was a contemporary of Cicero and that 
his XpoviKd, the work mentioned in the Bibliotheke, contained historical tables down to the year 
61 B.C. As Apollodoros of Athens lived and worked at Alexandria c. 140 B.C. (see Robert 1873, 
27; Schwartz, RE 1%, col. 2855ff.), a full century or more before the composition of Kastor’s 
Chronicles, it becomes apparent that Apollodoros cannot have been the author o f the^ibliotheke.

Already Robert 1873, 12ff. points out the many discrepancies between the surviving fragments 
of Apollodoros of Athens (FGrHist 244) and the straightforward simplicity of the myths recorded 
in the Bibliotheke.

Graf 1993, 194.
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I am of the opinion that the answer to the quandary is far simpler: it is 

conceivable that the author of the work was called Apollodoros (it is after all a 

fairly common name) and was only later confused or indeed deliberately identified 

with the famous author of the same name, a circumstance which must have 

certainly added to the work’s appreciation and may have contributed to its 

survival/^ It is possible that the work was launched under the name of 

Apollodoros of Athens, exactly because of the prestige that the Grammarian had as 

a student of myths. In any case, the name Apollodoros is as good as any; and since 

we know nothing definite about the author of the Bibliotheke we may as well 

retain the traditional attribution and call him Ps.-Apollodoros or indeed simply 

Apollodoros. Henceforth all references to Apollodoros are to the author of the 

Bibliotheke, unless otherwise indicated.

The uncertainty about the authorship of the work enhances the problem of 

its date. The reference to Kastor which we have already mentioned provides us 

with a fairly certain terminus post quem: the work cannot have been composed 

before the first half of the first century B.C. Things become infinitely more 

ambiguous when it comes to determining a terminus ante quem. To quote Frazer: 

“so far as the external evidence goes, our author may have written at any time 

between the middle of the first century B.C. and the beginning of the ninth century 

A.D,”^̂  considering Photios as the first known author to mention the work.^^ It is

Hard 1997, xi.
Frazer 1921, xiv.
See however Arce 1985, 8-15, who believes that Photios does not refer to our mythological 

handbook, but to another, wider in scope, and actually written by Apollodoros of Athens: 
“quedan, pues, hasta ahora abiertas dos posibilidades derivadas de la aparente inadecuacion del 
resumen de Focio y la obra que comentamos: a) que la Biblioteca de Apollodoro que leyo el 
patriarca no sea el texto que aqui se estudia; y b) que el texto aqui presentado se titulara 
originariamente Geneelogiai" (15). The evident condensation of this view is indicative of the
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important to note that the Bibliotheke is cited frequently in the scholia; however, 

the dating of the relevant sources is either tentative, or else, they were written 

much later than the ninth century/'^

The overview of the external evidence may prove unproductive, but 

linguistic and stylistic criteria indicate that it must have been written in the first or 

second century A.D. Again Robert’s proposal for a date in the first half of the 

second century seems to me not to be far off the mark,^^ although more recently 

earlier^^ and later^^ dates have been put forward.

The question of the work’s quality and its use of pre-existing material is 

inseparably linked to its specific character and its author’s intentions and 

aspirations and is thus pivotal to any discussion that refers to it in a more than a 

casual way. Consequently, it will be addressed throughout this study. In brief and 

in anticipation of the discussion that follows, I would like at this point to make 

certain statements regarding the scope of my investigation, the methodology 

adopted, and the general viewpoint on which my discussion in based.

manner with which modern scholars tend to approach the Bibliotheke. I shall return to this 
discussion presently.

See van der Valk 1958, passim, for the use of the Bibliotheke by the scholiasts; also his 
discussion of the use of the Bibliotheke as a possible source for the D Scholia (1963, 305-7). I 
believe that a date of about 500 A.D. for the D Scholia is not far off the mark. This would make 
them our earliest source mentioning the Bibliotheke. For a new text for the D Scholia see 
http://www.uni-koeln.de/phil-fak/ifa/vanthiel/scholiaD.pdf

Robert 1873, 40-41: “quod tamen studium cum minime Tiberii morte terminatum sit, sed 
usque ad Hadriani Antoninorumque aetatem perduraverit, bibliothecae natales ad posterius quam 
ad prius tempus referre malo. ... Quare eum priore fere alterius post Chr. saeculi parte vixisse 
suspicor”.

Van der Valk 1958, 167: "we see that the argument of the idiom does not offer certain and 
incontestable indications. It might be possible that [the Bibliotheke] already belonged to the first 
century B.C. However, I should be inclined to think, on account of the idiom, that it belongs to 
the first century A.D.”.

Carrière and Massonie 1991, 11-12: “de sorte qu’on est tenté de se dire que la Bibliothèque a 
fait son apparition entre Pausanias et Philostrate l ’Ancien, c ’est-à-dire entre 180 et 230 ou sous 
les Sévères (193-235)’’. However, while it is probable that Pausanias was not familiar with the 
Bibliotheke, that does not mean that the work had not yet been composed, as the two scholars 
maintain.

http://www.uni-koeln.de/phil-fak/ifa/vanthiel/scholiaD.pdf
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As the title indicates, I approach Apollodoros within the context of the long 

mythological tradition that came before him. In every respect, the Bibliotheke is 

the product of an exceedingly long process that can already be traced to the earliest 

recorded Greek literature, the Homeric and Cyclic epics and, more importantly, the 

Hesiodic Theogony and the Catalogue o f Women. Through a process of selection 

and systématisation of the tradition, these epics were the first contributors to 

the formation of the Greek mythological tradition, and are used frequently as 

sources by Apollodoros. Indeed, the contribution of the Theogony the Catalogue 

in the formation of the tradition cannot be stressed enough. Their pattern of 

arranging the mythical world through genealogy, which conveniently allowed the 

inclusion of narrative episodes, was subsequently taken up by the earliest prose 

mythographers and became the form of mythical narration. It is a pattern governing 

the whole of Apollodoros’ composition. I shall return to this presently.

The works of the sixth and fifth-century genealogists and locaf historians 

signal the beginnings of Greek mythography. The largely coherent and co

ordinated schema that we now possess for the heroic period was more or less 

crystallised in these works. By viewing myth as early history, they sought to 

eradicate all chronological impossibilities and narrative inconsistencies by copious 

systématisation, refinement, and manipulation of the material at hand. The 

relatively few fragments and testimonies from the works of Akousilaos of Argos 

and Pherekydes of Athens reveal works of a large scale and scope. Using the 

Catalogue as a model, Akousilaos (fl. at the end of six century) purported to 

provide a systematic account of the whole of the heroic tradition with a strong 

Argive flavour. Genealogical arrangement in a small number of families played a
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crucial role in the structure of his work, as it does in the Bibliotheke. Though less 

keen on genealogical systématisation, Pherekydes, who composed his work in the 

first half of the fifth century, brings together a exceedingly large amount of often 

disparate material in his attempt to record as many as possible of the traditional
4 - u  5 a  1 S  I ^  > c ' x t i t  3

myths. It is difficult to obtain a clear idea of his working methods and his principles 

from the surviving fragments, but it is clear that his work was valued by later 

mythographers, including Apollodoros, who thirteen times cites him by name as a 

source. To these we should add Hellanikos of Lesbos (fl. in the second half of the 

fifth century), who, although less interested in myth, was considered an authority in 

certain mythical narratives, most notably the story of the Trojan War.̂ ®

The Greek mythological tradition continued to develop, with Greek lyric

and tragic poetry making substantial contributions, and, in many cases, providing 

what was to become the canonical version of a myth. In the fourth century, 

Asklepiades of Tragilos, a pupil of Isokrates, summarised the mythical subject 

matter of Athenian tragedies and compared them with earlier versions of the 

relevant myths. In this, as Henrichs points out,^^ Asklepiades became “a distant 

ancestor” of the hypotheseis, the anonymous summaries of the plots of the 

tragedians which became a major source of information for later mythographers 

(and modem scholars).

The Hellenistic period marks a further development in the process of 

formation of the Greek mythological tradition. By continuing to rely on mythical 

subject matters, Greek poetry continued to enrich the tradition with attractive

See Van der Valk 1958, 134-143, who argues that Hellanikos must be considered one of the 
sources of the Bibliotheke.

Henrichs 1987, 267, n. 3.
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variants. Indeed, the Argonautika of Apollonios of Rhodes, although written 

relatively late, in the third century BC, managed almost to displace earlier versions 

of the journey and became the canonical account. On the other hand, the 

mythographical literature of the period is heavily influenced by the general quest 

for erudition: Hellenistic mythographers begin to approach the myth in a typically 

scholarly fashion, with critical attitude and rationalistic tendencies: the Argonautika 

of the third-century BC Dionysios Skytobrachion falls into this category.

Mythography becomes a tool for the interpretation of the major literary 

works. It is not surprising that the ancient scholia to all major authors are littered 

with mythological material. Numerous collections of learned and obscure mythical 

variants, of summaries of epic and tragic plots (the aforementioned hypotheseis 

and the Kallimachean diegeseis are but two examples), but also works that 

purported to amplify a specific theme circulated throughout the Hellenistic and 

early Roman period. A number of collections belonging to the latter category have 

come down to us: star-myths were collected in the Katasterismoi of pseudo- 

Eratosthenes; Parthenios composed a collection of unhappy love stories, the 

Erotika Pathemata (c. 52-26 BC),^° to be used as material for poetry; Antoninus 

Liberalis (second century AD) recorded in his Metamorphoses mythical narratives 

that ended with the transformation of a mythical character. Such adaptations of 

myths in a new context are indicative of the multiple contributions that Hellenistic 

and post-Hellenistic scholarship made to the mythological tradition.

The Bibliotheke not only stands at the end of this long process, it stands 

out as the only example of its kind to survive. Its material is drawn from a wide

30 See Lightfoot 1999, 215-7.
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variety of sources, all of which formed part of the mythological tradition. 

Consequently, our understanding of Apollodoros’ methods and working patterns 

must start from this context. Of course, it must be clearly stated that the extant 

information on important elements of this tradition is, at best, inadequate. 

Consequently, certain conclusions reached may appear tenuous. However, I believe 

that even a discussion limited on surviving evidence, especially the Catalogue and 

the works of the two great early mythographers, vastly enriches our perception of 

the nature of Apollodoros’ work. And not only that: an overview of the extant 

mythological tradition is crucial when we are dealing with an account that survives 

in its totality only in Apollodoros. In cases such as the account of the succession- 

myth (discussed in part II of this study), our perception of what would otherwise 

be dismissed as an eccentric and later variant is greatly enhanced,^' because we can 

identify where this particular selection came form -  namely an archaic poem, 

probably part of the Epic Cycle.

Although a product of the post-Hellenistic mythography, the Bibliotheke 

retains the scope and form of the early contributors to the mythographical 

tradition, on whom it relies heavily for its structure and most of its material, albeit 

at a much smaller scale. However, one must never lose sight of the fact that 

Apollodoros, unlike the early epic poets and prose mythographers, does not 

purport to present us with a new mythical version of a traditional tale. He is by no 

means an independent author aiming at creating an original mythical account, but a 

competent compiler who conscientiously brings together often disparate material in 

his attempt to construct a comprehensive guide of Greek mythology. What is more

31 See Chapter HI, section (vi).
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important, I believe, is that his purpose is to “tame” an often idiosyncratic material 

into suitable mythical narratives. As was already noted at the very beginning of the 

preface, the discussion that follows concludes that Apollodoros’ purpose is to 

present his audience with a summary of the Greek “myth”, which, freed from any 

inconsistencies, can exist beyond the individual articulations of a story. In this he 

tends to prefer the most popular versions of the myths that he records, even if this 

means that certain elements of his source have to be changed to accommodate the 

well-established (usually earlier) tradition.

It becomes evident that in certain cases Apollodoros must go beyond the 

role of a simple arranger of material and make choices that affect the character of 

the account he records. In this selective investigation on the most important stories 

of the first book of the Bibliotheke (i.e. the succession-myth, the Kalydonian Boar 

Hunt, and the Argonautic expedition), this tension is in evidence especially in the 

account of the journey of the Argonauts. In the discussion of the Lemnian 

episode,^^ for instance, Apollodoros records not the version included in his main 

source for this section, the Apollonian Argonautika, according to which it were the 

men that provoked the wrath of Aphrodite, but the more widespread account of 

the story which had the women offend the goddess and suffer the consequences of 

their actions. In this case the process of selection on Apollodoros’ part works 

smoothly, and would have passed undetected had we not possessed the 

Argonautika. This does not mean, however, that the mythographer does not make 

mistakes; the inconsistency between the catalogue of the participants in the 

Argonautic expedition and the subsequent narrative concerning the death of

32 See Chapter Five, section C (i).
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Tiphys, is an obvious example, and has been used as a argument for judging the 

work as second-rate/^ Consequently, one needs to bear in mind that the picture is 

not always clear cut: as I shall argue in the section concerning Meleagros, it is 

probable that certain details of Apollodoros’ account do not go back to Euripides’ 

tragedy. Hence the use of Apollodoros for the reconstruction of tragic plots 

demands due caution.

The reference to Meleagros brings me to another point: Apollodoros may 

strive to record “the myth”, but that does not mean that he does not include 

alternative versions in his work. These variant accounts fall into two categories: 

they may deal with alternative parentage and localisation of popular figures (cf. the 

case of Atalante in Chapter Four, section (iii)); as such they do not affect the main 

narrative of the story. In other cases, where disparate versions concerning a 

mythical detail have acquired popularity (cf. the reasons for Phineus’ blindness, 

discussed in Chapter Five, section (iv), or the alternative traditions concerning 

Herakles’ participation in the Argonautic expedition, Chapter Five, section (iii)), 

and consequently could not easily be ignored, the mythographer simply records all 

of them without any comment, before or after his main narrative. Thus his 

predilection for the most popular version is never abandoned. In this respect, the 

story of Kalydonian Boar Hunt is unique: as far as I can tell, it is the only case in 

which the variant is not a matter of detail but a question of the whole myth, with 

two complete versions recorded side by side, again without any comment. 

Obviously, the popularity of both accounts (the “Homeric” and the “Euripidean”)̂ '̂  

was such that required their simultaneous inclusion.

See Chapter Five, section (iv). 
See Chapter Four, section (ii).
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On the whole, Apollodoros takes full advantage of the long tradition that 

came before him, and produces a work whose value does not lie in the originality 

of its material but in the sheer amount of information it contains and the economy 

of its presentation. It is true that Apollodoros relies heavily on the work of the 

early mythographers for the structure of his work; however, I believe that certain 

elements in the arrangement of the genealogical material are the result of a 

conscious effort by the mythographer.^^ It is equally true that the large number of 

names included in the work also goes back to patterns already established in the 

earliest strands of Greek mythology. However, it is possible that such 

completeness is indicative of the work’s encyclopaedic aspirations. This brings us 

to the question of Apollodoros’ intended audience, admittedly a difficult one. The 

work’s didactic qualities have been recognised from very early on; indeed, as was 

pointed out, it is probable that Photios’ favourable review was the result of the 

work’s utility for educational purposes. Consequently, a number of scholars, from 

Robert onwards,^^ have argued that the work was destined for school use. Van der 

Valk^  ̂argues that the author of the Bibliotheke altered his material for the sake of 

decency and concludes therefore that the work “was originally destined for young 

readers let us say for use in school” (102). However, the examples he offers are 

arbitrary and unreliable: e.g. he apparently argues that Apollodoros, when dealing 

with the death of Medeia’s children, records only the version according to which 

the children died at the hands of the Korinthians, because he thought that the death 

of the children at the hands of their mother was too crude for schoolchildren. This

See Chapter One, sections B and D. 
Robert 1873, 35.
Van der Valk 1958, 101-2.
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is obviously untrue. In fact, Apollodoros deals with the murder of Medeia’s 

children in typical fashion: since there existed two popular versions of Their demise, 

the mythographer simply records them side by side, without attempting to criticise 

or evaluate them. He actually disproves his own theory when he argues that the 

mythographer replaced Apollonios’ version of the murder of an adult Apsyrtos by 

lason with the slaying and cutting to pieces of a child Apsyrtos by Medeia because 

the latter version was more fascinating to a young audience (117). Van der Valk’s 

inconsistency in his approach to these two similar myths is evident. Nor can he get 

past the fact that for every example of possible modification of material for 

decency, there are many more passages that should have been altered, yet were not 

bowdlerised. In my view, it is more probable that the Bibliotheke was intended as a 

popularising work of reference aimed at a general audience.'^* Indeed, Carrière and 

Massonie have recently pointed out the work’s encyclopaedic aspirations;^^ this of 

course, does not disprove the possibility that teachers and students also took 

advantage of its utility.

The usefulness of the Bibliotheke has never been in doubt. However, there 

has been a tendency to underestimate the material contained in it. From Robert 

onwards, the Bibliotheke is almost invariably dismissed as a second-rate 

compilation, which further abbreviated material found in Hellenistic handbooks.'^® 

Soder, studying the sources of book one reaches the conclusion that Apollodoros 

did not consult any of his sources from the original (even Homer is said to be only 

indirectly consulted!), but relied on already contaminated accounts taken from

See Mactoux 1989, passim.
Carrière & Massonie 1991, 15-16.
Thus Robert 1873, 49ff.; Bethe 1897, 17ff.; Schwartz in RE h. 2875-2886; Wendel in RE XVI. 

2, 1365-66; Soder 1939, passim.
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earlier h a n d b o o k s “Das ergibt sich aus den Übereinstimmungen Apollodors mit 

jenen Darstellungen, namentlich in Ziigen, die iiber das zugrunde liegende Original 

hinausweisen”.

On the other hand, van der Valk, in his pivotal study of the Bibliotheke, 

concludes (admittedly without being aware of the existence of Soder’s dissertation) 

that, for its most part, Apollodoros goes back to original sources. He is followed 

more recently by Carrière and Massonie."^  ̂But on the whole, the vast majority of 

scholars discussing the Bibliotheke usually assume that the work’s compilatory 

nature means only indirect access to ancient poetry and mythography. “The more 

one sees in him the late epitomator, the less one is tempted to credit him with 

direct access to original sources”, asserts Huys,'^  ̂ while accusing Carrière and 

Massonie of “sentimental attachment to the subject”.'̂ '̂

The compilatory nature of the work cannot be doubted. Indeed, I believe 

that, as Soder suggests, in some sections of the work, a handbook (or several) was 

used, e.g. for adding names in the catalogues, or for access to tragic plots. 

However, the use of earlier handbooks by the mythographer does not preclude the 

simultaneous use of earlier sources from the original. I will argue that the 

mythographer had direct access to major works of Greek mythography. My 

discussions of the succession-myth and the Argonautic expedition lead me to the 

conclusion that Apollodoros did read the original works, ultimately selecting from 

them those accounts that preserved a cohesive, logical account and reproducing 

them in a manner that reflected the most popular, and thus often earlier, version.

Soder 1939, 164.
Carrière & Massonie 1991, 12-4. 
Huys 1997c, 347.
Ibid. 346.
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Part I:

(Re-)Structuring the mythical world
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Chapter One

Genealogies, Human and Divine. 

A. Introduction

The nuclear family, consisting of man, wife and children, originating in and based 

upon the concepts of marriage and common ancestry, always played a most 

distinctive role in human relationships. As a fundamental institution, the family has 

provided us with an uncomplicated, unambiguous medium for approaching and 

understanding other social conventions. Hence, it is not surprising that “[t]he 

language of intrafamiliar relations is used to define and describe relations between 

persons in different families and between groups of persons ... The pedigree or 

genealogy, ‘the account of one’s descent from an ancestor or ancestors by 

enumeration of the intermediate persons’, ... is a statement of the way in which 

individuals are, or assert they are, connected with one another through marriage 

and common parentage."*  ̂The connexions stated in the genealogy are the grounds 

for assigning specific rights and duties, membership and status, to specific 

persons.”'̂ ^

Obviously, “[t]he characteristics of all kinship derive logically from the 

simple premises on which these systems are built ... These premises entail 

relationships between any individual and his (or her) mother, father, brother, sister, 

husband (or wife), son, and daughter, and by compounding these relationships we

This type of “dialogue” not only defines and connects members of the same group, but, perhaps 
more importantly, differentiates and, ultimately, excludes the non-members, identifying them as 
“other”. This process of segmentation (cf. Fowler 1998, 3) supplies ancient societies with the 
justification for specific, often intricate rules for behaviour, and legitimises the social structure. In 
the end, those excluded are excluded from society.
“̂ Barnes 1967,101.
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can specify as long and complicated a link through the kinship web as we wish”.'̂  ̂

In a family, a person can potentially hold only a few, prearranged positions. 

Relations between kinsfolk are limited. These limitations give to kinship systems 

the quality of formal regularity and precision"** that “renders a complicated reality 

surveyable by connecting and distinguishing at the same time”."*̂ Though family 

relationships, the world acquires an orderly, hierarchical form, and its structure 

becomes more comprehensive and economical. Thus, using the simple pattern 

“parent-child”, one could progress in a single line far back in time to reach a distant 

(primo)-genitor. Single linear series could be then constructed and linked together 

to define the relationships between people at a local, national or international level.

Simplicity and order are not the only reasons for valuing pedigrees. As has 

been shown,^° the Greek way of thought is often based upon the past; very often, 

the past provides a proof of or explanation for many present situations.^' As was 

suggested above, genealogising puts things into their proper perspective. The 

position of a person in society is explicitly linked to the importance of his family in 

the past. Its future unknown and uncertain, the genos, says van Groningen, “is 

anchored as firm as rock in the past. It stretches out into the past”.̂  ̂Significantly, 

it is the beginning of the family that is thought to characterise it later. Hence the 

importance of its founder is paramount. The whole family owes its existence to 

him; he is the one who determines the family’s merits. It is evident that, for a family

ibid. 102. 
ibid. 101.
Van Groningen 1953, 48. 
ibid. 48.
Thomas 1989,176.
Van Groningen 1953,49.
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that strives after status and prestige/^ its founder cannot but embody the qualities 

and merits of the family to the optimum degree. What better proof of a family’s 

status than a lineage that goes back to a legendary hero, or, even better, to a god? 

“The gods possess the highest quality and the heroes follow immediately after 

them. A pedigree is in perfect order, as soon as it goes back to the mythical world 

of gods and heroes”. I n  Greece, the emphasis lies upon the idea of inheritance 

from the original family ancestor and the importance of family relationships -  

especially those of the heroic past. Consequently, genealogical information was 

primarily concerned with the legendary period. One more reason for the preference 

to the heroic genealogies should be added: as R. Thomas has pointed out,^^ 

legendary ancestry could not be disproved. It is thus hardly surprising that it was 

heroic pedigree (which could easily be attained, changed or manipulated) that was 

regarded as the significant ancestry by Greek aristocrats, not recent genealogies of 

historical times!

What might seem surprising at a first glance is the fact that in most cases 

these pedigrees did not extend beyond the generation of the sons of those who 

fought at Troy.^^ If we consider, however, the significance given to ultimate 

descent from a divine or semi-divine figure, it becomes obvious that the formation

It is usually thought that “with genealogy we are shifting our attention back to a more archaic 
period ... a world of predominantly aristocratic values” (Thomas 1989, 155). Aristocratic families 
were certainly extremely keen on establishing a prestigious family line. However, as van 
Groningen points out (61), even after the aristocratic oligarchies yielded power to democratic 
regimes, the ardent desire to establish a genealogical connection is ever-present; the genealogical 
formula continues to exist, although modified to apply not only to a single family, but to a polis, 
to a nation, to the whole of mankind.

Van Groningen 1953, 50.
Thomas 1989, 177.
cf. Apollodoros 1.9.13, where the offspring of the Aiolid Amythaon, son of Kretheus and Tyro, 

are recorded: the statement that nocpOevoTtatou 6è np6pa%oç ëyÉVETO, ôç pend tcov èTuyôvcüv 
èTcl 0 f|P aç èarpai:e<)er|, MT|Kiaxécoç Sè EbptaXoç, ôç fjKev elç Tpotav, rounds up the family 
tree. The heroic age reaches its end with the monumental wars beneath the walls of Thebes and 
Troy; with it comes the end for heroic genealogies and for Apollodoros’ work.
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of any link between mythical past and historical present was deemed unnecessary, 

possibly even harmful to the family’s goals.

It is now clear why the great number of genealogical poets and prose 

“legendaiy historians’’̂  ̂ usually stopped short of incorporating historical figures 

into their accounts. Certain of the relevance of the heroic past to their present 

audiences, their genealogies grow backwards. ‘Their overwhelming concern seems 

to be in tracing legendary genealogy, not in reaching down to the present day”.̂  ̂

Their ambition was to organise the multiplicity of local genealogical traditions into 

a coherent and orderly pan-Hellenic system. Organising such a mass of confused 

and often contradictory material could not have been an easy task. Rigorous 

systématisation on a genealogical basis surely simplified matters: most of the 

legendary heroes “are assigned to one or other of a small number of important 

families, and the history of each of these families was narrated separately from 

beginning to end”.̂  ̂ As with the Greeks of historical times, the_ p^restige of 

legendary heroes was very much influenced by their forebears: “Greek myth 

focuses on the individual hero, whose status depends as much on his ancestry as on 

his ability to deal successfully with other heroes”.Especially  in Greek mythology, 

the actions of the head of the family are thought to predetermine the future of his 

descendants (e.g. Tantalos -  Atreidai). The main characteristics of an ancestor are 

thought to reappear enhanced in a later stage of the family history: thus Odysseus

On the considerable mass of early Greek genealogical literature and its implicit relevancy to 
their audience cf. West 1985, 2-11.
■*’* The earliest mythographers did consider themselves historians, since they obviously accepted 
myth as a reliable historical truth. See Thomas 1989, 18Iff.

Hard 1997, xxii.
Henrichs 1987, 248.
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possesses to the highest degree the cunning intelligence of his maternal 

grandfather, Autolykos, and his great-grandfather, Hermes.

Indeed the tradition which made Odysseus the product of the illicit affair of 

his mother, Antikleia, with Sisyphos, preserved first in Aischylos’ lost "OnXcov 

Kpiaiç (TrGF III fr. 175 Radt), is a good example of genealogical manipulation. 

This family connection, embodied in the work of tragic writers, put a slur upon 

Odysseus, usually cast in the role of the “baddie”, but also neatly incorporates into 

a single family all the tricksters of Greek myth. Hermes sets the tone, Autolykos 

and Sisyphos develop different types of cunning and Odysseus possesses cunning 

intelligence to a supreme degree. Surprisingly, Apollodoros does not record 

Odysseus’ parentage in an explicit manner, i.e. he does not give a full family tree. 

His ancestry can be derived through the listings of the participants in the 

Argonautic expedition (1.9.16) where Akrisios is the father of Laertes, who is then 

mentioned, both in the catalogue of Helen’s suitors (3.10.8) and in the list of the 

leaders of the Greek contingents in the Trojan war {Epitome 3. 12), as the father of 

Odysseus. Unsurprisingly, the possibility of a father-son connection between 

Sisyphos and Odysseus is not even hinted at by Apollodoros. The mythographer 

remains faithful to the Homeric tradition and never links Odysseus with Sisyphos, 

despite the fact that their relationship “became a staple of the Odyssean 

tradition”.̂ * In fact, when dealing with Sisyphos (1.9.3), the mythographer records 

the traditional version of his family tree as was already established in //. 6.153-55: 

a son of Aiolos, Sisyphos is the father of Glaukos, and the grandfather of 

Bellerophon, the hero who slew Chimaira (5ç feKi:eiV£ ;i\pi7ivoa)v Xipaipav,

Gantz 1996, 176.
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1.9.3). Apollodoros then continues with the story of Sisyphos’ punishment in 

Hades and the reason behind it: he must push a stone uphill with his hands and 

head in the effort to heave it over the top, but it always rolls back again^  ̂ (a 

punishement devised by Hades to prevent Sisyphos from running away from the 

underworld, as Pherekydes [FGrHist 3 F 119] notes), for revealing to Aisopos that 

the abductor of his daughter Aigina was Zeus. This explanation of Sisyphos’ 

misdeeds appears firstly in Pherekydes {FGrHist 3 F 119 = Sch. on Hom. II. 6. 

153) and is followed by Paus. 2. 5. 1., Bust, ad II. 6. 153, Sch. on Hom. II. 1. 180, 

Sch. in Lykophron Alex. 175. Apollodoros refers to the same story again in 3.12.6, 

as part of the story of Aisopos. The focus of this passage is on Aisopos and his 

family, and Apollodoros adds nothing new on Sisyphos. However, the 

mythographer records only the first stage of the complicated story already found in 

Pherekydes {FGrHist 3 F 119), in which Sisyphos contrives to bind Thanatos, so 

for a while nobody can die, and then, manages to escape from the underworld by 

deceiving Hades. The various plays dealing with Sisyphos {TrGF III, p. 337 Radt, 

TrGF IV, p. 415 Radt, and TrGF p. 572 Nauck) must have also drawn upon this 

elaborate tradition,^^ but nothing can be deduced with certainty. Unlike them, 

Apollodoros records a simple version of events, which preserves nothing of 

Sisyphos’ cunning. '̂^

62 Thus already in Od, 11. 593-600.
See Gantz 1996, 174.
Apollodoros makes no reference to the story of Glaukos’ marriage to Mestra, the daughter of 

Erysichthon found in Ehoiai fr. 43a M.-W. In fact, he mentions Erysichthon in the Athenian 
section of his work, but notes that this only son of Kekrop’s died childless (KéKpoxf/ , , . TudiSa 
kcxBV Ep\XJl%0ova, 5ç àxEKVOÇ 3.14.2). Bellerophon’s story is recorded in detail
at 2.3.1-2, as part of the long account about Proitos and his family, with whom he is closely 
associated. Apollodoros does the same thing with another member of the Aiolid family, 
Melampous. The sheer is logically mentioned in his proper genealogical place, as a son of 
Amythaon, and the mythographer records how he acquired his powers of divination that helped 
him cure Iphiklos of Phylake and gain the hand of Pero for his brother Bias (1.9.11-12). 
However, the story of how he cured the women of Argos from madness is only fleetingly
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To return to our main discussion, the greatest problem envisaged by the 

mythographers was, obviously, that of synchronisation between the families. 

Historical impossibilities or chronological inconsistencies were eradicated by the 

copious survey, refinement, and manipulation of the m a t e r i a l . The  largely 

coherent and co-ordinated schema which we now possess for the heroic period is 

the product of an enterprise which started with epic poetry and was more or less 

crystallised in the works of the early prose historiographers.

The activity of the Greek genealogists was by no means concentrated on 

the production of comprehensive genealogical catalogues in and for themselves. 

They were interested in the correct recording and placing of all these names, but 

for a very specific reason: behind nearly every name there lies a story that needed 

telling. After all, heroic lineage usually incorporates famous figures who played an 

irreplaceable role in mythical tradition. Many narrative episodes are thus 

conveniently interspersed with the genealogical data. Thus heroic pedigree 

becomes more than a mere chain of names with limited appeal: it becomes the form 

of mythical narration. As Graf points out,^^ by means of genealogical data Greek 

myths become discemibly interconnected; they become links in a chain. Through 

genealogy, the quantity of diverse mythical material collected acquires unity; 

through it, it was possible to locate each figure and its story at its designated place 

and time, and to survey the development and interaction of related persons and 

circumstances.

mentioned at this point. The work’s economy demands for the story to be related in full in the 
section devoted to Proitos, when all its characters are introduced and its setting is accurately 
established.
65 Cf. Thomas 1989,184ff. 

Graf 1987, 125.
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B. Genealogy and Apollodoros: the family of the Deukalionids.

Apollodoros comes at the end of this long tradition, and takes full 

advantage of its achievements. Dominated to an unusual degree by heroic 

mythology, the Library could not but organise its material on a genealogical basis, 

the only reliable system of chronological organisation which also allowed the 

incorporation into the narrative of all the main stories, “each situated in its proper 

place in the overall structure.”^̂  Most probably aimed at an unsophisticated public 

-  and, as was already argued in the preface, it is probable that the Bibliotheke was 

written for a general audience, and not specifically for schoolchildren -  the work 

offers an incredible amount of information, incorporating a vast number of stories 

and characters in quite a brief summary. The great value of the woflc lies in its 

economy. It depends heavily on the prosopography of heroic families, yet its whole 

scheme is surprisingly simple: only six main families are recorded. As in the work 

of the early mythographers, whose work Apollodoros obviously uses, this simple 

structure allows each character or event to be placed at its definite position in 

mythical time and space. To quote Hard: “[t]he histories of the heroic families are 

interspersed with genealogies which list the full succession in each family, even if 

no significant stories are associated with the figures in a particular generation, and 

usually catalogue all the known children of each marriage, even if most are not 

mentioned again (and may be otherwise unknown). In this way, complete family 

trees are built up for each ruling line, partly as a matter of record, . . . and partly 

because these genealogies provide the main principle of organisation in mythical

67 Hard 1997, 15.
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history . . . Only when plausible family trees had been constructed was it possible 

to locate each figure or mythical episode at its appropriate position in time, and 

thus construct a history in which these could be viewed in due relation.”^̂

The profusion of names in Apollodoros is indeed surprising, considering 

that his work is not on the scale of his predecessors. This becomes more surprising 

in the midst of the usually bare and brief summary of myths that accompany it. The 

attempts at synchronization between the families probably provide the explanation: 

the names are there to fill the gaps in a family line. Another possible solution can 

be offered: that Apollodoros aims to provide his readers with a summary of the 

most important stories of Greek myth. In his many sources he must have certainly 

come across many accounts, of local or limited importance, which were deemed 

unsuitable for incorporation into his account. However, he records all the names of 

figures associated with the traditions that he does record, despite their limited or 

non-existent mythological function.^^ Such completeness is an indication of the 

work’s encyclopedic aspirations.

One last observation should be made. The division of the work into four 

books does not invite the reader to make overall observations.^® Each family is 

dealt with separately from the others; and for each account Apollodoros most 

probably used a different source. Akousilaos, for instance, is used foe the Inachid 

family, and perhaps Pherekydes for the Deukalionids. Each of these genealogists 

used a variant set of local traditions to produce accounts that were different and 

often contradictory. The unity that characterizes Apollodoros’ work is impressive.

Hard 1997, 16.
69 See my discussion on Oineus’ male offspring by Althaia in Chapter Four.
^^Apollodoros, on the other hand, does have an overall view of his work, as is indicated by 
references such as those to the Seirenes (see below) and to Perieres (cf. 1.9.5); according to 
Apollodoros, he fits better with the Atlas family, and is discussed there at 3.10.3.
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and should be seen as a conscious attempt by the compiler. As we shall see, only 

minor inconsistencies remain, which the plan of the work allows to pass 

undetected.

The structure of Apollodoros’ work presents obvious similarities with the 

plan of the Hesiodic Catalogue o f Women, as it has been reconstructed. In fact, it 

has been argued that “the Catalogue seems to have provided the model for the 

whole order of presentation”,̂ * i.e. the division into six main families. The adoption 

of the general outline of the Catalogue by Apollodoros is obvious in many parts of 

his work on heroic genealogies; however, the number of discrepancies between the 

two works, already pointed out by Robert,^^ indicate that the Bibliotheke does not 

summarize or paraphrase the Catalogue, and, in fact, may not have even drawn 

upon it directly.

The Catalogue is described as aT co  y u v a i K œ v  àp%ôpevoç K a T a ^ é y c o v  xà 

y é v T j {Testimonia 8̂  ̂ = Max. Tyr. xxvi. 4, p. 312 Hobein). Apollodoros does not 

give such prominence to women: his accounts do not begin from a woman loved 

by a god. The main families are headed by men: the offspring of each marriage are 

usually incorporated into the family of the father. This is the case with the 

daughters of Thestios, Althaia, Leda, and Hypermnestra (1.7.10). In the Catalogue 

their descendants are presented together: first Leda and her children (fr. 23 M.- 

W.), then Althaia and hers (fr. 25.1-33 M.-W.), and finally Hypermnestra and hers

West 1985, 45.
Robert 1873, 71: “Non negabo equidem aut re vera magnam inter bibliothecam et Hesiodi 

catalogum intercedere similitudinem aut summa cum fructa Markscheffelium hoc opusculum ad 
catalog! fragmenta explicanda adhibuisse. Hoc tantum concedere non possum, Apollodorum ex 
ipso Hesiodo hausisse cum in singulis rebus eam inter utrumque diversitatem esse videam, quam 
Apollodori libidini tribuere nequaquam ausim . .

These testimonia are included in the first edition of the Hesiodic fragments by Merkelbach and 
West (1967, 2).
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(fr. 25, 34.26-4 M.-W.). In Apollodoros the daughters of Thestios are mentioned 

by name only in the Deucalionid family: Hypermnestra is never mentioned again, 

while Leda’s story is dropped, only to be picked up by the author in 3.10.6-11.2, 

when he records the family tree of Tyndareos, Leda’s husband. Only Althaia’s 

children are mentioned near their mother; Althaia is of course married to her uncle 

once removed, Oineus, whose genealogy directly follows that of Thestios (1.8.1), 

In this way, Althaia’s children are presented in their correct patriarchal line.

The patrilineal orientation of Apollodoros’ account is made manifest by the 

fact that, as becomes apparent from the genealogical Tables that accompany this 

Chapter, in a number of cases Apollodoros does not record the female offspring of 

a union, although he is aware of their existence, as these females appear in his 

narrative as “building blocks” of his genealogy, usually as parties in endogamie 

unions with close relations. Typical examples are Amythaon’s daughter, Aiolia, 

who marries Kalydon, and Xanthippe, daughter of Doros,^"  ̂ who marries Pleuron, 

the other eponymous mythological figure of Aitolia (1.7.7); Bias’ daughter, 

Anaxibia (II), who marries Pelias (1.9.10); and Pronax’s daughter, Amphithea, 

who marries her paternal uncle Adrastos (1.9.13).^^

However, the orientation of the Catalogue influences Apollodoros’ 

stemmata in one respect: in a family with both female and male issue, the 

daughters’ descendants are taken up before the sons’. Thus, Aiolos’ daughters are 

discussed before his sons (cf. fr. 30ff. M.-W.), with the last one mentioned 

(Perimede) being the first one to be taken up. In the same way, the children of

On the figure of Doros see below.
Following Apollodoros I do not list these females in their proper genealogical position, but at 

the place they first appear in the narrative, i.e. where their marriage is listed, adding the name of 
their father to help to their identification.
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Demonike, products of theogeniture (1.7.7) are presented before those of 

Porthaon, her brother.

In the last case, however, another consideration must be taken into 

account: in Apollodoros’ account of Aiolos’ female descendants, the genealogies 

are arranged according to length. The shortest genealogies are dealt with at the 

beginning of the account, leaving for the end the genealogy of Kalyke, a figure 

with numerous and important progeny. Among these, the family of Oineus, son of 

Porthaon, is by far the most interesting, and is, thus, left to the end.

This is a common practice in Apollodoros. Thus the first part of the 

Aiolids’ genealogy ends with the narration of the story of the Kalydonian Boar 

(1.8.3), the hunt par excellence of Greek mythology and one of the great 

expeditions of the generation before the Trojan War. Again, the whole account of 

the Deukalionids (the Aiolids constitute the largest branch of this family) ends with 

the Argonautic expedition (1.9.16-1.9.28). Moreover, the Belids conclude with the 

huge account of Herakles’ exploits (2.4.5-2.8.S), the Agenorids with the 

expedition of the Seven against Thebes and the Epigoni (3.4.1-3.7.7), and the Attic 

genealogies with the exploits of Theseus. Finally the whole account is brought to 

completion with the narration of the Trojan War and the returns of the heroes 

{Epitome 3. 1-7. 40). It becomes obvious that, in the case of Porthaon and 

Demonike, the grandfather of Meleagros had to be discussed last so that the story 

of his family, and thus of the hunt, could occupy its deserved position of 

prominence at the end, in addition to balancing the plan of the whole of the 

Bibliotheke^^

76 See the more detailed discussion in Chapter Four.
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A few observations concerning the Deukalionids should be made. 

Apollodoros offers “a miniature résumé of a vast mythical Chapter”/^ the 

anthropogonia and the story of the flood. His account could not have been taken 

from the Catalogue", as West remarks, “there is no reason to suppose that the myth 

of the great flood which Deukalion and Pyrrha alone survived was alluded to in the 

Catalogue' ' S c a r p i  points out that “[n]ella tradizione mitologica arcaica non 

sembra esservi traccia di una anthropogonia, forse intenzionalmente esclusa, come 

sembra lasciare intendere Esiodo, per quanto persistente in varianti locali”.̂  ̂ We 

may not have a detailed extant account of the flood in archaic sources, since the 

first reference to the myth of Deukalion is found in Pindar O 9. 44-56, where the 

characteristically Greek myth of repopulation of Earth from stones also appears; 

but what about those obviously very old myths, also recorded by Apollodoros, 

about the founders of the six primal families?^® Far from being local variants, these 

myths were accepted as alternative, equally plausible, suggestions about the first 

beginnings of humankind. In Apollodoros we find a number of suggestions. Most 

of the first men are autochthones (cf. Pelasgos at 3.8.1 and Kekrops at 3.14.1);**

Aldrich 1975, 118. 
West 1985, 55.
Scarpi 1996, 452.
There is actually a fragment of what appears to be an archaic lyric poem that lists in rapid 

succession a number of first beings (fr. 943 PMG). The fragment will be discussed in relation to 
the Gigantomachy, and, in particular, in relation to Alkyoneus; it actually proves the antiquity of 
the myth of conditional immortality of the first-born Giant, also recorded in Apollodoros 1.6.2. 
The poem contains not just a simple anthropogonia, but, as its references to the Kouretes and 
Alkyoneus prove, it also incorporated the first beginnings of species with a conditional or dubious 
status of mortality, but a close relationship to the divine.
^'Apollodoros notes that Deukalion's Flood happened during the reigns of Nyktimos, son of 
Lykaon (3.8.2), and Kranaos, son of Kekrops (3.14.5), in an obvious attempt at synchronisation. 
The first and last accounts contradict each other, since, in his account of the flood, Apollodoros 
points out that the, whole of Greece, above the Korinthian Isthmus, was affected by it (Z eù ç 6è 
7coX6v Iæxôv à.n obpavoû xd TtXeîaxa pépr) XTjç 'EXXdSoç KaxéKXixjEV, cbaxE
8ia(l)0apfivai Tidvxaç dv0pcô7io\)ç, . . . Kai xd èKxôç ' Io0poô kœI IlEXo7rcvvf)aGu auvE%iL)0T| 
Tidvxa), whereas in the Athenian genealogy he gives the impression that Athens was totally 
unaffected (cf. Parian Marble FGrHist 239 1. 4-7). An attempt to connect the Athenian kings and
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we do find, however, the occasional water-man (cf. Inachos, 2.1.1). The 

Deukalionid myth is certainly not unique in Apollodoros’ account, but merely the 

most interesting of them all.

Prometheus appears as the creator of mankind only in later sources (cf. 

Pausanias 10. 4. 4), but the lateness of this tradition cannot be established. 

Moreover, in Apollodoros’ version, Prometheus does not hold the title for long: 

the human beings that he created are all but destroyed in the Deluge (in fact, the 

story of the flood presupposes the existence of a -  defective? -  race of human 

beings). Ordinary human beings are then recreated from stones by Deukalion and 

Pyrrha,®  ̂ while the race of the heroes descends from Deukalion’s (or Zeus’) and 

Pyrrha’s birth children and the occasional union with a god (every other generation 

or so -  see below).

In Apollodoros the story of the flood is completely disconnected from 

Prometheus’ creation of humans, his punishment for bestowing on them the gift of 

fire, and the creation of the first woman by the gods. The reason given by the 

mythographer for the flood (&%el ôè à())aviaai Zeù; xô t|0éXr|a8

yévoç, 1.7.2) reminds us of a tradition already present in Hesiod: the succession of 

the five ages, and, more specifically, the destruction of the %aX,KO\)v yévoç (cf. 

Erga 143-156). There are obvious differences in the particulars of the two 

versions, since in Apollodoros Prometheus creates men by mixing earth and water.

the Deukalionid family through Amphiktyon, Xouthos and his son Ion, and Kephalos will be 
discussed presently. _

The creation of human beings stones by Deukalion and Pyrrha goes back to Akousilaos 
(FGrHist 2 F 35) and Pindar (O 9. 43-55), who is the first extant author to actually refer to the 
Flood. Neither author offers any important details about the circumstances of the episode.
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while in Hesiod the bronze race is made from ash-trees (èK n,eA.iâv, Erga 145-6).*^ 

Moreover, the flood does not spell the end of close relationships between them. On 

the contrary, it signals the beginning of a close relationship, previously non

existent, between men and gods. The end of the flood brings forth the age of 

heroes, whose genealogies Apollodoros is about to start recording.

A discussion of the structure and function of the story of the five races in 

the Hesiodic Erga is beyond our scope. However, Apollodoros’ account 

incorporates some elements that recall the Hesiodic account: the creation of the 

first human race by Prometheus takes place during Zeus’ reign -  in Hesiod the 

three races of mankind are created by Zeus, after he replaced Kronos. In a sense, 

the first human beings belong in the bronze age (and this is how Apollodoros 

understood it, even though he attributes to the men of his bronze age different 

origins and a different type of death). The earliest two ages, the gold and the silver, 

are excluded from Apollodoros’ account, either because they are perceived as non

human, or because, in the mythographer’s view, human beings could not exist 

before the establishment of universal order and the reign of Zeus. In Hesiod, the 

men of the age of bronze {Erga 143-55) kill themselves off and, as true human 

beings, after death they dwell in Hades. Presumably Apollodoros’ %aA.Kow yévoç 

goes to Hades as well. In both cases, the destruction of the men of the Bronze Age 

brings forth the age of heroes. In Apollodoros the heroes live side by side with 

ordinary mortals (those born of the stones thrown by Deukalion and Pyrrha, and 

whom, I presume, Hesiod would include in the age that followed that of heroes,

For a discussion that combines -  successfully, I believe -  the view of the sequence of the ages 
as a continuous deterioration with that of a cyclical structure, in which “the cycles combine into 
progressive linear time” (7), see Koenen 1994, 1-34.
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that of iron). Eventually the heroes also disappear (cf. Epitome 3. 1-2: afiOiç Ôè 

‘EA.évr|v ’AA.é^avôpoç àpJidÇei, c5ç 'iiveç Ka'zà po<)Xr|CJiv Aiôç, Iva

EhpcôJiTiç K a i’ Aolaç e’iç 3iôA,£pov feXOofxiriç [sic Epitome Sab., feXGotxrcov Fraser] 

h OtjyàTTp aiyioû èvÔo^oç YévTTiai, fj, KaOdTiep eljiov àXXoi, ôticûç xô 

Yévoç àp0T]), leaving behind only the ordinary mortals, cut out from any close,

personal contact with the gods. The heroes’ demise separates them from the rest of 

mankind, gloriously and finally.*'̂  As restored by West, the admittedly~tantalisingly 

fragmented passage from the Catalogue (fr. 204 M.-W.)^^ points in this direction: 

while pretending to destroy the demigods, Zeus is actually protecting their 

uniqueness, apparently in danger from contact with ordinary human beings. The 

latter, living until that point with the demigods and presumably partaking to a 

degree in their way of life, are left behind in obscurity, another form of destruction.

To return to our discussion of the Deukalionids, Apollodoros runs through 

the first generations, presenting us in effect with a catalogue focused “on a 

constellation of north Greek tribal groups”,*̂  who in Apollodoros divide the land 

and spread far and wide (1.7.3). However, the fact that there are two references to 

Athenian ancestry (Amphiktyon and Ion) in such a short paragraph is curious. 

Apollodoros makes no attempt at this point explicitly to link Amphiktyon and Ion 

with Athens. Amphiktyon is presumably located geographically in Lokris (as his 

descent from Deukalion would demand), and is strongly connected to the league 

that bears his name. He appears, relocated to Attika in Apollodoros’ list of

In Apollodoros, as in Homeric tradition, most of the heroes go to Hades when they die and not 
to the island of the Blest; the mythographer reserves this fate only for Achilleus and Medeia 
{Epitome Sab. 5), and for Telegonos and Penelope after the death of Odysseus and their marriage 
{Epitome 1. 37).

See the discussion of Koenen 1994, 28-30.
West 1985, 53.
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Athenian kings (3.14.6), ruling for twelve years after the second king, Kranaos. His 

late introduction to the list is marked by the fact that he is the only king to acquire 

kingship by ousting his predecessor, only to be ousted himself in turn, to disappear 

without trace. Unsurprisingly, Apollodoros records no marriage or offspring for 

Amphiktyon,*^ nor indeed for Ion and Achaios, the other eponymous heroes of this 

part of the narrative. This is because they need no children: their function is 

fulfilled by lending their name to the inhabitants of the areas they inhabit.

Apollodoros does not make anything of the possibilities of the association 

of Ion (and Xouthos) with the ethnic groups whose eponymous ancestor he 

became and with Athens. Ion has no place among the Athenian kings. The 

elaborate list of Athenian kings recorded by Apollodoros does not hesitate to 

reduplicate the shadowy figure of Kekrops as Erechtheus’ son and successor, yet 

excludes Ion, a figure important in terms of origins and actual historical 

relationships between the Athenians and the other ethnic groups. In this list, after a 

long list of autochthonous beings, the succession proceeds only through the 

patrilineal line; no son of a daughter ever succeeds. For the mythographer. Ion’s, 

and to a lesser degree Kephalos’,** connection with Athens is of minor importance, 

as it is through matrilineal descent and marriage. Indeed we find no reference to

He is the father (L Find. O 9. 96), grandfather (Plut. Quaest. gr. 15, Bust. Comm, ad II. 277. 
18) or great-grandfather (Ps. Skymnos 587ff.) of Lokros; he is also said to be the grandfather of 
Boiotos (Steph. Byz. s. v. BoicoTla).
^^Apollodoros seems to have problems with the figure of Kephalos, whom he found in his sources 
both as son of Deion and as an Athenian: in 1.9.4, he a son of Deion who marries Prokris, 
daughter of Erechtheus, and is abducted by Eos. Yet, in the Attic genealogies, the figure splits in 
two: the Aiolid Kephalos remains married to the unfaithful Prokris, whom he eventually 
inadvertently kills; he is condemned to perpetual banishment (3.15.1) and is thus removed from 
the Athenian mythical foreground. Another, Athenian Kephalos, a son of Herse and Hermes, is 
abducted by Eos, becomes the father of Tithonos (!) and becomes eventually the ancestor of 
Kinyras, establishing a connection between Athens and Kypros. The same version establishes an 
Athenian pedigree for Adonis, who, however, is no longer the lover of Aphrodite, but still dies at 
the hands of Artemis. The prevalent version of the incestuous birth of Adonis and of his 
association with Aphrodite is then recorded by Apollodoros (3.15.4).
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traditions that gave Ion an active part in Athenian myth: in Apollodoros’ account 

of the battle of the Eleusinians with the Athenians, the battle is won through the 

sacrifice of Erechtheus’ (unmarried?) daughters. Thus the Pherekydean version 

{FGrHist 3 F 119, also found in Paus. 7. 1. 2-5)*  ̂ that made Ion assist Athens in 

the war is not mentioned.

In Apollodoros Xouthos is firmly located in the Peloponnese: of his sons, 

Achaios gives his name to the area around Patras, and, subsequently, becomes one 

of the eponymous heroes of the Achaians. The association of Ion with the Ionian 

race is also firmly established in Apollodoros, but the mythographer never exploits 

the possibilities of his connection with Athens.^®

If the sketchy relationship of Amphiktyon and Ion with Athens is due to an 

Athenian effort, then the effort is a good example of an attempt to have your cake 

and eat it. Through Amphiktyon in particular, Athens establishes its rights as a 

member of the amphiktyony; the Athenian ancestry of Ion reaffirms the city’s links 

with its Ionian allies. On the other hand, however, the Athenian claim to 

autochthony is never seriously jeopardised. This elaborate effort to produce a 

genealogy that stresses a certain affinity to other groups (especially their 

neighbouring races descended from Hellen and their Ionian allies) without 

compromising the all-important independent ethnic identity of the Athenians is the

For the transfer of the tradition from Ion to Xouthos in the Euripidean Ion see Lee 1997, 39.
On the significance that the relationships between the eponymous figures Tiad in the 

construction of “a system of ranked relationships between the groups” which measured the 
varying degrees of affinity between different groups and their status as members within the 
system, see Hall 1997, 43-48. As he points out (43), by “depicting Doros and Aiolos, or Akhaios 
and Ion, as brothers, the Hellenic genealogy projects the idea that Dorians are more related to 
Aiolians than they are to Akhaians, while Akhaians share a closer affinity with lonians than they 
do with Aiolians. At the same time, by having Doros and Aiolos as sons, but Akhaios and Ion as 
grandsons, of Hellen, the genealogy is implicitly stating that Dorians and Aiolians possess a 
higher status by being somehow more Hellenic".
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result of a long evolution. It is evident that the earlier attempt of the Athenians to 

establish a connection with the Hellenic genealogy prevailing in their region 

became of secondary importance as the Athenians began to rely on the uniqueness 

of autochthony as a means of ethnically defining themselves;^' the subordination of 

the first tradition to the second is evident in Apollodoros’ account. Finally, in 

Euripides, Ion’s membership in the Hellenic genos is terminated: in the Ion he 

becomes the product of a theogeniture. As an offspring of a divine father and an 

autochthonous mother he is set apart from the rest of the eponymous figures of the 

Hellenic group, and any Athenian affinity with other ethnic groups (especially the 

Dorians) is shattered.

The function of the early stages of the genealogy of Hellen is to bring 

together the major races of the Greek world and subordinate them to Aiolid 

Greece through their eponymous ancestors. Places that were not originally 

associated with the Aiolid expansion, but had become important after the initial 

formation of the genealogy, such as Argos, were also claimed through relocation 

and formation of marital links. Thus the Aiolids, originating from a small area at 

Lokris, come to dominate mainland Greece, from Messene to Thessaly (though in 

Apollodoros we have no reference to Makednos, ancestor of the Makedonians, 

who in the Catalogue held a position of prominence by being son of Zeus and 

grandson of Deukalion, fr. 7 M.-W.). As can be seen on the map describing the 

geographical diffusion of the Deukalionid family as recorded by the 

mythographer,^^ Apollodoros’ geography does not extend north of the Peneios

See also Hall 1997, 53-8.
Apollodoros locates geographically all the male members of the Deukalionid family. The 

members of the family’s female branch are not explicitly placed, but their location can be inferred 
from their marriages (e.g. Perimede’ marriage to Acheloos places her at his banks). As can be
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River, remaining in the area that the Romans would call the province of Achaia. It 

is worth repeating, however, that only the ancestors of the major Greek ethnic 

groups are mentioned in Apollodoros’ account. Magnes, the only figure mentioned 

in the later stages of the Hellenic genealogy who could be perceived as the 

ancestor of an ethnic group, is in Apollodoros the son of Aiolos, and has no 

apparent eponymous function (1.9.6). In the Catalogue (fr. 7 M.-W.) Magnes and 

Makednos are the offspring of Zeus’ union with Thyia, daughter of Deukalion; 

Graikos is Zeus’ son by another daughter of Deukalion, Pandora. Neither of these 

unions is mentioned by Apollodoros. Only Aethlios, the product of Zeus’ union 

with Protogeneia, the firstbom of the sisters, is recorded by Apollodoros, 

obviously because of his connection with Kalyke (1.7.5). As West has pointed 

out,^^ all three of Zeus’ unions with the daughters of Deukalion were specifically 

designed to subordinate to the Hellenic family major ethnic groups situated at the 

edges of area covered by its genealogy. As this is beyond the scope of a 

compendium of mythology such as the Bibliotheke, and since Makednos and 

Graikos have no mythological function or offspring of significance, they are 

omitted; Magnes is pushed further down the family tree, being no longer the 

product of a theogeniture, but only the father of Diktys and Polydektes. Only 

Aethlios retains his position of importance, owing to the extensive length of his 

family and the mythological importance of his offspring.

The narrative concerning Aiolos’ offspring is, we have argued, divided into 

two parts, with his five daughters taken up before his seven sons.̂ "* In the first part.

seen from the map, Apollodoros’ account reproduces the family’s traditional extended 
geographical spread, which was in evidence already in the Catalogue (see West 1985, 140). 
” West 1985, 139-141.

On the pattern of the man with seven sons, a common characteristic in the genealogies of many 
peoples around the world, see West 1985, 28ff.
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each collateral branch is followed to its end before the next is taken up; the 

branches are presented according to their length, with Perimede’s family dealt with 

in one line, while Kalyke’s offspring take up eleven paragraphs.

In the build-up to the story of the Kalydonian Boar Hunt, Apollodoros 

records genealogical data spanning nine generations (to which we should add a 

tenth, that of Diomedes, whose intervention in the interests of his grandfather 

neatly rounds off the story of Oineus). As I already pointed out, none of the 

previously recorded branches of the family of Aiolos is presented at such length. 

The family of Kanake is followed up for four generations, while Apollodoros 

catalogues only the names of the children of Perimede and Peisidike. Alkyone does 

not have children: Apollodoros intersperses in his genealogy the narrative of her 

and her husband’s metamorphosis into birds ‘because of their arrogance' (1.7.4). 

Most of the figures belonging to Kalyke’s family are actually associated with 

significant stories, which have to be placed at a definite position in mythical time 

and space, so that they could be viewed in relation to the general structure of the 

mythical history of Greece. Even in its simple cataloguing of names and their 

relations to other names, the family of Kalyke can offer valuable information on the 

structure of mythological families and the human relations they describe.

The families of Aiolos’ male offspring are not dealt with in the same way as 

the female branch of the family. Apollodoros builds his genealogy around the 

Argonautic expedition, forming a circle:
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"1. Athamas and his family (the background of the expedition, 1.9.1-2)

2. Sisyphos (sinner against the Gods, 1.9.3)

3. Deion (father of Kephalos, 1.9.4)

4. Perieres (founder of Messene, 1.9.5; according to Apollodoros, he fits 

better with the Atlas family, and is discussed at 3.10.3)

5. Magnes (father of Diktys and Polydektes, 1.9.6)

6. Salmoneus (another sinner, whose position is established — 

by his link to Kretheus through Tyro, 1.9.7-10)

"7. Kretheus (Argonautic expedition, 1.9.11-28)^^ —

The three brothers in the middle have the shortest genealogies, and would 

otherwise have been placed at the beginning of the account. The account of Tyro 

(1.9.8-10) also offers an interesting point. Children with a double (divine and 

mortal) or a dubious parentage are put with the family of their mortal father, or of 

the father with whom they are most commonly linked. Only in cases such as 

Tyro’s, when the divine parentage is not doubted, are the children discussed with 

the family of their mother, and in any case separately from any children whom the 

mother might have from a marriage to a mortal. This arrangement has as its main 

purpose the facilitation of the recording of the Argonautic expedition. The placing 

of Pelias before his half-brothers means that, when lason enters the narrative, all its 

other characters, both at lolkos and at Kolchis, have already been brought in, and

On the most recent reconstruction of the Aiolid family tree in the Catalogue see Drager 1997, 
78-9, who suggests the following order for the families of each of the male offspring of Aiolos: 
S i syphos-Athamas-Perieres-Magnes-Deion-S almoneus-Kretheus.
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the background of the expedition has been dealt with at its appropriate position in 

time.

In conclusion, it is evident that the arrangement of the genealogical material 

about the Deukalionids is the result of a conscious effort by Apollodoros, which 

allows him to produce a coherent and economical account, which retains the 

semblance of unity, despite the disparate material it brings together.
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C. The divine genealogy

An extensive genealogical digression of the gods and their offspring 072.2 - 1.5.3 

[8-33]) divides in two the narration of the succession myth, the first part of which 

contains two successful attempts to overturn the established divine order, the 

second two unsuccessful bids for divine kingship.^^ As well as a genealogical 

arrangement of the main divinities of the Greek pantheon, this digression 

incorporates a number of well-known stories about mortals, which one would not 

normally expect at this point, given that the aim of the narrative is to acquaint the 

readers with the main deities. Some of these tales are totally dependent on how 

Apollodoros arranges and presents his genealogies: the planning of the gods’ 

family tree is not simple, and the rule of treatment by generations is not strictly 

followed. At first glance, it seems that we have the following chronological order, 

where each branch is introduced separately and completed independently from the 

others, while each generation is dealt with before the next is taken up: first the 

children of the Titans, then the children of Pontos and finally the Olympians.

The members of the latter family are introduced according to the 

importance of their father:^^ first we have a list of the offspring of Zeus’ several 

marriages (1.3.1-1.4.5), then a reference to Poseidon’s marriage to Amphitrite 

(1.4.5), and finally the story of Persephone’s rape (1.5.1-1.5.3). Since 2Ieus’

The structure of the Theomachia narrative will be discussed in detail in part II.
In the Theogony (West 1996, 34-35), the genealogies place a special emphasis on matriarchy, 

and the succession of genealogies is basically matrilinear. Thus, “when it comes to Zeus’ 
marriages, the children are much more closely connected with their mothers than with him - he 
steps in to take the credit for them” (cf. Theogony 901ff.). In contrast with the Theogony, 
Apollodoros does not give precedence to the mother. Zeus’ impressive number of marriages 
results in his offspring being identified by their mothers. However, in Apollodoros the emphasis 
is given to Zeus’ participation, as the active yevvçc (1.3.1) indicates. Zeus takes an active and 
conscious part in bringing forth all the forces that are necessary for the establishment of a 
pleasant and orderly life.
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marriage to Mnemosyne has issue beyond the first generation, a chronological 

treatment by generations is not feasible; consequently, and since all of the Muses’ 

offspring remain childless, each collateral branch is followed to its end before the 

next is taken up. Moreover, each family is arranged in the same order as that in 

which the divine mother is first introduced (with the exception of the children of 

M elpom ene).A s a result, the mortal offspring, or those with a dubious status of 

mortality produced by unions of a divine mother with a mortal (as in the cases of 

the Muses Kalliope and Kleio),^^ take precedence over the immortal issue of the 

other branches. The main episodes in the lives of these children are then included in 

the narrative. This arrangement explains the incorporation into the narrative of 

such stories as Orpheus’ katabasis to the Underworld for the retrieval of Eurydike, 

and the life and death of Hyakinthos. When a person appears as a character in such 

a story, his life too is narrated, unless otherwise stated. This is the case with 

Thamyris, who is neatly introduced as a lover of Hyakinthos, but whose contest 

with the Muses and subsequent death is also given. In other cases, an independent 

story, i.e. a story with no genealogical connections, is included in the narrative 

because it is logically linked to the account that directly precedes it. This, as we 

will see presently, is the case with Orion.

^^Apollodoros specifically states that he will narrate the story of the Seirenes in the familiar 
context, in relation to Odysseus, 1.3.4: Tcepl ©v èv xoîç Jtepl ’OS-üooéœç èpo-Dpev. This explains 
why the issue of Melpomene’s marriage to Acheloos is moved to the very end of the paragraph.

On the parentage of Orpheus and Linos and the significance of Kax’ e7i'iKX,T|oiv for the 
establishment of the real father (Apollo) see Carrière and Massonie 1991, 165. This would mean 
that we should introduce another family combination, analogous to that in Theogony 945-62: 
parents divine, offspring mortal or with dubious status of mortality. In the same category we 
should include the union of Euterpe with the river Strymon (1.3.4): their offspring, Rhesos, is 
mortal [cf. II. 10.474ff, where, however, Eioneus is named as his father (10,435), and Euripides’ 
Rhesos passim.]. The mortality of the Sirens, children of Melpomene and Akheloos, is 
conditional: cf. Epitome 7. 18.
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So far, all the divine births conform to the laws of human procreation. As 

we shall point out in our discussion of the succession myth, Apollodoros does not 

make any reference to the parthenogenetic mode of birth of Ouranos and 

Aphrodi te , and  altogether avoids mentioning any of the offspring of the Night.

In the earlier stages of Greek théogonie myth a number of 

parthenogeneseis, creation by a female entity alone, take place: two great mothers, 

Gaia and Nyx, appear from the formlessness of Chaos and bring forth a number of 

children. Nyx, “bom of the primordial cleft and aware of nothing but division, gave 

birth - without love, by fusion only - to a progeny encompassing everything 

negative in the Greek imagination”. L o r a u x  is right that “the idea of a divine 

femininity closed upon itself and separate from the outset” was for the Greeks, 

with their legendary fear of female fertility and their obsession with gender- 

definition, “a threatening idea if ever there was one.” Note, however, that Gaia 

puts an end to this exclusively divine mode of procreation as soon as she brings 

forth Ouranos, a son singularly similar to her but, at the same time, by definition 

different from her. His extreme masculinity will eventually collide with Gaia’s 

femininity and lead to Ouranos lose both gender and generative capacity. The birth 

of Aphrodite (a parthenogenesis itself, although a total reversal from the pattern 

witnessed in the birth of her father Ouranos, since now we have a male giving birth 

to a female) completes the separation and subsequent definition of genders which 

started with the castration of Ouranos. As Rudhardt points out,'°^ “c’est seulement 

après la castration d'Ouranos par Kronos et la distance qu’elle établit entre le

On the structural connections between the births of Aphrodite and Athena, see Arthur 1982,
66.

Loraux in Schmitt Pantel 1994, 39. 
Rudhardt 1986, 6.
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masculin et le féminin, que l’acte sexuelle va prendre un nouveau caractère et 

devenir véritablement fécond en produisant à partir de deux un troisième, différent 

de ses géniteurs'' (my italics). ... “Dès alors que le masculin et le féminin se son 

disjoints, leur union ... requiert l’intervention d’un autre principe”; Aphrodite is 

thus born to assume the functions that Eros had before her. From the moment of 

her birth, the parthenogeneseis should stop. All unions should happen èv (piXoiqTi 

6 ia xpuaériv ’A(ppoÔiTTiv {Theogony 822). I use this line as an example despite 

the fact that it not found elsewhere in the undisputed parts of H e s i o d . I n  this 

context the line expresses exactly the position that Aphrodite holds in the new 

order: even primordial deities like Gaia and Tartaros succumb to her powers.

To return to Apollodoros, his treatment of parthenogenesis is interesting. 

In the earliest stages of his genealogy, and despite well-established tradition, his 

gods appear not to be “free to experiment with a range of other possibilities not 

available in the human sphere.”*®̂ At its later stages, however, procreation by 

parthenogenesis appears: the married couple par excellence, Zeus and Hera, 

whose marriage and progeny appear first in this long list, embark on a series of 

births without the participation of a p a r t n e r . T h e  births of both Hephaistos and 

Athena are said to have occurred in this way. One might argue that this is not at all 

significant; Apollodoros simply follows a source (another handbook, a genealogical

West 1966, 383, considers this as “a considerable argument against the verse, in view of the 
amount of genealogy in the Theogony".

On the expressions used in the Theogony to denote sexual unions see Bonnafé 1985, passim,
Zeitlin in Loraux 1993, xiii.
Zeus’ progeny include Athena and Dionysos; on the other hand, all the children of Hera are 

considered in one or another source to be products of parthenogenesis: Hephaistos is the one most 
often cited as Hera’s parthenogenetic son (apart from Apollodoros in Theog. 927-8 and Hesiod fr. 
343 M.-W. [= Chrysippus fr. 908; on the fragment and its possible position in the Hesiodic 
corpus see West 1966, 401-2]), In Ovid Fasti 5, 229-58, Ares takes the place of-Hephaistos, 
Finally Typhon is Hera’s parthenogenetic son in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo  300-55 and in 
Stesichoros’ fr, 62 PMG.
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catalogue?); and, of course, in the case of Athena, the story of her birth from her 

father’s head was the only tradition, and because of its popularity, Apollodoros 

could not simply ignore it, as he did with the story of Ouranos’ giving birth of 

Aphrodi te .However ,  he could have avoided mentioning the variant of the 

parthenogenetic birth of Hephaistos, choosing to refer only to the Homeric 

genea logy , as  he did in the case of Aphrodite’s birth -  suppressing the Hesiodic 

version (was this more popular due to its use in Aphrodite’s cult?). The reason for 

this is, I believe, the fact that the births of Athena and Hephaistos were closely 

related (cf. Horn. Hym. to Apollo 301-55) not only to each other but also to the 

succession myth, which in Apollodoros has not yet reached its final conclusion 

(contrast the Hesiodic account, in which the narration of the birth of the children of 

the Olympians begins after the defeat of Typhoeus). One could argue that the 

connection of the two births is made out of context, as part of a genealogical list 

which pays no particular respect to the notion of time; but the appearance of both 

gods in the battle of the Giants (1.6.2-3), which, in Apollodoros, precedes the 

Typhon story, indicates the list is strategically positioned in the work.

The study of the succession-myth shows that Gaia and Rhea, the all- 

powerful divine mothers, protect their last-born sons against their fathers, and, in a 

way, become the agents of their husbands’ dethronement.’®̂ But when Zeus 

accedes to power this comes to an end. Zeus manages to nullify the power of his 

wife-mother (in this case Hera, since Apollodoros reverses the order of Zeus’ 

marriages and makes Hera his first wife, 1.3.1.) by becoming himself the Father,

On Aphrodite’s birth see more below Chapter Two, section C (v). 
On this see Frazer 1921, 22, n. 1.

109 On the position of Rhea in Apollodoros’ account of the succession myth, see Chapter Three.
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and surrounding himself with a number of daughters and sons who resemble him 

and not her (this is, I think, the function of the Typhon story in the Homeric Hymn 

to Apollo, 300-55)/*° In this way, Hera cannot continue the tradition of complicity 

between mothers and their younger sons; she has no chance of bearing a son more 

royal than his father. Small wonder that Hera’s children are found lacking in 

comparison with the other children of Zeus, especially Athena and Apollo, just as 

Hera’s behaviour is found lacking in comparison with the behaviour of his other 

wives, especially Leto at the beginning of the Homeric Hymn to Apollo 1-13).*“ 

Her only chance is to resort to the old method of parthenogenetic procreation: but 

what was excused in the beginning, when parthenogenesis was necessary for the 

birth of a male, now no longer works: without the seed of a father, Hephaistos 

flatly fails to continue the precedent set by Kronos and Zeus, just as Hera fails in 

her attempt to become another Gaia or Rhea. There is no doubt that Hera is herself 

a resounding failure as a mother-agent of power. None of her children, whether 

born with Zeus’ participation or without it, attain the predominance that the next 

set of Zeus’ progeny in this catalogue, i.e. Athena, Apollo and Artemis, acquire 

from the moment of their birth. Hera might be the wife, but the role of mother in 

Greek myth is reserved for others, namely Leto and, more importantly. Demeter.

It has been suggested (Rudhardt 1986, 22-23) that during the formation of the cosmos “les 
enfants qui naissent alors d’unions prodigieuses sont à la fois plus nombreux que leur parents et 
différent d’eux”, while at the end of the cosmogony, when the order of Zeus has been established 
and the Tipai have been (re-) distributed, “il faut en outre que les enfants ressemblent à leurs 
parents.”

Strauss Clay 1989, 73-4, makes this comparison between Leto and Hera. I would take it a step 
further: the very beginning of the poem (1-13) presents us with the correct behaviour for a wife of 
Zeus. When Apollo enters the palace and the gods fear that the next phase of the succession myth 
has come, Leto does not behave as Gaia, Rhea or Hera do; she does not take the side of her son 
but remains faithful to Zeus, resolving the situation before it begins.
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Apollodoros, however, refrains from narrating the story, already found in 

II  18. 395-405 and verified by Hera herself in Homeric Hymn to Apollo 316-21, 

which had her throw her son into the sea because he was crippled in his legs. This 

version presupposes that Hephaistos was bom lame, confirming from its outset the 

futility of Hera’s attempt at parthenogenesis. In Apollodoros, Hephaistos is born 

healthy, but is also a defender of his mother. He comes to his mother’s rescue 

when Zeus punishes her for sending the storm that took Herakles off course when 

he was sailing to Troy: as a result Zeus casts Hephaistos out of Olympos and 

necôvza S  ' H())aiai:ov fev Afip-VCQ Kal îiTpcoGévxa Tdç pdaeiç Ôiéacoaev h ©éTiç.

Apollodoros presumably adapts freely the version recorded in //. 1. 590-94, where 

Hephaistos remembers the occasion when he attempted to aid his mother against 

Zeus and was hurled from the threshold by the latter for his troubles; he then fell 

for an entire day before crashing on Lemnos, where its inhabitants took care of 

him. Nowhere in the story is it stated that Hephaistos was crippled as a result of 

this fall (and, in fact, such assertion would contradict the account in //.IB, also 

narrated by Hephaistos); nor is the reason for the quarrel recorded. However, for 

someone who was aware of the events narrated in II. 15. 18-30, where Zeus hung 

Hera up in the air with anvils tied to her feet as a punishment for pursuing her 

hatred against Herakles, and where Zeus specifically stated that he would hurl to 

earth anyone who tried to help Hera, it would have been easy to construct a 

coherent and plausible explanation for Hephaistos’ lameness, without having to 

allow for two markedly separate events that ended in an identical type of 

punishment. As a result, the story acquires a additional meaning: not only is Hera 

unable to gain any power against her husband’s wishes, but her son is also unable
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to pose any serious threat to her husband or even defend her. Both are severely 

punished with afflictions to their feet (a remnant perhaps of the chthonic nature of 

both gods and a suitable punishment inflicted by a sky-god). All this happens on 

account of a mortal, the offspring of an illicit affair of her husband. Such an offence 

would certainly merit vindictive action against the father, since it is a direct 

transgression against the mother. The actions of Ouranos and Kronos that 

prompted Gaia and Rhea to dethrone them were directed at their children. Zeus’ 

actions are an offence against the mother herself, but Hera’s position in relation to 

her “foremothers” is so diminished that she cannot even act against the mortal son, 

let alone against her husband. As for her son, whether the offspring of 

parthenogenetic procreation or of the sexual union of a male and a female, he is 

totally ineffectual.

Artemis and Apollo, together with Persephone, whose story is related with 

details which are surprisingly numerous for Apollodoros, occupy the largest part of 

the list of Zeus’ children. The twins’ prominence is stressed by the fact that only 

they are given specific functions and characteristics. The familiar story of their birth 

is followed by a catalogue of exploits, in which the story of Orion features 

prominently.
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D. Orion

The figure of Orion, hunter par excellence, is as bewildering as it is 

interesting: his life is a collage of unrelated episodes, of which no single, standard 

version exists. As Fontenrose points out, the “sources reveal a confusing variety of 

traditions concerning nearly every episode of the hero’s life”.*'  ̂ Only in later 

mythographers do we find attempts to produce a coherent and complete version of 

it; however, some of the episodes of his biography remain completely unintegrated.

Apollodoros starts his account Orion’s deeds by offering two possible 

origins. According to Pherekydes (FGrHist 3 F 52) he is the son of Poseidon and 

Euryale. The same parentage is attested by Ps.-Eratosthenes {Katasterismoi 32), 

who ascribes it to Hesiod (fr. 148a M.-W.). The whole account seems to go back 

to the Hesiodic Astronomia}^^ This narrative is very close to that of Apollodoros. 

Both include the detail of Orion’s ability to walk upon (or in later versions wade 

through)**"  ̂water, an ability common to other sons of Poseidon."*’ It would seem, 

however, that this particular detail was closely linked to his gigantic stature.' This

"^Fontenrose 1981,4.
"^SeeGantz 1996,1, 271.

Thus Virgil, Aeneid 10. 763-7: 
quam magnus Orion,
cum pedes incedit medii per maxima Nerei 
stagna viam scindens, umero supereminet undas, 
aut summis referens annosam montibus ornum 
ingrediturque solo et caput inter nubila condit.

Also Servius (2  Aen. 10. 763): non autem incongrue fingitur ire potuisse per medium pelagiis, 
quasi filius pro patre Neptuni. ... alii hunc Orionem tantae magnitudinis dicunt fuisse, ut nulla 
eum altitudo maris ingredientem potuerit morari.

Cf. Eupbemos in Apollonios’ Argonautika 1. 179-84: k e îv o ç  àvf|p Kal nàvxox) èTÙ yXaoKoîo 
GéeoKE (182). This ability must bave been attributed to Eupbemos quite early, since Pindar 
included him in the crew of the Argo (P 4. 173-5) which went back to the original story in which 
each participant bad a special skill that made him an irreplaceable member of the crew (see below 
in Chapter Five the discussion of the Argonautic Catalogue).

Fontenrose, ibid. 19, is right in suggesting that Orion’s ability to wade through the sea was the 
earlier version of the myth. This was changed as early as Hesiod to an ability to walk on the 
surface of the sea (we should note that Hesiod does not mention Orion’s gigantic height; Orion is
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brings us to the second parentage recorded by Apollodoros: Orion is said to be 

YTiYevfiÇ- Nonnos also refers to Orion as Soaipepov riiéa yairiç, perhaps alluding 

to another late-appearing version of Orion’s birth, which is found for the first time 

in Palaiphatos Hyrieus entertained the gods Zeus, Poseidon and Hermes.*** 

As a reward for his hospitality he asked for a son. The gods took the bide of the 

sacrificed bull and covered it with semen.**  ̂They then instructed Hyrieus to bury 

the hide in the ground for ten months; thus Orion came to life.* °̂ Apollodoros 

could also be referring to the same myth. However, in 3.10.1, Hyrieus is presented 

as having two sons, Lykos and Nykteus (the father of Antiope), by the nymph 

Klonia. Apollodoros does not refer to Orion at this point. In fact, it more probable 

that Apollodoros follows a source that made Orion a son of Gaia because of his 

gigantic height; for all giants are children of Gaia. Another giant, Tityos, (who, in 

Apollodoros, is linked to Orion) is bom of El are and Zeus, but can be called a 

descendant of Earth, since Zeus hid his mother in the ground, and it was from it 

that Tityos came forth to light (1.4.1). The mythographer points to this explanation

portrayed as a human being, who suffers and dies for his own hybris). Only later, when the size 
of Orion becomes gigantic again, given his popularity owing to the identification of his 
constellation with Mithras (see Speidel 1980, passim) do we hear again of his ability to wade 
through water.

The story is also found, apart from the sources mentioned above in Hyg. Fab. 195, and in 
Euphorion fr. 105 van Groningen, 175.

Zeus and Hermes in Hyg., Astr, 2.34.1, Zeus, but Hermes and Ares in Servius ad Aen. 1. 535, 
and Zeus, Poseidon and Apollo in E Nikandros Ther. 15.

Or urine, thus offering an etymological explanation of Orion’s name, cf. Hesiod fr. 148b M.- 
W., I  Nikandros Ther. 15.

The story is also ascribed to Hesiod (fr. 148b M.-W.) by the Scholia to Germanicus’ Aratea, p. 
93.13 Breisig. However, this attribution contradicts Orion’s descent from Poseidon and Euryale, 
attributed to Hesiod by Ps.-Eratosthenes, Sch. in Nikandros Ther. 15, and Hyg. Astr. 2.34.1. The 
last two sources clearly distinguish Hesiod’s version of his parentage (followed in both texts by a 
reference to Orion’s ability to walk on water) from the story about Hyrieus, which is clearly an 
attempt to etymologise Orion’s name. In Hyginus, in fact. Antimachos and Hesiod, who are said 
by the scholiast to Germanicus to give the same story about Orion’s miraculous birth (similem 
originem refert Hesiodus) are used as sources of conflicting material. The scholiast’s reference to 
Hesiod must be a mistake.
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by linking Orion’s parentage with his gigantic stature; yTiyevfi leyoucriv 

bneppeyé&n aœpa.

The next detail found in Apollodoros, the reference to Orion’s marriage to 

Side, is unique. Only Ovid makes a passing reference to Orion’s yearning for her: 

pallidus in Side silvis errabat Orion (Ovid, Ars Amatoria 1.731). This gives a hint 

about Orion’s Boiotian origin, since aiÔrj is the Boiotian word for pomegranate; in 

fact, the banishment of Side to the Underworld at this point neatly puts the fruit in 

the nether lands before the arrival of Persephone. Otherwise, we would have, for 

the moment, to accept Fontenrose’s assertion that the marriage seems to have no 

significance for the Orion myth.‘̂ ^

Apollodoros then turns to the most popular episodes of Orion’s life. First 

he deals with his sojourn in Chios, his drunkenness and assault on Merope, 

Oinopion’s d au g h t e r , a n d  his punishment. The story shares many elements with 

that ascribed to Hesiod. A number of details, however, prevent us from identifying 

of Hesiod as Apollodoros’ source. In Hesiod, Orion first gets drunk and then 

attacks Merope. In Apollodoros, Oinopion uses wine as the means to incapacitate 

Orion so that he can blind him. There is a vagueness about Apollodoros’ account. 

Orion is said to woo Merope. The word used, epvrjaTebaaTO, does not indicate 

the use of any force. In fact, throughout Apollodoros, it is used to denote a 

betrothal without any nuances of violence. As it is, Apollodoros’ account does not 

explain Oinopion’s reaction. Even if we accept that an account like that of

Fontenrose 1981, 7,
Hesiod points out that Euryale was a daughter of Minos, thus forging a bond between Orion 

and Oinopion, the son of Ariadne and Dionysos {Epitome 1. 9). Apollodoros (and Pherekydes) do 
not refer to Euryale’s parentage. In Apollodoros neither Orion nor Oinopion have a close 
connection with Krete; only Hesiod seems to exploit this part of Orion’s origin, by having him 
hunting with Leto and Artemis on the island of Krete, where he meets his death.
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Parthenios {Narrationes Amatoriae 20) is implied, where Merope is promised to 

Orion but the marriage is delayed by Oinopion’s reluctance, whereupon Orion 

takes matters into his own hands, the drunken assault comes before Oinopion’s 

action. In all other accounts of the story, wine is the catalyst for the rape.'^^ In 

Apollodoros, wine is used after Orion has offered violence to Merope. We can 

accept Fontenrose’s suggestion that Apollodoros inverted the sequence of 

e v e n t s . B u t ,  if we accept the sequence of events as it is, a more gruesome image 

of Orion surfaces. We are dealing with a cold-blooded rapist with no excuse for his 

attack. In some accounts, we find references to Orion’s ability to hunt and use of 

this ability to woo Merope (cf. Parthenios NA 20: ô ià Tabxr|v [the daughter of 

Oinopion, called Lero by Parthenios] xfjv xe vfjaov è^Tipepœcrai xoxe Gripicov 

àvà7iA.eo)V oêoav Xeiav xe rcoXXfiv xœv Tcpoaxœpœv ëôva ôiôôvai). Parthenios 

indicates that Orion was in love with the girl. In Apollodoros, surprisingly, we have 

no reference to his unique skill of hunting. All the episodes in his narrative show 

Orion in a negative light. Even though he is allowed to recover his sight, 

Oinopion is not punished. One could well argue that Oinopion was justified in his 

actions; for Apollodoros seems not to allude to a story in which Oinopion, driven 

by an incestuous passion, blinded her suitors without a reason. This would mean 

that we had to detect this unmentioned attack on Merope in the innocuous verb 

èp-vriaxEbaaxo. Van der Valk argues for such a solution by referring to several 

incidents in the Bibliotheke, in which raw sexual emotions and actions are 

disguised for the sake of d e c e n c y . I n  the same paragraph Apollodoros refers to

In the same way, wine causes the deaths of Ikarios and Erigone (3.19.7).
Fontenrose 1981, 8,
See Lightfoot 1999, 493-496.
See Speidel 1981, 36, where the association of Mithras and Orion with the sun is discussed. 
Van der Valk 1959, 101.
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Orion’s attempt against Opis, the Hyperborean Maiden. The word PiaÇôpevoç 

does not have to entail sexual violence: however, in the light of the previous 

episode, this is how one should understand it. But since we are told that this 

attempt is unsuccessful, there is here no need to disguise the events.

Orion recovers his sight and returns to punish O i n o p i o n . A t  this point, 

Apollodoros offers a curious detail that is difficult to reconcile with the previous 

narrative. Poseidon hid Oinopion in an underground chamber made by Hephaistos. 

The reference to Poseidon does not make sense, especially if we take into account 

his relentless pursuit of those who harmed his sons, e.g. Odysseus for blinding 

Polyphemos. We would not expect Poseidon to take pity on Oinopion, because his 

son was to blame. I do not accept Fontenrose’s suggestion that we are meant to 

understand that “Poseidon ended Oinopion’s life and sent him in a special prison in 

the abode of the dead”.*̂  ̂ Obviously, the underground chamber is an allusion to 

Oinopion’s impressive tomb on Chios (Paus. 7. 5. 13). However, had Poseidon 

taken the law into his hands, Apollodoros would have stated that Poseidon killed 

him, not that he saved him. Perhaps we are dealing with a conflation of two 

contradictory accounts (cf. 1.9.21, where Poseidon appears to have blinded his son 

Phineus). One would have expected Dionysos, as the father of the king, to be his 

saviour; in Hesiod, however, and in the Scholiast to Nikandros Ther. 15, is it said

For a treatment of the part of the myth concerning Orion’s recovery of his sight, see 
Fontenrose 1981, 9-11. On the choice of punishment, Kerényi 1951, 202-3, faithful to his 
Jungian ideas, mistakenly suggests that Orion suffers the punishment of all those who commit 
incest (namely Oidipous). He bases his suggestion on the facts that Servius 10. 763 mentions 
Oinopion as Orion’s father (a statement Servius discredits in the same paragraph), and that 
Pindar (fr. 72) mentions that Orion raped Oinopion’s wife. To return to the recovery of Orion’s 
eyesight: the fact that Apollodoros does not name the helper whom he snatched up at the smithy 
of Hephaistos may be a further indication that his account does not go back to Hesiod (who names 
Kedalion). As for Sophokles’ satyric Kedalion (TrGF IV 328-333 Radt), its plot is difficult to 
reconstruct, and we cannot say whether any part of Apollodoros’ account derives from it. See 
Pearson I I 1917, 8-13. 

ibid. 12.
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that Oinopion otco xœv TcoXixœv hTib yflv eKeKpOTCxo (Hesiod fr. 148a M.-W. =

Ps.-Eratosthenes 32).

The final episode of Orion’s life is his death at the hands of A r t e m i s . I t  

has been suggested that the episode was taken up by Euphorion, who also 

mentions that Orion attacked Opis (fr. 106 = X Od. 5.121).*^' However, as van

Groningen points out, since in fr. 105 it is clearly stated that Artemis killed Orion 

because he tried to violate her, “par Oupis” (an epithet attributed to Artemis) “le 

poète n’entend personne d’autre qu’Artemis”.'^  ̂ This could imply either that 

Apollodoros misunderstood his source, which gave the popular account of Orion’s 

death, i.e. his attack on Artemis, or that he deliberately chose to use a source in 

which Orion’s victim was someone other than the goddess. The attack on Artemis 

need not have entailed a personal relationship with Orion (something stated by 

most of the sources). Apollodoros makes no reference to Orion’s hunting skills, 

thus disregarding all those sources (including Hesiod) that have him find death 

because of it, and removing the setting for an attempted rape against Artemis (cf. 

Palaiphatos 51).

The reasons given for Orion’s death fit the pattern set by the deaths that 

precede this account. Apollodoros must introduce Apollo’s main skill, his art of 

prophecy. In order to do so, he has to mention the death of Python. However, this 

leads him to a list of Apollo’s other exploits in the area of Delphi. The murder of 

Tityos, another rapist, leads quite logically to the death of Marsyas, who challenges 

Apollo’s dominance in the field of music. Tityos’ murder was a common

On his snatching by Eos, also mentioned by Z Od. 5. 121, see Gantz 1 9 9 6 ,1, 272-3. On the 
meaning of the abductions by Eos, see Vermeule 1979, 163-5.
'^'Carrière and Massonie 1991, 165.

Van Groningen 1977, 177.
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endeavour of Apollo and Artemis, but Marsyas was killed by Apollo alone; so the 

balance of the narrative demands a similar deed by Artemis. This is how the story 

of Orion is incorporated into the narrative. Orion must die either because he 

challenged Artemis’ ability at something (hence the elsewhere unattested challenge 

to a match of quoits), or because he tried to violate someone from the goddess’ 

entourage (with Opis, a “citizen” of Delos, taking the place of Leto). This narrative 

plan, of course, works, even when Artemis is the victim of the assault.

We have already suggested that Apollodoros’ purpose is to show Orion in 

a negative light; the link established with the stories that precede means that Orion 

too must be punished because of his hybris. The first rape establishes a pattern, 

that of a violent, impetuous character, lacking in self-control, and marked by 

e x c e s s . I n  this light, the inclusion of his marriage to Side makes absolute sense: 

even his extended family is characterised by hybris. Orion’s negative side is 

stressed by something that is not included in the account: his final catasterism. 

Apollodoros says nothing of this most famous of Orion’s myths (already found in 

II. 18. 486). To do so would mean that he would have to explain what Orion did to 

deserve immortalisation in the sky.̂ "̂̂  As he is seen in Apollodoros, Orion deserves 

punishment after his death, not reward (cf. however the narrative of Hesiod, in 

which Orion is rewarded because he is a great h u n t e r ) . O n e  could argue that 

Apollodoros leaves all reference to catasterisms out of his narrative (as in the case 

of Aigipan, which will be discussed in Chapter Three). However, this is not true. In 

the story of Kallisto, where the catasterism is also firmly incorporated into the

133

134
For a view of Orion as a civiliser see Renaud 1996, 86. 
See ibid. 88.
Surely the listing of Orion before the great sinners in Od. 10.573-5 indicates a negative feeling 

about him, apart from the fact that, together with the other great hunter, Herakles, he frames the 
narrative (thus Griffiths 1986, 66, n. 48).
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traditional story, the mythographer does mention her metamorphosis into a star 

(3.8.2). Apollodoros consciously chooses not to mention Orion’s metamorphosis 

(despite the popularity which these myths had in the Roman period), and, with it, 

any reference to mythical versions related to it. Thus we find no mention to the 

scorpion that in most sources killed him (and which, by the way, is not a new 

version, as D. Kidd sugges t s , s ince  it already appears as the instrument of 

Orion’s death in Hesiod -  where, however, it is sent by Gaia); nor is there a 

reference to another story with amorous connotations, his continuous pursuit of 

the Pleiades, (found already in the Titanomachia fr. 14 Bernabé),*^^ one of whom 

was also named Merope, sharing a name with the daughter of Oinopion. The Pleiad 

Merope is the wife of Sisyphos,'^* another figure that, as we saw, is presented in a 

totally negative light by the mythographer. Are we dealing with a conscious effort 

to present all the figures that challenged gods in an identical fashion?

Kidd 1997, 396.
See also Z to Aratos Phainomena 254; also Z to Pindar A 2. 10, Hyg. Astr. 2. 21.4, Z to Apoll. 

Rhod. 3. 225, and Athenaios 11. 490d-e, for a version where the object of the amorous pursuit is 
Pleione, the mother of the Pleiades (cf. Apollodoros 3. 10.1).

See Pherekydes {FGrHist 3 F 19) and Hellanikos {FGrHist 4 F 19), Apollodoros 1.9.3 and 
3.10.1.
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The divine genealogy

nranos -  Gaia

Erinyes (Alekto, Tisiphone, Megaira)

Hekatoncheires Kyklopes Titanes
Briareos
Gyes
Kottos

Arges
Steropes
Brontes

Okeanos
Koios
Hyperion
Kreios
lapetos
Kronos

Tethys
Rhea
Themis
Mnemosyne
Phoibe
Dione
Theia

Kronos -  Rhea

r
Hestia Demeter Hera

 1-------
Plouton Poseidon Zeus
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Okeanos -  Tethys

Okeanides
Asia
Styx
Elektra
Doris
Eurynome
Amphitrite
Metis

Koios -  Phoibe

I- - - - -
Asteria Leto

Hyperion -  Theia
Pontes 

Kreios - Eurybia

I- - - - - - - - -
Eos Helios SeleneAstraios Pallas Perses

lapetos -  Asia

I
Atlas Prometheus Epimetheus

Kronos - Philyra 

Cheiron
Menoitios

Eos -  Astraios Perses Asteria Pallas - Styx

r ~
Winds Stars Hekate

I  I 
Nike Kratos Zelos Bia
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Deimachos

Aiolos - Enarete

Eosphoros | I
Acheloos -  Perlmede Myrmidon -  Peisidike (I) Keyx - Alkyone Poseidon -  Kanake Aethlios -  Kalyke

Hippodamas Orestes Antiphos Aktor

Endymion -  Naiad (nymph?) 
or Iphianassa

Hopleus Nireus Triops AloeusI /
Poseidon - Iphimedeia

Phorbos 
Aitolos r Pronoe

Otos Ephialtes Pleuron* Kalydon*
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Amythaon 
Fleuron - r  Xanthippe

Sterope (I) 
Stratonike 
Laophonte

Agenor

Hippodamas
Euryte Porthaon

Doros 
Kalydon - Aiolia

Epikaste Protogeneia (II) -r Ares

Oxylos

Demonike -  Ares

Kleoboia
Euenos Moles Pylos Thestios- r  Eurythemis

Aphareus
Idas - Marpessa

Acheloos -  Sterope(II) Oineus* Agrios* Alkathoos Melas* Leukopeus 
Seirenes ;

Althaia* Leda Hypermnestra Iphiklos (I)
Euippos 
Plexippos 

Eurypylos (I)
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Toxeus

Oineus -  Althaia

Thereus

(alternative father: (altenative father: 
Dionysos) Ares)

Klymenos Gorge -  Andraimon | | Idas
Herakles - Deianeira Meleagros -  Kleopatra

Me as Agrios

Pheneus Thersites
Euryalos Onchestos
Hyperlaos Prothoos
Antiochos Keleutor
Eumedes Lykopeus
Sternops Melanippos
Xanthippos and Sthenelaos '

Hipponoos 
Oineus - Perihoia (or Gorge)

(alternative father: Hippostratos, son of Amarynkeus)

I I Adrastos
<01enias ?> Tydeus - Deipyle

Adrastos (or Aigialeus) 
Diomedes - Aigialeia
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Deimachos
I

Aiolos - Enarete

Athamas Sisyphos

Glaukos 
(by Merope,

I (alternative fatht r: Kynortas) I 
Deion <Pereires> Magnes

daug iter of Atlas)

Ballerophon 
(by Eurymede)

Apbai^eus Tyndareos
Leukippos Ikarios 

(by Gorgopbone, daughter of 
Perseus)

Salmoneus Kretbeus

Polydektes

Erechtheus
Asterodia Ainetos Aktor Pbylakostî Kepbalos -  Proknis

Tyro

Aison Amythaon Pberestt
(by Tyro)

Neleusîî PeliasÏÏ
(by Poseidon)

Pbrixos Helle Learcbos Melikertes
(by Nepbele) (by Ino)

Leukon Erytbrios Scboineus Ptous
(by Tbemisto, daughter of Hypseus)
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Amphion)

Neleus

Tauros
Asterios
Pylaon
Deimachos
Eurybios
Epilaos
Phrasios
Eurymenes
Euagoras
Alastor
Periklymenos

Chloris (daughter of Abas)

I Kratieus 
Nestor - Anaxibia (I)

Peisidike (II) 
Polykaste

Perseus
Straticbos
Aretos
Ecbopbron
Peisistratos
Antilocbos
Tbrasynedes

Pronax 
Ampbitbea -Adras tos Partbenopaios

Pelias - Anaxibia (II) (daughter of Bias)
(or Pbylomacbe, daughter of

Pero Akastos Peisidike (III) 
Pelopeia 
Hippotboe 
Alkestis

Pheres (I) 
Amytbaon - Eidomene

Neleus 
Bias - Pero Melampous

Talaos

Pronax Mekisteus

Abas
I

Lysimacbe

Aristomacbos Eripbyle Ampbiaraos

Promacbos Lykourgos
Argeia Deipyle Aigialeia Aigialeus Kyanippos

Euryalos
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Pheres (I)

Eurydice (or Amphithea) - Lykourgos

Opheltes (Archemoros)

Pelias 
Admetos -  Alkestis

Phylakos 

Iphiklos (II) 

Podarkes

Helios -  Perseis

Kirke
Okeanos

Aietes -  Eidyia (1.9.23) Pasiphae -  Minos Perses (1.9.28)

lasonPhrixos -j- Chalkiope Apsyrtos ?(1.9.24) Medeia (1.9.23) —

(tyAigeus) |

Argos Melas Phrontis Kytisoros Medos Mermeros Pheres(II)

Autolykos 
Aison - Polymede

Promachos (1.9.27)
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Part II:

Theomachia”: The struggle for divine supremacy and 

the three stages of the succession-myth (1.1.1-6.3)
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Chapter Two

The world before Zeus: from Ouranos to Kronos

A. Introduction

“In the wonderful song of the soul’s high adventure”, as J. Campbell called the 

marvellous world of myth, traditions of origin and creation hold an unparalleled 

position. In fact, they are considered by M. Eliade and his disciples to be the basis 

for all myth. Cosmic myths, concerned with the great facts of existence, and 

theistic myths, describing cultural hierarchies which derive from the establishment 

of the universal order, are conscious attempts to offer the answer, ever elusive to 

humankind, to the inevitable question of beginnings. Consequently, they are firmly 

rooted in the mythical and religious systems of many cultures: accounts of the 

origin of the KÔapoç and the birth of the gods that people it “are to be found over 

a very wide area, from Iceland to Pacific”. I t  is thus hardly surprising that the 

corpus of Greek myth preserves a considerable number of versions of the creation 

and first beginnings. A number of ancient literary sources (both poetic and in 

prose) are known or assumed to have contained information on these earliest 

stages of the universe. We are fortunate to possess the work of the authority whom 

“the Greeks themselves most revered, Hesiod, whose Theogony [...] offers a brief 

account of the origins of the cosmos as preface to the extolling of Zeus’ rule”.*'̂ ® 

Hesiod’s work, the representative of the genre best known to us, was by no means 

unique; unfortunately, however, there is very little that remains extant of the other 

works of this context (cosmogonies attributed to poets such as Orpheus,

West 1966, 14. 
Gantz 1996, 1.
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Mousaios, or Epimenides, as well as the material ascribed to the great 

mythographers of the sixth century, mainly Akousilaos of Argos and Pherekydes of 

Athens, or to such poems as the one that held the initial place in the Epic Cycle). 

Still, the mere enumeration of these works indicates the important position which 

the genre held in Greek mythology and literature.

Palpably, Apollodoros’ compendium is dominated to an unusual degree by 

heroic mythology: we have already noted that it presents us mainly with a 

systématisation of the traditions concerning Greek myths, organised on a 

genealogical basis, family by family, beginning with the family of Deukalion and 

ending with the wanderings and returns of the Achaians after the fall of Troy. 

However, the long cosmogonic tradition described above is by no means 

neglected: the work’s first six paragraphs are dedicated to the earlier stages of the 

world and its gods. And not only that: as we shall see, the version of the 

succession-myth offered by Apollodoros is in many respects unique. The accounts 

of the castration of Ouranos and of the Titanomachy offer a brief, but “corrected” 

variant of the théogonie myth; moreover, the extensive account that brings to its 

conclusion this first section of the Bibliotheke, narrating Zeus’ battle against Gaia 

and her offspring, the Giants and Typhon, preserves mythical versions which are 

totally unknown from other sources.

It is generally assumed that, in composing this section, Apollodoros 

blended material taken from more than one source. Moreover, Apollodoros himself 

is not considered bold enough to have created a new, original account, by 

rearranging, simplifying and evaluating the mythical versions which he had at his 

disposal. It is usually suggested that the author chooses one source for each 

section of the succession-myth, which he then follows faithfully to the end of that
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specific narrative. Thus, the section on the Titanomachy is thought to have been 

taken from a source different from that on the Typhonomachy, or that on the 

Gigantomachy. A closer study of the narrative, however, reveals the existence of 

an impressive number of recurrent themes that link together the three accounts of 

the struggles for divine kingship, and amplify their meaning. I shall argue that such 

an elaborate scheme cannot be accidental, nor can it be the work of a compiler who 

jumps from one source to another at the end of each divine conflict. Rather, it is 

part of the conscious effort of an author to present the succession-myth in a single, 

painstakingly worked narrative, and one full of unique details.

In the following section, following Apollodoros’ paradigm, we shall study, 

firstly, the brief account of the first two stages of the succession-story: first, 

Ouranos versus Kronos (1.1.1-4), and then Kronos and the Titans versus Zeus and 

Olympians (1.1.5-1.2.1). Then we shall turn to the more detailed accounts of the 

Gigantomachy and the Typhonomachy, which will be treated as two 

complementary parts of the same stage of the succession-struggle. Since we only 

become aware of the existence of this elaborate “knitting” together of motifs upon 

their reappearances in the narrative, we will discuss their importance in Chapter 

Three.
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B. The first two stages of the succession-myth. Remnants of an Orphic

poem?

One of the most interesting problems concerning Apollodoros’ work has to 

do with the sources upon which he draws. Not having to comply with copyright 

laws, Apollodoros is not keen on letting his readers know the origins of the 

versions of myths which he uses; rarely does he mention by name the author from 

which he takes his information. In the whole work (including the Epitome, on 

which we have to rely for the lost last part of the Bibliotheke), we may count 83 

allusions to 30 authors. A survey of these quotations makes clear that they all have 

to do with alternative mythical accounts: the quoted authors offer versions that 

depart from Apollodoros’ main sources. Usually, they offer alternative genealogies: 

thus 51 out of 83 references, = 61%, give variant versions of parentage and 

kinship. However, some present differences in mythical details (31 out of 83, = 

38%), and one, at 2.1.3 offers the mythical justification of a belief (it explains why, 

according to Hesiod, a lover’s vow is not valid).

Such references to specific sources are completely missing from the first 

part of the work, where the théogonie and succession-myths are narrated. It is 

impossible to determine with certainty what prompted Apollodoros completely to 

conceal the source or sources which he uses: the study of the text clearly 

demonstrates that he attempts to give a brief and comprehensive version of the 

cosmogonic myth. It is thus possible that he felt that a story which explained the 

establishment of current socio-cultural institutions should come in one single 

version, which would not hinder his readers’ understanding of it. The recording of
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different versions of this, the most important of myths, would undermine its 

importance. This could explain why he chose to begin his narrative with the 

marriage of Ouranos and Gaia, a rather late stage in the Greek creational stemma 

as recorded in the Hesiodic Theogony.

We have to take into account the fact that Hesiod and Apollodoros had 

different reasons for composing their works: the mythographer purports to give a 

brief and coherent version of the théogonie myth. His efforts are concentrated on 

the harmonisation of the material at hand and, consequently, on the creation of a 

fluent and consistent account of a mythological system fixed for all time, and free 

from anything that could jeopardise its logic and coherence. The varying and 

confusing narratives about the primeval elements and origin of the world offer no 

firm ground for someone with Apollodoros’ aims of uniformity, coherence and 

brevity. This fact may have prompted him to omit any discussion of the myths 

concerning the coming-into-being of the first divine beings. Instead, he chose to 

begin his narrative from a later stage of the theogony, namely the marriage of 

Heaven and Earth, one which was widely accepted and easily comprehensible by 

the general, unsophisticated audience, or indeed he chose a source that did not 

contain such a discussion.

Hesiod’s main reason for composing his Theogony, on the other hand, was 

to narrate the formation of the present order and to celebrate the establishment of 

Zeus’ rule by contrasting the present dispensation with the past: “Hesiod begins 

with the beginning of things; but he is not interested in cosmogony for its own 

sake. He hurries over it, anxious to get to the sons of Ouranos and their story”.

141 West 1966, 192.
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And not only that: he was also concerned to explain, by means of genealogies, 

every force which, in one way or another, affected human life,*"̂  ̂and its position in 

the new divine order.

All the different kinds of gods, as distinguished by West,’"̂  ̂have their place 

in the Hesiodic pyramid. This is not the case in Apollodoros: he naturally 

incorporates a great number of genealogical lists (cf. 1.2.2-1.5.3), but refers only 

to the fully anthropomorphic generations of gods that come after Ouranos and 

Gaia (with the notable exception of the family of Styx, cf. 1.2.4),*'*'̂  i.e. to those 

beings who have a closer relation with the human race, either as objects of cult or 

as ancestors of human families. As Caldwell points out regarding the omission of 

all Hesiod’s “abstractions” (abstract entities like Môpoç, ©ocvaToç, "Ytivoç, 

Mœpoç etc., Theogony 21 Iff.), Apollodoros “is simply not interested in anything 

that did not play a mythological role”.*"̂  ̂ This may also explain why he never 

mentions Nyx (an important figure in Hesiod and Homer, and even more so in the 

Orphic théogonie fragments OF 98-113 Kern),*'^  ̂ let alone her offspring. I would 

also suggest that Apollodoros does not mention Eros at all (even as a child of 

Aphrodite) because, since the power of Love is represented by Aphrodite herself.

Caldwell 1989, 143.
''•-'West 1966,31.

Styx and her family play a significant role in Hesiod’s version of the Titanomachy:
■fjXde 5 ’ âfxx TtpcôTTj à(t)0iToç ObA,u|i7c6vôe
aùv a())oîaiv TiaiSeaai <j)lX,oo 5id  |if)Sea Tiaxpôç-
xf)v 5è Zeùç xlpriae, Tcepiaadc 5è ôcDpa èôcoKEv {Theogony 397-99).
Their importance is echoed by Apollodoros: xabxTjv abxfj xi|if|V 5i5oi)ç àv0 ’c5v abici) Kaxdc 
Tixdvcûv jLiExà TcDv xéKVCûV auvEpà^TiaE. Significantly enough, however, their contribution is 
only mentioned in the genealogical digression (1.2.4), which is heavily influenced by the 
Theogony, and not in the actual account of the battle, which, as we shall see, is somewhat 
different from Hesiod’s version.

Caldwell 1989, 143.
See Ramnoux 1959, passim.
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he considered Eros to be a supplementary secondary force, and thus an 

unnecessary complication.*'^^

Hesiod’s Theogony was the closest the Greeks came to having an “official” 

account of the origin of the universe; the poem was indeed the “basic textbook of 

Greek religion”,*'** and thus its influence cannot be underestimated.*'*^ The 

mirroring in Apollodoros (especially in the genealogical lists) of nearly all the 

constituents of Hesiod’s narrative is indisputable. Yet the beginning of 

Apollodoros’ account (1.1.1-1.1.3 & 1.1.5) differs considerably from that of 

Hesiod’s. The mythographer follows a mythical version that in a way “corrects” 

the story told by Hesiod. It is true that many of the apparent differences and 

disagreements between the two versions “are explicable on the assumption that the 

mythographer has reworked his source and changed it by the processes of 

omission, rearrangement, and simplification”.*̂** Such cases will be discussed 

presently. Still, a number of details in Apollodoros’ narrative are completely absent 

from Hesiod, which leads to the conclusion that he must have made use of some 

source other than Hesiod.

A Byzantine author offers a possible solution to the puzzle of 

Apollodoros’ other source. In Photios’ recapitulation of Proklos’ Chrestomathia 

or Summary o f Useful Knowledge we read:*^*

ôiaXappavei Ôè K a l  Ttepi toO ^eyopévou èriiKoO K^kXou, ôç a p p e l a i  

pèv èK Tfjç Obpavou K a l T tiç puGoXoyoupévTiq plÇecoç, èÇ fjç aÔTœ

147 On the importance of Eros in Greek cosmogonic myths see Rudhard 1986, passim.
'^*Burkert 1985, 122.

Cf. Gantz 1996, 1, 2; West 1983, 123. 
Davies 1989, 13.

151 See Davies 1989, 6-8.
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Kttl Tpeîç TcaîSaç 'EKaxovxàxeipaç Kal xpeîç yevvœai KvKXconaq

{Theogony I Bernabé = T 1/ Titanomachia F 2 Davies).

It has been established that Apollodoros knew the poems whose relatively early 

date, subject and style caused them to be included in the edition of the Epic 

Cycle^^^ (whether his knowledge came from the actual poems or from a prose 

summary of them is irrelevant to our discussion at this point); so it is possible that 

he drew, at least for his first part of his Theomachy, on a now lost poem once 

situated at the beginning of the epic Cycle.

However, the identification of this poem is in doubt. We know that at the 

beginning of the Cycle there was a Titanomachia attributed to Eumelos of Korinth 

or Arktinos. This poem certainly contained théogonie information: AiGépoç 5’ 

\)lôç Obpavôç, œç ô ttiv Tnavopa%lav ypàij/aç (F Davies = F 2 Bemabé) 

and 6 ôè tt|V Ti[iavo]pa%lav ypà[\|/aç] èÇ AlGépoç (pT|o[iv] (scil. toc Tuocvta) (F 

1̂  Davies = F 1 Bernabé). Hence, one can identify Apollodoros’ source as the 

Titanomachia, as does Davies: “[i]n other words, just as Hesiod’s Theogony 

included a Titanomachy (at lines 617ff.), so the Cycle’s Titanomachy seems to 

have included a Theogony, or details relevant thereto, near its beginning”. T h i s  

conclusion would imply that Apollodoros himself omitted all discussion about the 

coming-to-being of the first divine beings, or that he drew his narrative not from 

the actual poem, but from a secondary source, which, for reasons similar to the 

ones discussed above, chose to omit every reference to the first stages of the 

théogonie myth. It is impossible to prove that Apollodoros did not read the original

' See Davies 1986, 105-6. 
Davies 1989, 13.
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himself; indeed it would be rather uncharitable to rush to such a conclusion. In my 

view, he must have access to the original poem from which he selected the material 

included in his account. In any case, I find this discussion rather futile: whoever is 

responsible for summarising these works, whether it was Apollodoros or some 

previous mythographer, upon whom Apollodoros relied heavily, the truth is that it 

has been proven, time and time again, that for the most part the Bibliotheke 

reproduces faithfully original works. Hence, the question of who actually did the 

summarising seems to be irrelevant.

West, however, offers a new, quite different solution to the problem of 

Apollodoros’ s o u r c e s . H e  links Apollodoros’ account with Orphism, based on a 

number of features common to Apollodoros’ narrative and the Orphic Rhapsodies. 

These are:

b) The Kyklopes and the Hundred-Handers are born before the Titans, not after 

them, as in Hesiod. It is their imprisonment that incites the Titans to castrate 

him. Cf. Obpavôç Ôè Tp peixOeiç yevvot GrjXeiaç pèv K^œGœ Aàxeaiv 

’'ATpoTiov,'^  ̂ àvôpaç Ôè 'EKaTÔyxeipaç Kôttov rbyrjv Bpiàpeœv, k«i 

KoKlcorraq BpôvTTjv Kal ZTepÔTtrjv Kal ’'Apyrjv obç Kal ôfjaaç 

KaTE'iapTàpœaev, èKTieaeîaGai aÙTÔv \)7tô tô v  Tialôcov Tfjç ôpx^ç paGœv 

ôiô Kal ôpyiaGeîaa fi r f | Tobç Tixavaç éyévvtiaev (OF fr. 57 Kern = 

Athenag. Pro Christianis 18).

c) In Apollodoros Ouranos is expressly designated first ruler of the world: 

Obpavôç Tcpœxoç too rcavTÔç èôuvàaTEuae KÔapoo. This qualification is

West 1983, 121ff.
In Apollodoros the Moirai are the children of Zeus and Themis and belong to the cluster of 

female offspring that identify and consolidate the new-found divine power of Zeus. See Chapter 
One for more details.
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also found in OF fr. 104 Kern = Prokl. in Plat. Tim. E proem. Ill 169, 15, 5i 

o6 zi]V Oûpavoû TipraxTiv Kal rfiç feÇopveî paaiA.elav, cvvrjOecTspa roiç 

"EXXriGiv ovaa (the italics are mine), OF fr. 107 Kem (= Prokl. in Plat. Tim. 

40e), Oùpavôç, ôç Tipœxoç p a a i^ o a e  Geœv pexot priTépa NoKxa (a phrase 

also found in OF fr. I l l  Kem), and in the Derveni papyrus, Oupavôç 

EôcppovlÔTiç ôç TcpœTiaxcç paaiXeuae (col. XIV in the translation of Laks & 

Most = col. X in ZPE 1982).'’*

d) In both sources Dione appears in the list of Titans in addition to the Hesiodic 

twelve. Cf. OF fr. 114 Kern = Prokl. in Plat. Tim. 40e:

ETtxa pèv eùeiôeîç Kobpaç <éA.iKd)7iiôaç, àyvàç>

ETTxcc ôè TcaîÔaç avaKxaç <èyeivaxo la%vf|evxaç>"

Goyaxépaç pèv < x iK T 8>^^  ̂ ©épiv K a l  èucppova Tr|G<)V

MvripoabvTiv xe paGuTcXÔKapov ©eiav xe pocKaipav, 

f|ôè AicbvTiv xIkxev àpiTüpETtèç eîôoç Exouaav 

OolpTiv XE 'PeItiv xe, Aiôç yEvéxEipav avaKxoç,

Tiaîôaç ôè aX^ouç xoaoôxouç*

Koîôv XE Kpîôv XE péyav OôpKUV xe Kpaxaiôv 

Kal Kpôvov ’QKEavôv G’ 'Yîieplovà x’ TaTiEXÔv xe.

Here we have fourteen Titans, including Dione but also Phorkys,'^^ who in 

Apollodoros (1.2.6), as in Hesiod’s Theogony (237), is one of the offspring of 

Gaia and Pontos.

See below section C (1). 
<TiK:Te?> Kern.
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e) In Apollodoros, Okeanos is explicitly excluded from the assault on Ouranos. 

Cf. OF fr. 135 Kern = Prokl. in Plat. Tim. 40e:

tc5v yocp àXK(ùv TiTotvcov elç Kaxoc too Tcaxpôç è7tipooXf|V îepévcov 6 

^Keavôç à7tayope<)ei te  Ttpôç tôcç priTpôç èTiiTàÇeiç Kal èvôoiàÇei nepl 

tfjç npà^ecoç

ëv0a a 5 t ' ’QKeavôç pèv èvi peyàpoiaiv ëpipvev 

ôppaivcov, TioTÉpcoGE vôov 'ipanoi, f\ TiaTépa ôv 

yo<i>œaTi te ptr|ç Kal aTcca0aA.a ^.œpfiaaiTO 

al)v Kpôvcp fiô’ dA.A<oiaiv àÔEX,(poîç, oî tcetiIGovto 

ptlTpl (plÀTj, f\ Toi)ç yE .̂iTuœv pévoi ëvôov ëKTjXoç. 

noXXà ôè Tiopcpupcûv pévEv fipEvoç èv pEyàpoiaiv 

GKoÇôpEVoç fi priTpl, KaGiyvf|ToiGi Ôè p a llo v . 

pévEi ouv oÔTOç d pa  Kal TtpôeiGi pEToc TrjGhoç* GovéÇE'OKTai yàp 

aoTœ Kaxd Tfjv TtpœxTiv àTcoyévvrjGiv. ol ôè dA,A,oi TixdvEç eIç 

ôittKpiGiv èîieiyovxai Kal Tupôoôov, fiyEÎxai ôè aoxcov ô péyiGxoç 

Kpovoç, c5ç (prjGiv ô GEO^ôyoç (see below section iv). In Hesiod, 

however, only Kronos attacks his father {Theogony 167ff.).

f) Zeus is nurtured by the nymphs Adrasteia and Ida, daughters of Melissos, 

and guarded by the Kouretes (1.1.6-7; cf. OF. frs. 105, 162 Kem = Prokl. 

in Plat. Tim. 4 le: Kal yàp 6 ôripio'opyôç, œç ô ’Op(J)e<)ç 9T|gi, x p écp E x a i

^ ~ pèv àno xfiç ’AÔpaGXEiaç...).

g) Finally, the division of the universe among the three sons of Kronos is 

described in the Bibliotheke (1.2.1), as it is also in the Orphic fragments:

Cf. Plato, Timaeus 40e: omœç oSv KaT ekeivo-üç fijxiv f| yévEoiç TiEpl xg-Oxcdv xœv Secov 
È%Éxœ Kai X,EYÉo0a)- rfjç xe Kal OopavoO JcaîSEç ’ Q keœ vôç xe Kal TriGbg EyevEoGTiv, xô xcov 
6è OôpK oç, Kpovoç xe Kal 'PÉa K al ôooi jiExot xo6xœv . . see below section C (iii).
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see OF fr. 56 Kem = Rufin. Recognit. X 19, primus ergo procedens 

descendit Orcus, et inferiora, hoc est inferna, occupât loca. secundus 

utpote illo superior super aquas detruditur, is quem Neptunum vocant. 

tertius qui arte matris Rheae superfuit, ab ipsa caprae superpositus in 

coelum emissus est.

Based on these similarities between Apollodoros and the Orphic corpus, West 

proceeds to identify the source of Apollodoros as a théogonie poem which was 

situated at the beginning of the Epic Cycle, artificially constructed to serve as an 

introduction to the edition, and which went under the name of Orpheus. According 

to West,'^^ Apollodoros drew on a prose summary of the Cycle, which, in his view, 

was organised as an entity in the third century B.C. This poem was, in all 

probability, a creation of the compiler of the Cycle, “a contaminated account”, 

which attempted to reconcile the earlier Orphic Protogonos and Eudemian 

théogonies.

West’s work on the Orphic poems is admirable: it is not easy to take such 

different and sometimes contradictory material and create from it a coherent and 

attractive theory. Yet I have to agree with those who believe that his arguments are 

obviously stronger at the beginning (the Protogonos Theogony) and at the end (the 

Rhapsodic Theogony) than in the middle. The part concerning the existence of an 

Orphic “cyclic” Theogony contains a fair amount of guesswork and is based on 

very slim evidence.*^’ The existence of such a poem depends only on the 

testimony of Philo of Byblos:

West 1983, 129.
West 1983, 128.
Gantz 1996, 2, 742; Richardson 1985, 89.
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ëvGev 'HaioSoç ol xe kokXikoi TtepiTjXTijiévGi Seoyoviaç Kal 

yiyavxo^iaxiaç Kai xixavojiaxiaç enXacav lôiaç Kal èKTop.àç, olç 

GOUTiepKpepôjievoi è^eviKTiaav xf|V àA,f|0eiav {Titanomachia T 1/ Cycle 

T 6/ Theogony T 1 Bemabé = Titanomachia T 1 Davies).

Philo’s testimony can be interpreted in more ways than one: it does not have to 

mean that there actually was a théogonie poem at the beginning of the Cycle. 

The theogony could be a part of the Titanomachia, which, as we saw, contained 

théogonie m a t e r i a l . A n y w a y ,  it seems to me improbable that there existed 

another poem -  attributed to Orpheus or not -  at the beginning of such a popular 

literary work, for which no testimony survived. Moreover, such a poem as is 

described by West, of such small extent and limited content, starting from the 

marriage of Ouranos and Gaia and ending before the Titanomachia (since Eumelos’ 

poem covered that area),’̂ '̂  composed in the third century to serve as an 

introduction to a group of poems created around the sixth c e n t u r y , w i t h  no 

reference to any of the major Orphic characteristics, such the importance of Nyx 

and the existence of Protogonos-Phanes, seems more likely to be a modern 

fabrication than an actual fact.*^  ̂What West proposes is not a drastic tailoring of

“^^Thus Bernabé 1987, 10.
So Davies 1988, 17.
If the “Cyclic” theogony stopped before the Titanomachy, it could not have contained the 

division of the universe among the three sons of Kronos, which follows the defeat of the Titans 
and their imprisonment in Tartaros. This detail must have been taken from another source, 
probably from Homer’s Iliad (15. 185ff., especially 187-93): Tpi%8à ôè Tcàvxa ôéôaom i, 
eKaoToç ô’ ëppope Tipfiç. On this see Janko 1992, ad loc.

Davies 1989, 4.
West (1983, 129), justifies this lack as follows: “[t]he arranger of the cycle aimed to construct 

an omnibus mythology out of the mass of ancient poems available. He needed an account of the 
gods’ genealogies, an account of the Titanomachy and so on. Some editing was necessary for the 
sake of continuity and consistency, and it appears that some of the Troy epics at least, were
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an existing work: it is the artificial construction of a new poem. And this was not 

part of the plan of the compiler of the Cycle. As Davies w r i t e s : “[t]his is not to 

infer (what some have supposed) the existence of an edition of the Epic Cycle 

which achieved total consistency and continuity ... What the Alexandrian editors 

did was merely to edit a group of epic poems whose relatively early date, subject- 

matter and style had previously led to their being largely attributed to the author of 

the Iliad and Odyssey''.

The problem with the Orphic material is that the ideas incorporated into it 

are connected only by the fact that they derive from a poem bearing Orpheus’ 

name. ‘There was no doctrinal criterion for ascription to Orpheus, and no 

copyright restriction”.*̂ * As a result, even if a certain idea was part of such a 

poem, we cannot assume beyond doubt that it originated in an “Orphic” context. 

This applies equally to the elements common to Apollodoros and the Orphic 

Rhapsodies (as we shall see, we can trace parallels between Apollodoros and 

théogonie traditions like those recorded in the Iliad and -  possibly -  in 

Akousilaos). The common material (which mainly gives a more logical version of 

events, correcting Hesiod), is not peculiar or unique, as are the stories concerning 

Protogonos or Dionysos. Hence we cannot conclude that it originated in an 

“Orphic” environment. It could have originated somewhere else and then been 

taken up by “Orphic” authors. Thus we cannot deny the possibility that both works

tailored to fit each other. Now it is hardly likely that the editor would have wished to include a 
special Orphic gospel in his scheme. His poem stood under the name of Orpheus only because it 
had drawn from Orphic sources. Nor did he care, perhaps for the monstrous Protogonos and all 
the complexities associated with him. He was content to begin with the marriage of Ouranos and 
Ge, and to take the story only as far as the deliverance of Zeus’ brothers and sisters from Kronos’ 
stomach and the establishment of the Olympian regime under Zeus”.

Davies 1989, 2.
West 1983, 3.



used a common source. Unfortunately, the scarcity of information concerning the 

content of most théogonie w o r k s m a k e s  the likelihood of a positive identification 

of this source very small.

To conclude, although I do not dismiss the possibility that Apollodoros 

used a source containing “Orphic” material (whether it originally belonged in that 

environment or not), I disagree with the hypothesis that there was ever an Orphic 

Theogony situated at the beginning of the Epic Cycle. Since we have no clues as to 

what was contained in the archaic Titanomachia of Eumelos, so the proposed 

identification of Apollodoros’ source with that poem,'^° although possible, is far 

from certain. I believe, however, that this poem (whether it was the Titanomachia 

or another théogonie poem which included the battle against the Titans) was the 

source of the strange story about the role of Metis in the liberation of the 

Olympians later in Apollodoros (1.2.1), and of the subsequent accounts of the 

battles against the Giants and Typhon. We shall return to this discussion shortly.

For a survey see Sorel 1994, passim.
Brisson 1985, 407, and Carrière and Massonie 1991, 163.
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C. Cosmic variations: unique details in the divine struggle.

(i) Ouranos as sovereign: the first generation of divine kingship 

(1.1.1).

The beginning of Apollodoros’ narrative marks the mythographer’s first departure 

from the Hesiodic version. Apollodoros explicitly designates Ouranos first ruler of 

the world. The Hesiodic text is different: at no point is Ouranos called “king”. The 

poet reserves the title “king” for Kronos (OupaviÔTi jiéy’ àvaKTi, 0eœv Tupoxepco 

PaaiXfji [codd.: Tipoxépœv West], 4 8 6 ) , and, of course, for Zeus (Zeùç ôè Geœv 

paaiA,e<)ç, 886). It is Kronos who becomes the first king of the gods for the simple 

reason that, before the castration of Ouranos, the world cannot be seen as 

e x i s t i n g . I n  Apollodoros’ version this distinction is not necessary: the world is 

conceived as pre-existing and no mention to its creation is made. His reference to 

Ouranos as sovereign could then be seen as a simplification of the text of Hesiod. 

In Apollodoros, Ouranos is imagined as a fiilly anthropomorphic figure, not as a 

primeval cosmogonic power, and the world is as stable as ever. There is no reason 

for him not to be king.

We have already seen that Ouranos’ kingship is mentioned in the Orphic 

fragments. It would be mistaken to think that this reference is the only possible 

source of Apollodoros’ account. A survey of the théogonie myths of several

For reasons of interpretation I prefer the reading of the codices Ttpoxépcp paoiA,fii “the first 
king of the gods”. West 1966, 301, points out that this expression is not be found elsewhere in 
epic; therefore he claims that the text should be corrected, but in so doing he departs, 
unnecessarily I think, from the reading of all the manuscripts.

Cf. Detienne and Vernant 1978, 61-2.
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peoples makes apparent what Vernant points out:‘̂  ̂ “[i]n the théogonies, then, the 

problem of origin in its strict sense is, if not wholly implicit, at least present in the 

background. The myth does not ask how an ordered world could arise out of 

chaosj it answers the question of who was the sovereign god, who had obtained 

dominion over the universe. ... [The myth] retrac[es] those avatars of sovereignty 

down the line of the divine generations until the moment when a definite 

supremacy brings an end to the dramatic elaboration of the dynasteia'\^^^ 

Apollodoros’ account fits this pattern exactly: his three generations of gods, with 

their three consecutive sovereigns mark the progress to the establishment of Zeus’ 

eternal reign.

To digress for a moment, the cosmogonic poetic tradition which Hesiod 

(and consequently Apollodoros) follows, “where the succession of divine rulers 

culminates in the everlasting reign of Zeus and the stabilization of the universe”, 

has such striking parallels in oriental mythology that a relationship seems 

inevitable. A connection is most commonly drawn between the Hesiodic myth and 

the so-called ''Kingship in Heaven'' narrative, which is recorded in Hittite, but 

whose mythical content and dramatis personae are predominantly Hurrian (a non- 

Indo-European, non-Semitic people, who moved into Assyria at the beginning of 

the second millennium and eventually settled in Syria) and Mesopotamian (namely

Vernant 1986, 113-4.
Scarpi 1996, 419, argues that “la regalita attribuita a Urano, una instituzione che i Greci 

avevano relegate nel tempo del mito, puô essere dipesa molto banalmente dal conteste storico in 
oui viveva il compilatore, cbe se non aveva conosciuto i sovrani ellenistici, certo conoscva gli 
imperatori di Roma”. However, it obvious that the basic motif in the cosmogonic myths of many 
peoples (especially in the Levant) is the establishment of a autocratic king of the gods by 
defeating or disabling a previous ruler. Kingship is essential in this type of myth which usually 
reads as a dynastic history, a progression from more primeval types of sovereignty to the definite 
establishment of universal order under one ruler, ostensibly for eternity. Hence, I see no reason to 
attribute the reference to the sovereignty of Ouranos to the influence of the historical context of 
the work’s composition.

Edmunds 1990, 141.
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Babylonian) .The parallels between the “Kingship in Heaven” (ANET 1963, 120- 

1 ) and the Hesiodic tradition, clear once we eliminate the reign of Alalu from the 

Hurrian version and a number of Greek (Hesiodic?) innovations (such as the birth 

of the Erinyes and Aphrodite), are neatly set out by Burkert.*^^

It is true that the parallels between the two accounts cannot be pushed too 

far. What is more, there are analogous ideas in the stages of the succession-myth as 

recorded in both the Greek and Hurrian versions, “but extant narrative 

correspondences to neither”,*̂ * which makes it difficult, if not impossible, “to 

identify definite channels [of transmission] in a complicated network”. I t  seems 

to me that the best approach to the question is that adopted by Mondi.**° The 

Phoenician History of Philo of Byblos has been considered to have preserved at 

least traces of such a potential -  Phoenician -  source, but Baumgarten has raised 

objections based on the date of Philo’s Phoenician source and the influence of 

Hesiod on the composition of work.*®* Since no text can be singled out as the 

ultimate source of the Greek version, and it does not seem reasonable “to suppose 

the existence of a single hypothetical protomyth, from which our attested versions 

have descended”, Mondi posits the existence of various “mythic ideas” circulating 

around the Mediterranean at least as early as the Bronze Age, “particularly within

cf. Giiterbock 1961, 173; see also Scott Littleton 1970, 83-121.
Burkert 1979, 21; for a more recent comparison of the Song of[Kumarbi] with Hesiod, see 

West 1997, 279-80.
Mondi 1990, 150.
Burkert 1987, 20.
Mondi 1990, 156.
Baumgarten 1981, 238-42. See also the discussion in West 1997, 283-6, who, while pointing 

out that “it is generally admitted that there is a genuine Phoenician work behind Philo’s, albeit a 
much less ancient one than he claimed” (284), concludes that “Sanchuniathon-Philo contains, 
buried under perhaps several layers of re-elaboration, a kernel of genuine Phoenician 
mythological tradition going back to the late Bronze Age. The significance of this for Hesiod is 
the implication that a form of the Succession Myth akin to the Hurro-Hittite remained current in 
the Levant throughout the first half of the first millennium” (286).
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the triangle formed by Greece, Egypt, and eastern Mediterranean coast”. Thus the 

myth does become “a textbook of Near Eastern diffusionism”,̂ *̂  not of myths as 

narratives but of “conceptual foci that may be, but are not necessarily, expressed in 

narratives”.'*̂

This hypothesis can also explain the similarities, less striking but 

nevertheless strong, between the Hesiodic cosmogonic account and that of the 

Akkadian-BabyIonian creation epic, the Enuma Elish (“when above”, the first two 

words of the poem).'*"' The parallels between the two works which have been 

pointed out thoroughly by Walcot,'*^ and, more recently by West,'*^ will be 

discussed later in relation to Okeanos and Typhoeus.

The reason for this long digression is simple: Apollodoros’ view of 

Ouranos as the first king of the gods brings his version closer to the Near Eastern 

text (both in the Hittite and the Sumerian versions of the “Kingship in Heaven” 

t h e m e ) a n d  to the narrative of Philo of Byblos (JFGrHist 790 F2 § 15-41) than to 

that of Hesiod, who made many innovations in his use of oriental material.

(ii) The offspring of Ouranos and Gaia and their order of birth (1.1.1- 

3)

Apollodoros’ second departure from the Hesiodic account has to do with the 

inconsistency that the incorporation of the birth of the Kyklopes and the Hundred-

'*^PuhveI 1987,31.
'"Edmunds 1990, 142.

cf. Heidel 1942, passim, Dailey 1989, 229-77. 
Walcot 1966, passim.
West 1997, 282-3. 
of. van Dijk 1976, 125-34.
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Handers introduces into his narrative: one of the biggest compositional problems in 

the Theogony has to do with the fact that the appearance of these two sets of 

children of Ouranos and Gaia after the Titans {Theogony 139-53) is hard to 

reconcile with the narrative that follows. Both groups are said to have been 

released by Zeus from bondage: cf. lucre ôè TiaTpoKaaiyvfixoug ôloœv utüô 

ôeapœv/ ObpaviÔaç, obç ôfjae Ttaxfip aeoicppocbvpoiv {Theogony 501-2, using 

Oûpaviôaç to refer to the Kyklopes, a term with distinguishes them from the other 

two kinds of Kyklopes, cf. Z to Theogony 1. 139), and ’OPpidpecp 5’ œç Tupœxa 

Tiaxfip œôbaaaxo Bupœ/ Kôxxco x’ fjôè Tuyp, Ôf|oe Kpaxepô èvl Ôeapô (617-8, 

referring to the Hundred-Handers). In return, both the Kyklopes and the 

Hekatoncheires assist him in his battle against the Titans (the folktale element in 

this story is very s t r o n g ) . T h i s  indicates that, although all the children of 

Ouranos were concealed (rtdvxaç dTiOKpbTcxaaKe Kal èç (pàoç oûk dvieaKe, 

Theogony 157), only the Titans were released after their father’s castration, 

something not explicitly recorded in the Theogony (which means that by Tcaxfip in 

I. 501 and 617 one must understand a reference to Ouranos and not to Kronos).'*^

See Mondi 1986, 29ff.
The recent editors of the Theogony (namely West and Solmsen) suppose that v. 139-53 are a 

later addition by Hesiod to his original work, which included only the Titans; the poet must have 
thought that by this addition he explained satisfactorily the position of the Kyklopes and the 
Hundred-Handers, and did not realise that their continuous imprisonment needed further 
clarification. See West 1966, 206; Solmsen 1982, 4. However, Vernant, in Detienne and Vernant 
1978, claims that the references to the binding of the Kyklopes and the Hundred-Handers are 
always made “in one particular context: the struggle for sovereignty between the old Titan gods 
led by Kronos, and the claimants of power, under Zeus’ command. No mention of them is made 
so long as the story remains on the cosmological level of the relations between Gaia and Ouranos. 
The theme of binding is an integral part of the myths about sovereignty” (72-3). But since, as we 
saw, in Hesiod Ouranos is not envisaged as king, Vernant finds no reason why there should be a 
specific reference to the bondage of the Kyklopes and the Hundred-Handers in relation to 
Ouranos. Since we take 1. 501 and 617 as references to Ouranos, this explanation becomes 
unsatisfactory. Nevertheless, Vernant’s interpretation fits Apollodoros’ narrative very well: in it, 
the bondage of the Kyklopes and the Hundred-Handers is closely related to sovereignty. The 
monstrous appearance of the two sets of brothers (ÉK axôyxeipeç ... x e îp a ç  jièv àvôc éK axôv  
Ke<paX,àç Sè àvà  TcevxfiKovxa ë%ovxeg, cf. Theogony 150-3: Kt)KX,(07teç ... œv eK aoxoç eî%ev 
feva 6(p8aXp,ôv èïtl xoO jiexœîio'o, cf. Theogony 142-6) and their formidable power (peyéOei, te
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In Apollodoros’ version, however, the difficulty is easily dealt with: the Kyklopes 

and the Hundred-Handers suffer a double bondage. Their first imprisonment is by 

their father: àXXà t o o t o u ç  pèv Obpavôç ôfiaaç elç Tàpxapov‘̂ ° ëppi\|/ev 

(1 .1 .2 ) .  This action provokes the reaction of Gaia, namely her collaboration with 

the Titans and Ouranos’ castration (ocyavaKTobaa Ôè rfj èm tti ocTicoXela xœv 

elç Tapxàpcp pKpévxcov TiaiÔcov [i.e. the Kyklopes and the Hekatoncheires, since 

the author does not mention the location of the Titans before they castrate their 

father] jieiGei xobç Tixâvaç èmGéaGai xœ Tiaxpi 1.1.4).  After their father’s 

castration the Titans liberate their brothers (xfjç ôè âp%f)ç èKPaA.ôvxeç [sc. the 

Titans, except Okeanos] xobç xe KaxaxapxapcoGévxaç àvfiyayov àôelcpobç Kal 

xf)v apxfjv Kpôvcp TcapéÔoaav [1 .1 .4] ) ,  only to be shut up once again in Tartaros 

by Kronos (6 ôè xobxooç pèv <èv> xœ Tapxàpcp nàXiv Ôfjaaç KaGeîpÇe, 

1.1.5).  They are finally released by Zeus (f| f f )  xœ Aii e%pT|(7e xf|v v1kt|v, xobç 

K a x a x a p x a p cû O évT a ç  [note how this characterisation applies only to the Kyklopes 

and the Hekatoncheires] av e%oi aoppa%ouç' 6 ôè xf]v cppoopobaav abxœv xot 

ôeapoc KapTcrjv àTioKxeivaç eA.oaev, 1.2.1) .  In this way, at the cost of making a 

few changes in the sequence of events, coherence is introduced.

We have already seen that this particular orcler was preferred by the 

“Orphic” account. Can we trace these changes in any other account? It is most

àv'üJcéppX.Tixoi K al 5vv0|j,ei KaGeioxfiKeoav, 1.1.1) makes theni a considerable threat to both 
Ouranos and Kronos and thus they are treated accordingly.

In Hesiod Tartaros, like most of the early cosmogonic beings, is both a location and a (barely) 
anthropomorphic deity (Theogony 119, 720-25). In Apollodoros, as in all subsequent literature, 
Tartaros retains only the former meaning, being localised as that part of the underworld reserved 
for the punishment of famous sinners (for Tityos at 1.4.1 (see Chapter One), Sisiphos at 1.9.3, 
Ixion at Epitome 1. 20, and Tantalos at Epitome 2. 1). Apollodoros’ m\m~Tartarographia is very 
similar to that of Homer in the Iliad 8: xoooov ëvepO’ AiÔeco ôoov ovpavôg èox àTiô yalrig 
(16). This in turn resembles the description given by Hesiod in 720-1, xoooov ëvepO’ breo yfiç 
ôoov obpavoç èox’ àîiô yairiç*/ xoooov yàp x ànb  yfiç èç xapxapov f|ep6evxa. On the 
cosmography of Homer in relation to the description of Tartaros see Kirk 1990, 297-8.
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unfortunate that we possess only scanty fragments of the Genealogies by 

Akousilaos of Argos. But his account seems to have followed that of Hesiod, and 

in fact ancient sources saw him more as a compiler:

TOC ôè ‘Haiôôou peTf)A,Xa^av eiç TceÇôv Xàyov K a l œç lô ia  èÇfjveyKav 

Eb|ir|Xôç Te K a l ’A K O u a lA .a o ç  ol laTOpioypcccpoi (FGrHist 2 T 5 =

Eumelos T 6 Bernabé = Eumelos Korinthiaka T 2 Davies).

One fragment, however, {FGrHist 2 F 8) seems to refer to the bondage of the 

Hekatoncheires by Ouranos:

Philod. De piet. N433V supplemented by Philippson,‘̂ * and followed by Schober 

1988, p. 92, Fowler 2000, fr. **8): t [ o v  Ô’ Oûpajvôv ’A[Ko]\xrl[A,aoç] ÔeioavTa 

Tobç ['EKaTjôyxeipaç, p,f| [nepiyévcoJvTai, TapToc[pœaai], Ô i ô t i  t o i [ o i ) t o \ ) ç  

eî]Ôe.

The reference to Akousilaos is not certain (Gomperz gives the text t[ô v /  ôè

O ùpjavôv / ..] ÔelaavTa Tobç/ ['EKaTjôvxeipaç pf| [....]vTai zapia/ [pœaai],

ô iÔ T i T o i{ ..../ ....]ôe t o Ot o u ç ) ,  but ail recent editors include it in the text.^^  ̂ It 

seems valid to take this special reference to the bondage of the Hundred-Handers 

as an indication that the attempts to correct Hesiod go at least as far back as far 

back as Akousilaos.

Philippson, Hermes 55 (1922), 255. 
See most recently Fowler 2000, 8.
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(iii) The second generation of gods: the Titans

This is another echo of Akousilaos: oStoi Ôè, cbç ’AKOoaikaoç, TiTÔtveç 

KaXoOvxai Kal Tuavlôeç (Z ad Theogony 134, p.30 = FGrHist 2 F 7).*̂  ̂ The 

main characteristic of the Titans is that they represent the former generation of 

gods, the TtpoTepoi 0eoi (Theog. 425), who are now banished to Tartaros (toI)ç 

OTcoTapTapiouç, oî TiTîiveç KaXéovxai, II. 14. 2 7 9 ) and are simply treated as a 

collective group, an indication of their original status. For this reason the number 

and names of the Titans varies from source to source. Usually they are twelve in 

number, yet, as we saw, the Orphic poems raise their number to fourteen. The 

names given by Hesiod are more or less canonical, but different sources contain 

other figures, the most celebrated addition being that of Prometheus in PV (18, 

209-10, 351-2).'^  ̂Hyginus’ list, on the other hand, differs considerably: exAethere 

et Die ... Titanes Briareus Gyges Steropes Atlas Hyperion et Polus, Satumus Ops 

Mone ta Dione (praef. 3). However, in his account of the Titanomachy he gives 

prominence to Atlas: hi cum conarentur in caelum ascendere, eos lovis cum 

Minerva et Apolline et Diana praecipites in Tartarum deiecit. Atlanti autem, qui

The etymology of Tixfiveç remains obscure: the many suggestions, varying from Hesiod’s 
(xoùç ôè Tcaxfip Tixfivaç èTiiK^rioiv KaXéecKe/ îiaîÔaç veiKelcov jiéyaç Obgçxvôç, oî)ç tekev  
ainàç'/ cpàcKE Ôè xitaivovTaç àxaoBaXiri ixéya pé^ai/ ëpyov, xoîo 6’ EîtEixa xioiv 
IIExotcioGev EOEoBai [207-10]), to that of the Orphic poems (fr. 57 = Athenag. Pro Christianis 
18, Koopouç ô’ Oùpavicovaç èyEivaxo Jtôxvia Faîa,/ o£>ç Ôf| Kal Tixfjvaç è7rtKX,T|civ 
KaX,éooaiv,/ oiSvEKa xeioAo0t|v péyav Oùpavôv àoxEpÔEvxa, and from Hesychios’ Tixf)vai’ 
paoiA,lÔEç to Diodoros’ euhemeristic explanation ÈK Tixalaç ôvopa pèv ïôiov ëxovxaç 
ÉKacxoog ... àno  xfiç pxi'cpôç ôvopaÇopévo'üç Tixâvaç (3. 57), and to the modem orientalising 
hypothesis of the r/r-people “men of clay” (see Burkert 1983h, 54, and 1992, 95; West 1966, 199- 
201). All lack the evidence necessary for verification.

Cf. Janko 1992, 195.
See Griffith 1983, 5 and nn. Prometheus is called a Titan at Soph. OC  56, Eur. Ion 455.
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dux eorum fuit, caeli fomicem super umeros imposuit, qui adhuc dicitur caelum 

sustinere}^^

The striking heterogeneity of the list and lack of individuality characterises 

most of the Titans. As Solmsen remarked, “[t]hey are a medley [sic] crowd, 

heterogeneous in origin, background and character. It would cost an effort to 

imagine Okeanos and Tethys, or Mnemosyne ... being urged to use a sickle against 

their father or to be locked in a war of ten years..., how should Themis or 

Mnemosyne if carefully guarded in Tartaros achieve the signal honor of becoming 

wives of Zeus?”.*̂  ̂This makes plausible the hypothesis that the Titans were given 

individual identities rather late (indeed I think that West is right to suggest that 

those of the Titans who had connections with Boiotia, who, by the way, are the 

most colourless of the lot, might be Hesiod’s own additions.

The collectivity of the Titans is in one way stressed in Apollodoros: in this 

narrative all the offspring of Ouranos -  with the exception of Okeanos -  take part 

in his castration (o'l ôè ’QKeavoO xmpiq èTtiTiGevTai, 1. 1. 4, on which more 

below). In Hesiod, however, only Kronos performs the task {Theogony 170ff.). 

Thus in Hesiod we have the paradox of a collective punishment of an innocent 

group {Theogony 207-10 already cited above, with the Titanomachy as a

On the list of the Titans, their numbers, and the names preserved in different sources see Kroll 
and Mittelhaus, RE VI A;, 1506-8.

Solmsen 1989,419.
West 1985, 174-5.
I fail to understand why the reference to Kronos and lapetos in Homer (8. 479) “would then be 

a new indication of Hesiod’s priority”, as West argues (1985, 175). We cannot be certain of the 
number or names of Homer’s Titans. Homer preserves a variant version concerning the position 
of Okeanos and Tethys in the mythical world (see below), so it is very probable that his 
knowledge differed from the later version created by Hesiod. The reference to lapetos in 
connection with the arch-Titan is another indication that Homer is familiar with more myths than 
those which he narrates: lapetos’ offspring Prometheus (and secondarily Atlas and Menoitios) 
was one of the main opponents of Zeus, and it is plausible to think that his father was also seen in 
this light and “became important on account of his sons” (West 1966, 202). On the oriental 
connection of lapetos (Japheth) see West 1966, 202-3; also West 1997, 289.
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retribution).^®  ̂It is the view of the Titans as a group that demands their treatment 

as a unit even in punishment. Apollodoros once again offers a “corrected”, that is a 

simplified, version.

Dione is Apollodoros’ addition to the canonical twelve. She certainly owes 

her elevated position to the author’s decision not to follow Hesiod’s narrative of 

the birth of Aphrodite. Since the goddess of love is not bom from the severed parts 

of Ouranos she needs a father and mother of exalted origin: so Dione, whose name 

is the feminine version of that of Zeus,^®‘ is provided. In Hesiod Dione is just one 

of the daughters of Okeanos and Tethys, èpaxfi xe Aiœvri (353); yet her 

association with Aphrodite at the very beginning of the Theogony, in a context 

which suggests a reference to the parents of the major gods (Dione is paired with 

another great matron-wife of Zeus, Leto, cf. Horn. Hymn to Apollo 93), is to me an 

indication that Hesiod knew of this alternative parentage of Aphrodite but chose to 

suppress it.̂ ®̂  The relationship of Dione and Aphrodite goes as far back as 

Homer’s Iliad (5. 370ff.); it is true that in Homer there is no reference to the 

parentage of Dione. This does not exclude that such a detail originated in other 

sources, and, given their divergence concerning the names of the Titans, it is highly 

plausible that Apollodoros found Dione’s parentage in his (archaic?) source, which 

also provided the detail for the Orphic fragment.

Dione’s place among Apollodoros’ Titans is, to say the least, surprising. 

Like her sisters, Mnemosyne and Themis, Dione is added to the list only because 

this lineage is considered a suitable one for the consorts of the new lord of the

Solmsen 1989,417.
One may detect a parallel (“linguistic analogue”, Mondi 1990, 146) with the parentage of 

Ishtar,Jhe Mesopotamian goddess of Love.
See West 1966, 156.
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universe. It is also possible that Zeus’ reign receives even more legitimacy through 

marriages to members of the older establishment.

(iv) The attack on Ouranos: the role of Okeanos (1.1.4).

Okeanos’ explicit exclusion from the attack on Ouranos -  quite significant in itself 

because of the weight given to the collectivity of the Titans by Apollodoros (see 

above section iii), is consistent with how he is portrayed in Greek myth. Okeanos, 

the great earth-encircling river, is characterised by a curious aloofness from what 

goes on in the world. He does not seem to have played a direct part in the 

succession-struggle. Thus Hesiod does not specify which Titans were involved in 

the battle against 2^eus and his allies. In Homer II  14. 200-4, however, Hera claims 

to have been handed over to Okeanos and his wife Tethys during the Titanomachy, 

which implies that the couple, though not actively participating in the battle, were 

on Zeus’ side, and were powerful enough to protect his supporters. Nevertheless, 

Hesiod states that Okeanos and Tethys’ descendants fought on Zeus’ side 

following his advice (fj^Ge 5’ dpa TipœTrj dcpBixoç Ob^opTcôvÔe/ obv

ccpoiaiv Ttaiôeaoi (plXoo ôià  jifiSca TcaTpôç, Theogony 197-8).^°^ After the 

establishment of Zeus’ sovereignty, Okeanos does not follow his siblings to their 

place of incarceration, but remains on earth,̂ ®'̂  yet is still surprisingly uninvolved in

On the role played by the Okeanid Metis to Zeus’ victory in Apollodoros’ version see below, 
Okeanos’ aloofness from the entire succession struggle ensures that he, as an important 

element of the world-picture (see Kirk, Raven, Schofield 1983\ 11), retains his position in the 
world even after the older generation of which he was a member was deposed. Other 
personifications of elements are treated differently: in the Homeric epics Hyperion is an epithet 
for the Sun (e.g. II 8. 480, Od. 1. 8). At some point, this association made this a suitable name 
for one of the as yet nameless Titans. However, the Sun cannot be a member of this group 
because of its eventual imprisonment in Tartaros. Thus Hyperion becomes the father of the Sun, a
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what the other gods are doing: thus he is the only one who does not participate in 

the assembly of gods at II. 20. 7 (ouTe xiç ouv Tioxapœv aneriv, vôacp’ 

’QKeavoîo).

“[L]’auteur de la Theogonie”, writes Rudhardt,^®  ̂“n’a pas lieu de définir 

la personnalité d’Okeanos plus clairement que celle de ses frères ou de ses sœurs.” 

Still, even in Hesiod’s limited discussion of Okeanos and Tethys shows that the 

two figures have characteristics which differentiate them from the other Titans.^®  ̂

This couple is by far the most fertile in Greek myth:^°* they give birth to six 

thousand life-giving children (Theogony 337-370). In some accounts (i.e. 

Akousilaos’ Argive genealogy, mentioned above) Okeanos and Tethys become the 

ancestors of the human race. More than any other anthropomorphic figure of his 

generation, Okeanos and his female equivalent, Tethys, possess a cosmic 

presence.^®’ This idea of a couple of primeval waters, from which originated every 

form of life, can be found in cosmogonic myths around the world,^*° from Egypt to 

the American tribes, and in texts as different as Genesis and the Enûma Elis?^^

modification which gives an ironic sound to II. 8. 479-81, . . . iva  ’lajiexoç xe Kpovoç xe/ 
npevoi ob i’ aÔYfiç 'Yjiepiovoç ’HeXigio/ xépitovxai. . .

In Aischylos’ Prometheus, Okeanos puts aside his aloofness for a while and comes to offer 
advice and some support to Prometheus. His appearance is not a integral part of the mythical 
tradition, but an innovation of Aeschylus, who used Okeanos because of his close connection to 
Prometheus, his position in the new establishment (the opposite of Prometheus) and perhaps the 
role that his descendants play in the tragedy (even lo could be considered his offspring; cf. 
Akousilaos’ account of the Argive genealogy recorded in 2.1.1- 2.5.1). Still, 1. 330-1, r̂jX,© o ’ 
ôOobvEK’ èKXÔç alxiaç KOpeîç/ Tcàvxœv pexaoxàv [sic mss.] Kai xexoX,pTiKd)ç èpoi, which 
could be understood as an admission of Okeanos’ active role in the Titanomachy, “have a sense 
hard to reconcile with the context of the play and the trilogy” (Griffith 1983, 147); so the lines 
must refer to Okeanos’ present visit to Prometheus, and not to a previous partnership with the 
cunning god. Still, his attempt to reconcile Prometheus with 2^us shows a firm orientation 
towards the younger generation of gods which ill fits the description “Titan”.
^  Rudhardt 1971,26.

On the etymologies of these names see Sorel 1994, 10-14 and n.25.
Rudhardt 1971,52.
Rudhardt 1971, 27.
See Leeming 1990, 15-42.
The Enûma Elis shares so many elements with the Homeric version of the creation myth to 

legitimize the idea of an oriental influence on the latter (“it looks as if Homer were alluding to
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Furthermore, a study of Greek cosmogonic narratives outside the influence of 

Hesiod indicates the existence of a theogonie tradition wherein Okeanos and 

Tethys formed the first divine generation, the primeval parents of all gods.

This tale, first encountered in the Aiôç ’Atioctti (’̂ Keavov xe, 0eœv 

yéveaiv, m l prjTépa Tt|0\)v, 201; ’QKeavoô, ôç Tuep yéveaiç TcàvTeaai 

TéTOKtai, 246), '̂  ̂ is again mentioned in Plato, Crat. 402b (’ilKeavôç Ttpœxoç

KaA.Upooç fjpÇe yàpoio/ ôç bot maiyvfjTTiv ôpopfjTopa TtjObv ÔTcoiev) and in

the Orphie poems {Orphic Hymn 83 Kern, 1-2: ’OKeavov KaXem, îiaTép /

acpOiTov, aièv èôvTa,/ aOavocTCOV xe 0eœv yéveaiv Ovrjxœv xV ccvOpœTiœv). See

also the variant recorded in Plato, Timaeus 40e, ox>xcoç o^v Kax' éxelvooç Tipîv fi 

yéveaiç Tuepi xobxœv xœv 0eœv é%éxo) Kal XeyéaOco- rfjç xe Kai Oôpavob 

Tiaîôeç QKeavôç xe Kal TTiObç éyevéaOrjv, xobxœv Ôè OopKDç, Kpovoç xe

Kal Péa Kal ôaoi pexà xoôxcov . .  ., which makes Okeanos and Tethys children

of Ouranos and Gaia, but parents of the Titans.

If we see Okeanos in this light, his exclusion from the attack of Ouranos

makes more sense. Either as the primeval ancestor, or as the child of Ouranos,

Enûma E/w directly” Burkert 1983b, 54); Apsû and Tiamat are the same entities as their Greek 
equivalents, since Apsû and Okeanos personify the fresh, sweet waters, while Tiamat and Tethys 
the salt waters of the sea, (cf. Suid. s. v. Tt|0vç- f) 8aX,aaaa); Burkert 1992, 92-3, plausibly 
argues for the oriental origin of the name Tethys. Both pairs represent the forces of inertia and 
rest; in the Enûma Elis the birth of the gods brings movement, activity in the world which 
subsequently irritates the older generation and initiates the theomachy (see Jacobsen 1976, 170). 
On the other hand, the Babylonian epic, at least in its first part, have a number of parallels with 
the creation narrative followed by Apollodoros: a primal couple (Apsû-Tiamat/ Ouranos-Gaia) 
are the ancestors of all the other gods; these children are confined within the body of their first 
mother and are fated by their father who plans their destruction; a solution is found by a clever 
god (El/ Kronos) who defeats his father.

The similarities between the ''Kingship in Heaven” and the Hesiodic theogony have been 
noticed repeatedly. And, as Rudhardt 1971, 51, remarks, with the addition of Okeanos as the 
primal parent to the three generations of divine rulers (Ouranos/ Kronos/ Zeus), the Homeric 
stemma corresponds completely to the four generations of divine rulers recorded in the Near 
Eastern epic.

See Janko 1992, 180-2.
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Okeanos is not justified in performing such a dreadful deed as a castration.^*^ What 

emerges beyond doubt is the fact that Okeanos does not fit in the group into which 

he has been squeezed by Hesiod.

(v) The attack proper and its outcome (1.1.4)

This is a key-passage, as details included in the Hesiodic account of this stage of 

the divine struggle are brought together with others which are distinctly un- 

Hesiodic, while elements contradicting the subsequent narrative are apparently left 

out.

After stating that all the Titans save Okeanos attacked Ouranos, 

Apollodoros proceeds to say what happened to the severed part of the emasculated 

king and has Kronos throw the genitals into the sea. The narrative ends with the 

birth of Erinyes from the blood that fell on the earth. Hesiod’s narrative contains a 

number of details not found in our text: Apollodoros totally ignores the Meliai 

Nymphs, a prudent omission, if he found himself in the same position as modern 

scholars who do not know what they represented exact ly,^or  if he, rightly, saw 

them as insignificant abstractions with no real mythological significance. As for the 

Giants, Scarpi is right when he notices that “nemmeno sono [le Erinni] associate.

Jacobsen 1976, 187, notices, in relation to the Enûma Elis, that in an effort to soften the motif 
of parricide of Apsû (on the remarkable detail of his death see tablet I, 1. 69, and Cassin 1993, 
317-8), “the author has the warring parents and sons separated by many generations, so that the 
parricide becomes the slaying of remote first ancestors rather than the direct killing of a father 
and mother”. This could be the case with the source in which originated the exclusion of 
Okeanos from the castration of Ouranos (of course this would mean that we accept that this 
source contained the version used in Plato’s Timaeus).

See West 1966, 2 2 1 .1 tend to agree with those who think that they are tree-nymphs, without 
particular reference to a special kind of tree. The fact that these creatures drew their origin from 
the drops of blood of Ouranos could explain their sub-divine nature. See also my discussion of the 
“conditional immortality” of the Giants in Chapter Three, section (iii).
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come in Esiodo {Theog. 185) con i Giganti, né con le ninfe Melie {Theog. 187)”. 

Yet, I think that Apollodoros’ account helps in rightly interpreting the Hesiodic 

expression TüepiTüA-opévcov 5’ èviaoTœv {Theog. 184) as not referring to a 

simultaneous birth for the Erinyes, the Giants and the Nymphs: these offspring of 

Gaia were produced when she thought that the time was appropriate, which means 

that whereas the Erinyes must have been born fairly soon after the castration, the 

Giants were produced many years later, after the second part of the succession 

myth, when the sovereignty of Zeus was first established. It is true that 

Apollodoros does not specify the exact manner of conception of the Giants (Ffi ôè 

Tiepl Tixavcov ayavaKxobaa yevva Fiyavxaç Obpavob, 1.6.1), but the 

castration and subsequent fate of Ouranos’ genitals does not leave many other 

options open.

When it comes to the fate of the severed part of Ouranos, Apollodoros cuts 

a long story short by having Kronos throw the genitals into the sea, never referring 

to them again. In Hesiod of course the discarded genitalia rove over the sea (which 

acts as amniac fluid? could it be seen as the actual mother?) until they turned into 

Aphrodite, the goddess of love. Apollodoros, however, could not ascribe to this 

variant Aphrodite’s birth, because he has already decided to follow the version in 

which the goddess was the daughter of Zeus and Dione (hence the latter’s exalted 

position in the narrative -  see above on 1.2.4). Apollodoros could have completely 

ignored the detail of the disposal of the genitals; for some reason (presumably the 

popularity of the Hesiodic version of the story) he felt that he had to refer to what
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happened to them; the result is rather embarrassing, and could be seen as a 

justification of his critics/'^

This choice of variant has some consequences: it has been noted that “by 

imagining Aphrodite at the very beginning of the process of the creation when 

Heaven and Earth are parted - as the Orphic myth does with Eros -  love is drawn 

in the greater perspective of humanity’s longing for reunion with the whole.”^̂  ̂ I 

should add that the existence of an anthropomorphic figure of love at the beginning 

of the rule of a totally anthropomorphic divine dynasty is as essential for the plan 

of Hesiod as was the existence of Eros for the first non-anthropomorphic 

generations. Love is essential to the procreation and evolution of the world. In 

Apollodoros’ (and Homer’s) version Aphrodite’s importance is much diminished. 

She now belongs to the last generation of divine creatures; her honors are no more 

èÇ àpxfjç,^^^ but are generated and depend upon Zeus’s will.

The nature and original functions of the Erinyes have been fully researched 

-  though not totally explained, in a number of recent studies of Aischylos’ 

Eumenides}^^ It has been noted repeatedly that they are bom at the moment of 

Kronos’ greatest triumph; they are the instruments of his father’s curse {Th. 209- 

10; the curse is not mentioned in Apollodoros) that will eventually bring about his 

fall. As Solmsen points out, “the Erinyes come into being at the first act that calls 

for their activity and provides a reason for their existence. It is the first occasion in 

the history of the world when a father might curse his son; Kronos will later have

Cf. Frazer 1921, xvii.
Baring and Cashford 1991, 353.
Ta-ÙTTiv Ô’ è% àpxnç Tipf|v ëxei f|8è XéXoyxe 

poipav èv àv0pQ)7roici Kal aB avàtoioi Geoîoi, 
rtapOevlo-üç t ’ ôàpotx; pei6f|pai;6 x’ è^aTcocxaç xe 
xépxi/lv XE Y^VKEpf|V (piX,ôxTixà xe peiX-ixiTiv xe. (Theogony 202-6).

See Sommerstein 1989, 6-12.
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to expiate ‘his father’s Erinyes’ Their existence, however, does not threaten 

Zeus’ sovereignty. Through a process of ‘evolutionary t h e o l o g y e v i d e n t  in the 

works of Aischylos (especially in Prometheus, where the possibility of an 

alternative future is hinted at, with the Erinyes deposing a selfish, violent and 

unlawful Zeus [PV514-7], and in the Oresteia, where the succession myth serves a 

parallel, “a paradigm of the human events of the trilogy”, cf. Ag. 167-178), Zeus is 

seen as continuously evolving through knowledge. He uses the experience of his 

predecessors to establish his power for ever and at the same time acquires wisdom, 

which enables him to create a new world. The establishment of Zeus’ sovereignty 

comes through change. Zeus “learns through experience” (it matters little whether 

it is his own experience or the experience of others) how to deal with every 

situation, how to be a king. This is what keeps him in power; it is not the support 

of Gaia, as Thalmann suggests.^^* The behavior of Gaia does not change: she tries 

unsuccessfully to overthrow Zeus not once but twice. Moreover, in Apollodoros’ 

version of events (1.4.1), Zeus manages to overcome the danger posed by Metis by 

himself (and not with the help of a twice-defeated Gaia, as in Hesiod), by 

improving on the procreative methods of his father and grandfather. In order to 

forestall his replacement by his children, Ouranos resorted to continuous 

intercourse. Kronos tried to stop his replacement by “imitating pregnancy”.̂ ^̂  Both 

failed, since their challenge to female fecundity comes too late: their actions only 

delay the emergence of their already bom children. As a result, both male gods find 

themselves “giving birth” (following an upwards motion, Ouranos’ castration

Solmsen 1949, 180.
Thus Sommestein 1996, 383-390. 
Thalmann 1984, 44.
Thus Zeitlin 1995,61.
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results in the generation of Aphrodite from his genitals and a number of offspring 

from his blood, while Kronos disgorges his children through his mouth, just as 

Zeus will bring forth his child, Athena, from his head). Zeus simply absorbs the 

source of danger, the actual female, before any children are actually born. He 

brings together male and female to give birth not to a male danger to the 

established order, but to a child, Athena, who exemplifies the merger of male and 

female attributes to the advantage of his patriarchical order. The absorption of 

Metis brings to an end the generational succession of male gods, and subordinates 

the dangerous female procreative powers by establishing a patriarchical control 

over them. In addition it endows Zeus with supreme intelligence (of which Metis is 

the embodiment) and allows him to ensure the consolidation and, eventually, the 

permanence of his rule.
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Table I; THE THREE STAGES OF THE SUCCESSION MYTH (Apollodoros 1.1.11.6.3)
COMMON ELEMENTS 1. OURANOS V. TITANS 2. TITANOMACHY 3a. GIGANTOMACHY 3b. TYPHONOMACHY
Instigator of events Gaia Gaia Gaia Gaia

Reason Ill-treatment of all her 
children

Ill-treatment o f her children 
(Ouranidai)_______________

Ill-treatment of her 
children (Titans)

Ill-treatment o f her children 
(Giants)__________________

Physical appearance of 
contenders

unspecified (presumably 
anthropomorphic)

anthropomorphic anthropomorphic v. jj,ep,iYp.évTi 
(pboiç àv5pôç Kai ©Tipiou

anthropomorphic v. pepiypevTi 
(p6oig àv5pôç Ktti 0T|ploo

Weapons Used &p7CT| âôapavTivTj The Olympians acquire 
thunderbolts, trident & icovéïi 
from the Kyklopes

The Giants hurl rocks & 
flaming oak trees. Each god 
uses a specific weapon

Typhon hurls flaming rocks, 
gushes fire from his mouth. 
Zeus uses thunderbolts & the
&PJCT1________________________

Status immortal immortal (the status of the 
Ouranidai remains 
unspecified)_____________

conditional immortality 
(special reference to 
Alkyoneus)___________

immortal

Swallowing of Food (pappaKov (emetic): eaten (pàppaKov (of immortality): 
not eaten

k(j)fpepoi Kapjiol: eaten

Allies Metis/ Ouranidai Herakles Aigipan-Hermes/ Moirai
Means used for the 
acquisition of power

violence (castration) deceit/ violence violence deceit (twice) [violence 
unsuccessful]_________

Punishment castration imprisonment in Tartaros death. Bnkelados & Polybotes 
confined beneath Gala’s 
surface

death? eventually confined 
beneath Aitna

Bondage The Ouranidai are 
confined in Tartaros

The Ouranidai are imprisoned 
in Tartaros

Zeus temporarily imprisoned in 
the Korykian cave.____________

Guards She-dragon? Kampe guards 
the Ouranidai. The 
Hekatoncheires appointed 
guards of the Titans_______

She-dragon Delphyne guards 
Zeus.

Moirai Moirai

Place of battle unspecified unspecified Phlegrai/ Pallene all four comers of the 
Mediterranean

Final Outcome successful successful unsuccessful unsuccessful
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Chapter Three

After Zeus: Gigantomachy and Typhonomachy (1.6.1-3). An 

archaic source for a unique account?

After hisz long digression on the structure of the divine family discussed in Chapter 

One (1.2.2 - 1.5.3), Apollodoros resumes his main narrative with an account, 

extensive in comparison with that of the Titanomachia (1.2.1), of Zeus’ battles 

against Gaia and her offspring, the Giants and Typhon, thus bringing to a 

conclusion the first part of his work, the succession-myth and establishment of 

Zeus’ reign. Both accounts are exceptional: the battle of the Giants is the only 

complete narrative of the story that we possess, while the part about Typhon 

preserves a version totally unknown from other sources, and is “the only text to 

mention a passing moment of weakness on the part of Zeus and a temporary 

eclipse of his sovereign power”.̂ ^̂

(i) The role of Gaia.

The narrative begins with Gaia assuming her role as “kingmaker”, deviser of plans 

of usurpation, and instigator of change: she now turns against Zeus and plots his 

downfall by bringing forth her own children, the Giants and Typhon, to challenge 

his sovereignty. In Apollodoros the part played by Gaia in the different stages of 

the succession-myth remains consistent throughout, unlike Hesiod’s account of the 

Typhonomachy (820-80), in which “Gaia’s part in producing an enemy to Zeus’

Detienne and Vernant 1978, 118.
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regime is at variance with her benevolence towards Zeus in the rest of the 

Theogonÿ’ If we look at the role played by the female goddesses in the 

succession-myth, we shall see that Gaia and Rhea, the all-powerful mothers, 

protect their children against their fathers, and, in a way, become the agents of 

their husbands’ dethronement. But, as has been rightly pointed out,^^  ̂ in Hesiod, 

Rhea’s position is diminished when compared to the power of Gaia. However, in 

Apollodoros this is not so: Rhea does not demand her parents’ help, as at 

Theogony 469ff. She alone, like another Gaia, tricks Kronos. In fact, the language 

used to explain Rhea’s decision to act against her husband falls under the category 

of words denoting anger (ôpyiaGeîaa 1.1.5), not sorrow ('PéTjv Ô’ ë%e TcévGoç 

àXaoTov, Theogony 467), and corresponds to the words used to describe Gaia’s 

emotional state in the different stages of the succession-myth (àyavaKTOÔaa at 

1.1.3 for the Kyklopes and Hekatoncheires and at 1.6.1 for the Titans, paXXov 

%oÀo)Geîoa at 1.6.3 for the Giants). Gaia’s role in Apollodoros is always that of 

the mother^^^ who, in order to protect her children, brings forth a new set of 

challengers to remove the current hostile sovereign: the fate of the Ouranidai

West 1966, 381. In fact, this inconsistency in Gaia’s role is one of the arguments formerly 
advanced against the authenticity of the Typhonomachy However, West is right that it would be 
naive to assume multiple authorship behind any apparent mythological contradictions. It seems to 
me that the original version of the myth is that preserved by Apollodoros; Hesiod changed Gaia’s 
role in agreement with his main aim, the glorification of Zeus. When it comes to Typhon and the 
challenge which he poses to the Olympian rule, Hesiod simply reverts to the original version of 
the myth.

Arthur 1982, 72.
In Apollodoros’ account of Athena’s birth (1.3.6; ptyvmai ôè Zebç Mfixiôi, . . . Kal am i)v  

yevo)iévr|v èyKOov Kaxajcivei cpGétoaç, ineinep  ëXeye <rfi> yevvfioeiv jiaîôa . . .) Heyne’s 
addition of <rfj>, accepted by the majority of editors, is unnecessary. The portrayal of Metis in 
Apollodoros (1.2.1) justifies her presentation as an all-knowing deity, who brings her fate upon 
herself by revealing why she herself constitutes a danger for Zeus’ power. This is in accord with 
my conclusion that Gaia is a goddess who acts only to defend her children from confinement 
inside herself. See Chapter One, section B, for the role played by Hera, and her failure to resume 
Gaia’s role.
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prompts the creation of the Titans, the defeat of the Titans^^  ̂provokes the birth of 

the Giants, and the death of the latter initiates Typhon’s bid for power. All four 

sets of offspring have the same fate: like autochthones, they are brought forth from 

the earth and in the end they are returned to it. The Ouranidai suffer confinement, 

as guards of their would-be avengers, rather unjustly (surely because of their 

monstrosity, which renders them unsuitable for the new, totally anthropomorphic 

world), while the younger offspring, whose “conditional immortality” I shall 

discuss below, become part of Earth, either, as in the case of most of the Giants, by 

the simple fact of their death, or more importantly because, for Enkelados, 

Polybotes and Typhon, death is a part of Earth that covers them and confines them 

beneath its surface.

(ii) The Giants and Typhon: two sides of the same coin

Gaia’s role is not the only theme linking the various stages in the succession-myth 

in Apollodoros’ narrative. I believe that the strong similarity among some of the 

themes that structure his accounts of the Gigantomachy and Typhonomachy is a 

strong indication that the two accounts should not be seen as two different stages 

in the bid for universal kingship, but as two parts of the third and last stage, in 

which Zeus’ power is challenged unsuccessfully by violent chthonic powers: for the 

children of Gaia share, apart from their raison d'être and their common goal, a 

similar physical appearance. The Giants had a serpentine lower half (ei%ov Ôè xàç

One would not be wrong to assume that Gaia’s prophecies (1.2.1) that lead to the eventual 
victory of Zeus also have to do with the unprovoked imprisonment of the Kyklopes and the 
Hundred-Handers. It evident, however, that in the ensuing battle the Hekatoncheires are a 
decisive factor in the acquisition of sovereignty by Zeus.
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pàaeiç (poHôaç ôpaKÔvxcov) while for Typhon, both the upper and lower parts of 

his body result in the equivalent serpentine parts (èK [%eipœv] Ôè è^eî^ov eKaxov 

KE(paA.od ôpaKÔVTCOV. toc  Ôè prjpœv aTueipaç eî%ev bTTEppeyèGeig èxiôvœv) 

Their serpentine shape is evidently derived from their common origin as 

autochthonous beings;̂ *̂ it is obvious that the pEpiypévTi (pboiq àvôpôç Kal 

0T|pio\) (1.6.3,3) is indicative of the return to disorder that a potential victory of 

Gaia’s offspring would mean, since regression from the totally anthropomorphic 

appearance of the Olympians to earlier hybrid forms would also mean regression to 

primordial chaos.^^  ̂It has already been shown^ °̂ that the whole appearance of the 

Giants and of Typhon is suggestive of the “chaotic power” they possess and the 

state of confusion they bring.̂ '̂ * Their unkempt hair, their supernatural bodies, the 

hissing (aupiypôç) which Typhon emits on his way to heaven (clearly influenced 

by Theogony 829-30, (pœval Ô’ èv Tcotariaiv eaav ÔEivfiç KE(pa>.f|ai,/ 7tavToir|V 

071:’ lEiaai àGéacpaTov), even the weapons used (the Giants fiKÔVTiÇov ôè eIç 

obpavôv TiéTpaç Kal ôpbç fippévaç, while Typhon fippévaç palXoov Tiétpaç 

'en auTOV t ô v  oùpavôv . . . è(pépETo)̂ ^̂  show the degree of “barbarism” that 

characterises Gaia’s offspring. This pairing of the physical descriptions of the

For the problem that the serpentine form of the Giants creates for the identification of the 
source of Apollodoros’ narrative see below.

I have already mentioned that Apollodoros has no place in his narrative for the previous -  
non-anthropomorphic -  stages of cosmic evolution. There is no reference to primordial chaos, 
which makes this detailed precision in the physical aspect of Zeus’ opponents more significant, 
since it gives the readers a glimpse of a maybe previous, but certainly potential alternative world.

See Vian 1952, 187, “l ’aspect physique des Géants... souligne leur brutalité”; more recently, 
Vian and Moore 1989, 192. On the physical aspect of Typhon, see Detienne & Vernant 1978, 
118ff.

Ibid. 118: “the evil which would have resulted for the cosmos and the gods ... would have been 
a return to ... a state of chaos resembling the directionless” [the reference is to the confusion of 
different directions of space that his huge mass brings] “space formed beneath the earth by 
Tartaros”,

As Mondi 1986, 31, rightly points out, in the popular conception of the Titanomachia the 
rocks thrown by the Hundred-Handers were seen as the weapon decisive for the defeat of the 
Titans.
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Giants and Typhon, and of their use of weapons, supports my argument that the 

two accounts are meant to be seen as complementary. The basic difference 

between the two sets of Gaia’s offspring is one of quantity, not of quality: the 

Giants have the characteristics of Typhon only to a lesser degree, and if the danger 

of the Giants lies in their sheer number, which demands the participation at the 

ensuing battle of all the Olympians, Typhon’s furious violence makes him an almost 

lethal opponent for Zeus.

The different degrees of powers bestowed on the Giants and Typhon has to 

do with their manner of conception: it is the strangeness of their birth that puts the 

Giants in such a peculiar position, which often appears in folktale,^^^ and causes 

them to be Ppoxol and apppoxoi at the same time. For they can be killed only if 

they suffer blows by both a mortal and an immortal adversary in rapid succession; 

they are invincible against any other combination of opponents, whence the 

importance of Herakles in the victory of the gods. Although it is not explicitly 

stated by Apollodoros, the Giants are products of Ouranos’ blood and not of his 

semen; consequently, their status cannot be as clear-cut as that of the other 

offspring of Gaia (the case of the Erinyes, who are also born of Ouranos’ blood, is 

not the same, since they are incorporated into the Olympic pantheon and, as 

members of this group, enjoy ambrosia and nektar, the divine food and drink 

which bestow immortality

In Apollodoros’ account, both episodes, but especially Zeus’ struggle 

against Typhon, acquire an amplified meaning, which is lacking in earlier versions

Vian 1952, 193.
234 On the importance of the theme of swallowing of food in this myth, see below.
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of the story, i.e. in the Theogony: as West points out,^^  ̂ in Hesiod “the Typhoeus 

episode is subsidiary”. In Apollodoros the three stages of the succession-myth 

involving Zeus have an equal importance. Moreover, the Typhon narrative, as 

preserved for us by Apollodoros, contains cosmic connotations not evident in the 

two previous stories. Nowhere in the other sources do we have a reference to such 

a close encounter between Typhon and Zeus:^^  ̂elsewhere the battle is conducted 

from a distance and Zeus usually has no difficulty in smiting Typhon with his 

thunderbolts (cf. Theogony 853-857; Epimenides FGrHist 457 F 8; Nonnos’ 

Dionysiaka 2. 508ff.).^^  ̂ In Apollodoros the battle escalates to a duel at close 

quarters between the two opponents, with Zeus choosing a very significant 

weapon: this is the àôapavTlvrj dp7ir|, the same weapon used by Kronos for the 

castration of Ouranos (1.1.3.), the instrument which separated Earth and Sky and 

thus created the existing world.̂ ^® Zeus is using the sickle which created the 

present order as an instrument for its protection, to avert the return to its previous 

shapelessness. It is very tantalising that Apollodoros does not elaborate on what 

happened after Typhon managed to immobilise 2^us by cutting his sinews with this 

same sickle (xfiv apTirjv TtepieXopevoq td  xe xœv %eipœv Kal noÔœv ôiéxepe

West 1966,381.
Nonnos in Dionysiaka 1. 51 Off. has Typhon possess the sinews of Zeus, but the story is 

obscurely told and the context of this statement difficult to establish. It would seem, however, that 
Nonnos is following a source very similar to that which Apollodoros follows, very probably the 
same.

Cf. II. 2. 781-3, where 2 êus not only emerges victorious but his victory is seen as a recurrent 
phenomenon.

It is true that at the beginning of its narrative Apollodoros perceives the world as pre-existing 
and makes no reference to its creation. We have already discussed the reasons for this 
discrepancy in Chapter Two, section C (i). It is also possible that the usage of the sickle should be 
explained as an oriental element, like those found in the story of Illuyanka (see West 1997, 304 
with bibliography). I feel that one explanation supplements the other: the sickle is transferred 
from Hittite myth to Greek exactly because it has these connotations.
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veOpa).^^^ One would expect Typhon to establish himself as king. One may 

compare the badly fragmented theogony ascribed to Epimenides: according to the 

ingenious supplements of Diels (D.-K. 3 B 8 = FGrHist 457 F 8), Typhon occupies 

Zeus’ palace while he is asleep (... [Ttap’ ’ETCiJpevî Tii [ô’ àvapàç] Tucpœv 

[Ka0e\)Ôov]Toç Aiôç [èni tô Pa]atXeiov, è[7iiKpa]Tficy[aç 6è tô v  7ioA,œv] 

Ka0i[Kéa0ai pèv ëaco]* 7capa[PoTi0fiaaç 5è] ô Zebç [Kal t ô  |3aalA.ei]ov lôd)[v 

^Ti(p0èv, KTEÎJvai Xéy[£Tai Kepauvw]).̂ "*® The fact that he leaves his female 

counterpart, Delphyne, to guard Zeus, suggests such an act. Apollodoros, 

however, refrains from narrating in detail an incident so embarrassing for the ruler 

of the world. He does not even elaborate on how Hermes and Aigipan managed to 

steal his sinews, or on the fate of Delphyne; judging by what happened to Kampe 

(Ô 6è [Zeus] T T |v  cppoupouaav abxôv toc  Seopoc K o cp T U T iv  à T C O K T e i v a ç  ëA.'Ocre, 

1.2.1), and by the fate of Pytho in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo 356-74, one must 

assume that the dragoness too met her death in the hands of Hermes and 

Aigipan.̂ "̂ *

(i) ^^Conditional immortality” and other themes.

The “conditional immortality”, to use Vian’s term,̂ "̂  ̂ which characterises the 

Giants, closely linked with the following theme of the search for the cpocppaK ov of 

immortality, appears in reverse order in the Typhon narrative. Apollodoros does

It is well accepted that a wound in the thigh equals castration; cf. Genesis 32, 24-25. In a way, 
Zeus suffers the fate of his grandfather, Ouranos, but for the fact that his sinews and his potency 
are restored.

See Schober 1988, 85 and Fowler 2000, Epimenides fr. 10, who print the text without any 
supplements.

The close resemblance between Delphyne and Kampe (1.2.1) is one of the most striking 
connections between the first and last stages of the succession-myth. See Fontenrose 1959, 243-5.

Vian 1952, 191-3.
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not make any statements concerning Typhon’s status. It would appear that he is 

immortal, and that it is his encounter with the Moirai and subsequent consumption 

of the ephemeral fruits (èyebaaxo Tœv ècpripépcov KapTtœv) which reduce him to 

mortal status, the exhaustion of his strength and the inevitability of death. The 

recurrence of the theme throughout Apollodoros’ account of the succession-myth 

has been excellently demonstrated by Detienne & Vernant. "̂^  ̂ I will only repeat 

their conclusion: “[i]n the accounts of Zeus’ struggle for sovereignty, Apollodorus’ 

text lays a decided emphasis on the role of swallowing of food -  sometimes 

deceptive and sometimes authentic”.̂ "̂"*

The theme of swallowing is only one of several recurrent themes, motifs 

and folktale elements which not only link the stories of the Gigantomachy and the 

Typhonomachy, but also elaborate, emphasise and build upon themes already 

found in Apollodoros’ account of the preceding stages in the struggle to acquire 

universal kingship, creating an internal link that connects all the different stages of 

the narrative. They are presented in a manner that emphasises the links which they 

create in the narrative in the Table that accompanies this Chapter. The most 

important among them are the role played by dolos and deceit in the acquisition 

and retention of sovereign power, the importance of bondage as the final indication 

of the loss of power, and the folktale-motif of the critical assistance rendered to 

Zeus by one or more helpers at decisive moments of divine warfare. All these 

appear once again, adding new nuances to their original meaning. To be more 

precise: in Apollodoros’ account of the Titanomachia Zeus enjoys the help first of 

Metis, who with the pharmakon manages to trick Kronos and liberate Zeus’

Detienne & Vernant 1978, Chapter 4. 
Ibid. 124.
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s ib l ings ,and then that of the Kyklopes and Hekatoncheires, who with their sheer 

physical strength turn the battle in favour of the Olympians. In Zeus’ confrontation 

with the children of Gaia, the sequence is reversed: the Gigantomachy, where 

Herakles offers the physical help necessary for victory, concentrates on the violent 

battle; in the Typhonomachy, the concept of wily intelligence is brought into 

prominence, since there are two sets of helpers, the trickster par excellence 

Hermes with his son Aigipan, and the Moirai, who collectively assume the role of 

Metis and manage to deceive the monster not once, but twice. The comparison of 

the Gigantomachy and Typhonomachy with the Titanomachy makes it obvious that 

the two accounts are meant to be considered as the two complementary parts in 

the last stage of the succession-myth. It also makes more than probable the 

assumption that the whole account of the succession-myth derives from the same 

source, for the links among the different stages are too elaborate to assume that the 

account is the product of a compiler who brought together different sources. 

Hence our next task is to argue that the version of the Gigantomachy and the 

Typhonomachy come from the same source as the account of the Titanomachy -  in 

all probability an archaic epic.

(iv) Archaic elements in Apollodoros’ account of the Gigantomachy

As we saw, the scanty extant fragments of the Titanomachia by Eumelos give no 

indication that the poem contained any such account. Yet a Scholium on

The role played by Metis at this stage is of course reversed when it comes to the myth relating 
the birth of her daughter, Athena. It is she that is deceived and eventually swallowed by Zeus. On 
this see also the discussion in Chapter One.
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Apollonios Rhodios (E 1. 554, p. 47, 20 Wendel) contains information attributed 

to a Gigantomachy:

6 5è xfiv riyavTopaxiav noifiaaç cprjaiv oti Kpovoç peTapopcpœOeiç 

eiç ÏTtTiov èpiyri OiA.bpa Tf| ’ÎÎKeavob, ôiÔTiep Kal l7i7üOKévTa\)poç 

èyevvfjOri Xeipcov. Tobxou ôè yovf) XapiK^-œ {Titanomachia F 10 

Bernabé = F 9 Davies).

Arguing against the inclusion of a Gigantomachia in the work of Eumelos, Vian 

points out̂ '*̂  that “Chiron n’a aucun rapport avec les Géants”. He notes that 

Clement of Alexandria {Strom. 1. 73. 3 = Titanomachia F 11 Bemabé = F 6 

Davies) attributes the references to Cheiron to the author of the Titanomachia, and 

concludes that we are dealing with a “confusion banale depuis l’époque 

hellénistique”.̂ '*̂  It is indeed possible that the scholiast attributed his information to 

a Gigantomachia by error. However, it is also possible that, as Gantz suggests '̂** 

in theiight of references in Xenophanes and Philo of Byblos, '̂*’ “a war between the

'̂’̂ Vian 1952, 171.
The syncretism between the groups of the Ouranidai in general (including the Hekatoncheires, 

especially Briareos, already in Kallimachos [hymn 4. 141-7, where Briareos takes the place of 
Enkelados under Aitna]) and the Giants becomes the norm in later Hellenistic and Imperial 
times, when authors merge Titans, Gigantes and Typhon together into a single set (cf. Claudian, 
Gigantomachia 32-5: . . . rapiat fulmen sceptrumque Typhoeus;/ Enceladi iussis mare serviat; 
alter habenas/ Aurorae pro Sole regat; te Delphica laurus/ stringet, Porphyrion, Cirrhaque 
templa tenebis). See Vian and Moore, 1989, 192-6.

Gantz 1996, 447.
Xenophanes’ diatribe against epic recitations (fr. 1, p. 21sq. Gentili-Prato, o6 xi 

ôiÉTceiv TiTfjvœv ooSè TiyavTcov/ o65é < t i >  Kevxabpcov, 7cXàopa<xa> xœv Tcpoxépœv 
[Titanomachia T1 Bernabé]), or the aforementioned extract from Philo of Byblos {FGrHist. 790 F 
2 [40], apud Buseb. Praep. Evang. 1.10.40), ëvGev 'Hotoôoç oi x e  k o k A - ik o I  TiEpiTixripévoi 
0EOYoviaç Kal yiyavxopaxlag Kal xixavopa%lag EJiX,aoav 15lag Kal èKxopàç, oîç 
ov|irtEpi(pEp6pEVGi è^EviKTicav xf|v àXfi0Eiav [Titanomachia T l/  Cycle T6/ Theogony T 1 
Bernabé = Titanomachia T 1 Davies]), indicate that there was some sort of early epic that 
contained an account of the conflict. In fact, Hesiod’s reference {Theogony 50-1, aSxig 6’ 
àvOpdîTtœv XE yévog KpaxEpœv x e  Fiyécvxœv/ bpvEÔoai xEpTioooi Aiôg voov èvxôg ’OX.6|i%oo), 
is certainly allusion to a traditional song about the Gigantomachy.
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gods and the Gigantes formed a coda to the Titanomachia, thus justifying an 

alternative title”. This means, at least, that a possible attribution of Apollodoros’ 

account to the Titanomachia cannot be ruled out a priori.

Both the Gigantomachy and the Typhonomachy preserve a number of 

details that seem too primitive to represent later inventions. In the Gigantomachy, 

elements such as the food of immortality and the Giants’ status of “conditional 

mortality”, the total darkness brought on by the prohibition on the shining of 

Dawn, the Moon and the Sun, and the chthonic immortality of the autochthonous 

Alkyoneus, all point towards an archaic source with a love for the incredible and 

the fantastic. The helmet of Hades with its power to render the wearer invisible 

already appears in Homer {Iliad 5. 844-5, cf. Shield o f Herakles 226-7); elements 

such as Poseidon’s attack on Polybotes with a large mass which he broke off from 

Kos (cf. Athena’s similar action against Enkelados discussed below), repeated in 

the early representations, would, in Gantz’s words, “hardly ever be comprehensible 

in artistic terms alone, and thus there must have been some sort of detailed early 

narrative”.̂ ®̂ In fact, the more concrete evidence from the study of iconography 

seems to corroborate the possibility of an archaic epic as Apollodoros’ source: as 

Vian and Moore conclude, “son récit concorde à bien des égards avec les 

monuments figurés des VT et V® s.”.̂ *̂

The same conclusion can be reached about the Typhonomachy, because of 

the coincidence in details such as the swallowing of deceptive food and the 

subsequent loss of power (in this case both physical and temporal), bondage as the 

final punishment for the loss of power, the presence of “divine assistants”, the use

Gantz 1996, 453.
251 Vian and Moore 1989, 192.
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of deceit in the struggle for the acquisition of divine power (which, in the case of 

Typhon, reminds us of the frequent portrayal in folktale of the credulous giant who 

is bested by trickery), the use of the world-creating sickle in the cosmic battle 

between Zeus and Typhon, even the metamorphosis of the gods into animals 

(which I will discuss below), the doubling of the female dragon as a guard, and the 

use by Zeus of a chariot with winged horses.

(v) “Non-Archaic” elements of Apollodoros’ account

This sheer profusion of details of archaic colouring in the Gigantomachy 

and Typhonomachy supports my suggestion of an archaic source -  if not the 

Titanomachia itself, at least an epic poem of more or less the same period and 

based upon the same traditions. Unfortunately, a number of details found in both 

narratives appear not to be archaic, hence contradicting any such identification and 

pointing towards a Hellenistic source. What I will try to do in the following section 

is to approach each such element and discuss whether it can be attributed to an 

archaic source, and if not, to consider whether it can be otherwise explained.

While not denying the existence of a strong archaic background for the 

Gigantomachy, the authors of the LIMC article on the Giants list the elements that 

could not, according to them, be part of an archaic account:^^^ “distinction entre 

Phlegrai et Palléné, G[éants] anguipèdes, épisode d’Alkyoneus (qui paraît provenir 

d’une Géryonide), Pallas écorché, Encelade enseveli sous l’Aitna”. To these one 

should also add the presence on the side of the Olympians of Hekate (who does

252 Vian and Moore, 1989, 192.
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not appear in iconography before 460) and of the Moirai, who are portrayed, most 

unbecomingly, as charging against two otherwise unknown Giants, Agrios and 

Thoon, using bronze clubs/^^

Some of these details can easily be explained: the inclusion of Hekate in the 

battle can be seen as addition made by Apollodoros.^^"  ̂ The author is aware of 

other variants of the story and in his familiar manner adds them. This would mean 

that, in the part of the text where Hekate is mentioned, one should keep the text of 

the manuscript (KXutIov Ôé, (paaiv (: mss.), Ekoctti, paA.A,ov ôè "HcpaiaToç 

paX.œv pbôpoiç), without the emendations K^utIov ôé, Scxaiv Ekoctti, 

Mijuavro^^^ ôè "HcpocioTog paA.cbv pbôpoiç. Apollodoros reports that some allege 

((paaiv) that Hekate killed Klytios, but he rather (paXXov) prefers the (more 

archaic) version that has Hephaistos do the killing. In that way we do not have to 

accept the invention of a Giant Mipaç as the opponent of Hephaistos.

This explanation creates another problem: this expression of preference 

would be one of the rare occasions when Apollodoros prefers one version of a 

myth to another.^^^ Usually he either chooses the sources that he wants to follow 

for each episode and moves from one source to the other without any indication.

On the Moirai in the frieze of the altar of Zeus in Pergamon (their first definite appearance in 
iconography) see Simon 1975, passim, and De Angeli 1992, 642.

Apollodoros seems unaware of the identification of Phlegrai with Pallene; however, such a 
connection was already well established in Herodotos 7. 123.1: a tk a i ydp e la i oil vûv
naXA-fivriv, TtpôxEpov ôè OXèypriT/ icaXeopèvr|v, vepôjiEvai. See also Aischylos’ Eum. 295, 
where Phlegrai is obviously geographically identified with Pallene. This means that any episode 
of the Gigantomachy specifically linked with Pallene need not be a later addition. See our 
discussion below.

The words in italics have been offered as emendations of the text already by Mayer 1887, 204- 
5, and have been subsequently accepted by Wagner 1894, and Frazer 1921. Scarpi 1996, 24-5, 
who also prints the text, accepts Mayer’s ôçtoiv, but retains the reading of the mss. pâXXov.

See also 2 .5 .11: T a û ia  ôè fj, ob%, c5ç mvEç eÎ tuov èv  Aip<)i], èrul toû 'A tAccvxoç èv  
YTtEppopéoiç; 3 .14.1: YEVopévT|ç ôè èpiÔoç à|i<l)oîv TiEpl 'C'qç %(6pag, ’AGtivqc K ai n o o E iô œ v i  
ô ia A .6 a a ç  Z ei)ç K pixàç èôcoKEv, où% cbç eÎtiôv tiveç, KéKpOTia K ai K p avaôv , obôè  

’E pixjlxG ova, 0EOÙÇ ô è  toùç ôcôÔEKa.
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or he faithfully reproduces different versions of an episode paratactically (normally 

a simple ôè after the name of the quoted author is enough). Could this peculiar 

syntax be an indication that Apollodoros is not using the actual archaic source, but 

is simply copying from another handbook,whose  author was more daring in his 

handling of material? A suggestion of this type would explain the embarrassing 

lack of details such as what happened to the world during Typhon’s reign, and how 

Hermes and Aigipan managed to free Zeus from the Korykian cave; it could also 

explain the presence of elements that we cannot assign to an archaic source. In this 

case, Apollodoros uses throughout a abbreviated version of the archaic epic, a 

version mostly faithful to the original source but with a number of minor 

reworkings to incorporate different -  not necessarily later -  details of the story.

Setting this suggestion aside for a moment, let us see if we can recognise 

the existence of any of the familiar conventions of epic form in Apollodoros’ 

account. If we exclude the references to Hekate and the Moirai, the account of the 

gods who take part in the battle produces the effect of a kind of ring-composition 

which incorporates all the traditional episodes:

Thus Soder 1939, 167.
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a] The battle begins with Herakles shooting Alkyoneus, who has started the 

Giants’ attack by stealing Helios’ cattle; the Giant is killed with the help of 

Athena.

b] Zeus (and Herakles) fights Porphyrion and, using Hera as a decoy, kills 

him with his thunderbolts.^^*

c] Apollo (and Herakles) blinds Ephialtes.^^^

d] Dionysos kills Eurytos with his thyrsos.

e] <Hekate or> Hephaistos kills Klytios by throwing puôpoi at him.

f] Athena fights against two Giants, Enkelados, on which she throws Sicily 

and Pallas, whom she skins.

e] Poseidon kills Polybotes by throwing Nisyros at him. 

d] Hermes disposes of Hippolytos while wearing Hades’ Kuvfj. 

c] Artemis fights Gaeon (?).^^°

<Moirai use their bronze clubs against Agrios and Thoas>. 

b] Zeus smites the rest of the Giants.

a] Herakles shoots arrows against all the Giants as they are dying.

On Zeus’ fight with Porphyrion, the PaoiXe-Oç TiydvTcov of Pindar (P 8, 17), see Cook HI, 
1940, 55-8, Vian 1952, 197-8. On the iconographie representations of Zeus in the context of 
Gigantomachy see Vian 1952,47-51, 127-9, 156-7; Arafat 1990, 9-29.

On Apollo in the iconographie Gigantomachies, see Lambrinoudakis et al., in LIMC II, 
especially p. 327. In iconography, Apollo is usually accompanied by his sister Artemis, obviously 
for reasons of identification. In extant literary versions of the Gigantomachy Apollo uses a bow 
(Pindar P 8.18). However, despite the fact that, whenever Apollo is equipped with a weapon, in 
other episodes depicted on black- or red-figure vases it is almost invariably a bow, in artistic 
representations of this battle he is often presented holding a sword or a spear (see Vian 1952, 80). 
The representation of Apollo as hoplite in the iconographie representations of the Gigantomachy 
obviously corresponds to the portrayal of the Giants as human warriors, and is an indication that 
literary accounts do not comply with iconographie conventions and vice versa. On Dionysos’ 
portrayal in the artistic representations of the Gigantomachy see Vian 1952, 83-90, and Carpenter 
1997, 16-21. For the iconographie representations of Athena in artistic Gigantomachies, see Vian 
1952, 56-68, 131-3; Demargne and Cassimatis, in L/MCH, 1984, especially p. 1023.

See below.
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This leaves us with another problem: how are we to explain the presence of 

the Moirai in the Gigantomachy? The fact that the Moirai spoil the ring makes it 

possible that they are an addition to the original tradition. The question now 

becomes who added them and why. This last point is the easiest to explain: the 

Moirai are introduced in the battle because of the role which they play in the 

following Typhon episode. In it, the daughters of Zeus fit perfectly into the action: 

who else but the guardians of universal order, the deities who decide the span of 

life of each being, could convince Typhon that they possessed fruits that would 

replenish one’s strength?

This latter episode is structurally linked to the narrative in two ways: a) it is 

the last variation of the theme of food, and b) the Moirai play the role of Metis in 

the Titanomachy, while Herakles undertakes the role of the Hekatoncheires. 

Therefore it is another indication that the Gigantomachy and Typhonomachy were 

composed together and with an eye to the previous stage of the succession-myth. 

Consequently this episode must have been part of the original narrative. Someone 

who wanted to balance the role of the Moirai in the subsequent deceit of Typhon 

with a more active role in the previous stage of the succession-myth incorporated 

them into the Gigantomachy. Since it is not the work of a compiler to insert 

unattested elements in his narrative, I would argue for the attribution of this change 

to the archaic author of the account. This explanation for the inclusion of the 

Moirai in the Gigantomachy elucidates why such a reference remains unique until 

the Hellenistic period when all the forces of the universe -  even Okeanos who 

remains totally uninvolved in the battle with the Titans -  become entangled in a
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Gigantomachy which has by now taken on cosmic proportions (cf. the iconography 

on the altar of Zeus in Pergamon).

The Moirai could be two, since they fight two Giants.^^  ̂Vian suggests that 

we are dealing with a couple, and points to the existence of a pair of Moirai in 

Delphic context.^^^ Indeed, Pausanias (10. 24. 4) records the existence at Delphi of 

the statues of two Moirai, in a complex of four statues: the presence of two 

goddesses, instead of the usual three, balances the presence of two male gods, 

Zeus and Apollo, and appears deliberate: eaxTiKe Ôè ocyàXpaTa Moipœv Ôbo- 

àvTl ôè aÙTœv 1%  TplTTjç Zebç xe MoipayéxT|ç Kal "AnàXXoDV acpiai 

TiapéaxTjKe Moipayéxrjç (also cf. Plutarch, Moralia 385C). In view of the number 

of their opponents in Apollodoros, the suggestion that there was a tradition that 

envisaged the Moirai as a pair and not with a triad is attractive. It is possible, 

however, that they are given two opponents, not because they are thought of as a 

couple, but because they are seen as a group regardless of their number.

Vian argues that the two Moirai take the place of two other gods, namely 

Aphrodite and Ares, in order to keep the number of participants on the Olympian 

side to twelve.^̂ "* Although I find the suggestion of an account that included a 

reference to a dodekatheon interesting, I am rather doubtful, since I believe that the 

inclusion of Hekate was not part of the original account but a later addition. 

Consequently, we are left with eleven gods instead of the necessary twelve. This 

would mean that, if we count the Moirai as a pair and not as a triad, we would

See Simon 1975, passim.
Note, however, that the mss. have poîpa. This is obviously a mistake, since the epithet 

paxopévaç that follows makes clear that we are dealing with more than one deity. Aegius’ 
correction to poipat is accepted by all subsequent editors of the work.

Vian 1952, 208.
Vian 1952, 220 with note 4.
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have to give the twelfth place to Herakles (who presumably takes the place of 

Demeter, who is also missing from the account) as an indication perhaps of the 

subsequent apotheosis of the hero. However, the mortality of Herakles is essential 

to the account (the Giants cannot be killed without the presence of a mortal) and 

its importance should not be underestimated. If we are to argue that Apollodoros 

listed twelve gods, then we have to allow for three Moirai. Thus, we are left with 

an account that included all the major gods in a vicious battle for survival,^^  ̂ and 

complied with the general view of the Moirai as a triad (as recorded by 

Apollodoros 1.3.1).

That the Moirai fight with clubs sounds extremely peculiar and archaic. We 

must accept Hey ne’s emendation paxdpevai (followed by Westermann, Mayer 

and Frazer) and not the reading paxopevouq found in kR“ or the paxopévaç of 

the rest of the mss. It must be the Moirai who fight with clubs, since the Giants 

fight with rocks and burning oaks, while each deity is introduced fighting with a 

different kind of weapon, usually indicative of his/her function. The only deity not 

to have a weapon is Artemis, a further indication of the corruption of the text at 

that point.^^^

Note that the names recorded in Apollodoros follow very closely the names that the scholiast 
to Pindar 0  5. 10, who, quoting Herodoros (FGrHist 31 F34a), mentions the names of the gods to 
whom Herakles dedicated six double altars: Zeus-Poseidon, Hera-Athena, Hermes-Apollo, 
Charites-Dionysos, Artemis-Alpheios, and Kronos-Rhea. Ares, Aphrodite, and Demeter are not 
included in this list either.

The mss.’ Ppatlcova as the name of Artemis’ opponent is obviously corrupt. However, I have 
been unable to successfully emend the text to give a weapon for the goddess (a bow? some other, 
unique weapon?) and/ or the name of her opponent. A number of emenendations have been 
proposed: Alyicova (Gale, Heyne, Mayer, Puchstein); ’EXaxtcova (Heyne); Ebpwicova (Pyl); 
Kpaxlcûva (Schwenck); ' Palcova (Hercher); ' Paixlcova (Faber); ' Poixlcova (Lefèvre, Jahn). Of 
these, Pyl’s Ebpoxicova is ingenious, my only objection to it being that we already have a Giant 
with a similar name, Ebpmoç, fighting against Dionysos. I would prefer the conjecture Falcova, 
since we already have an occurrence of a Giant by that name fighting against Artemis (on a cup 
now in Berlin, Staatl. Mus. F. 2531; see Vian and Moore, 1. c. 269, and item 318). On the 
iconographie representations of Artemis in the Gigantomachy see Vian 1952, 79-82, and Kahil, 
in LIM CII, especially p. 327 (for the archaic period) and 750 (for the V and IV c.).
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Athena plays a very significant role in Apollodoros’ account of the 

Gigantomachy: not only is it she who advises Zeus to summon Herakles (Zet>ç ... 

'HpaKXéa ôè aoppa%ov 5i’ ’AGrjvôcç èTceKa^aato), an action which ensures the 

final victory for the Olympians, she also advises Herakles on how to kill the 

autochthonous Alkyoneus (’AGrivaç ôè unoGepèv^q ëÇco Tfjç HaXXfiVTiç 

e i l K O o e v  a h x ô v .  KàKeîvoç outcoç èieXeÙTa), a  death which initiates the actual 

battle between the gods and giants. She is, moreover, the only god who fights 

against two giants, Enkelados and Pallas. Scholars have considered both episodes 

to be îater innovations, with Enkelados’ fate probably being influenced by the story 

of Typhon and attested for the first time in Kallimachos {Aitia fr. 1. 35-6 Pfeiffer, 

... 10 poi pàpoç oaaov ETceaii/ [ipiy]Xc6[%i]y bX(o©] vfjaoç kn ’EyKeA.àôo)). 

Vian^^  ̂ believes that the reference to Enkelados’ burial under S i c i l y i s  a 

Hellenistic addition to the original archaic poem, since we have no iconographie 

evidence for Enkelados’ fate such as we have for Polybotes, which is indeed 

suspicious. But, as he notes, in Euripides’ Herakles Amphitryon refers to 

Enkelados and Athena in a context similar to ours (ii fi* i i  ôpaç, œ Aiôç Tiaî, 

peXàGpcp;/ làpaypa lapiàpeiov cbç kn ’EyKeXàÔcp Ttoié, HaXXàç,/ èç ôôpouç 

TiépTreiç). Vian interprets this as a reference to Enkelados’ imprisonment in 

Tartaros, again influenced by the fate of Typhon. Yet, as Bond points out,^^  ̂ “the 

simile points to what Athena really does, the hurling of a stone against Herakles^^° 

just as she hurled Sicily at Enkelados”. Clearly, we are dealing with “a parallel too

267 Idid. 201.
In his reconstruction of the archaic Gigantomachy, Vian 1952, 221-2, accepts that Enkelados 

must have been Athena’s main opponent since, as he points out (201), ‘Texploit majeur d’Athena 
est la défaite d’Encélade. Le Géant est déjà associé à la déesse au milieu du V f  siècle.” It is to the 
action performed by Athena (the hurling of Sicily) that he objects, not the name of her opponent.

Bond 1981,305.
Clearly, Athena’s action is designed to stop Herakles from committing parricide.
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apt to be ignored”. And the fact that Euripides uses such an allusion in a simile 

(and we must remember that in the Herakles the Gigantomachy is used constantly 

as a reminder of Herakles’ power) must mean that the story which placed 

Enkelados underneath Sicily was already known.

Athena’s duel with Pallas is somewhat more complex: in contrast with the 

slaying of Enkelados, the objections raised against this episode do not have to do 

with the actual skinning of the Giant (ITà^Xavxoç ôè Tf|v ôopôtv èKTepouaa 

xauT T i Kaxôc xfiv pa% T|v to  l'ôiov èneaKeTCTE aœpa). An objection of this kind 

could easily be disproved: apart from the tales about the acquisition of the 

impenetrable hide of the Nemean lion by Herakles (a version attributed to either 

Ste^ichoros [229 PMG] or Pisander of Camiros [Suda s.v. = Pisander T 1 Davies = 

T 1 Bernabé, Eratosthenes Catast. 12 = Pisander F 2^ Davies = F 1 Bernabé]),^^* 

Athena herself is found performing the same action in similar contexts. In a version 

of the Gigantomachy found in Euripides’ Ion (987-97), Athena kills Gorgo, the 

monster whom Gaia brings forth to help the Giants, and takes her skin (xabxTig 

’AGavav ôépoç êtii axépvoiç ë%eiv./ qv alyiô’ ôvopdÇouai, HaA.Xdôoç 

cTolqv, 995-6).^^^ Vian regards^^^ this version as an original feature of the archaic 

Gigantomachy, which the skinning of the giant Pallas came to replace in the later 

versions (from around the 3rd cent. B.C., when Apulian medals show Athena

See Huxley 1969, 101; also Lloyd-Jones 1984, 149. For a more detailed treatment of the myth 
of the Nemean Lion (narrated by Apollodoros in 2.5.1) see Chuvin 1992, 205-10.

See Dionysios Skytobrachion FGrHist 32 F 8 = Diod. 3. 70. 3-6, where Athena kills and takes 
the skin of the monster Aigis, a child of Gaia, who in revenge brings forth the Giants, o%g 
boxepov f)7tô Aiôç àvaipeOfivai o o v a Y O v i^ o p é v T iç  ’A 0 T iv â ç  K a l  Aiovbooo pexà xœv aX,X,cov 
6eo)v (70. 6. 19). The same three gods are present in the Ion (205-19): Athena fights Enkelados, 
Zeus kills Mimas with his thunderbolts and Bromios an unidentified giant. Are the two authors 
relating the same version of the myth? See also Orphic hymns 32. 8.

Vian 1952, 199-200.
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fighting two giants, whom Vian identifies as Enkelados and P a l l a s ) W e  have no 

iconographie evidence for the skinning of Gorgo by Athena; Vian, usually 

conscious of such facts, chooses not to comment on this lack. He also suggests 

that we make much of the fact that the Gorgo is strongly linked with the Perseus 

saga, “car la matière mythique est mouvante”. The possibility of an old version of 

the Gigantomachy, in which this alternative story of the slaying of the Gorgo was 

an episode, cannot be disproved. But, as Gantz points out,^^  ̂ in Euripides’ account 

the whole plot is probably peculiar to the Ion, so it is unlikely that this story was 

included in the archaic Gigantomachy which Apollodoros follows. It would seem 

really peculiar if someone replaced a generic episode of the Gigantomachy 

(because of the strong connections of the Gorgoneion with Perseus?) with the 

skinning of a giant, despite (or rather suppressing, which is, Vian argues, what the 

author of Apollodoros does) the connotations that the name Pallas evoked, since it 

was^so similar to Athena’s own epithet. Vian makes much of the later version that 

makes Athena the daughter of Pallas (Cic. De Nat. Dear. 3.59, [Minerva] quinta 

Pallantis, quae patrem dicitur interemisse virginitatem suam violare, cui 

pinnarum talaria adfigunt)}^^ Surely this version of Athena’s parentage must have 

arisen from an earlier association between the two figures in some context. In 

Apollodoros the name Pallas does not seem to mean anything more than “an

See Vian and Moore 1989, 256, no. 61.
Gantz 1996,1, 448.
See Pease 1958, 1129-31, who he cites all the sources that mention this peculiar parentage of 

Athena (Clem. Profr.2.28.2; Amob. 4.14; Ampel. 9.10; Firm. De Errore 16; and more 
importantly Tzetz. on Lykophron 355, who links the two versions, and explains the peculiar 
reference to the wings on her heels, by having Athena attach Pallas’ wings to her feet and using 
his skin like an aegis: riaX,A,àç Ôè f| ’AGrjvoc. . .  n oxi èv tû a'op.poX.'n xfiç pa%T|Ç t&v riyocvxcov 
Kai xœv 0ECOV rtaXXavxa, eva èK xœv riyôtvxcov, aveiXev. n ndtXXavxa, xov ïÔiov jiaxépa, 
Ttxepcoxôv ôrtotpxovxa Kal piàÇovxa xa6xr|v, d)ç GéXovxa aùxfî ooyyevéoGai, f) xf|v 
TcapGevlav xipœoa, xoCxov àv e île , Kal xô Ôéppa aùxoO œç aîylÔa 7tepieP<5cX,X,exo Kal xôc 
Tixepà xooxou xoîç tcooI xa6xr|ç Tipoofippooev.
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autochthonous being from Pallene”. It is very probable that he firstly became 

associated with Athena Pallas in a mêlée in the context of Gigantomachy. In Etym. 

Magn. 649.52 s. v. IIaA.lag, one reads: 'H ’AGrjvd* f[ napa to  ava7re7iocA.0ai èK 

T% KE(paA.fiç TOO Aiôç-11 OTi IlàXXavTa, eva èK t ô v  riydvTcov, âTcéKxeivev* f\ 

. . . The same explanation for the acquisition by Athena of the epithet Pallas is 

given by Epicharmos:^^^

èK TÔCÇ xœ Aiôç 

(pavxi KEcpalaq ànoXéaai Ttpdxiaxa Tiàvxcov èp pd%a 

xdi yevopéva Kaxà Kpôvov Ilà^Xavxa, xô Ôè xobxco Ôépoç 

Ttôx xô cpoPepàv EÙ8ÙÇ EÎpev 7tEpi(3aXEÎv abxq kôkXcoi* 

ôiÔTCEp abxàv na^A.dô’ ôvopaaSfipEV utiô nàvxcov xÔKa.

Epicharmos’ reference to the battle against Kronos probably means that he 

attributes the episode to a Titanomachy (although the possibility of a confusion 

between the Titans and the Giants cannot even here be excluded). It is possible that 

the-similarity of the two names brought the two figures together in the 

Gigantomachy, and later generated a number of aetiological st o r i e s . What is 

more important is that Apollodoros of Athens in his IlEpl Geôv, from which this 

fragment is t aken ,connect s  the skinning of Pallas with the very important epic 

fragments of the Meropis^^^ an epic of the archaic period, which preserves the

Firstly published in Comicorum Graecorum Fragmenta in papyris reperta fr. 85a Austin = P. 
Colon. 5604 col. II, 8-15. The text is attributed to Epicharmos because his name appears in 1. 5. 
See now Kassel and Austin 2001, Epicharmos fr. 135, whose text I follow.

It would indeed be strange if Apollodoros chose to omit any aetiological references, when his 
whole account is full of them (see e.g. the naming of Haimos 1.6.3).

Found in no. 126, Kolner Pap. 3, 1980.
Cf. Bernabé 1987, 131-5; SuppL Hell. no. 903 (pp. 405-8).
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Otherwise unknown story of Athena coming to aid Herakles by slaying Asteros and 

taking his impenetrable hide. The poem seems to be conflating elements found in 

the narratives about the Nemean lion/^' the battle with the Meropes, and the 

Gigantomachy.^®^ In fact the two latter stories and the first sacking of Troy by 

Herakles are firmly connected as early as the Hesiodic Catalogue (fr. 43a. 61-65):

T© ôè Kal èÇ àpXTiç ôXiyTiç Aiôç àA.Kipoç ulôç 

ETipaGev Ipepôevxa rtô^iv, Ke[p]àï^e ôè Kœpaç

ei)0i)[ç èn]El TpoiTiGev àvé[7tA.e]8 yr|ua[l] 0[ofiai

. .  [ ]^qiœv ëv£[x’ ïttJtccov ÀaopéôovToç-

èv OA.èypTii ô]è rlyavTaç b%Epçia&oug Kaxe7te(p[ve.

The association of the sacking of Troy by Herakles with a perilous adventure on 

the island of Kos is already found in Homer’s Iliad (14.250-61, 15.26-30). Despite 

the fact that these references lack many details, which surely indicates that the tale, 

probably taken from an early Gigantomachy or Herakleia^^^ was well known to 

the audience, the account offers some interesting points which we should keep in 

mind. Herakles arrived at Kos voacpi cpiXcov t c o c v t w v  (14.256), and found himself 

in such a predicament that Zeus had to intervene and transport him safely to Argos 

(xov pèv èyœv ëvGev puaapriv Kal àvfjyayov aôxiç/ "Apyoç èç Imnopoxov Kal 

noXkà Tiep àGlf|oavxa, 15.29-30). Apollodoros (2.7.1) records this same 

tradition, most probably following Pherekydes {FGrHist 3 F 87 = Z AB Gen. in

Henrichs 1977, 69-73.
Thus Lloyd-Jones 1984, 143: “m Meropide leonem cum gigante, pugnam Coam cum pugna 

Phlegraea commixtam reperimus”.
^"SeeJanko 1992, 191-2.
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Horn. I l  14. 255), as Frazer suggests.^*'  ̂ Apollodoros links the sack of Troy, the 

battle with the Meropes (where he relates the tale of Hera’s persecution of her 

stepson and her subsequent punishment by Zeus, already narrated in the 

aforementioned Homeric passages), and the battle at Phlegrai. Once again, the 

Meropes turn out to be extraordinary opponents: Herakles is wounded by 

Chalkedon and has to be snatched away by Zeus. It is only after his father’s 

intervention that Herakles is able to sack Kos, after which he is led by Athena to 

Phlegra: TüopGfjaaç ôè Kœ fjKE ôT ’AGqvâç elç OXéypav, Kal petot Geœv 

KaTe7toX,épr|ae rlyavxaç (2.7.1).

Incidentally, a similar sequence of events -  but with the omission of the

battle with the Meropes -  is found in Ephoros of Kyme {FGrHist 70 F 34): oi ôè 

Tuepi xf|v nàXax pèv OXèypav, vbv ôè naXXf|VT|v ôvopaÇopévriv KaxoiKOUvxeç 

fjaav dvGpcoTcoi œpoi Kal lepoauXoi Kal àvGpcoTcocpàyoi, ol KaXobpevoi 

riyavTEç, obç 'HpaKk% Aiyexai %eip(baaaGai xf)v Tpoiav èXœv Kal ôià xô 

Kpaxfjaai xobç nepl xôv 'HpaKXéa ôA-tyouç ôvxaç xœv Fiyàvxœv 7coA.Xœv 

ôvxœv Kal àaePœv Geœv ëpyov dTtaaiv èÔÔKei yeyovévai xô Tiepl xf|v pd%T|v. 

It is evident that the rationalisation of the myth is well under way, but Ephoros 

preserves what must have been the traditional sequence of events.

To return to our main argument, the fact that Pindar twice mentions 

Herakles’ sack of Troy, the battle with the Meropes and the giant Alkyoneus in this 

same order {N 4. 25-7, I  6. 31-3) might indicate a closer link between the two 

mythical versions which involve Alkyoneus and Herakles, that of a Gigantomachy 

and that of an independent battle.^*  ̂The slaying of Alkyoneus is the episode which

Frazer 1921, 247.
The impression that the episode of Alkyoneus might have been an independent athlon is given 

-  apart from the iconographie evidence, which has Herakles attacking Alkyoneus in a single duel, 
not as a part of an orchestrated battle (see Olmos and Balmaseda in LIMC I 1, 558-64) -  by
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seems, in relation to the iconographie evidence -  most ill-suited to the context of 

the archaic Gigantomachy. I hesitate to exclude the episode from Apollodoros’ 

original source, despite evidence that Alkyoneus’ involvement in the Gigantomachy 

is Hellenistic,^*^ because of the strong structural link which this episode appears to 

have with the rest of the narrative: Alkyoneus’ theft of the cattle initiates the 

hostilities between the Giants and the Olympians. Indeed, in an anonymous lyric 

fragment, which has a strong Pindaric flavour and links together a number of 

traditions about autochthony, Alkyoneus is said to be the eldest of the Giants: e’lTE 

neX,Xava OXeypaiov 'AA,KUovf)a, yiyàvTœv Tipeapbtaxov (PMG fr. 985 = 

Hippolytos refut. omn. haeres., v. 17). This explains why Alkyoneus alone of all 

the giants should be awarded autochthonic immortality in addition, and why it is he 

who steals the cattle of Helios;^*  ̂ as a result of doing so, he is the first to be 

attacked and killed by Herakles with Athena’s help.

In fact the episode bears a strong resemblance to the battle with Asteros 

narrated in the Meropis. In both cases, Herakles cannot overcome his opponent 

without the intervention (physical or advisory) of Athena. Once Athena intervenes, 

the battle escalates with Herakles being attacked, in the typically epic way which 

makes the victor of a duel be instantly attacked, by the king of the Giants,

Pindar’s account, which makes Herakles fight alongside Telamon, a version that is later taken up 
and enhanced with further details by the scholiasts on the two passages. The presence of Telamon 
creates problems for any attempt to argue that Pindar considers the episode with Alkyoneus part 
of a Gigantomachy; Telamon cannot take part in a divine battle. Only Herakles is appropriate to 
help the gods, because of his background and eventual apotheosis. Yet the reference to Alkyoneus 
in a place traditionally reserved for the Gigantomachy surely indicates that the episode should be 
seen in this light. Telamon’s inclusion in the battle with the Meropes (where the majority of our 
sources, starting with Homer, stress that Herakles was alone) and in the Alkyoneus episode is 
explained once we realise that both poems are in honour of Aiginetan victors: Pindar changes the 
myth, and incorporates the Aiginetan hero in all three accounts (traditionally he took part only in 
the sack of Troy) in an attempt to glorify him.

Ibid. 564.
In other versions (influenced by a Geryoneisl) it is Porphyrion who steals the cattle of 

Herakles otKovToç amoO (Z Pind. P  8. 17).
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Porphyrion, who also meets his doom at the hands of Zeus and Herakles. If, 

therefore, the Alkyoneus episode were a later addition to the Gigantomachy, it 

would follow that the whole account belongs to a later date. This is what Vian 

a r g u e s . H e  finds problematic the reference to Erytheia, which forms a link with 

the cattle of Geryoneus, also situated on the same island. Indeed one source 

records that, at the isthmus of Korinth, Alkyoneus tried to steal the cattle which 

Herakles had brought from Erytheia (Z Pind. N. 4. 25). Based on this tradition, 

Vian, following Mayer,^^  ̂ proposes that Apollodoros bases his account of the 

Gigantomachy on a post-classical Geryoneis, the author of which blended archaic 

and Hellenistic elements. However, I think that the strong structural links between 

the stages of the succession-myth in Apollodoros disprove this theory. The 

Gigantomachy is too complicated in structure and too elaborately connected with 

the previous and following narrative to be derived from a Geryoneis. It is probable 

that the cattle of Helios and the cattle of Geryoneus, originally two different 

stories, were blended in later versions of the story. This would have happened for 

two reasons first, they shared the same location: Erytheia, which also contained the 

flocks of Hades, was probably one of the traditional places for keeping divine 

animals. Secondly, Herakles was involved in both incidents. In fact, a scholiast to 

Pind. /  6. 32 (= 3. 254f. Drachmann), alludes to exactly the tradition preserved in

Apollodoros, as follows: O ^ y p a  Tfjç © p a K tiç  xcoplov* ô ié T p iP e  ô è  6  

’A ^ K U o v e b ç  K axoc x ô v  ©pocKiKÔv ’laGpôv. p o u p ô x a v  ô è  x ô v  P o u k ô ^ o v  (pTjal, 

j i a p ’ o u  xotç 'H H o u  p o O ç  à 7 t f |X a a e v  ôGe v  K a l  6  T io X ep o ç  T ipôç x o b ç

Vian 1952, 220.
Mayer 1887, 172-182: “allein eine Bürgschaft dafür, dass jene zweite Version, die den 

Pallenischen Wegelagerer in die Abenteuer der Geryoneus-Fahrt hineinzog, wirklich bestand, 
liegt in folgenden Umstânden” (181).
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rtyavTaç). Thus in both sources Alkyoneus drove off Helios’ cattle, and this 

became the cause of the war between the gods and the giants. This scholium also 

offers the solution to the problem of the reference to the isthmus of Korinth by 

showing that in fact the Isthmus of Pallene is meant. From the Thracian isthmus, 

the action was later moved to Korinth, the best-known isthmus of Greece. All 

these facts make it highly unlikely that the episode did not belong to the original 

account of the Gigantomachy.

To return to the Pallas episode, the Meropis offers us the closest parallel to 

the skinning of Pallas that we can find: it contains the same protagonists, the same 

action and is situated in a place closely linked with the Gigantomachy. It is possible 

that the action in the Meropis takes place just before the battle with the Giants. 

Apollodoros’ version hints that Athena fetched Herakles from somewhere (1.6.1): 

in view of 2.7.1, Kos is the only possibility. It is obvious that we are dealing with a 

tradition in which Athena took the hide^^° off a giant,^^* the only difference being 

his name. Apollodoros’ version does contain a number of names previously 

unheard of:̂ ^  ̂ the fact that we have not encountered them before does not mean 

that they had not been used earlier. Nor does the fact that we find the name Pallas 

given to an opponent of Athena in Hellenistic times mean that it was not used 

before. What better name for an adversary could there be than one that reminds us

’̂®The acquisition of the hide of Asteros fits the condition of the possession of a magical weapon 
before the battle, in the same way as does that of Gorgo in Vian’s reconstruction.

We have no reference in the surviving fragments of the "'Meropis" to the physique of Asteros; 
a reference to an Aster, a giant opponent of Athena (in Aristotle’s fr. 637 Rose, Se^xepa 5è xot 
riavaGfivaia èîii ’Aoxépi yiyavxi ôîcô ’A0Tivâç àvaipE0évxi) seems, together with the other 
similarities between the account of the Gigantomachy and the "Meropis", to point to Asteros 
being a giant. Besides, Philostratos {Her. 289) says they were once Giants on Kos. See Janko 
1992, 191-2.

See Vian and Moore 1989, 268-9.
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S O  much of the most common epithet of the g o d d e s s , a  name already in use by 

the epic poets (even if it is associated with the earlier generation of the Ouranidai 

at Apollodoros 1.2.4-5)?^ '̂^

Of all the proposed Hellenistic innovations, the serpentine form of the 

Giants most suggests a serious reworking. Against it can be advanced the 

following considerations: the shape which Apollodoros gives his Giants is not 

unusual when it comes to children of Gaia; in fact, in the vast majority of myths 

autochthones have their lower parts shaped as snakes (cf. Kekrops in 3.14.1). 

Moreover, as I hope to have shown, the complicated internal links that hold 

together the accounts of the Gigantomachy and the Typhonomachy are enhanced 

by their common origin and physical appearance, which add cosmic connotations 

to the story. The inclusion in the narrative of snake-footed Giants is consistent not 

only with the mythological data, but more importantly with the concept of the 

narrative.

The problem arises from the study of the iconography of the archaic period. 

Although representations of snake-footed creatures are common in archaic art, and 

some of them may portray Giants, even so, as Gantz points out,^^  ̂ a number of 

criteria indicate that these figures must be seen as images of Typhon and not of the 

Giants, whom the many iconographie representations of archaic and classical

The acquisition of his hide demonstrates in the best way possible the acquisition of his 
characteristics by Athena. Whatever the previous aitiology of her name, the killing of Pallas will 
make her Pallas Athena; see Brelich 1958, 276.

The name Pallas is strongly linked to the name Astraios: they are brothers, sons of the Titan 
Kreios (1.2.3). Since we do not know at which point the names of Gaia’s offspring were fixed, it 
is possible that the same name could be used to denote now a Titan and now a Giant. This 
suggestion fits nicely with the aforementioned fragment of Epicharmos, which tells the same 
story (fr. 135 Kassel-Austin).

Gantz 1996,1, 450.
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period never show as anything but human/^^ In early art (the earliest certain 

representations of a Gigantomachy date from the second quarter of the sixth 

century), the Giants are regularly depicted as normal-sized hoplites with full 

armour. Infrequently, we find the “type sauvage”, which reminds us of the 

description of the giants found in Apollodoros: “le G[éant] barbu, à visage bestial 

et à cheveux longs”,̂ ^̂  who fights with rocks, “est bien attesté dès l’époque 

archaïque”. The first time when we can positively identify a Giant with snakes in 

place of legs is on an Apulian lekythos of about 380

Hesiod seems to corroborate the artistic evidence which suggests a 

conception of the Giants as anthropomorphic. Gaia brings them forth equipped 

with armour and spears:

. . .  TcepiTcXopévcov Ô’ èviauTœv 

yelvax’ ’Epivbç xe Kpaxepàç peyà^ouç xe rlyavxaç  

xe\)xe<7i ^apTcopévo'üç, ÔoXl%’ ëy%ea xepalv ëxovxaç {Théog. 184-6).

The birth of the Giants in full armour, reminds us of the birth of the Spartoi at 

Thebes and at Kolchis (cf. Pherekydes FGrHist 3 F 22, taken up by Apollodoros 

3.4.1: OepeKUÔTiç ôé (prjoiv ôxi Kàôpoç, lôœv èK yfjç àvacpuopévo'oç 

èvonXouç, En aùxobç ë p a ^  XlGouç, oi ôè ort’ àXki\X(ùv voplÇovxeç 

pàA.^ea0ai elç paxT|v Kaxéaxrjaav).^^^ As West points out,^°° this birth certainly 

implies military activity. We cannot be sure that Hesiod alludes to a Gigantomachy.

On depictions of the Giants in archaic art see Vian and Moore 1989, 251-54. 
Vian and Moore 1989, 252.
Now in Berlin, Staatl. Mus. V, I. 3375.

299 See Gantz 1996, 468-71.
^°°West 1966, 220-1.
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In fact, West argueŝ ®* that, apart from a reference to Herakles at Theogony 954 

(ôÀ(3iog, ÔÇ péya epyov èv àGavàxoiaiv àv\)aaaç), which could be seen as an 

allusion to his participation in the war against the Giants, there are no references to 

the Gigantomachy in literature before Xenophanes. Surely, however, Hesiod’s 

reference to the Giants {Theogony 50-1, aSxiç 5’ àvGpœîicov te yévoç Kpatepôv 

te  Fiyàvtœv/ bpvebaai tépTcouai Aiôç vôov èvtôç ’OXbpTtoo), must be an 

allusion to a traditional song about the Gigantomachy, and to Zeus’ victory over 

the Giants. West has difficulties in explaining the combination of men and Giants 

in the Muses’ song: “[a]fter [the Muses’] divine genealogies one would expect 

heroic genealogies... but the Giants had neither ancestry nor descendants, nor even 

individual names”.̂ °̂  He links this reference to the bronze generation of the Myth 

of Ages {Op. 109ff.), which shares a number of the Giants’ characteristics, though 

its members are not called Giants. Yet one need not go that far: the Muses sing of 

the whole world, events past present and future (el'pooaai Ta % èôvTa to c  t ’ 

èaaôpeva Ttpô t’ èovia, 38), the gods (especially Zeus), the Giants, and the 

human beings. In their song all different stages of being have their place. Already in 

Homer the Giants occupy an intermediate place between gods and men {Od. 

8.119-20). Unfortunately we cannot even be certain that Homer understood the 

term Flyaç as Hesiod did, or indeed subsequent literature.^®  ̂But such a reference 

can be better understood in the light of Apollodoros’ narrative: born from the 

blood of a god, they possess a conditional immortality, that distinguishes them 

from the ppoToi and the apppoToi, and puts them on a different level of existence.

West 1966, 419, In any case, West thinks that even this allusion is post-Hesiodic, since he 
thinks that the original work of Hesiod ended at 900 (see p. 398 for his arguments). He accepts, 
however, a sixth-century date for the section. Against this theory see Janko 1982, Appendix C.
302 This last detail corresponds with my argument on Pallas’s naming.

Gantz 1996, 446.
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It is thus more than plausible that Hesiod makes throughout his work references to 

a Gigantomachy, which contained, moreover, a number of elements found in 

Apollodoros.

As far as the physical appearance of the Giants is concerned, the two 

accounts differ considerably. So are those who argue for a Hellenistic source or, at 

least, a reworking, correct? A very interesting piece of information found in a 

scholium to Odyssey may suggest otherwise: tcc ôè napcc toÎç vecoTépoiç oûk 

oîôev, cb0 œç fjaav EUTpane^ol tiveç K a l ôcpiOTioôeç, oïouç aùxobç 

àvaÇcoypatpouaiv, obxe œç OXéypav œKTiaav, obte ôxi Geoîç èpaxéaavto  (E 

PQ ad Od. 7. 59.). Se very ns uses this text to argue that “il reste ainsi une 

possibilité pour les Netbxepoi visés par Aristarque aient eu parmi eux l’auteur de la 

Titanomachie'\^^‘̂ He argues that it is possible that the artists of the seventh and 

sixth centuries may have found it easier to depict the Giants as anthropomorphic 

even when the epic source presented them as serpentine monsters. But this would 

not explairt why Hesiod chose to follow not the traditional epic form but that of 

art. Kuhnert argues that, when the artists started to represent the Giants as 

anthropomorphic, they inspired epics, which in their turn gave the Giants a human 

look.^°^ Hesiod could have been one of the first to follow this new style. It is thus 

possible the scholium preserves an version of a Gigantomachy which followed the 

tradition and presented the Giants as serpentine. Unfortunately, this information 

has to be treated very carefully, since the word ccvaÇœypacpobaiv makes us 

uncertain whether the scholiast took this particular detail from paintings (which, in

Severyns 1927, 170.
305 Ibid.
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view of the artistic evidence, would have been post-classical anyway). The fact that 

the scholiasts rarely refer to art in their works is encouraging, but not conclusive.

It would be very nice if we could accept without reservation the scholiast’s 

evidence and argue for the antiquity of the serpentine form of the Giants. However, 

the fact that art and literature give us primary evidence which supports the 

anthropomorphic form (with the equation of the Spartoi and the Giants as groups 

that come forth from earth as hoplites as an additional argument), leads me to 

believe that the reference to a serpentine lower part is after all a latter addition to 

the narrative.

(vi) The Typhonomachy and the archaic tradition

Let us now turn to the second part of the third -  unsuccessful -  stage of the 

succession-myth, the Typhonomachy. Scholars who have studied Apollodoros’ 

account (1.6.3) take two different approaches to the source of this unique 

tradition. Most feel that the mythographer is following one or more Hellenistic 

accounts. They argue for “a quilt of variegated patches”, w i t h  elements acquired 

at different stages of the reshaping of the myth, and features that cannot be earlier 

than Hellenistic. To quote Vian: “le récit de la Bibliothèque est également récent: 

... dans son ensemble, il se présente comme un roman syncrétiste à épisodes 

(Cilicie, Egypte, Casios, Corycos, Nysa, la Thrace et l’Hémos, la Sicile) où

306 Athanassakes 1988, 54.
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l’auteur a eu le souci de rassembler le plus grand nombre possible de variantes 

locales”.™’

On the other hand, some, albeit fewer, scholars consider the version of the 

Typhonomachy recorded in Apollodoros to be the earliest and the most significant 

variant of the myth. Fontenrose, in his pioneering work on the myth of the god/ 

hero against the dragon,^®* bases his whole argument on the assumption that this 

most complex version is in fact older than the more widely known Hesiodic one. 

He argues that “we find but two main versions of the Typhon tale, and the later, 

which appears first in the extant literature, and which we may call Hesiodic, differs 

from the earlier mainly in omitting an episode discreditable to Zeus... It may be 

correct to say that the Typhon myth of the Greeks had only one form, the narrative 

as found in Apollodoros, and that some authors chose to leave out the central and 

most significant part of the story.” °̂’

We have based most of our discussion on the suggestion that the 

impressive number of recurrent themes, motifs, and folktale elements which form 

an internal link connecting all the different stages of Apollodoros’ account for 

divine sovereignty are the conscious work of a single author. The structural 

coherence and correspondence which characterise the successive episodes are too 

elaborate to be the product of a chance compilation of various versions. Obviously, 

the attribution of the Typhonomachia to the Hellenistic period would automatically 

mean that an ascription of the whole narrative to an archaic source would be 

impossible. We would have to accept that Apollodoros is drawing on a source

Vian 1960,31. 
Fontenrose 1959, 70ff.

309 Ibid, 75-76.
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whose author “weave[s] a tersely-told story which aligns the various versions"/ 

and manages to incorporate into a coherent narrative a vast number of archaic 

elements, with colourful details taken from local traditions and folktales of a period 

that was fond of this type of exotic tales. As in the case of a possible archaic 

source, we would have no means of establishing whether Apollodoros is using an 

actual literary work composed in the Hellenistic period, or is simply following the 

account he found in an earlier (a Hellenistic?) mythological handbook.

Evidently, such a hypothesis solves the problems of chronology created by 

details such as the reference to snake-footed Giants. But is it consistent with 

Apollodoros’ usual practice with regard to his sources? As van der Valk has 

shown,^'* Apollodoros usually goes back to the original author whom he directly 

reproduces (usually in abridgement). The vast majority of his sources are archaic. 

The list of the 83 citations of authorities mentioned by the mythographer (usually 

when he departs from his main source, giving a second variant differing in details) 

contains only six passages from Hellenistic sources.^ Are we then to agree with 

Fontenrose and argue that since “almost nothing in Apollodoros’ Library is 

derived from Hellenistic writers’’, and since “almost everything in the Library 

appears to be derived from fifth-century mythographers, and they in turn, got their 

material largely from epic poets’’, this version of the succession-myth is by default 

archaic? Apollodoros is, to say the least, erratic in his references to his sources, so 

it is possible that a number of Hellenistic authors have been used without receiving 

any credit. Moreover, it has been proven that the long narrative of the Argonautic

Athanassakes 1988, 53.
' Van der Valk 1958, passim. See our discussion in Chapter Five.

312 See Fontenrose 1966, 75-6.
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expedition that covers the last part of the first book of the Bibliotheka (1.9.16-27) 

follows the Argonautika of Apollonios of Rhodes.^This disproves Fontenrose's 

argument that “the Library takes no complete narratives from Hellenistic 

narratives”. In any case, since we do not have sufficient evidence we cannot accept 

this argument. The account of the succession myth could easily be the one 

exception that proves the rule.

Nor, on the other hand, can we accept the argument that, since 

Apollodoros’ version of the Typhon story is recorded nowhere else in extant Greek 

literature, it must be a late and eccentric variant of the myth.^*'  ̂The key word here 

is, of course, extant. We possess but a tiny fraction of Greek literature; in fact, we 

cannot be certain of what appeared and what did not appear in archaic literature. It 

is often the case that a later author (e.g. Pausanias) incorporates into his work 

undeniably ancient traditions that are unattested in previous authors. It is true that 

the idea of Zeus facing so much trouble and humiliation during his battle with 

Typhon appears strange to those who are used to the powerful Zeus of the 

Hesiodic and Homeric epics. Yet it is obvious to me that such a story is firmly 

established in the tradition of Zeus’ accession to the divine throne. As I have 

argued above, the theme of the divine helper is prominent throughout the 

mythographer’s account. In every stage of his struggle for the acquisition of divine 

kingship Zeus has to secure the help of an assistant (be it the Ouranidai, Metis, 

Herakles, Aigipan and Hermes, or the Moirai), who will be the decisive factor in 

each victory. In a “background of such typological parallels”^ t h e  presence of

Van der Valk 1958, 106, quoting C. Robert.
Athanassakes 1988, 54. He bases this assumption on the idea that Apollodoros’ account is a 

compilation of different versions which do not appear together before or since.
^'^Mondi 1986, 30-1.
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Hermes, Aigipan and the Moirai elaborates and amplifies the theme. Since Zeus 

confronts the most serious challenge to his kingship, his opponent must pose the 

deadliest threat, and the situation must appear as the most dangerous ever. What 

better way of achieving this effect than having the young Zeus actually lose the first 

battle. Moreover, if we accept the role of e.g. the Hundred-Handers in the 

Titanomachy^’̂  or of Herakles in the Gigantomachy as part of the archaic tradition, 

we must also accept that there may be a place for divine aids in the early tradition 

of the Typhon story. I find plausible Fontenrose's argument^that  someone 

(Hesiod?) modified the tradition by omitting the defeat and maiming of Zeus as 

inconsistent with his power and majesty.^’* In the ensuing centuries, most authors 

followed Hesiod’s account, which embraced the generally accepted idea of an 

omnipotent god; this would explain why we find no other reference to this episode 

until much later, when it becomes fashionable to resort to exotic, eccentric tales 

about divinity.

Thus one should view Nonnos’ reference in Dionysiaka 510-12, K a l %a%bg 

eiç éôv dvTpov ènelyeTO KeîGev ôeipaç/ veupa Aiôç ôoA.6evti Tcôpev ^eivfiia 

KàÔp.(oi,/ veupa, xà Ttep %6ovl tcitite TucpaovlT] Tcoxè %dppi], in this light. It is 

true that the story of Typhon possessing the sinews of Zeus is obscurely told, and 

the context of this statement difficult to establish. It is probable, however, that

Ibid. passim.
It has been suggested that Theogony 853, Zebç Ô’ èîcel o îv  Kopnuvev èôv pévoç, eiXexo ô’ 

Ô7cX,a alludes to a story like the one in Apollodoros, in which Zeus was temporarily deprived of 
his strength (see West 1966, 391-2, where Goettling is quoted). Leaving aside for a while the 
circular argument that such a reference is impossible, because the myth of Zeus’ temporary 
incapacitation is a later (Hellenistic) addition to the Greek mythological corpus (evidently 
influenced by the Hittite myth of Illuyanka), it is obvious that such a remark is part of the 
traditional introduction to a crucial battle (cf. also Theogony 687 with West’s note): Zeus gathers 
up his strength in a “sudden upsurge in the quality of pâvoç”, which characterises every epic 
aristeia (Mondi 1986, 39-41). We are dealing with a poetic convention, not with a disguised 
admission of a humiliating incident.

Fontenrose 1959, 74.
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Nonnos followed a source similar to that which Apollodoros used, probably the 

same one. And there is no way of establishing beyond doubt that this source was 

not archaic.

So far we appear to be unable to reach a definite conclusion: it is seems 

possible that Apollodoros resorted to a Hellenistic account which drew upon some 

local tradition (influenced [as we shall see] by Asiatic legends), or that he stumbled 

across an old but rarely mentioned source which related the Typhonomachy as part 

of a broader story, in a consistent and rational way. This coherence rendered this 

narrative preferable as a source to the inconsistent Hesiodic account. Neither 

suggestion can be disproved with certainty.

Before we turn our attention to those details of the story that go against the 

attribution of the Typhon narrative to an archaic source, we should discuss 

whether any parts of it that can be safely attributed to an earlier period. We have 

already established that the great number of recurrent themes which run through 

the whole account of the succession-myth can be attributed to an archaic literary 

work. This leaves us with the first episode^ of this complex sequence of events 

which involves the flight of the gods before Typhon and their transformation into 

animals. Far from being a “certainly not very old feature”,̂ ®̂ the story, which even 

Diodoros (1. 86.3) found poGœôq îcavxeXœç K a l Tfjq ocpxaÏKfiç a7rloTT|Toq  

o iK e la v ,  goes back at least as far as Pindar (fr. 91 = Porphyr. De abst. 3. 16):

TcavTaq Tobç Geobç ......  ô t e  i)7iô Tocpœvoç èÔicbKOVTO, o ô k  àvGpœTcoiç

ôpoicoGévxaç, àXXa t o Î ç  aA,^oiç Çœoiç. Obviously, this detail acts as an

With regard to the description of Typhon which heads Apollodoros’ account, it suffices to add 
to what we have already said the observations of Vian (1952, 15): “En bref Typhée a été conçu 
sous un aspect qui a peu varié et c ’est la Bibliothèque qui conserve le mieux la vulgate”.

Thus Athanassakes 1988, 54.
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aitiological myth, intended to explain the animal form of the Egyptian gods. As 

Griffiths points out,^^‘ the Greek tradition has taken over and modified the myth of 

the conflict of Horos and Seth, “one of the earliest Egyptian myths, in which the 

motif of metamorphosis is prominent”. The identification of Seth and Typhon is 

first attested in Hekataios {FGrHist 1 F 300, apud Hdt. 2. 144) and in Aischylos 

{SuppL 560), but it has been shown that this syncretism was operating already by 

the sixth century.^^^ The inclusion of such an episode in an archaic account of the 

Typhonomachia, at a period when the Greeks began to be aware of Egyptian myth, 

is thus very plausible.

The metamorphosis of the gods into animals is sometimes linked with Pan. 

In fact, in a number of late sources, Pan plays a significant role in the Typhon 

story, although his involvement varies in the different accounts. He offers valuable 

help which allows Zeus to retrieve valuable stolen objects (in Apollodoros his 

sinews, in Nonnos his thunderbolts -  though indirectly through Kadmos [1. 368- 

75]) or he offers valuable advice by suggesting the transformation of the gods^^  ̂

that brings about the monster’s final defeat. In Oppian’s Halieutika, in a weird 

variant that presents Typhon being tricked with a promise of a banquet of fish. Pan 

is proclaimed Z t|vôç pèv puifipa, Tucpaoviov Ô’ oA^xfjpa (3. 17). The passage 

also refers to Hermes in his capacity as Pan’s father.

Hermes appears in Apollodoros’ account as one of the deities who saves 

Zeus’ throne by stealing his sinews from the Korykian Cave. His role in this 

episode is well justified: as the trickster god, protector of thieves, he is the natural

Gwyn Griffiths, 1960, 374-6. 
Kranz 1940, 335.

323 See P. Nigidius Figulus, Sphaera Graecanica 98, p. 87, 1 Isqq. and p. 156, 3 sqq., in Swoboda 
1964, 122-4; Ampelius II, 10 (also in Swoboda, 122); Hyginus’ De Astronomia 2.28.
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choice for an operation of this kind. Aigipan, his companion, is an obscure figure. 

Are we to see him as a by-form of Pan, as most modern mythographers do?̂ "̂̂  The 

odd name Aigipan appears four more times in Greek and Latin literature: of these 

references, one (Plutarch Parallel. 22) has no connection with the Typhon story: 

this Aigipan is only a different name given to Silvanus, the product of the 

incestuous relationship of Valeria of Tusculum and her father Valerius. In Nigidius 

Figulus it is name given to Pan in commemoration of his part in the fight against 

Typhon:

posteaquam Typhonem desidem poena adfecerunt quamque consilio sine 

turba tumultuque interfecerunt, Fana sancta astrorum memoria 

decoraverunt et et nomen Aigipana imposuerunt, quod cum ceteri se in 

bestias convertissent, Pan se in capram transfigurasset, oppidumque 

magnificum in Aegypto aedificaverunt idque Panopolin nominaverunt.

The last two sources seem to allude to the same myth; in his list of Zeus’ children, 

Hyginus adds 'Aigipan ex capra". The same genealogy, at least as far as his 

mother is concerned, is mentioned in Eratosthenes’ Katasterismoi 27, which very 

significantly goes back to Epimenides’ Kretika (D.-K. 3. 24 = FGrHist 457 F 18):

obxôç èoTi Tœ eïôei ôpoioç t© AlyiTiàvi- èxelvou Ôè yéyovev' ë%ei Ôè 

0T|pioU TOC KttTCO pépT| Kttl KépttTtt èjcl T ï j  KECpOcXp' E T i p f | 8 T |  Ôè ÔlOC T O  

abvTpocpoç eîvai t ©  A ii, KaGaiiep ’Empeviôriç ô t o c  KprjTiKoc IcToprov

Only Smith, in his Dictionary (1870, vol. I), dedicates a separate article to the figure of 
Aigipan.
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(j)T|cylv, ÔTi èv Tf| "lÔTi a\)vfjv ainco, ôte èni xo\)ç Tixôtvaç èaxpàxevoev 

o^TOç Ôè ôoKEÎ EÔpEÎv XOV KO%Xov, èv & xooç aopjiàxo'üç KaGœTiXiae, 

ô ià xô xoO fixco riaviKÔv KaXoô^evov, ô oi Tixôcveç ëcpoyov. 

TiapaA^apœv Ôè xfjv âp%^v èv xoîç ôcaxpoiç aôxôv eGtike Kal xf|v aîya^^^ 

xf)v pTjxépa. Ôià ôè <xô> xôv KÔ%&ov <e'üpeîv> èv xfi GaX,àaar| 

7tapàaT|)iov ë%ei i%Gôoç <oôpav>.

Ampelius and Hyginus in Astron. end their accounts of the participation of 

Pan/Aigipan^^^ in the struggle against Typhon with the creation of Capricorn. 

Vian^^  ̂ actually combines the information found in all the aforementioned authors 

to compile an “astronomical** version of the myth, which had Pan playing the 

crucial part in the council of war against Typhon. As a result of his advice, which 

led to the assumption of animal forms by the gods. Typhon is somehow defeated 

(only Hyginus’ Fab. 196 refers directly to the thunderbolts of Zeus, the rest of the 

sources being very vague). In recognition of this contribution the gods (or Zeus) 

place Capricorn in the sky.

The **astrological” version of myth as reconstructed by Vian does seem 

Hellenistic. Yet, with the exception of the katasterismos, which, in any case, does 

not appear in Apollodoros’ narrative, all its elements can be traced to the archaic 

period. Aigipan, the all-goat god who helped Zeus in the Titanomachy, could have 

easily been introduced in a story of a similar content. The iconography of the 

period may give us the reason for his incorporation, as well as indicate how the 

sinews were stolen. In his LIMC article,^^* Boardman writes: **the evolution of

Diels prints Alya, regarding it as a proper name. Fowler 2000, 81, prints only up to ol 
TiTâveç ecpoyov, as Epimen. fr. 2,

In Hyginus’ account the word Aigipan appears in the part that is obviously indebted to 
Eratosthenes, while in the rest of the narrative the name Pan is used.

Vian 1960, 30.
Boardman, “Pan” in L/MC VIII 1997 (Suppl.).
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Pan’s image is deceptively like that of the Satyr. The satyr begins mainly human, 

with a few equine characteristics, ears, tail, very occasionally legs. Pan’s starts as 

all-goat in form, gradually becoming more human and through his nature and 

associations enjoying a mutual relationship with the satyr in terms of appearance 

and behaviour. He is the nearest the Greeks had to an all-animal deity.” The name 

Aigipan then is indicative of the actual form of the god, and the myth of his birth by 

a goat confirms it. It is obvious that this is the decoy that tricks the dragoness (and 

Typhon?) out of the cave. The use of a goat as a mean of getting a dragon to leave 

his hiding place is frequent in fairytales. In this way, Hermes, whose relationship to 

Aigipan in this story is impossible to establish, managed to steal Zeus’ sinews.

In Apollodoros’ version, the metamorphosis of the gods and the active role 

of Aigipan are two unconnected episodes in a complex narrative. A number of 

sources which mention the transformation do not refer to Pan, e.g. Antoninus 

Liberalis 28, attributed by the manchette^^^ to Nikandros of Kolophon);” ° Oppian 

and Nonnos mention no transformation at all. I believe that Apollodoros preserves 

the original source which kept the two incidents unconnected. In later versions, the 

two episodes, found in a single narrative, were finally put together. Pan, who by 

now had acquired his final form, became one of the gods that changed their shape. 

And the active role he played in an unpopular episode was somehow changed into 

the advisory role he plays in the “astrological” versions. As a result of the 

acquisition of a different form, the name Aigipan became a term needing 

explanation, and thus we reach Nigidius’ version.

On the manchettes in Antoninus and their authenticity, see Papathomopoulos 1969, xv-xix. 
For'a full list of the sources of the flight o f the gods to Egypt, see Griffiths, 1960, 374,
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(vi:) The Localisation of the Typhon myth.

Of all the three different stages of the succession myth, as narrated by 

Apollodoros, only the last, complex stage of the Gigantomachy and the 

Typhonomachy contains details of geographical localisation. The primordial battles 

that led to the dethronement of each divine generation were fought at unspecified 

locations, and seem, in a way, almost unrelated to earth; however, the last two, 

unsuccessful challenges to Zeus’ rule, are firmly situated on terra firma, gaining a 

close association with the present, and thus stressing the potentiality for a 

recurrence of such events. The Gigantomachy is confined mostly to the Hellenic 

world -  the actual battle is fought at Phlegrai, the pursuit of the Giants that follows 

takes place mostly across the Greek mainland and the Aegean, with Enkelados 

reaching as far as Sicily, itself regarded as Greek territory. On the other hand, 

Apollodoros’ account of the Typhonomachy has no connections with mainland 

Greece: in this complicated sequence of events, the action is mostly localised in the 

East, i.e. the Asiatic part of the Mediterranean. More importantly, the narrative 

takes us to places as far apart as Egypt and Thrace, Cilicia and Sicily. I shall argue 

that, far from being unintentional or random, this compilation of events is not “a 

quilt of variegated patches”,̂ ‘̂ whose geographical details were acquired at 

different stages of the reshaping of the myth, and whose features cannot be earlier 

than Hellenistic. Rather, we are dealing with the conscious attempt of an archaic 

author to stress the severity of the threat posed by Typhon, by having as the 

mythical scene of the battle the whole of the then known world. By involving

331 Athanassakes 1988, 54.
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places at all four cardinal points of the compass, he succeeds in making the cosmic 

undertones of the episode even more apparent.

As was noted, scholars who have studied Apollodoros’ account of the 

Typhonomachy (1.6.3) feel that the mythographer is following here one or more 

Hellenistic accounts. The multiple localisation of the episode is one of their main 

arguments against the antiquity of this version. To quote Vian, whose arguments 

are followed by those who favour a Hellenistic origin for this account: “le récit de 

la Bibliothèque est également récent: ... dans son ensemble, il se présente comme 

un roman syncrétiste à épisodes (Cilicie, Egypte, Casios, Corycos, Nysa, la Thrace 

et l’Hémos, la Sicile) où l’auteur a eu le souci de rassembler le plus grand nombre 

possible de variantes locales”.

Vian’s complicated arguments against the antiquity of the narrative rely 

mostly on his claim of an Indo-European origin for the myth of Typhon. According 

to him, the original three-headed monster who fought against Zeus was influenced 

in the seventh century or later by Levantine myths, namely the Hurrian myth of the 

stone monster Ullikummi,^”  and the Egyptian battle between Seth and Horos.^^"  ̂

The Asiatic contributions continued over a long period of time; the association of 

Typhon with oriental figures led to Cilicia becoming the scene of the Greek 

Typhon-Zeus battle, despite earlier (mainly Lydian)^^  ̂ and later localisations of the 

myth.^^  ̂Finally, in Hellenistic times the Hittite myth of the battle between Tessub

Vian 1960,31.
A/VET 1963, 121-5.
See above.
Based on Xanthos FGrHist 765 F 13.
cf. Strabo 1 3 . 4 .6  (626): aXXoi 5’ èv KiXikIqc, xivèç Ô’ èv Z o p tç c  ti^ A t t o 'Oo i  t ô v  |IÛ0ov 

xoOt o v , 01 ô ’ èv ni0TiKo6coaiç (note that the last eruption of Pithekousai/ Ischia was in c. 470 
B.C.). Also Z Find. P 1. 32; èjxoOeùoavxo ôxi èv ZiKeXiçt Zebç xôv Totpœva 
KaTETapxàpoîoev, cl 5è èv AoSiçc, àXXoi èv KiXnciçc Kal èxepoi èv OpoylQC" Kal èv BoicoTiçt 
X,é70-üoiv ëxepoi t o ù x o v  xapxapcoéfivai.
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and the serpentine monster Illuyankas,”  ̂ which survived in Oriental local 

traditions, became know to the Greeks, and was combined with the Typhon myth. 

It is this version of the story, first recorded by a Hellenistic poet, familiar with local 

traditions of Cilicia, that Apollodoros preserves.

Vian argues that the first localisation of the Zeus-Typhon story to the East, 

especially Cilicia, happened some time after 600 B.C.: “[o]n peut dire en gros que 

les v r  et Y® siècles furent la période des localisations géographiques. Après avoir 

d’abord cherché les sièges de Typhée en Grèce propre, en Béotie et à Delphes, les 

Grecs l’installèrent en terre asiatique en raison des liens qui l’unissait dorénavant à 

rOrient.”^̂® He concludes that “les localisations asiatiques sont des créations plus 

ou moins artificielles, imaginées pour suppléer à l’imprécision du texte 

homérique.””  ̂ The Homeric version, Typhon’s first appearance to the myth, 

connects Gaia’s son with the mysterious Arimoi: y a ia  ô’ \)7ieaxevàxiÇe Ail ©ç 

TepTiiKEpabvcp/ xcoopévcp ôxe t ’ àpcpi Tucpœéi yaîav Ipàaap / elv ’Aplpoiç, ô0i 

(paai Tucpœeoç ëppevai eûvctç (//. 2. 781-3). Hesiod also links Typhon with the 

Arimoi: Echidna, Typhon’s mate, lives in a cave e Iv  ’Apipoiaiv (Theogony 304- 

6). The vagueness of the term e I v  ’Apipoiç (is it a place, or a people?), the 

ignorance about the Arimoi expressed by the poet’s use of led Leaf to

argue that in reality Homer (and Hesiod) had in mind an imaginary land, not a fixed 

geographical r e a l i t y . Vian is also convinced that, for Homer and Hesiod, the

^^^ANET 1963, 125-6; Gaster, 1950, 317-336. On the striking resemblance parallels between the 
version of the Typhon myth found in Apollodoros and the Hittite myth, see Burkert 1979, 27-31. 
” *Vian 1960, 36.
” ’ ibid. 21.

See however Sancassano 1997, 80: “in entrambi I testi <paoi ... è senza dubbio spia dell’ 
esistenza di una tradizione preomerica su Tifeo sentita come remota, e, probabilmente, anche 
come estranea”.

Leaf 1900-2, vol. 1, 108.
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Arimoi were simply a fairyland people: “[i]l est fort probable qu’au temps 

d’Homère et d’Hésiode, le terme d’Arimes ne correspondait à aucune réalité 

géographique”/'*̂  According to Kirk “it is clear that ancient critics did not know 

which particular region [eiv ’Apipoiç]^^ signified, and that local claims were made 

on behalf of several different apparently lightning-blasted or generally volcanic 

areas. Strabo 13.626 (perhaps partly from Apollodoros [of Athens, my addition], 

according to Erbse 1, 337 who quotes the passage) mentions various suggested 

locations”.̂ '*'*

The possibility that Homer and Hesiod had in mind an imaginary land does 

not affect the argument for an archaic source for Apollodoros’ account: soon after 

the composition of the epics, the myth is found firmly established in the East. Vian 

himself refers to an original poem in which a Cilician Typhon was in the end 

confined under Aitna, '̂*  ̂ and accepts that this poem was used as source by both 

Aischylos (Prom. 351-371) and Pindar (P 1. 16-21, Tocpcbç éKaxovTaKccpavoç- 

TÔv Tioxe/ KiH kiov 0pé\j/ev TcoXuravupov avxpov vOv ye pctv/ xai 0’ bnep 

Kopaç àA,iepKéeç 6%0ai/ EiKeA.ia x’ abxoO méÇei/ axépva Xa%vaevxa- kicov 

Ô’ obpavia auvé^ei,/ vicpôeaa’ Aïxva, Tcàvexeç xiôvoç ôÇelaç xi0fiva). Since 

these localisations were already part of a well established tradition by the time of 

the two poets, it seems probable that they were already contained in an archaic epic 

poem which dealt with the struggles for the acquisition of divine sovereignty.

Vian 1960, 23 Cf. also p. 19, where he states: “il n’est pas illégitime de pencer que les Arimes 
sont... une contrée fabuleuse”. ... Bref Homère et Hésiode paraissent ignorer toute d’une 
localisation précise et le second rejette même en termes exprès son Echidna à la périphérie des 
terres habitées.”

On the term see West 1966, 251.
Kirk 1985, 243-4.
Vian 1960, 20.
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written around 600 (Vian’s terminus post quem for the localisation of the myth in 

Cilicia).

There are, however, indications that the Arimoi should not be seen as an 

imaginary land: West points out that Typhon is usually put under some mountain in 

the inhabited world, so it seems likely that the Arimoi were thought as being inside 

the circle of Okeanos. '̂^® Fontenrose goes on step f u r t he r : a l l  the fabulous people 

found in the Iliad live not in imaginary lands, but in real geographical locations. 

The fact that Echidna, according to Hesiod, lives t^Xob an  àGavàTcov le  Geôv 

Gvt |tcov t ’ àvGpQ)7tcùv {Theogony 302), does not necessarily mean that the Arimoi 

are situated on the periphery of the earth; rather, it indicates the absence of direct 

neighbours, no doubt because of the recurrent lashing of Typhoeus by Zeus and the 

evident destruction of the area; in any case, dragons’ lairs are usually situated far 

from inhabited areas.

Much has been made of the equation “Arimoi-Aramaians”, already found in 

Posidonios (Strabo 784-5), who connected the name Arimoi with the inhabitants of 

Syria, of which Cilicia was originally part. Vian’ŝ "** arguments against such a 

suggestion are successfully refuted by Fontenrose.^"^  ̂ More recently C. Bonnet^^° 

has taken up this identification, explaining the phrase elv ’Apipoiaiv from the 

Assyrian mat A-RI-MI “the land of Aram”. This is a further indication that Homer 

and Hesiod located the Arimoi in the East. It is possible that such localisation was 

not precise, but it pointed to the right direction.

346 West 1966, 251.
Fontenrose 1966, 66-7.

348 Vian 1960,20-1.
Fontenrose 1966, 70-1. 
Sancassano 1997, 80.
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Like Homer and Hesiod, later authors continued to situate the Typhon 

story outside mainland Greece. Sancassano makes an interesting point:^^  ̂ “il fatto 

che si sia sviluppata in area greca tutta una letteratura mitico-geografica che 

rintracciava constantemente questa terra nella medesima zone, e cioè fra Misia, 

Lidia, Meonia e Siria settentrionale, sarebbe ... una pro va della validità della sua 

lettura: anche in età antica, in altre parole, si cercava r origine del mito di Tifeo nel 

Vicino Oriente.” Such attempts, of course, have their root in the obvious Asiatic 

contributions to the Typhon story. The numerous oriental occurrences of the 

combat myth of a god/ hero against a dragon make clear why not only the Typhon 

story but other myths as well, namely the shooting of Chimaira by Bellerophon, are 

located in the East. The case of Typhon is, however, unique: we are dealing with 

multiple cultural interrelations that brought together different elements of variant 

civilisations at a very early period. There are obvious analogies between Seth, 

Baal-Saphon, and Typhon. Sancassano does not hesitate to call them a triad;^^  ̂

indeed, the relations between Baal-Saphon and Seth go back to the second 

millennium B.C.^^  ̂ It is possible that their connection with Typhon begins at the 

same period.^ '̂  ̂However, even if we accepted that Vian were right to suggest that 

the date for the initiation of contact of the Greek myth with the Anatolian, and 

even Egyptian ones (Ullikummi, Saphon=Hazi=Kasios, Seth), should be not earlier 

than the seventh century (a date already disproved by the epics), the possibility of 

an archaic poem based on an already established tradition of Asiatic localisations 

remains attractive. Vian argues that the long process of interrelation ends with the

Sancassano 1997, 81.
Sancassano 1997, 83; see also West 1997, 303. 
Seippel 1939, 18.
Bonnet 1. c. suggests the end of 12th century B.C.
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interaction between the Typhon myth and the story of Illuyanka. He accepts that 

the influence of the story of Ullikummi is early, because its obvious traces on the 

Hesiodic version. He denies the antiquity of the influence of the Dluyanka story, 

because no surviving version older than Apollodoros contains the necessary 

elements of Zeus’ defeat and of his temporary loss of power. However, since we 

only possess a small fraction of Greek literature, it is equally possible that Greeks 

became familiar with the story of Illuyanka at the same period that they learned 

about the other stories.^^^

The multitude of locations mentioned in Apollodoros’ account could easily 

be seen as the work of an archaic poet, who, confronted with more than one 

location, at a point when the localisation of the myth, although roughly situated in 

East, was not firmly fixed, chose to incorporate in his narrative as many places as 

possible. Cilicia becomes the birth-place,^^® Kassios, the actual battlefield of 

Saphon and Ullikummi, retains its role, and Aitna becomes his place of burial. With 

the addition, however, of Haimos and Nysa (already situated by the seventh 

century in Ar a b i a , wi t h  Herodoros^®* locating it in the vicinity of lake Serbonis, 

another burying place for Typhon, the action is no longer confined to the line East- 

West. The action is spread all over the known world. The multiple localisation of 

the myth becomes the strongest indication of the threat posed by Typhon; Zeus has 

to fight multiple battles, both physical and mental, all around the world, if he wants 

to keep his rule of the universe intact.

Burkert 1979, 27-31, actually argues for a later Hittite version which links the original 
Illuyanka text with the source of Apollodoros.

The manuscripts have ZiKeA,içc, an obvious palaeographical mistake, emended by Heyne and 
accepted by all editors.

Thus Càssola 1975, 464.
31 F 61.
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Incidentally, note that in Apollodoros’ version Zeus’ enemies are buried in 

different layers. The earliest generation is situated in Tartaros, the Giants are found 

under islands, while Typhon is buried under a mountain directly underneath the 

surface of the earth. Obviously, the closer one is to the surface of the earth the 

more dangerous he is for the universal order.

It is by now obvious that Apollodoros offers an account of the 

Gigantomachy and of the Typhonomachy, which, for the most part, goes back to 

an original archaic source. Occasional reworking of the narrative to incorporate 

elements that came to be essential to the account cannot be excluded, although it is 

significant that it is because of iconography, and not literature, that we cannot 

ascribe the snake-footed Giants to the archaic period. One could argue that literary 

accounts do not have to comply with iconographie conventions and vice versa. But 

even if we accept that Apollodoros’ account was subject to some alterations (and 

as we shall see in Chapter Five, the mythographer’s treatment of the Argonautic 

myth dictates that we do), they do not diminish, but actually enhance the account’s 

significance, as in the case of the cosmic connotations that the Gigantomachy 

acquires due to the serpentine shape of the Giants’ bodies. Whether this reworking 

should be attributed to Apollodoros himself or to an earlier mythographer (whose 

account Apollodoros followed, presumably drawing upon a summarised version) is 

impossible to say. The intriguing fact remains: far from being a late product of 

mythographic tradition, the account of the succession-myth recorded by 

Apollodoros preserves its exceptional archaic character, and offers an story unique 

in its simplicity and cohesion, making the loss of its original tantalising.
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Part III:

The World of Heroes
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Chapter Four

The Family of Oineus and the Kalydonian Boar Hunt (1.8.1-6).

“For the Greeks the hunt is an alien world. The search for edible flesh entails 

dangers and risks that render the hunter a marginal and threatened character. The 

hunt is a troubling domain, entered at one’s peril. The fundamental instability of the 

world of hunt is marked by its reversibility: the hunter becomes prey, the hunted is 

transformed into a savage beast.”^̂  ̂ In a society as fundamentally agricultural as 

that of Greece, the activity of hunting “with its unforeseen developments, its 

reversals, the role of the marvellous and the strange, lends itself admirably to the 

tangled webs of meaning that run though the myth”.̂ °̂ Greek heroes are primarily 

heroes who hunt.^^* Most of these mythical hunters are solitary figures who fight 

against the savagery of beasts, affirming the human ability successfully to resist 

nature’s f o r c e s . B u t  in the process, the savagery of their victims becomes an 

integral part of the hunters’ character. Hunting is situated at “the intersection of 

the powers of life and the forces of death” the hunter’s terrain is a liminal area, 

firmly linked with the eschatiai, the uncultivated borderlands of Greek cities;̂ "̂* in 

traversing this wilderness, a hunter is separated from society, becoming a potential

Schnapp, 119. 
ibid. 121.
See Orth, “Jagd” RE IX,, c. 559.
Cf. Anderson 1984, 15: “[t]o sum up it would seem that Homer’s heroes were not “big-game 

hunters” in the sense of deliberately seeking out and destroying large and dangerous beasts for 
amusement and the securing of trophies. They did take pleasure in hunting, and trophies were 
taken and valued. (The tusks of the Kalydonian Boar were preserved in the temple of Athena 
Alea at Tegea in Arkadia until Augustus carried them off to Rome [Paus. 8. 46. 1]). But men did 
not deliberately engage in combat with dangerous beasts except in defence of themselves, their 
fields and their flocks.”

Detienne 1979, 24.
36̂* Vidal-Naquet, 1986, 117, quoting Chantraine 1956, 40-65.
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threat to it. This balancing between savagery and civilisation leaves its mark on the 

mythical solitary hunter. His arbitrary ability to adopt a “natural” behaviour 

alienates him from society. The same aggressivity, which allows him successfully to 

defend civilisation, excludes him from it. There lies one of the fundamental 

ambiguities of hunting. It differentiates between men and beasts; but in the process, 

it may turn men into beasts.

Much has been made of the connection between hunting, sacrifice and war. 

“In the triangle of relationships that unite hunting, war, and sacrifice, hunting 

partakes of war in the training it demands, but also it partakes in the sacrifice 

because, like the sacrifice, it is a means of obtaining food.”^̂  ̂ Hunting performs a 

double function: “in relation to sacrifice, it helps define the position assigned to 

men in their search for meat; through its ties with the world of eroticism, it 

expresses the tensions between licit and illicit s exua l i ty . To  this double role must 

be added the hunt’s ambiguous position with regard to war. Hunting is regarded as 

the best training for war. . . . But war and hunting are not separated by a precise 

and impassable boundary. It is always possible to pass from the one to the 

other”.̂ ^̂  In one myth, these functions are inseparably intertwined: the story of the 

Kalydonian boar begins with a sacrifice that did not take place, followed by a hunt

ibid. 119. On the relation between hunting and sacrifice see Burkert 1983, 15ff. On hunting as 
a preparation for war see Detienne 1979, 25: “[b]y confronting wild animals, [the male child] 
prepares himself more or less directly to become a warrior initiated into the unshared privilege of 
men: violent bloodshed.” On the importance of hunting in the upbringing of young children see 
Xen. Kynegeticos 12. 1-8.

Outside the city limits, the hunter’s wild terrain is also outside of marriage and thus 
“welcomes deviant forms of sexuality or those that are simply considered strange by the city-state. 
Thus a system of relations seems to form between hunting and sex” (Detienne 1979, 25). Moving 
in a liminal area, “open to the subversion of amorous pursuits”, hunters adopt marginal sexual 
behaviour, “whether it be masculine or feminine denial of marriage or, inversely, 
experimentation with censured sexual behavior” (ibid. 26). This interplay of love and hunt, found 
at the root of various Greek myths, is intensified by the fact that both are situations in which the 
roles are reversible. In love, as in hunt, the hunter can become the prey.
•'̂ ’ Schnapp 1991, 121.
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in which Eros played a decisive part, and whose result was a war that annihilated a 

whole family, that of Oineus.

A. The family of Oineus

(i) Endogamy

Let us turn our attention to the figures who constitute the family of Oineus, and in 

whose lives the hunt plays a fatal part. Oineus, king of Kalydon, is a member of 

that branch of the vast Aiolid family which was descended from Kalyke. We have 

already noted that, as the story of his family is the longest and the most important, 

it is situated at the end of the account of the daughters of Aiolos, thus 

corresponding to that other important pan-Hellenic undertaking narrated in the first 

book, the Argonautic expedition.^®*

In Apollodoros’ genealogical structure the families are headed by men, and 

the children of each marriage are usually included in the family of the father (their 

“agnatic” line), unless they are the offspring of a god. In the case of theogeniture, 

however, the children are included in the family tree of their maternal grandfather, 

i.e. they continue their “uterine” line: the cases of Hermes (3.10.2) and Dionysos 

(3.4.3) are the most obvious examples of maternal filiation. In this branch of the 

Aiolid family the offspring of theogeniture are recorded first (i.e. Oxylos, son of 

Ares and Protogeneia, is mentioned before the children of Protogeneia’s sister 

Epikaste).^®  ̂When it comes to the children of Epikaste, Apollodoros records first

On the structure of the female branches of the Aiolid family, see above.
In the story of Tyro (1.8.1), her offspring by Poseidon are mentioned before and separately 

from her children by Kretheus, her paternal uncle - one of the many endogamies found in the first 
book of the Bibliotheke. However, the implication in this case is that she had the children by 
Poseidon before her marriage to Kretheus. On the other hand, later on (1.16.1) Apollodoros
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the offspring of her daughter Demonike and Ares, and then the descendants of 

Porthaon, her brother. Consequently, Althaia, the mother of Meleagros, wife of 

Oineus, and granddaughter of Demonike, is mentioned near her children but before 

her husband is introduced, even though he belongs to a previous generation (being 

the son of Porthaon). There may be a small disruption to the chain of generations, 

but it means that patriliny is preserved and Meleagros is presented in his correct 

agnatic line, i.e. in the family of Porthaon, with both his parents having been named 

before him. This arrangement has the additional advantage of putting the story of 

the marriage of Idas and Marpessa in its proper chronological place, before the 

Kalydonian Boar Hunt. The offspring of this marriage, Kleopatra, becomes 

Meleagros’ wife and, consequently, plays a significant part in the story of the hunt. 

In the second version of the myth recorded by Apollodoros, she is the one who 

persuades her husband to return to the battle, bringing about his death.^^° In the 

folktale version, Meleagros’ scorn of Kleopatra adds further dishonour to his 

wife’s maternal relatives, who are also his own maternal relatives (however, we 

nowhere hear of a reaction from Idas, who also participated in the hunt).

The marriage of Oineus and Althaia, a standard endogamie union between a 

uncle and a niece once removed, is in fact typical of this branch of the family:^^  ̂

Oineus’ grandfather and grandmother, Agenor and Epikaste, are also cousins; 

moreover, like Oineus and Althaia, they come from the two Aitolian cities of

indicates that Pelias was the legitimate king of lolkos, having succeeded Kretheus. There is no 
reference in Apollodoros to the usurpation by Pelias of the throne that belonged rightfully to his 
half-brother Aison, a version that goes at least as far back as Pindar, P 4. 106 -15.

On the role played by Kleopatra and its relation to the plot of the Iliad, see Hainsworth 1993, 
138.

In fact, endogamy appears in other branches of the family of Aiolos as well; the marriages of 
Tyro^and Kretheus, and Amythaon and Eidomene (1.9.11) resemble that of Oineus and Althaia; 
see the genealogical Tables that accompany Chapter One.
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Fleuron and Kalydon, forming another link between them/^^ Meleagros follows the 

family tradition by marrying a cousin, strengthening the link between Aitolia and 

the southern part of the Peloponnese/^^ Moreover, later in his narrative, 

Apollodoros amplifies further the themes of endogamy and exogamy in his account 

of Oineus’ second marriage. This marriage is either an indication of extreme 

e n d o g a m y t h e  incestuous relationship of Oineus with his daughter Gorge, or an 

example of extreme exogamy, Oineus marrying the already pregnant Periboia, and 

thus adopting her son, Tydeus, as his own; both myths stress the urgent need for an 

heir for the continuation of the line.

The myth of the incestuous relationship of Oineus with his daughter Gorge 

forges a link between the figures of Oineus and Oinomaos; both are implicitly 

associated by their names with Dionysos. Both are said to have initiated marriage- 

contests for their daughters Deianeira and Hippodameia (cf. TrGF IV  fr. 636 ff. 

Radt = 1130 Lloyd-Jones, M y t h o g r a p h u s  Vaticanus II 190). However, in

Note that, in a case of uxorilocality, Agenor, although a descendant of Fleuron, becomes a 
king of Kalydon through his wife, Epikaste, who holds the position of an èTtiKXripoç KÔpT|, The 
throne of Fleuron passes to Thestios, offspring of the union of Ares and Demonike, who, as a 
product of theogeniture, continues his uterine line.

The mythical connection between Eleans and the Aetolians, “an acknowledgement”, as West 
1985, 141, points out, “by the Eleans of their kingship with the Aetolians ..., and their 
annexation of the Aetolian heroic saga tradition”, is exemplified, in Apollodoros, as in Hesiod, by 
Aitolos’ descent from Endymion. Both figures assume the role of the dynastic type of culture- 
hero, the Stammvater (i.e. a figure who arrives and attaches himself to a region from outside, see 
Hall 1997, 87), expanding the geographical limits of the Aiolid family from Thessaly to the 
north-west Feloponnese and the corresponding territory across the straits, claiming regions not 
covered by the migrations of other culture-heroes of the family.

Note the similarity of the birth of Tydeus with that of Aigisthos {Epitome 2. 14, 0'üéoxt|ç 5è 
Kaxà TcàvTa tpôjcov Çîixœv ’Axpéa pcTeXGeîv expriOTTipià^exo Tiepl xobxoD Kai XapPàvei 
XPT|ap.ôv, d)ç ei îiaîôa yevi/fiaei xfi Guyaxpi ouveXBœv. Jioieî o6v ouxco Kal yew ^ ek  xt]ç 
Goyaxpôç AïyioGov, ôç àvSpcoGelç Kal paGœv, ôxi 0'oéoxo'ü îtaîç èoxi, Kxeivaç ’Axpéa 
0\)éaxTi xfjv paaiXetav à7toKaxéoxr|oev). The two stories share a number of common elements: 
both Tydeus and Aigisthos take revenge upon their kin who plotted against their father (for 
Tydeus cf. Hes. fr. 12 M-W); moreover Tydeus dies at the hands of his cousin Melanippos, and is 
avenged by his son Diomedes (Apollodoros 1.8.6), in a story reminiscent of that of the Atreidai.

See Lloyd-Jones 1996, 418 for arguments for the attribution of this fragment to Sophokles’ 
satyric play Oineus. The fragment has been also been attributed to an Atalanta. As Lloyd-Jones 
points out, Atalanta used to challenge her suitors herself, “which does not fit with the situation 
described in this fragment.” Given the connection between Oineus and Dionysos, the satyrs
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Oineus’ case the contest seems to be an attempt to avoid marrying his daughter to 

a terrifying figure like Acheloos. In this, he resembles Oinopion, at least in 

Parthenios’ version of events (NA 20)?^^ Oinopion actually uses wine to get rid of 

Orion; Oineus has to rely on the kindness of strangers (probably because he is 

already too old, and does not have any grown sons, see below). In contrast with 

the myth of Oinomaos, Oineus does not fight with the suitor himself; it is Herakles 

who wrestles with the river, and gains Deianeira’s hand. Uncharacteristically, we 

have no reference to a possible contest between Deianeira herself and her suitors, 

although her pre-Sophoklean image, preserved in Apollodoros, could well justify 

it: auTTj 5’ fivi6%ei Kai Kaxoc t o v  noXepov fjaKEi. Deianeira is an Amazon in 

Diodoros (4. 16. 3), and in Nonnos (Dionysiaka 36. 75). The tradition recorded by 

these authors certainly contradicts the image of “gentle womanhood”.̂ ^̂  The 

scholium to Ap. Rhod. 1. 1212 has her fight alongside Herakles Kal elç ToaabTTjv 

àvàyKrjv KaTéoTti ô 'HpaK^fjç, Kal xfiv yovaÎKa Arjiàveipav KaGoTiXlaai, 

Kal Xéyexai Kal Kaxà t ô v  paÇôv t ô t e  XETpœaGai. Moreover, her name

AriiàvEipa “slayer of men” confirms her Amazonian character. March argues that 

“the Deianeira who lay behind the lines of Hesiod in 25 MW was traditionally a 

bold-hearted and courageous woman, one very different from the later Sophoklean 

Deianeira”.̂ *̂ Furthermore, Hoey argues that the Amazonian characteristics of 

Deianeira found in later mythographers were part of the traditional version, “so 

strongly entrenched that not even Sophocles could supplant it.”^̂  ̂Thus Deianeira

belong better in this myth than in others. However, it seems improbable that Sophokles made any 
reference to the Dionysiac parentage of Deianeira, just as he does not refer to it in the Trachiniai, 
where the Dionysiac destruction that Deianeira brings to Herakles is emphasised.

See Massenzio 1970, 28-35.
Jebb 1892,31.
March 1987, 49-52.
Hoey 1979,219.
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properly belongs to a martial family. Each of her kin hides a savage side. Pozzi,^*° 

while unpersuasively arguing that "Deianeira's name represents accurately an 

epithet of Oineus” (107)/^^ points out that ‘‘each time that Deianeira is addressed 

as ‘‘daughter of Oineus” in the Trachiniai, she fails to conform to the model of a 

submissive female” (108). Pozzi is certainly right in suggesting that the reference to 

Oineus emphasises the Dionysiac destruction of Herakles’ household.^*^ The 

reference to Oineus, moreover, serves as a reminder of Deianeira’s traditional past, 

and reaffirms the audience’s expectations. Still, Deianeira is not another Atalante 

(however, in Nonnos [Dionysiaka 36. 75ff.], Atalante, Gorge and Deianeira are 

regarded as Amazons -  see below). But like Atalanta and Hippolyte, Theseus’ 

Amazon wife {Epitome 1. 16), their antisocial gifts are neutralised once they marry. 

Actually, their expertise in warfare is put in the service of their husbands. 

Hippolyte fights with Theseus against her own people (first mentioned by Diodoros 

4. 28. 1-4), and Deianeira fights next to Herakles (S to Ap. Rhod. 1. 1212). 

Admittedly, these variants are recorded by later authors who wished to neutralise 

the threat which they posed to their husband’s household, and with good reason: 

compare Deianeira’s reaction to lole (2.8.7), and Hippolyte’s reaction to Theseus’ 

marriage to Phaidra {Epitome 1. 17); with their marriage threatened or dissolved, 

both women revert to their traditional behaviour by turning against their husbands.

Pozzi 1996, 104-8.
The only known victims of Oineus are his sons: Toxeus in Apollodoros, and Ageleos (see 

below), Meleagros in John Malalas Chronographia 6. 21 Thurn (165 c-d Dindorf): Kal petèc xfiv 
àvaipeoiv xoO Gîipôç to  5épja,a a-broO e%aptcaTo 6 MeXéaypoç xfi ’ATaXdvTi], elç ëpcoxa 
avxfjç PA,T|6etç. àîteXOàv 5è 6 MeXéaypoç ;tpôç tôv éauToO îuaTÉpa Oivéa, anuTTiOTi nap 
aÔToô TOC viKTixfipia TOU Oripôç Kal paOœv ô ti xn ’AxaXàvxn xô Sépjia è%aploaxo, ôpyioBeIç 
Kaxà ToO iSlou ulol), ôv eî%E OaXÀôv éXaiaç, . . .  eiç Ttîp ëpaXe, Kal ÊKatOn àyavaKxfiaaç 
Kaxà xoO iô'iou uloO- Kal napa%p%a 6 Meléaypog èxE^e6xT|oev, à ç  ô oocpôç E-hpiuiSriç 
Spâpa TüEpl XO0 aôxoO ME^EÔcYpou èÇé0Exo. For a discussion of this variant in connection with 
the story of Oineus’ birth as recorded by Hekataios {FGrHist 1 F 15) see Detienne 1973, 293-306.

See now Schlesier 1993, 87-114.
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(ii) God in the family: Ares and the parentage of Meleagros 

AvJ . . .

TIÇ Ô’ èaTiv coToç; ©e. Tcaîç pèv Olvéœç ëcpo,

T'üôe'Oç, "ApT| Ô’ AixcoÂ ôv èv aTépvoiç ë%ei.

Av. o^toç ô TÔcç noA.\)velKeoç, œ yépov, 

ai>xoKa<TiYvf]Taç v<)p.(paç 

ôpôyapoç KOpei;

d)ç àX,>.ôxpcoç ÔTcXoiai, pEiÇopàppapoç. (Eur. Phoinissai 133-38).

This is a particularly famous passage from the scene of the teichoskopia, in which 

the Servant describes to Antigone “the strength and fearsomeness (and partly 

ferocity) of the attacking army and its leaders” As Antonnetti has pointed out/^'* 

“le dialogue entre Antigone et le vieil esclave dépeint la figure de Tydée d’une 

façon si incisive qu’on comprend bien comment il est devenu, avec celui du livre m  

de Thucydide,^®  ̂ le passage le plus connu sur les Etoliens.” Naturally, it is the term 

peiÇopàpPapoç that attracts our attention. The word, further emphasised by the 

description of the unusual weaponry used by the Aetolians that immediately 

follows, is coined by Euripides “to attest contemporary judgment of the Aetolians 

as culturally backward”. T h e  figure of Tydeus, whose savagery^*  ̂ and

Thus Mastronarde 1994, 167.
Antonnetti 1990, 93.
3. 94. 4-5: 4. To yap ëOvoç péya pèv eîvai xo x& \ AlTcoXcàv Kal pàxipov, oIkoOv ôè Kaxà 

Kwpag àxeixvoTO'üç, Kal xa6xaç 5ià tcoX-XoI), Kal oke-üû xpmpisvov oi) %aXe%6v
àné<paivov, Tiplv ^oppoTiOfiaai, Kaxaoxpacpfivai. feîcixeipeîv 5’ ÈKéXeoov rtpœxov pèv 
’AtcgScoxoîç, ëïceixa ôè ’0(piove6oi Kal pexà xo6xovç Evpvxâaiv, ôîcep ^eyioxov pépcç èoxl 
xœv AixtoXœv, àyvcooxoxaxoi ôè yXœooav Kal àiicepotyoi eloiv, œç Xeyovxai. xo6xœv yàp 
X,T|0<pévxcov pçtôlcoç Kal xdXAct 7cpoaxcopf|aeiv. Cf. also 1. 5.3-6.2.

Mastronarde 1994, 190.
In fact, as Moreau points out (1980, 77), “Tydée... pousse la sauvagerie à son paroxysme”.
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cannibalism is already attested in the epic tradition (cf. Thebais F 5 Davies = F 9 

Bernabé)/®^ must surely have contributed to the creation and elaboration of the 

idea of the Aetolians as a primitive, warlike people. Antonnetti^*^ describes how 

Greek perception of the Aetolians changed from being members of the original 

Hellenes, with mythical (through the Aiolids), historical and religious links to the 

rest of the Greeks, to being a violent, barbarous people who lived for and by 

waging war against the Greeks (thus Polybios 30. 11.2-6). This was a long 

process. We find its first traces in Aischylos’ portrayal of Tydeus in Seven against 

Thebes (375-96);^^° it would not be completed before Livy (34. 24.3-4):

Linguam tantum Graecorum habent, sicut speciem hominum; moribus 

ritibusque efferatioribus quam ulli barbari, immo quam immanes beluae 

vivunt.

Euripides is found somewhere in the middle of this transition: to express the 

ambiguity surrounding the Aetolians (certainly Greeks, and yet backward and 

military unorthodox) the tragedian has to coin this entirely new term which actually 

conveys the notion of mixture of cultural elements.

^**Bernabé records all the sources that refer to the episode with Melanippos’ head, i.e. E Horn. 5.
126, Pherekydes FGrHist 3 F 97, E Find. N  10, 12b, E and Tzetz. on Lykophr. Alex. 1066, and,
of course, Apollodoros Bibl. 3. 6. 8. To these one should add references found in Sophokles
(TrGF 799, 5-6 Radt) and in Euripides’ Meleagros fr. 537 Nauck:
elç àvÔpoPpcoTaç fiSovctç à(pi^exai
Kocpriva Tcopoaig Yévooi MeA.avlîtîio'o anàcaq.
These verses are very important for our understanding of the play, since they indicate that it 
ended with someone (probably a deus ex machina, perhaps Artemis herself) prophesying the 
future of the main characters.

Antonnetti 1990,45-143.
Idid. 68: “Les Sept contre Thèbes marquent un tournant dans la considération des Grecs à 

l’égard des Etoliens: l’historiographie de ce peuple n’oubliera pas 1 image menaçante de Tydée, 
qui crie devant la porte Proïtide.”
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Throughout this long, negative process, the Aetolians remain firmly 

associated with Ares. Their warlike nature is already attested in Homer {II. 9. 529 

AixcoXoi jievexappai); their military ability is always stressed, no matter how 

negative the source is (e. g. Livy 35. 12. 1). The “Aetolian Ares” becomes a 

synonym of martial prowess. Aetolian genealogy stresses this strong connection to 

the god. In the genealogy recorded by Apollodoros, Ares is the ancestor of the 

royal family of Pleuron (he is the father of Buenos, Molos, Pylos and Thestios by 

Demodoke); he has also links with Kalydon (Protogeneia (II), daughter of 

Kalydon, bore Oxylos by Ares). In other sources (Antoninus Liberalis 2. 1, and 

Mythographus Vaticanus I 201, both quoted below) Ares is also the father of 

Porthaon, which makes him the grandfather of Oineus. Gantz argues persuasively 

that Meleagros was probably not a son of Oineus in the Ehoiai, but the offspring of 

Ares.^^‘ Euripides is also said, in a damaged context, to have made Ares the father 

of Meleagros (ap. Plut. q. d. parall. Gr. et Rom. c 26 = fr. 3 Jouan & Van 

Looy):̂ ^̂  ’ ApTjç ’AA.0aioc cuvqA,8e Kal MeXéaypov îioifiaaç * * * coq EbpiTtibriq 

èv MeA,eàypq). Tydeus is also a child of Ares in Diodoros (4. 35. 1-2): Apa Ôè 

Tobxoiç TtpaxTopévoiç Ttitcovouv èv ’QA.évcp npôç xqv Guyaxepa Heplpoiav, 

(paoKooaav abxf|v èÇ ’'Apeoç UTcapxeiv eyKUov, ÔievexGévxa 7iép\|;ai xabxTjv 

elç AlxcoA,lav npôç Oivéa Kal TcapaKe^ebaaaGai xabxqv àcpavlaai xqv

xaxloxTiv. The end of the story resembles that of the variant recorded by 

Apollodoros: Oineus, who had recently lost his wife and son, married Periboia and 

begat Tydeus.

Gantz 1996, 328. In later mythographers, Meleagros’ parentage takes on a Heraklean flavour: 
Hyginus, perhaps recognising the futility of such an enterprise, does not even attempt to identify 
his real father (Fab. 171): cum Althaea Thestii filia  una nocte concubuerunt Oeneus et Mars, ex 
quibus cum esset natus Meleagros, subito in regia apparuerunt Parcae Clotho Lachesis Atropos.

Published by Nauck in his introduction to the fragments of Euripides’ Meleagros (TrGF p. 525 
Nauck).
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If we consider the important role which Ares plays in the formulation of 

this branch of the family, the attribution of Meleagros’ or Tydeus’ parentage to 

Ares should not be seen as a simple misunderstanding of the adjective ’AprjlcpiXoç 

found in an epic poem. The connection between Ares and this branch of the Aiolid 

family is regularly renewed (at a rate of every other generation). For a family that 

encourages endogamy, in an attempt to avoid the problems that exogamy could 

create (since it entails the introduction to the household of a foreigner, who would 

compromise its existence),^’  ̂unions with a god are the best solution. Through the 

constant “endogamie” unions with Ares, military prowess never wanes; moreover, 

it passes to the female progeny as well (see above). For this eschatia of the Greek 

world. Ares is the perfect progenitor.

(iii) Oineus’ other offspring. Agelaos.

According to Apollodoros (1.8.1), Althaia bore Oineus a number of 

children. Apollodoros records the following names: Toxeus, Thyreus (see below), 

Klymenos, Gorge and Deianeira. Surprisingly his list is not complete. The Ehoiai 

add to these the name of Agelaos:

Tobç Ô’ aXXovc, Oivfji [ték’] ’AA-0air| Kua[v]co[7i]i<;,

Oîipéa 0’ i7C7iôôa)i[ov Kal èup]peA.lT][v ’AyéjXaov

To^éa TE KA.upev6[v t e  àvaKjT’ àTà^avT[ov] "Aprji

Fopyriv t  fjbKopov K[ai è7ii](p[pova Arjidveipav (fr. 25. 14-17 M.-W.).̂ '̂̂

See Visser 1986, 149-65.
Cf. the simplified (?) version of Mythographus Vaticanus I 201 (entitled De genealogia 

deorum vel heroum), I. 46-50 Kulcsâr: Item Mars genuit Partaonem, Partaon genuit Oeneum. 
Cestius (a corruption for Thestios) genuit Althaeam, Toxium et Plexyppum (on the names o f
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Antoninus Liberalis (2.1), whose account is attributed to Nikandros in the mss., 

goes further: Oivebç ô ITopGécoç lov  "Apecoç ePaolleuoev èv KaXuôœvi Kal 

èyévovTO aÙTœ èÇ ’AA.0aiaç xfiç ©eaxiou Me^éaypoç, Oripebç, ’AyéXecoç, 

Tô e-Oç, K^b^ievoç, ITeplcpaç, Guyaxépeç ôè Topytiv, EbpupfjSil, Ariidveipa, 

MÊ -aviTUTtTi. It is not clear whether Antoninus used Nikandros’ Heteroioumena for 

the first part of his narrative, taking the names of the members of Oineus’ directly 

from his source, or whether, as Papathomopoulos believes, this part of the account 

came from a mythological handbook which would seem to have followed the 

account of the Ehoiai, recording the common names in the same order.^^^

To the names recorded above, the scholia T to II. 9.584 add: 

0i)va<v>xai^’  ̂ ôè auXA.rjTcxiKœç p e tà  xœv àpaèvœv Kal a l GfiA.eiai 

àKoueaGai, Topy^ Kai Ariiaveipa, IloXu^d) Kal AûxovoT).

Obviously, Apollodoros’ genealogy is doser to that recorded in the Ehoiai. 

However, the exclusion of Agelaos creates a significant problem. It indicates first 

of all that the Catalogue could not have been Apollodoros’ source (at least not 

directly). Agelaos’ position as son of Oineus is further established by his inclusion 

in Bakchylides 5. 115-120:

GarcTopev oi)ç KaxéTcecpvev

Thestios' sons see below), Oeneus de Althaea genuit Meleagrum et Tydeum, Gorgen et 
Deianiram. Meleager genuit Part<en>opium, Tydeus Tydidem (the patronymic is used in place 
of the actual name for Diomedes) qui fu it dux in Troiano hello. In Mythographus Vaticanus I 79, 
however, Tydeus is the son of Oineus and Passiope, and father of Diomedes,

Thus Papathomopoulos 1968, 73: “Pour la première partie de ce chapitre, qui présente de 
grandes ressemblances avec Apollodore [1,7,10 sqq,], Ant. Lib. doit être tributaire des recueils 
mythographiques de ce genre plutôt que des Heterioumena de Nicandre pour qui, certes, il ne 
présente aucun intérêt de raconter tous les préliminaires trop banals de la transformation des 
Méléagrides”. I find this argument rather weak; indeed, I think that it would be essential to 
establish the background of the episode that involved the whole family.

Erbse prints fôbvatouf. I think that Ô6va<v>xai is the most plausible emendation.
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avç èpipp^xaç èTiataacov pig 

’A[yK]aîov èpœv t’ ’AyéA,aov 

(p[épT]gTov Keôvœv à5£A,(peœv 

o£>ç Té]KEV èv peyàpoiç 

 ]ç 'AXGaia TiepiKÂ eiToîaiv Oivéoç-

It does not seem probable that Apollodoros himself left out the name because he 

later followed a source that did not include Agelaos among the victims of the boar. 

The mythographer could have easily incorporated the name simply for record 

purposes, as he usually does, without mentioning him again. Hypermnestra, sister 

of Althaia and mother of Amphiaraos, is a valid example of this; indeed Ageleos’ 

brothers Thyreus [see below] and Klymenos have themselves no mythological 

function. The only probable solution is that his source simply left out Agelaos.

The problem with the otherwise unattested name Thyreus seems to go back 

to this source. As we saw, the Catalogue (25. 14-17 M.-W.) and Antoninus 

Liberalis (2.1) mention a Phereus. The name Phereus is, of course, the Aeolic form 

of Thereus.^’  ̂ So it is possible that Apollodoros found the etymologically 

transparent form ©tjpeix; in the account that he was following (firstly inserted as a 

marginal explanation?). This would mean that the change to 0upebç is a simple 

case of etacism,^^* a mistake made by a Byzantine copyist, that found its way into 

the archetype which all the surviving manuscripts of the Bibliotheke must have 

followed.^^’

See Papathomopoulos 1969, 73.
Against this see Renaud 1993, 42, who argues, unpersuasively in my view, that 0ope6ç has a 

chthonic meaning, and should be retained unchanged.
As we have already noted, Wagner singles out the fourteenth century manuscript now found in 

the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris (Par. gr. 2722 = R) as the archetype from which all the other
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As we already noted, Agelaos’ inclusion in Apollodoros’ version would 

have given the narrative an interesting twist. His death in Bakchylides fits the 

pattern of a member of the royal family being the victim of the monster that 

ravishes the area (e. g. Haimon, the son of Kreon, is the last victim of the Sphinx in 

Apollodoros 3.5.8). Actually, Bakchylides goes one step further: H. Maehler 

suggests the following supplements for 5. 121-124:*°°

Tobç Ô’ œ]A,eae poîp’ oXoà 

Ttàvxajç- où yàp tcco ôaicppœv 

Tiaùaev] %6Xov àypoTépa

Aatoùç SuyaTTip- nepi S’ aïGcovoç ôopôtç 

papvàpeG’ èvÔ'OKécoç 

Koupfjai peveTiTo^poiç*

Bakchylides makes clear that the death of Agelaos at the hunt and the deaths of his 

remaining brothers in the ensuing battle are the direct result of Artemis’ wrath. In 

Apollodoros’ version, no such appeasement is offered to Artemis.*°* There is no 

indication that, in Euripides’ Meleagros (an account which follows chronologically

extant manuscripts are derived. However, this manuscript is also a copy of one defective original, 
which had lost the last part of the work.
^'^Maehler 1997, 111.

Rubin and Sale 1984, 217-8, argue that “[t]he boar destroyed trees and killed men, enough, 
one would suppose, to have appeased even the savage Artemis Laphria. In any case, when the 
goddess strikes again and destroys Meleager, we expect her to have been provoked a second time. 
And Meleager’s sullying his initiatory hunt by using it to court Atalante is a splendid, apt 
provocation for the Virgin goddess”. It is not clear to me why the goddess would require a second 
provocation to act against Meleagros. His lust for Atalante simply adds further insult to injury. 
Atalante, one should add, in Euripides at least, does not seem to be interested in Meleagros, or in 
any other for that matter, being explicitly against marriage (cf. TrDF fr. 525 Nauck): 
ei Ô’eiç ydcpoog ëX8oip’, ô pf| 'cù^oi Tcoxé, 
xœv èv ô o jio io iv  fip.epe'uo'üocàv à e l  
PeXxiov’ ôcv xéK oijii X ,fi(iaaiv xÉKva*
ÈK yàp Tcaxpôç m i prixpôç ôoxiç ÈKTCOveî 
OKX.T|pàç 5iaixaç ci yovoi peX,xioveç.
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that of Bakchylides), Artemis was the instigator of the quarrel between Meleagros 

and his maternal uncles; rather, the fight is the direct consequence of Meleagros’ 

improper fixation on Atalante. Euripides makes much in his play of family 

relations, especially of marriage relations.'^®̂  Apollodoros clearly points out that, 

despite being married to Kleopatra (an indication, as we have noted, of the 

importance of endogamy for this branch of the Aiolid family), Meleagros wants to 

have children by Atalante (1.8.2): MeXéaypoç e%mv yuvatKa KA.eoTià'Tpav if|V 

’'I5a Kai Mapîifiaariç GuyaTÉpa, pouXôpevoç ôè Kal ’ATaXàvTTjç 

T8Kvojioifiaaa0ai, auvr|vàyKaaev abtobç ènl xfiv Gfpav pexà xabxriç 

è^iÉvai.^°^ The surviving fragments of Euripides’ Meleagros show a similar 

preoccupation with the suitability of a partner when it comes to bringing forth 

children (cf. e. g. fr. 520):

fiytjaapTiv oGv, el napaÇebÇeié xiç

XpTjaxw TiovTjpov A^KXpov, o\)K av euxEKveiv,

èa0A.oîv 5’ art’ àpcpoîv èo0Xôv av cpuvai yovov.

On the problems that marriage creates in Greek myth see Vernant, “Marriage”, in 1980, 55- 
77; more recently, the excellent article by Seaford, (1990, 151-76). Seaford makes the following 
observation concerning Meleagros and Althaia (166): “[t]here is here a poignant combination of 
opposites: the symbol of Meleager’s belonging to the hearth and the household of his father, the 
brand, is used by his mother in such a way as to put her loyalty to her natal family, her brothers, 
above her loyalty to her family by marriage, her son. Meleager, on the other hand, rates the 
sexual tie above kinship.” Certainly, in Apollodoros’ first variant Meleagros’ and Althaia’s 
responsibility for their actions is stressed. Unlike other versions, Meleagros kills his maternal 
uncles deliberately, as a result of his wrath (ôpyioGeiç 1.8.3), not in an accident or incident of 
war, for which the sons of Thestios were responsible (as in the second variant recorded by 
Apollodoros).

This insistence on the importance of a good partner for the birth of suitable children clearly 
disproves van der Valk’s suggestion (1958, 118) that Apollodoros is playing down Meleagros’ 
lustful intentions towards Atalante because the work is targeting young susceptible 
schoolchildren.
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Artemis’ wrath seems in this version to provide the background for the clash 

between relatives. It is certainly not the reason behind it, at least from what we can 

reconstruct of Euripides’ work.

One last thing should be added concerning Euripides’ version of events: the 

initiatory nature of the hunt for the Kalydonian Boar has been repeatedly stressed. 

No one can actually deny that the myth contains a number of striking initiatory 

details.'̂ ®'* However, in Euripides these details have been downplayed. Indeed, 

Meleagros seems to be married. This means that he is already past the adolescent 

period of his life.**®̂ Consequently, the hunt loses its initiatory character and 

becomes the background for a domestic tragedy which shares numerous 

characteristics with other Euripidean tragedies."̂ ®̂

Apollodoros preserves traces of a version, in which all the male offspring of 

Oineus and Althaia are destroyed (presumably because of the hunt). He records 

nothing concerning the other two sons of Oineus, Thereus and Klymenos; 

moreover, he records that after the death of Tydeus'*®̂  Oineus has no one to 

protect his and loses his throne. When Diomedes comes to save him, he finds that

See Bremmer 1988, 42 who argues, unpersuasively, for the seniority of the Homeric version of 
the myth.

The problem of the age of the participants in the hunt has been noticed by Bremmer, 1. c. 48.
It is probable that Euripides’ portrayal of Althaia is ultimately modelled upon Stesichoros’ 

treatment of the myth. Fragments of Stesichoros’ treatment of the myth of the Kalydonian Boar 
Hunt and the death of Meleagros have been published recently (P. Oxy. 3876, frs. 1-36; also 
published in an appendix to PMGF, p. 307-25) reinforcing Croiset’s suggestion (1898, 73-80) 
that Althaia’s depiction as a powerful but tragic character, encountered in Bakchylides and 
tragedy, has its roots in Stesichoros. See Gamer 1994, 27-38.

See the similarity between the myths concerning Meleagros and Tydeus: they both kill their 
uncles. But while Meleagros kills his maternal uncles, unearthing the hidden danger that lurks in 
his household, his mother’s affiliation to her natal family (see above), Tydeus kills his paternal 
uncles, or his cousins, who, moreover, plot against his father. Meleagros breaks the family rules, 
in his attempt to create a new family, discarding the old one (a double injury, given his 
relationship to Kleopatra); Tydeus tries to preserve the family’s status. Consequently, Meleagros 
is killed whereas Tydeus is simply exiled, the usual punishment for similar heroic crimes (see 
Bonner and Smith, vol, 1, 1930, 32).
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that there is no male relative to whom to give the throne. The kingship thus passes 

to the husband of Gorge, who acts as an epikleros. Thus it would seem probable 

that all of Oineus’ sons, and especially those with names obviously related to 

hunting were usually thought to have perished either during the hunt or in the 

subsequent fight with the Kouretes."̂ ®*

(iv) Toxeus.

When it comes to the other sons of Oineus, Apollodoros incorporates in his 

narrative a unique detail concerning Toxeus, Oineus’ first son. This son, with a 

name so appropriate for a family so closely linked to hunting (the bow being the 

weapon of the goddess of hunting, Artemis, and of Herakles), appears in two other 

contexts which are not genealogical records.'*®̂  Nonnos, some centuries after 

Apollodoros, gives us this tantalizing glimpse of what has been lost to us 

{Dionysiaka 36. 83-7):

The connection of Apollodoros’ accounts of the story of Meleagros with the versions recorded 
by Euripides (TrGF frs. 515-39 Nauck) and Sophokles {TrGF IV  frs. 401-6 Radt) respectively has 
been repeatedly pointed out (already from Robert 1873, 53). I have nothing new to add to the 
subject. I believe that the use at this section of a manual which reproduced tragic plots is probable 
(see the arguments of Soder 1939, 91-94). The similarities of Apollodoros’ account with the 
extant fragments of Euripides’ Meleagros are obvious; however, it is evident that the 
mythographer’s account is interested in the core of the myth rather than the particular twists of a 
tragedy. Thus features specific to tragedy are ignored (cf. frs. 533-4, 537), while details found in 
Apollodoros (especially those relating to the hunt) may not go back to Euripides. What is certain, 
however, is that, as Huys 1997b has recenty shown Apollodoros’ source was not “the tales from 
Euripides”, a collection of hypotheses falsely attributed to Dikaiarchos (see Rusten 1982, 357-67). 
See also Rossum-Steenbeek 1998, 25-32, who argues that the mythographer’s direct dependency 
on collections of hypotheses cannot be proven.

This is an additional affirmation of the appropriateness of the name Phereus for a brother of 
Meleagros, “cacciatore forse già nel nome” (thus Brelich 1958, 178). At least, this is how 
Euripides understood Meleagros’ name {Meleagros fr. 517): MeX,éaype, peXéav yàp tc o t’ 
y p eo E iç  aypav (cf. Proklos’ rejection of this etymology, comm, in Plat. Cratyl. 83c).
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XeipopiTj ôè lapODca aàxoç Kai Moppéoç aixpfjv 

ëxpae BaaaaplSeaai, Kal eÏKeXoç ëTcXeio rôpyîi, 

f\ nàpoq ei)7i\)pyoio tivaaaopévTiç Ka^Dôœvoç 

ToÇéoç ai0\)aao\)aa Kaaiyvf]xoio poeiTiv, 

p.àpvaxo Sfî^Dç èoOaa xoXcoopévoi) MeXeocypot).

One can deduce two pieces of information from this narrative: Nonnos is following 

the epic tradition of the episode (also recorded by Apollodoros 1.8.3), in which the 

Kalydonian Boar Hunt was connected with Meleagros’ death only to the extent 

that it triggered the fighting between Kouretes and Aetolians. This tradition, built 

around a local war between two neighbouring cities, gave a prominent role to the 

wrath of Meleagros (whose introduction in the story is obviously a Homeric 

manipulation, in an attempt to create a paradigmatic story for the Iliadic plot)."̂ *° 

The fact that Gorge assumes an active role on the battlefield might be an indication 

that she shared her sister Deianeira’s rejection of female norms as it is recorded in 

Apollodoros.

The passage makes clear that at the time of the battle Toxeus is dead. 

Apollodoros actually records the manner of his death: Oivebç Ôè PaaiXebcov 

KaXoôœvoç Tcapà Aiovbaoo cpuxov àpTtéXoo Tipœxoç ëXape. yfpaç ôè 

’AX0aiav xf|v ©eatlou yevva To^éa, ôv abxôg ëKxeivev imepTiriÔfiaavxa xfiv 

Tà(ppov (1.8.1). P. Oxy, 2463 also records the same story, though it adds nothing

In Pausanias’ account (10.31.3) a i  ôè ’H oîai te  KaXo'ôfxevai Kal f] M ivoàç ûbpoXoyfiKaoiv 
àA,XfiActiç (F 3 Davies = F 5 Bemabé)- ’A7c6X,X,cova yàp  6f| a lita i (paoiv a i  Tioifiaetç àgDvai 
KobpTioiv èTÙ tobç AitcoXobç Kai àîcoBaveîv MeA,Éaypov bjcô ’A tcôXXcovoç, is obviously 
modeled upon the heroic death on the battlefield of Patroklos and Achilleus. In this version, there 
is no room for slayings of kin, curses, and firebrands. This tradition is straightforward: a warrior 
is so formidable that only the intervention of a god can stop him. On the identification of the 
Minyas with Hesiod’s Il£ipi0o\) K atd p aaiç  (where the detail that Apollo killed Meleagros is 
also found, fr. 280 M.-W., 1. 1-2), see Janko 2000, 336-7.
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to our knowledge of what actually happened. The papyrus, which contains, 

according to its editor J. Rea, a commentary on a poetic text,'‘‘* links Toxeus’ 

death with the death of Ephippos at the hands of his father Poimandros for jumping 

over the ditch.'^*  ̂The story is of course reminiscent of Remus’ death at the hands 

of his brother Romulus for jumping over the new city wall in defiance of his 

brother.'^

The question of a father’s infanticide of his son(s) in Greek myth is 

extremely interesting. The Table that follows lists all the attested attempts at 

infanticide and wields some very illuminating results:

For Rea the papyrus contains a hypomnema on Lykoph. Alexandra 326-9; however, Livrea 
1989, 141-147, argues that we are dealing with the remnants of a commentary on Kallimachos’ 
Victoria Berenices, Suppl. Hell. no. 256-7 (possibly written by Theon). Livrea discusses in detail 
the reasons for the association of Amphitryon with Poimandros in the papyrus, but does not 
comment on the inclusion in it of the Oineus-Toxeus myth. It is evident that all the mythical 
examples recorded in the papyrus deal with heroes who caused the death of a close relative. In the 
case of Amphitryon, the murder of his father-in-law Elektryon was unintentional; cf. Apollodoros 
2.4.6, where the death of Elektryon is caused by the accidental throwing of a club. In Plut. Mor. 
299C = Aet. Gr. 37, where a somewhat different version of Poimandros’ murder of one of his 
sons is recorded, the death is also caused by the accidental throwing of a rock. P. Oxy. 2463 
breaks off at the crucial moment, but could it be that the death of Ephippos (and perhaps even the 
death of Toxeus) was also caused by the throwing of something? However, the confrontation of 
Poimandros with his son in the papyrus indicates that we would have to assume that Poimandros 
intended to hit his son, reacting angrily to some sort of provocation. See bellow.

The papyrus records the members of Poimandros’ family attributing the information to 
Rhianos (part of his Herakleial)'. see Suppl. Hell. 715. However, the particulars of the death of 
Ephippos at the hands of his father are ascribed to Aristophanes of Boiotia (included in FGrHist 
as no. 379). See more below.

See the extensive if inconclusive discussion in Bremmer 1987b, 34-38.
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a. successful attempts
Fathers against sons: Infanticides

Father Son(s) Reason Outcome
Oineus Toxeus act of defiance? 

(Toxeus jumped 
over a ditch).

death of Toxeus 
(Apollodoros 1.8.1, 
also recorded in P. 
Oxy, 2463).

Poimandros Ephippos act of defiance? 
(Ephippos jumps 
over the ditch with 
which his father was 
encircling the city; 
the circumstances of 
the episode are 
unclear and the 
papyrus breaks off 
at the crucial point.).

death of Ephippos 
(cf. P. Oxy. 2463, 
which should be 
included in the 
fragments of 
Aristophanes of 
Thebes, FGrHist 
379; for a different 
version see Plut. 
Mor. 299C =Aet. 
Gr. 37).

Alkathous Kallipolis distortion of normal 
practices of sacrifice 
(Alkathous 
mistakenly thought 
that his son wanted 
to offend the gods 
when he 
inadvertedly 
dismpted a sacrifice 
wishing to announce 
his brother’s death).

death of Kallipolis 
(his father struck 
him to death with a 
burning log from the 
pyre, cf. Paus. 1.41. 
6).

Eumelos Botres distortion of normal 
practices of sacrifice 
(during a sacrifice to 
Apollo, Botres 
divided the brain of 
the sacrificial lamb 
before placing on the 
altar).

death (the father, 
enraged by what he 
perceived as 
sacrilege, stmck the 
son with a burning 
log from the pyre, 
and was turned into 
a bird by Apollo; cf. 
Ant. Lib. Met. 18.)

Maiandros Archelaos distortion of normal 
practices of sacrifice 
(Maiandros takes an 
oath to the Mother 
of Gods to sacrifice, 
if victorious, the 
first person to 
congratulate him: it 
turned out to be his 
son, daughter and 
wife).

death (sacrifice of 
the son, daughter 
and wife;
Maiandros, in 
despair threw 
himself in the river 
which now bears his 
name; cf. Pseudo- 
Plut., Defluviis ix. 
1, citing as ultimate 
sources Timolaos of 
Kyzikos {FGrHist
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798 F 1) and 
Agathokles of 
Samos {FGrHist
799 FI).

Theseus Hippolytos plotting stepmother 
(Hippolytos was 
falsely accused of 
attempted rape by 
his stepmother, 
Phaidra).

death of Hippolytos 
(by a bull that 
Poseidon, invoked 
by Theseus, made 
appear from the sea; 
cf. Euripides 
Hippolytos', 
Apollodoros 
Epitome 1. 17-19).

Phineus two sons (whose 
names are usually 
given as Plexippos 
and Pandion).

plotting stepmother 
(sons falsely accused 
of [sexual?] violence 
by their stepmother, 
Idaia).

blindness or death 
(or incarceration in a 
tomb) for the sons; 
blinding of Phineus 
by the Argonauts; 
see below. Chapter 
Five, section C (iv).

Amyntor Phoinix plotting stepmother 
(Poinix was falsely 
accused of sexual 
violence by his 
father’s concubine, 
Phthia; see also 
Homer II. 9.437- 
484, where Phoinix 
deliberately seduces 
the concubine at the 
instigation of his 
mother).

blindness (cured by 
Chiron; cf. 
Apollodoros 3.13.8).

Lykourgos Dryas madness sent by 
Dionysos(due to 
Lykourgos’ 
impiety).

death of Dryas (his 
father mistook him 
for a vine and struck 
him with an axe). 
His death caused the 
land to become 
barren and at the 
oracle’s instigation 
the people of Thrace 
killed him on Mount 
Pangeus by having 
four horses tear him 
to pieces, cf. 
Apollodoros 3.5.1).

Herakles sons by Megara 
(usually three, 
Kreontiades, 
Therimachos, 
Deikoon; cf. 
Apollodoros 2.4.11)

madness (sent by 
Hera = plotting 
stepmother)

death of the children; 
imposition of the 
twelve labours on 
Herakles; cf. 
Apollodoros 2.4.12, 
and for a different
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version (murder of 
children taking place 
after the completion 
of the labours, 
Megara dies with 
them) Eur. 
H erakles.

Athamas Learchos and 
Melikertes

madness sent by 
Hera (Athamas and 
his wife, Ino, took 
care of baby 
Dionysos,
immediately after his 
birth).

death of Learchos 
(shot by an arrow). 
Ino threw herself 
and Melikertes in the 
sea. (see
Apollodoros 1.9.2 
and 3.4. 3,where 
she apparently 
unsuccessfully tries 
to perform an act of 
resurrection by 
throwing her already 
dead son into a 
boiling cauldron, 
just as Medeia does 
in the story of 
Pelias’
rejuvenation.)______

Odysseus Eurypylos (son by 
Evippe).

plotting stepmother 
(Penelope accused 
Eurypylos of 
wanting to murder 
Odysseus).

death of Eurypylos 
at Odysseus’ hands 
(who did not realise 
who Eurypylos 
was), cf. Parthenios 
N A 3 .

b. unsuccessful attempts

Athamas Phrixos plotting stepmother 
(due to a false 
oracle, fabricated by 
Phrixos’ stepmother, 
Ino, Athamas’ 
subjects forced 
Athamas to sacrifice 
his son = distortion 
of normal practices 
of sacrifice).

Phrixos, with the 
help of his mother, 
Nephele, escapes to 
Kolchis on the back 
of the Golden Ram. 
(cf. Apollodoros 1. 
9. 1).

Aigeus Theseus plotting stepmother 
(Medeia convinces 
Aigeus that Theseus 
plans to usurp him).

recognition of 
father and son, exile 
of Medeia, who 
returns to Kolchis 
(although later 
Theseus will 
unwittingly cause 
his father’s death;
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cf. Apollodoros 
Epitome 1. 5-6).

c. attempts attested in Roman sources:

Idomeneus unnamed son (or a
daughter,
Kleisithera)

distortion of normal 
practices of sacrifice 
(Idomeneus takes an 
oath to sacrifice to 
Neptune the first 
human being who 
would welcome him 
to his kingdom, if he 
survived a storm at 
sea).

death (sacrifice) of 
the son; 
banishment of 
Idomeneus from 
Krete (a pestilence 
that broke out after 
the perverted 
sacrifice was seen a 
sign of divine 
displeasure against 
him; Servius on 
Yirg.Aen. 3. 121,
11. 264; Mythogr. 
Vaticanus 1 195, II 
210).)_____________

L. lunius Brutus two sons treason (attempt to 
reinstate monarchy)

execution of sons 
(cf. Livy Annales 2. 
3-5, where the 
conflict of emotions 
felt by Brutus is 
emphasised to 
underline the 
triumph of puplic 
duty over family 
ties; cf. Poly bios 6. 
54)_____________

T. Manlius
Torquatus
Imperiosus

T. Manlius 
(adolescent son)

violation of military 
orders ( the son 
successfully engages 
the enemy, in 
violation of his 
father/ general’s 
order that no one 
may engage the 
enemy without 
permission).

execution of the son 
(it should be noted, 
however, that the 
penalty is imposed 
by Manlius the 
commander, not the 
paterfamilias 
exercising his 
potestas vitae ac 
necis in a story 
perhaps already 
present in Ennius 
Ann. fr. 156 
Skutsch; cf. Sail. 
Cat. 52. 30; Livy 
Annales 8. 7)._____
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Before we proceed to discuss this Table, I should add that, while I included in it 

the story of Idomeneus and his son which is attested only in Roman sources, 

because the lateness of the story is far from certain, I have excluded from it the 

story of Oineus’ murder of Meleagros (attested only in Malalas Chronographia 6. 

21 Thurn [165 c-d Dindorf]/^"^ as an obvious remodelling of the story of the death 

of Meleagros at the hands of his mother, as well as the story of Tenes and his 

father Kyknos (already recorded in Euripide’s Tenes, but also found in Lyk. Alex. 

232. Diod. 5. 83. 4, Konon FGrHist 26 FI, Paus. 10. 14. 2-3, as well as in 

Apollodoros Epitome 3. 24). Tenes and his sister Hemithea are falsely accused by 

their stepmother Philonome (or Phylonone), and would fit perfectly with the other 

stories of the Table under the heading of ‘plotting stepmother’. However, Kyknos’ 

reaction to the accusation is different from that of the other fathers in the Table; he 

casts his children adrift in an ark, in an obvious attempt to avoid spilling kin blood, 

leaving thus his children’s fate in the hands of the gods, as in the case of Hypsipyle 

and her father Thoas. Hence Kyknos’ action should not seen as an unsuccessful 

attempt against his children’s life; consequently I have omitted the story from 

Table II.

It becomes apparent that the stories included in Table II can be organised 

into three categories according to the motivation for the father’s action against his 

son. The plotting stepmother is the theme that appears in most of the stories. From 

the 5̂** c. onwards, malevolence and stepmother become synonymous in Greek 

myth." '̂  ̂ Turning against her invariably innocent stepchildren (even in the case of 

Phoinix, despite the more familiar Homeric variant), a stepmother’s wickedness is

See above section (i) for a quotation of the relevant passage.
See the excellent discussion of Watson 1995,20-49 with appendices.
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manifested as plotting murder because of the threat the stepson poses to her own 

child. Jealousy (in the case of Penelope, sexual jealousy originating from Odysseus’ 

infidelity) and fear play a significant and consistent part in myths of this type. At 

the opposite extreme of the spectrum of human emotions, we find stepmotherly 

hatred stemming from uninhibited sexual passion. In these “amorous stepmother” 

tales the woman turns on her stepson when he rejects her advances, denouncing 

him falsely to her husband who then turns on his unfortunate son.

Two of the three tales included in the Table under the heading “madness” 

originate in the malevolent stepmotherly behaviour of Hera. Hera, motivated by 

sexual jealousy due to Zeus’ constant philandering, causes Herakles to go mad and 

kill his children. She inflicts the same fate on Athamas and Ino, who took care of 

baby Dionysos. Finally, Dionysos himself causes the madness of Lykourgos 

because of the latter’s persecution of the god and his impiety -  though this is a 

madness different in kind from that caused by Hera, originating as it does from the 

god of ecstasy.

Finally, the reason behind a father’s murder of a son may be religious -  the 

son, usually inadvertedly, commits an act of sacrilege that enrages the father 

(whose close connection with the offended god is sometimes emphasized, i.e. the 

connection of both Eumelos and Alkathous with Apollo), or the father himself 

commits sacrilege by promising a human sacrifice, and is punished by having to 

fulfil his oath though his son (in the case of Athamas, who is compelled to sacrifice 

his son by a false oracle, neither father or son come to any harm)."̂ *̂

On the story of Phrixos, originally an aition for rites in Thessaly, but later connected with the 
theme of the malevolent (amorous?) stepmother, see Watson 1995, 247-1.
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To these myths, I have added the stories of L. lunius Brutus and T. Manlius 

Torquatus: although believed by the Romans to be actual historical events that 

took place in the early days of the Republic"̂ *̂  and during the Latin War (341-0 

B.C.), the stories are obviously exemplary and, in fact, the later was used (already 

by Sallust) as an example of a Roman father’s potestas vitae necisque. A Greek 

father did not have such a right, and indeed, as Shaw recently argued, persuasively 

in my view, nor did a Roman; his power was, in actuality, restricted to normal 

discipline (sometimes harsh) within his household.'*^* Besides, it is apparent in both 

versions of the story of Torquatus that he is acting as a general (since he punishes 

those who fought the enemy contra imperium) and not as a father, while Livy 

makes clear that Brutus thought that his role as a defender of the Republic 

superseded that of father. As such, the stories cannot be compared with the other 

myths of male infanticide, nor can they give us an insight into the situation 

cryptically recorded by Apollodoros,

To return to our discussion of Toxeus’ death, it is obvious that it was not 

provoked by a sexual or other misdemeanour by a stepmother, nor does it seem to 

have been caused by an act of madness or fear on Oineus’ part. The possibility that 

we are dealing a religious misdemeanour on Toxeus’ part (since it is apparent that 

it is his action that causes Oineus’ reaction) is extremely difficult to prove. 

However, Kerényi argues that Oineus killed his son because “he neglected his 

father’s vineyard and leaped over its ditches”.'̂ ’̂ Obviously, Oineus belongs, as his 

name denotes, to the circle of Dionysos. Apollodoros himself states that the king

'“ ’ See Ogilvie 1965,241-43. 
Shaw 2001, 56-77.

419 Kerényi 1959, 113.
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was given the vine by the god, and that Althaia bore Deianeira to Dionysos. 

Hyginus records the following very significant version {Fab. 129):

Liber cum ad Oeneum Parthaonis filium in hospitium venisset, Althaeam Thestii 

filiam uxorem Oenei adamavit. quod Oeneus ut sensit, voluntate sua ex urbe 

excessif simulatque se sacra facere, at Liber cum Althaea concubuit, ex qua nata 

est Deianira; Oeneo autem ob hospitium liberate muneri vitem dedit 

monstravitque quomodo sereret, fructumque eius ex nomine hospitis ‘oenon ' ut 

vocaretur instituit.

Oineus goes to extraordinary lengths to ensure that the god feels w e l c o m e , i n  

contrast with other royal households, notably that of Thebes, that are destroyed by 

their inability to recognise Dionysos’ divinity. If indeed Toxeus’ action turned 

against the god as Kerényi suggests, whether deliberately or not, (and, in the light 

of the other stories of religious misdemeanour in Table II, it would have probably 

been accidental), it would endanger Oineus’ newfound relationship with the god. 

The situation becomes more terrifying if we take into account the fact that, as 

Leinieks points out,'̂ *̂ “it becomes clear that Dionysos in his earliest form is not 

the god is the wine or even the god who brings wine, but rather the god who is the 

vine.” Oineus would have to act s w i f t l y t o  protect his family and subjects from 

the wrath of that most liminal of all gods."̂ ^̂  But while he seems to secure the

On the similarity of this myth with the Anthesteria ritual see Seaford 1993 135ff. Are we 
dealing with a myth made to fit the pattern of the Athenian ritual (perhaps a late tragedy)? 

Leinieks 1996, 178.
See Schlesier 1993, 102, and Seaford 1993, 138.
Even without Toxeus’ death, the invasion of the household by a stranger destroys the 

autonomy which the family tried to preserve through endogamy. See Seaford’s observations 
(1993, 135).
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goodwill of Dionysos, he does not escape the wrath of the other liminal deity, 

Artemis/^"^ It is this wrath that will eventually destroy his family.

The discussion so far was based on Kerényi’s attractive supplementation of 

the myth, but not on any strong evidence. As a matter of fact, the close link 

between the stories of Toxeus and Ephippos assumed by P. Oxy. 2463 leads me to 

believe that Toxeus’, like Ephippos’, is most probably an act of defiance against 

authority. The papyrus preserves a story in which Ephippos’ death was a direct 

result of his jumping over the ditch dug by his father. It is not clear why the 

jumping over the wall or a ditch would deserve such a severe punishment. The 

most probable answer would be that it was thought that such an action destroyed 

the magic powers of the wall or ditch. Both constructions were thought to form a 

magic circle that protected all that were in it.'̂ ^̂  Consequently, any action 

jeopardising this ability deserved the penalty of death. This is certainly true for the 

Romans, but I am not sure that the Greeks saw things in exactly the same way. 

Otherwise, how can we explain the custom that the victors of the Olympic games 

entered their city through its walls, specially demolished for the occasion? In any 

case, this explanation would imply that Oineus kills his son for disregarding 

(wittingly or not) his will and the laws of community, just as Althaia puts 

Meleagros to death for breaking family rules. A minor obstacle to this explanation 

is created by the fact that Plutarch records a different variant {Moralia 299C), in 

which the victim of the murder is not Ephippos but his brother Leukippos. In this 

version the intended victim is not Poimandros’ son but the architect Polykrithos,

On Artemis and Dionysos in relation to the myth of Meleagros, see Renaud 1993, 127-35.
The syntax of passage is not very clear but I follow Turner and Lloyd-Jones 1963, 450 in 

accepting -rôv ' as the subject of (|>daKeiv contrary to Rhea’s edition.
See Zonaras 7. 3 and the connection with Miltiades and his death.
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who taunts Poimandros’ architectural efforts and jumps over his ditch. Poimandros 

tries to hit him with a rock, but misses and kills his son instead. The motive of 

jumping over a ditch as an act of defiance is, however, present in both versions of 

the tale. It is easy to assume that these are modifications to the story (whether to 

amplify the tragedy of the death of a son at the hands of his father or not) since its 

core remains essentially unchanged. Like Poimandros (but also like Alkathous and 

Eumelos, who committed infanticide on religious grounds), Oineus read Toxeus’ 

actions as defiance, and punished his son with death, setting an example for his 

wife to follow.

(v) Other members of the family: Hyleus/ Pylos

However, the victims of the boar recorded in Apollodoros, namely Hyleus and 

Ankaios, present us with another problem. While Ankaios is a victim of the boar in 

all the sources, 'YA^bç is an emendation proposed by Aegius, and accepted by all 

editors ever since. This alteration, based on Ov. Met. 8. 312 {Hyleusque, a reading 

itself uncertain, as Huys points out),"̂ ^̂  replaced the reading Hbloq of the 

manuscripts, presumably because the name was not found in the catalogues of the 

participants in the hunt recorded by Apollodoros or other authors. This means that 

they have replaced a name not found in the catalogue with another name, which is 

also not found in it! Huys argues that the problem is found in the catalogue and, 

very correctly, proposes to correct the manuscripts’ îibpaç to the

Huys 1997, 205 note 12. In Ovid’s mss we read: ilu /que: supra ras. s M; ileus M̂ ; silusque N. 
See Borner 1977, 116. It is possible that Silus is a corrupted form of Pylus and Ovid is actually 
recording the same version as Apollodoros.
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palaeographically compatible JtbXog, and to drop the emendation Dryas from it/^^ 

We should replace both emendations (i.e. Hyleus and Dryas) with Pylos. This 

suggestion makes sense: first, it preserves at least one of the readings of the 

manuscripts. Pylos, a son of Ares by Demonike, a brother of Thestios, is already 

mentioned in Apollodoros 1.7.10. In the catalogue he would be linked to 

Meleagros, and rightly so, since he is his great-uncle (or, as we shall see below, his 

paternal uncle). This could create a minor problem: Pylos does not belong to the 

same generation as the rest of the participants. He is two generations older than the 

rest. The sons of Thestios, presumably together with Eurytion (and Idas?), the 

oldest of the hunters, are his nephews. Apparently, he is too old to participate in 

such a hunt. However, Hesiod {Catalogue fr. 10) mentions that he was the 

youngest of Oineus’ brothers. There appears to be some confusion in the sources 

that Apollodoros transmits. Pylos cannot be a son of Ares and an inhabitant of 

Kalydon'^^  ̂ (as a brother of Thestios he should be one of the K o u r e t e s ) , a n d  

young enough to participate in the hunt. However, despite this confusion, Pylos’ 

inclusion actually solves more problems, textual as well as genealogical, that it 

creates. Either way, he is a member of the family, belonging to a generation young 

enough to participate in the hunt (balancing the participation of Thestios’ sons?) 

and, as a member of the family, he is killed in the hunt. If in fact he is a member of

See Huys’ objection to the incorporation to the catalogue of Dryas, son of Ares (1997, 203): 
“the Dryas who participates in the Kalydonian hunt [in the other catalogues] is one of the 
Thessalian Lapiths, already known from II. 1.263 and Hes. Shield o f Herakles 179, and must not 
be identified with the Thracian Dryas, son of Ares and brother of Tereus”. See Table III.

As we saw in the previous note, Dryas cannot be connected with Kalydon. Pylos’ inclusion in 
the catalogue resolves the geographical problem. Dryas, the son of Ares, came from Thrace; no 
other participant comes from so far away. In fact, the hunters come from specific areas of the 
Peloponnese and Thessaly, the exception being Theseus from Athens, who is drawn into the 
account because of Perithous.

Note, however, II. 14. 116, where it is said that the sons of Porthaon resided both in Pleuron 
and Kalydon.
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Thestios’ family, then, his death justifies, in a way, the demand made by Thestios’ 

sons for the hide of the boar.
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B. The participants in the Hunt

The Kalydonian Boar Hunt belongs to the second type of hunting: rather 

than describe the exploits of a solitary hero, “it symbolises the collective values of 

the hunt.”'*̂* In this collective hunt, the abilities of the solitary hunter are a liability. 

A boar hunt requires the participation of many hunters: “several hunters should 

cooperate, for the beast is taken with difficulty and by many men”, wrote 

Xenophon, describing the elaborate preparation and equipment required for such a 

dangerous undertaking.'*^^ Herakles, the solitary hunter, lacks the necessary social 

skills; unable to with others, he is excluded from the catalogue of the participants 

(similarly, he had to be excluded from the Argonautic expedition).'*^^ In 

Apollodoros’ catalogue, he is replaced by his rather undistinguished mortal twin, 

Iphikles; on the other hand, Theseus, a figure clearly modelled upon Herakles, but 

who is not characterised by his constant internal conflict and unsociability, is 

included in all the literary catalogues of the participants in the Hunt (i.e. 

Apollodoros 1.8.2, Hyginus Fab. 173, and Ovid Met. 8. 299-317).

A. Brelich has put the Kalydonian Boar Hunt into its correct context: “ma 

come mentre molti eroi hanno da affrontare una prova (ocGloq), vi è qualche prova 

eroica che coinvolge il fior fiore della generazione eroica, qual’è I’impresa

Schnapp 1991, 121.
Xen. Kynegeticos 10. 5. Cf. Delebecque 1970, 86.
Thus Apollodoros 1.9.19. His main source is Apollonios of Rhodes’ Argonautika I. 1207ff. He 

also records that Aiovôoioç pèv yàp  a-urèv Kal fiyepova (priol tcov ’Apyovamcûv yeveoGai 
(Dionysios Skytobrachion F 14 Rusten). This points to the second issue that a mythographer has 
to address if he decides to incorporate a prolific character into his narrative. In an expedition of 
this kind, Herakles could not but assume the role of the leader. However, no other hero should 
stand out in the way that Meleagros or lason do in the Kalydonian Boar Hunt and the Argonautic 
expedition respectively. Otherwise, both stories would have taken a different course (cf. the 
prominence given to Herakles by Dionysios Skytobrachion FGrHist 32 F 14 = fr. 14 Rusten). On 
Herakles and the Argonautic expedition see below. Chapter Five.
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argonautica; mentre molti eroi partecipano ad agoni, vi è qualche agone - p. es. 

quelli per Pelias e per Azan - che constituiscono un evento d’importanza centrale 

nell’epoca degli eroi; cosi, mentre episodi e imprese di caccia ricorrono nella vita di 

molti eroi, vi è almeno una grande partita di caccia che trascende il significato 

episodico o, sia pure, fatale che altre simili possono avere nella carriera di uno 

singolo eroe, assurgendo essa stessa a mito autonomo che richiama la 

participazione di numerosi grandi eroi: la caccia di Caledonia”

“The paradox of the hunt at Calydon is”, as has been pointed out,'̂ ^̂  “that it 

supplied the Greeks with the heroic model for the collective hunt, but it was a hunt 

that was cursed, impious, the story of an impossible initiation. It is the myth that is 

exemplary, not the heroes”.

A few words about the table that follows: the main focus of the comparison 

is Apollodoros’ catalogue. All the other columns are structured to correspond to 

Apollodoros’ arrangement of names. Names present in the other lists but not in 

Apollodoros are listed in order of appearance and are similarly compared with the 

lists on their left (and, ultimately, with Apollodoros’ catalogue). The numbers in 

these columns indicate the position of the names in their specific list. As for the 

symbols: ❖ is used in lists that are derived from poetic versions and indicates that 

this name is linked with either the preceding or the following name(s), since they 

are part of the same verse. * accompanies figures that have been or will be 

discussed in this Chapter.

Brelich 1958, 179. 
Ellinger 1991, 148.
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Apollodoros (1. 8. 2) OvidMer. 8.299-317 Hyginus Fab. 172

MEA.èaYpoç Oivécûç kK KaX'üScovoç 1 24
n<)A.oç* ' Apecùç kK KaX-oScovcx; Hyleus ❖27

' lÔaç ’ Acjxxpécûç kK Meacjfivriç 10 11
AvyTcetq ' A(|)apéa)ç kK Meaafivriç 9 10
KàdTCDp Aiôç Kal AfiSaç kK ÀaKeôalp,ovoç (Tyndaridae gemini) 2 1
nô DÔE'ÙKTiç Aiôç Kal AfiÔaç kK 
AaKEÔalp-ovoç

(Tyndaridae gemini) 2 2

©ticteI)ç Aïykcoç k̂  ' A0r|vcûv ❖6 17
' AS(it|xoç OépriTOç kK OEpcùv Pheretiades 21 14
’ AvKaîoç ADKotpYOi) k̂  ’ ApKaSlaç Parrhasius Ancaeus 32 26
Kt|(1)eI)ç AvKotpyoü k% ' ApKaSiaç

’ làcrcûv Alcrovoç k̂  ' I(dX,ko\) 4 6
’ I(|)iKXfjç ’ A|i4)iTp'(xûvoç kK ©ripcûv lolaus Hyanteus 22 lolaus Iphicli 9
IlEipl0o\)ç ’ I îovoç kK Aaplariç 5
ITrî E\)ç ÂlaKO-ü kK O0laç creator magni Achillis 20 12
TEA,a|ic6v A'iaKO"û kK ZaX,a|j,lvoç 19 13
Elplrticov " AKXopoç kK O0iaç 23

’ ATaXcivra Zxoivkcoç k% ' ApKaôiaç 35 32
' A|i())iàpaoç ' OiKXéo\)ç k^'Apyo^ç Oiclides 34
di T0Î3 ©EorloD îraiSEç (kK nXE\)pcûvoç)

' I(1)IKA,0Ç, EblTTTCOÇ, EtptJTDXoÇ
duo Thestiadae
(Plexippus 1. 440, Toxeus 1.441)

7 Plexippus, Ideus, Lynceus 
(Thestii filii, fratres Althaeae)

18, 19, 20
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(1.7.10)

Caeneus ❖ 11 22
Leucippus 12
Acastus ❖ 13
Hippothous 14 21
Dryas* ❖ 15 Dryas lapeti * 28
Phoenix Amyntore ❖ 16 27
Actoridae pares 17
Phyleus ab Elide ❖ 18
Echion ❖24 4
Narycius Lelex 25
Panopeus ❖26
Hippasus 28 25
Nestor ❖29
Hippocoonidae (Enaesimus 1. 362) 30 Enaesimus, Alcon, Leucippus 

(Hippocoontis Amyclis)
29, 30,31

Penelopae socer (Laertes) 31 15
Ampycides sagax (Mopsus) 33 23

Eurytus Mercurii Sparta 3
Aesculapius Apollinis 5
Alcon Martis, Thracia 7
Euphemus Neptuni 8
Deucalion' Minois 16
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(i) The Thestiadai

Apollodoros offers us a list of the participants in the Hunt. Surprisingly, however, 

when compared to the other two completed literary catalogues of participants 

(Hyginus Fab. 173, and Ovid Met. 8. 299-317), this list contains only 22 names: 18 

participants are mentioned by name, father’s name, and place of origin, while 

Iphiklos, Euippos, Plexippos, and Eurypylos, referred to by name in 1.7.10, are 

mentioned collectively here as oi ©éaTiou Tcaîôeç. It is most unfortunate that 

Apollodoros does not state the individual names of the Thestiadai. As Henrichs 

points out,'*̂  ̂ “authors mentioning the Thestiadai as part of a long catalogue of 

Calydon ian hunters usually prefer the brevity of the generic name, whereas the 

individual names prevail in texts that are primarily interested in family history.” 

Moreover, “the treatment of their names by poets and mythographers is far from 

uniform”."*̂  ̂ Earlier sources, while agreeing on the number of brothers (two), 

reflect distinct name-traditions, which are, moreover, completely ignored by later 

authors. Of the names recorded in Apollodoros only one goes as far back as 

Bakchylides (5. 128: ev0’ èyo) 7toXA.oîç abv aA.kou;/ ’'ItpiKXov KaTéKxavov/ 

èaG^ôv t’ ’AcpapTjxa, Goobç pàtpœaç). Iphiklos is also named in Apollodoros’ 

list of the Argonauts, as the only one of the Thestiadai who took part in the 

expedition. The name Plexippos is attested in all the late literary sources (see Table 

III). Eurypylos is mentioned in Sch. A on Hom. II. 9. 567 (III p. 521 Erbse), 

together with Iphiklos and Plexippos: àÔeXtpol ôè ’A^Gaiaç ’'IcpiK̂ oç,

Henrichs 1987, 253.
437 See the extensive treatment of the tradition by Borner 1977, 111-2.
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Ilo \̂)(pocvTTiç, 4>àvTiç Evp^Ti'ü^oç, UXffy.unoq.'^^  ̂ Euippos, on the other hand, is 

unattested outside Apollodoros. The names Plexippos and Eurypylos cannot be 

traced beyond the Hellenistic period. In fact Plexippos is grouped with the name 

Toxeus in Ovid {Met. 8. 260 -546). As we have already noted, in Apollodoros the 

latter name is given to the eldest son of Oineus, a tradition that goes back to the 

Hesiodic Catalogue o f Women (fr. 25. 14-17). It would seem natural to assume 

that, due to the obvious fluctuations of the tradition, the name passed from one 

figure to another in the same myth. Apollodoros does not include in his narrative 

the names Klytios and Prokaon, who are attested in Stesichoros {Syotherai fr. 222 

4-5),'*^  ̂nor the names Kometes and Prothoos, who are recorded in the description 

of sculptures by Skopas by Paus. 8. 45. 6. As these are our earliest preserved 

groups of names, the use of a Hellenistic source is more probable. However, 

considering the fluctuation of the tradition and the lack of substantial evidence, any 

such conclusion is, to say the least, tenuous.

Van der Valk’s suggestion (1958, 103-14) that the scholiasts used the Bibliotheke as a source, 
to which they added further information may be applicable here.

Also in Bakch. 25.29. The number of possible variants offered by the same author illustrates 
the fluidity of the tradition.
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(ii) Kepheus and Iphikles

The rest of the list is quite straightforward (excepting the reference to 

Dryas which we have already discussed above, section v). It contains the most 

popular participants in the Hunt. The stories of these heroes are closely linked 

together; most of them appear in the catalogue of the Argonauts as well 

(exceptions being Peirithous and Eurytion, who is drawn into the hunt because of 

his connection with Peleus). However, unlike the other two complete lists in Table 

III (and unlike the list of the Argonauts that Apollodoros records in 1.8.16.), 

Apollodoros does not purport to present us with a list of the heroes of the 

generation previous to the Trojan war. Rather, he records the names of the 

participants that are common to all the versions of the hunt, and hold a crucial role 

to the development of the narrative. With the exception of Kepheus and Iphikles, 

all the other names are common to all the lists. Kepheus is of course included 

because of the role he plays in the subsequent narrative: he and his brother Ankaios 

object to the participation of their niece, Atalante, in the hunt. This friction 

between Atalante and her paternal family that had rejected her before the hunt 

balances the quarrel between Meleagros and his maternal uncles after the hunt. In 

Apollodoros’ version of Atalante’s story at 3.9.2, Atalante was reunited with her 

family because of the glory that she gained after her participation in the games in 

honour of Pelias and the Kalydonian Boar Hunt (Tiapeyévexo ôè petcc xœv 

àpiaxécûv Kal èrci t ô v  KaXoôœviov Kartpov, Kal èv xô èm HeX-ia xeGévxi 

àyœvi èriaXaiae HtiXæî Kal èvlKTiaev. àveopoboa ôè uaxepov xobç yovéaç). 

On the other hand, her participation in the hunt, at least in the first version narrated 

by Apollodoros, brought about the destruction of both branches of the Aitolian
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royal family. We shall return to Atalante presently. Note, however, that the 

inclusion of Kepheus in the list indicates that that the list may have been part of 

Apollodoros’ main source.

As for Iphikles, only Apollodoros mentions him in this context. All the 

other sources, including Skopas (Paus. 8. 46. 1), prefer lolaos, his son. Iphikles is a 

singularly “unheroic” figure. The only other expedition in which he takes part is the 

battle against the sons of Hippokoon. Strangely enough, the latter story links 

Iphikles with a Kepheus (the son of Aleus, brother of Lykourgos, king of Tegea 

3.9. both perish in the battle fighting for Herakles. The inclusion of Iphikles in 

this list is probably an attempt to give the twin brother of Herakles and father of 

lolaos some additional credentials. Similarly, the inclusion of names like Laertes 

and Menoitios in the lists of the Kalydonian Boar Hunt (Laertes is mentioned by 

both Ovid and Hyginus) and of the Argonautic expedition (1.9.16) is an attempt to 

equip Odysseus and Patroklos with a heroic pedigree.

The list begins, quite naturally, with Meleagros and ends with his 

opponents, the Thestiadai. The two other important figures in the hunt, Atalante 

and Amphiaraos,' '̂** who manage to shoot the boar, thus facilitating its eventual

There is some inconsistency in the genealogical details recorded by Apollodoros In the list of 
the Argonauts Kepheus is said to be the son of Aleus and thus is the uncle, not the brother, of 
Ankaios, who is the son of Lykourgos. Apollodoros’ list of the Kalydonian boar-hunters chose to 
present Ankaios and Kepheus as brothers because of the subsequent narrative and the role they 
both played in relation to Atalante. In any case, there is here some clear conflation of the myth. 

There is an additional reason for the inclusion of Amphiaraos in the catalogue of the 
participants in the Kalydonian Hunt. The catalogue contains a number of closely related heroes: 
the Dioskouroi, for instance, are related not only to Meleagros and Amphiaraos through their 
mothers, but also to the Apharids (Idas is also the father-in-law of Meleagros, 1.7.8-9). In 
Apollodoros’ version Amphiaraos is one of the three who wound the beast (the other two being 
Atalante and Meleagros). Renaud 1993, 79, argues that the manner of death of the boar 
corresponds to the manner of death of Patroklos in Iliad 16: it is firstly struck by Atalante, a 
figure strongly reminiscent of Artemis (Patroklos is struck by Apollo), then by Amphiaraos, a 
Apollonian figure (who corresponds, according to Renaud, to Euphorbos), and finally, by the 
actual hero, Meleagros (in Patroklos’ case, Hektor). Hektor and Meleagros are obviously the
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killing, are grouped together near the end of the list. In the other literary lists, 

Atalante is always the last to be mentioned. Due to the importance of her role in 

killing the boar in the artistic depictions of the hunt, her place is always next to the 

boar.'*'̂  ̂ Obviously, the pictorial representations include fewer names, due to lack 

of space. Thus both the François vase and the sculptures by Skopas record only the 

most popular participants. As Wachter points out,'̂ '*̂  “it is obvious that the painter 

[of the François vase] grouped those names that he could remember next to the 

boar.” With two exceptions, Akastos and Melanion, these names are also included 

in Apollodoros’ catalogue. As we shall see, Melanion makes particularly good 

sense next to Atalante. Wachter also points out that “[o]n the other hand to the far 

left and to the far right the painter added names for which we know of no 

connexion with the Kalydonian boar-hunt, while other illustrious hunters are not 

named (Dryas, Eurytion, lason, Idas lolaos, Lynkeus, Telamon, Theseus, and the 

sons of Thestios). Why he chose these other names we do not know.”'*'̂ '̂

In other cases, local tradition dictated which names were included in list: 

this was the case with Epochos, included in the list of Skopas’ sculptures on the 

temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (a temple connected with the hunt, cf. Paus. 8. 

46.1); Apollodoros lists him as a brother of Ankaios (also in S Apoll. Rhod.l. 164) 

and of lasos (father of Atalante in most versions). Thus he has taken the place of

principal heroes in their respective episodes, but the rest of Renaud's parallelisms do not 
convince me.

See Boardman in LIM CII 1, 940-50.
Wachter 1991,91.
ibid. 92, He goes on to discuss the inclusion of at least two Kimmerians (Kig(pi)épiog and 

Toxoapiç — the third archer with a barbarian outfit has a Greek name, Eô86p,axog) in this 
Panhellenic expedition (94). He suggests that “this could have to do with a personal predilection 
of the painter” or that it could illustrate some friendly feelings of the Greeks towards this people, 
due to recent political circumstances. Is then the boar an allusion to Gyges and his Lydians, the 
common threat to both the Greek colonies in Asia Minor and the Kimmerians?
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Kepheus. Hippothous, on the other hand, appears in both Latin literary 

catalogues;'*'^  ̂ this is an impressive example of continuity in a long mythographical 

tradition, another example being the name of Akastos occurring on an Attic black- 

figure dinos {ABV 23,'̂ '*̂  c. 580 BC), the François vase {ABV 76.1, c. 565 BC) and 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses (8. 306)."^  ̂ However, Hippothous’ exact connection with 

the other hunters is uncertain.

-  - Most of the other names in Apollodoros’ list are grouped together by 

association: thus Meleagros is followed by Pylos,'*'** a figure from his native 

Kalydon and then by his father-in-law Idas; the latter is linked to his brother 

Lynkeus; both are followed by their cousins and arch-enemies, the Dioskouroi. 

Theseus, who is next, is linked to the sons of Zeus through Helen. The sons of 

Lykourgos appear together, as do those of Aiakos. These last are accompanied by 

Eurytion, father-in-law to Peleus. Theseus, however, is separated from Peirithous, 

although one would expect to find them together, as in Ovid {Met. 8. 303). Finally, 

the places of origin of the hunters do not play any particular role in the structure of 

the list. Since it contains no obscure names, one would think that a simple 

reference to the patronymic of the heroes would be enough (thus, in the list of the 

Argonauts we are only given the names of the participants and the names of their 

fathers). However, the reference to their places of origin indicates the extent of the 

mobilisation necessary for the successful outcome of the enterprise, and 

consequently, its central importance as one of the few Panhellenic myths.

Our main source of information concerning Hippothous [or Hippothoon, Hippothoos] is Hyg. 
Fab. 187 (narrating a story found in Euripides’ Alope)\ see Gantz 1996,1, 253.
446 See Beazley 1956.

cf. Henrichs 1987, 252.
448 See above.
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(iii) Atalante

The identification of the hunters by the names of their fathers and their place of 

origin brings forth an interesting discrepancy: Atalante is s^id to be the daughter of 

Schoineus, and to come from Arkadia. However, Apollodoros does not include 

Schoineus among the offspring of Lykourgos: AoKobpyou Ôè Kal K^eotpbXriç f) 

Eupovopriç ’AyKaîoç Kal "Etcoxoç Kal ’ApcpiÔàpaç Kal "laaoç. The only 

Schoineus mentioned in Apollodoros is also an Aiolid; he is the son of Athamas by 

his third wife Themisto: ’AGàpaç Ôè Kxiaaç ttjv %o)pav ’AGapavxlav ctcp’ 

éaoxoo TipoatiyopEuae, Kal yfipaç ©epiaxà xf)v 'Y\|/éœç èyévvTjaE ÀE^KOva 

’EpbGpiov Zxoivéa Hxœov (1.9.2). In the version of Atalante's story which 

Apollodoros records (3.9.2) Atalante is the daughter pf lasos: Tccaou ôè Kal 

xfjç Mivbou ’AxaX,àvxT| èyévEXO. The mythographer goes on to give a 

brief but straightforward account of an eventful life: Atalante is rejected because of 

her gender and exposed, is nursed by bears and grows up to become a virgin 

huntress. She manages to avoid all the perils of the wilderness, such as the 

attempted rape by the Centaurs Rhoikos and Hylaios, first mentioned by 

Kallimachos hymn 3. 22-24; rape, of course, is a danger which all females who 

wander outside the normal bounds of civilised society have to face. She plays a 

major role in two enterprises, namely the Kalydonian Boar hunt and the funeral 

games in honour of Pelias; compare how she is also included in the list of the 

Argonauts (1.9.16, Diod. 4. 41. 2).'*'̂  ̂She is then reconciled with her family; in an 

attempt to avoid her father’s wish that she marry, she races against her suitors. The

449 See our discussion in Chapter Five, section B.
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prize for the victor is marriage, while defeat meant death at the hands of the 

would-be-bride. Only Melanion, son of Amphidamas (3.9.2) and thus a cousin of 

Atalante (another example of endogamy in Apollodoros), manages to overcome 

the maiden with the help of three apples given to him by Aphrodite. The marriage 

is successful, and the couple continues to lead a life of hunting until one day they 

commit sacrilege by making love in the precinct of Zeus and are changed into lions.

As presented in Apollodoros, the story of Atalante is coherent: “her refusal 

of the world of women marks Atalanta’s destiny from the start”, writes 

Detienne.^^ °̂ Rejected because of her gender, she overcompensates by rejecting 

normal female activities, i.e. marriage. She strives to retain her liminal state, 

apparent in all the myths she participates: she is both male and female. “She is a 

participant in many traditional male activities and has masculine attributes. For 

example she carries armor; she participates in athletics, such as wrestling and the 

footrace (an armed race); she hunts; she competes with the suitors; she is depicted 

exercising in the nude like an ephebe. Yet she partakes of the “normal” feminine 

sphere - she participates in a prenuptial race and also the inverted world of the 

female Amazon and maenad. ... In short, Atalanta is a study in ambiguity and the 

blurring of gender distinctions”."*̂* Her activities before her reconciliation with her 

family mark her as an outsider, an ephebe hunter who participates in a number of 

male initiatory rites. Her acceptance by her father, who rejected her because of her 

gender, means that she has been successfully initiated into a new stage in life. 

However, the role she is expected to play is not that of a male; rather, she is 

expected to become what she always tried to avoid: a woman, fulfilled in

Detienne 1979,31. 
Barringer 1996, 74-5.
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marriage/^^ She thus devises a way to conflate what she knows and what is 

required of her. In Apollodoros’ version, the prenuptial footrace, already 

established in myths related to marriage,"^^  ̂ becomes a deadly hunt. An armed 

Atalanta assumes the role of the hunter, and hunts down her unarmed suitor. At the 

same time, the hunter becomes once again the hunted: as Boardman has noted,'^ '̂̂  

when discussing a lekythos by Douris (c. 500/490 BC) now in the Cleveland 

Museum of Art, on which Atalante (named) is pursued by three Brotes, “here we 

have the bride Atalanta rejecting, but hopelessly, the wreath of wedlock, running, it 

might be, from the bridal finery fro the better-loved dress for hunt or race. But 

Bros has wings and Bros has a whip, and where Aphrodite dictates none escape, 

even though, as it was to prove for Atalanta and her lovers, the escape was 

ultimately to their deaths”. Atalanta has realised what a number of women in Greek 

myth learned the hard way: for a female, marriage is death."*̂  ̂ She tries to avoid it 

by hunting down those who endanger her maidenhood. Finally, the female hunter is 

trapped by the use of feminine guile."̂ ^̂  In Apollodoros’ version of the footrace the 

roles of the couple are completely reversed. The golden apples bring about 

marriage, but with it comes death (in this case through metamorphosis). Atalante 

thinks that she might continue her previous life even after marriage. This is not so: 

sex complicates matters. Atalante succumbs to desire and ignores the rules. Sex in 

the wild is always dangerous. She managed to avoid it as a maiden (cf. the 

unsuccessful rape attempts), but she cannot as a married woman. In other versions

On the homology between and KiA,ov, and their connotations in the story of Atlanta,
see Detienne 1979, 31-2.

ibid. 33.
'‘̂ '’ Boardman 1983, 18.

See Lefkowitz 1981, 42-3. Also Rehm 1994, passim.
456 On the use of apate in this myth and the importance of hunting imagery in the entrapment of
Atalanta, see Detienne 1979,40ff.
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(Ovid Met. 10. 681-704, Hyginus Fab.\%5), Aphrodite is the cause of her 

transformation into a lion. In Apollodoros’ version, Atalante and Melanion mate in 

a temple of Zeus, and it is he, as preserver of order, who transforms them. As lions 

they are no longer able to mate with each other (as Hyginus first suggested); they 

will be able, however, to hunt.'̂ ^̂  Through transformation Atalanta will regain what 

she lost through marriage, her identity as a hunter.

Apollodoros’ account presents us with a totally consistent character, whose 

main characteristics remain the same throughout. This was not always the case. 

Most recently Gantz has shown that the figure of Atlanta, who, Apollodoros would 

have us believe, was a single person, was in reality a product of conflation.'^^® 

Ancient authors refer to an Arkadian and a Boiotian Atalanta. The first was the 

daughter of lasos and a keen huntress, finally participating in the Kalydonian boar 

hunt; the other was the daughter of Schoineus, who did not wish to marry and who 

with her father’s help sets up the race (this myth is first recorded in Hesiod’s 

Catalogue o f Women, frs. 72-76 M.-W.). This separation explains the diversity of 

variants concerning the names of her father and of her husband which Apollodoros 

records. Melanion, himself Arkadian, was the suitor of the Arkadian Atalanta, 

while Hippomenes was the suitor with the apples, already mentioned in Hesiod fr. 

76 M.-W. I agree with Huys that that Apollodoros’ reference to Hippomenes 

should not be related to Euripides but to “Hesiod and others”).'̂ ’̂ Apollodoros 

obviously offers a conflated account of Atalante’s story, linking Melanion with the 

footrace; he is the first to call the winner of the race Melanion, whereas in all the

ibid. 45.
Gantz 1996,1, 335-9 with sources.
Huys 1997b, 313.
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Other sources the name of the suitor is Hippomenes. The same conflation exists in 

the 4ist of the participants in the boar-hunt. The list preserves a rather late stage in 

the progress of the conflation. The Arkadian huntress is linked to the Boiotian 

father.'*̂ ®

See Paus. 8. 35. 10, who informs us of an Arkadian plain called Schoinous after the Boiotian 
father of Atalanta, whom the author assumes migrated there.
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Chapter Five

The Argonautic expedition: Sailing to Kolchis (1.9.16 -  23)

Tiepdaape Kdpo\)Q noXXotg TioXXd vr|cnd 'zr] Qd’kacoa 

7 i o \ )  (j)épv8i Tr|v d A , A , r )  QdXaaaa, yXdpoDç Kai ([)côki8ç. ...

M a  § 8 V  T 8 A , 8 i c ô v a v  x a  x a ^ l S i a .  

(G. Seferis, Apyouaï)reç, a poem from the collection MvôiaTÔprjfia)

A. Medeia

The adventures of lason and the Argonauts in their quest for the Golden Fleece, 

and lason’s association with Medeia, the foreign princess whose witchcraft assured 

the successful conclusion of the voyage, but who eventually brought about lason’s 

deplorable end, belong to the earliest strata of Greek myth. A very complex myth, 

it raises various issues, which remained current and challenging in the Graeco- 

Roman world;'*^* furthermore, a number of themes, recurrent in Greek myth, are 

elaborated in it. The greatest adventure for a whole generation of heroes, the 

Argonautic expedition raises, from its outset, questions concerning relationships 

within families, marriage and parenthood, and identity -  in terms of gender, ethnic 

origin and culture; it explores issues such as the effects of supernatural powers and 

magic on human lives, of divine and human vengeance and its justification, of 

heroism, human àprixociAa and the value of cooperation. Incorporating universal 

folk-tale motifs, its ‘Intertextual”'̂ ^̂  narrative explores the problematic of themes

Braund 1995, 8.
462 For my use of the term see the discussion in the introduction.
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such as the acquisition and preservation of kingship, the justification and the 

legitimation of heroic quests, the opposition of physical and mental abilities, and, 

more importantly the power of Eros and the contrast of the male with its vital 

‘other’, the female. It also demonstrates in a most atrocious manner the frightful 

outcome of such deviations as perversion of sacrifice and insolence against gods, 

violation of oaths and defiance of family loyalties; the myth, especially in the 

prolegomena and the epilegomena of the quest proper, investigates alternatives 

that society so abhors “that it refuses to regard [them] as anything but the rarest 

and most outrageous of deviations’’."*̂^

Originally an initiatory journey to the unknown, evolving in a mythical 

universe, the story becomes, in its later literary incarnations, a myth of world 

geography, linking the Greek centre with the barbarian periphery, and seeking to 

accommodate terrifying mythic locations of the world of the unknown in the real 

world of the Mediterranean and of central Europe; the Greek waves of colonisation 

might not have been the reason behind the creation of the myth,"*̂ "* which was 

evidently much older than the huge colonising eruption between the eighth and 

sixth centuries, but they certainly contributed enormously to the enrichment of its 

narrative."*^  ̂ With its “mixture of ‘scientific’ and fabulous g e o g r a p h y t h e

Thus Easterling 1977, 186, on infanticide. She points out that, despite the attempts to consider 
infanticide as something “quite outside the experience of civilized people”, modern statistics (i.e. 
sociological literature from the United Kingdom and Denmark) show that a large proportion of 
murder victims are in fact children and that their killers are predominantly their parents. 
However, Segal 1996, 16, points out that “the violence of Medeia differs in significant ways from 
the twentieth-century models, but it also has elements in common with [their] motivations”.

Cf. the discussions in Beaumont 1936, 159-205, Graham 1971, 35-47, Boardman 1973, 151- 
7, 159-188, 218-266, Drews 1976, 18-34, Cawkwell 1992, 289-303; specifically on the myth of 
the Argonautic expedition and the Greek colonisation see Vian’s excellent discussions of 
geography in the introductions of the commentaries of Books 1 and 2 (1974), and 4 (1981) of the 
Apollonian Argonautika, and more recently Loedkipanidze 1996, 21-46, Placido 1996, 55-64. 
For Medeia as a “foundation-heroine”, see Krevans 1997, 71-82.

Vian 1987, 277.
Hunter 1993, xxi.
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voyage of the Argonauts becomes “emblematic for all (past and future) sea- 

voyages'Y^^ from the age of colonisation onwards, “the Argonautic expedition 

took on a new significance, for each colonist was in a sense an A r g o n a u t " T h e  

acquisition of a new Weltanschauung from the growth of geographical knowledge 

left a visible mark on the myth of the Argonauts; it became a myth of foundation 

and aetiology,^^^ a guide for similar historical ventures.

The significance of the story of the Argonautika within the early literary 

repertoire is made manifest by the famous allusion at Od. 12, 70 (’Apycù m en 

(ièA,o\xTa) and Homer’s constant borrowings from the Argonautic saga, already 

acknowledged in an t iqui ty .As  Vian points out,'‘̂ ‘ “beaucoup de modernes, non 

sans raison, admettent. . . que les navigations d’Ulysse s’inspirent pour une large 

part des aventures d’Argô. Bien entendu, il convient d’être prudent, car 

Apollonios, qui est l’une de nos sources principales, est à son tour tributaire de 

V Odyssée, notamment dans son chant IV.” Reservations put aside, he points out 

elsewhere “au moins depuis la dissertation de Karl Meuli, qui date de 1921, nul . . . 

ne conteste que des Argonautiques prehomériques sont une des sources des 

navigations d’Ulysse’’."̂ ^̂  On the other hand, Graf asserts that “it is scarcely proper 

to think of that much-cited, imaginary ‘old Argonautica’ as a model, if one seeks a 

defined narration of the myth; . . . The fact that we have received no epic version 

of the Argonautika from the archaic period proves how much less authoritative the

ibid. xxiii.
Braund op. cit., 16.
The aetiological dimension, apparent in varying degrees in all literary reincarnations of the 

story, was fundamental for the myth as a whole, not just a casual offshoot of it, even if, as we 
shall see, in Apollodoros one can detect only traces of it.

Cf. Severyns 1928, 180-2, on Aristarchos’ affirmation that Homer knew of the Argonautic 
expedition; also Strabo 1. 2. 38 (45), who followed Aristarchos’ reasoning.

Vian 1974, xxvii.
^^"Vian 1982, 275.
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individual versions of the myth must have been than the myth itself, and how free 

in its details the tradition was.”"̂^̂ If nothing else, the casual references in both 

epics to persons and places connected with the Argonautic adventure indicates that 

the basic parameters of the myth where already set and an extensive familiarity 

with it had already been established/^'^ As for the latter part of G rafs argument; 

we have already argued that individual versions of a myth are obviously more 

idiosycratic than the myth proper, but one cannot base such a conclusion on the 

fact that -  perhaps purely by chance -  no early epic version of the Argonautic saga 

survives, especially if we take into account the factor of oral composition. Indeed, 

the statement in Simonides (fr. 564 PMG = Stesichoros fr. 179(ii) PMGF) that 

Homer referred to the victory of Meleagros in the Athla epi Pelia indicates the 

existence of an early epic tradition dealing at least with part of the myth (the events 

surrounding the death of Pelias).

A survey of all the versions of the story, both old and more recent, 

demonstrates the innate conservatism of the principal narrative. Indeed, in all its 

manifestations, although nothing hindered continuous variation in detail, its basic 

storyline retained its constancy and relative simplicity throughout. By isolating the 

primary narrative from the numerous -  mainly geographical - later additions, it will 

become apparent that its basic structure falls into the category of the “quest(- 

initiation) type of narrative”’'̂ ^̂  a very popular pattern in Greek myth. A young man

Graf 1997, 30.
Cf. II. 2. 715 (Pelias); 8. 467-471, 21. 40, 23. 745-747 (Euneos); 14. 230 (Thoas); Od. 10. 

135-139 12. 3-4 (the location and the genealogy of Kirke); 11. 235-259 (the story of Tyro and her 
family); 12. 59-111 (the itinerary proper).

Beye 1982, 42-43, who notes the universal folktale elements included in the story describing 
them as “a commonplace around the world”. Also Green 1997b, 45: “the many features from 
Marchen it (i.e. the Argonautic myth) contains give it a archetypical validity”. On an analysis of 
the “quest myth” and its links to initiation, see Propp 1968. The initiatory background of the
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(be he lason, Perseus, Bellerophon, or even Theseus) is sent on an apparently 

impossible quest by a hostile sovereign who regards the young man’s presence as a 

serious threat. After prevailing over severe trials, aided by helpers with remarkable 

abilities (or by the possession of magical objects), he reaches the residence of a 

hostile being, in whose possession the object of his quest is found. The hero 

manages to win the affections of the daughter of his host, whose help against her 

family he enlists. After succeeding at his task, he elopes with the girl. In the 

ensuing pursuit, they escape unharmed by throwing things behind them that have 

some significance for the pursuer(s), and must, therefore, be collected. On his 

return, he overcomes the final obstacle of his original foe, and -in most cases- 

acquires his rightful position. On these straightforward foundations from folktale, 

the numerous mythical themes mentioned above are constructed. However, this 

myth differs from all the others of the same pattern"*^  ̂ because the narrative 

includes a particular element, namely the central position given to Medeia. Fully 

absorbed into the Argonautic enterprise, Medeia exceeds the limits of folktale; she 

“seems naturally at home in myth”. Although she retains her folkloric powers of 

magic, or perhaps because of this, Medeia becomes “an appropriate center of so 

many experiences in the areas of love, infidelity, and vengeance”.'*̂  ̂ She becomes 

the quintessential embodiment of the several fears which the Greeks felt about the

prolegomena and the journey proper is undeniable and has been repeatedly stressed, from Brelich 
1955-57, 469-84, to Moreau 1994, 117-42, and Graf 1997,40.

Cf. the story of Theseus and Ariadne (attested for the first time in Od. 10. 320, and in its 
totality in Pherekydes FGrHist 3F148 = Schol. Od. ad loc.) Their story, like those stories of 
Minos and Skylla (cryptically referred to in Aischylos’ Choephoroi 613-22, and elaborated in 
Ovid’s Metamorphoses 8. 6-151; cf. also Apollodoros 3.15.8), and that of Amphitryon and 
Komaitho (recorded only in Apollodoros 2,4.5-7), is part of the “Tarpeia” story-type (on the 
Roman myth see Bremmer and Horsfall 1987, 68-73), which ends in another familiar folktale- 
pattern: after successfully completing the task imposed on him, the hero abandons the girl who 
had been so instrumental in his accomplishment, and/or causes her death.

Parry 1992, 44.
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‘other’: she is seen as a female, with a dangerous, aggressive appeal that renders 

her threatening to the male, as a barbarian stranger, alien to the Greek way of life, 

as a manipulator of supernatural powers and as a possessor of superior mental 

abilities/^^ Consequently, she is the perfect figure to explore questions concerning 

many aspects of the problem of identity.

Medeia’s first appearance in Greek literature comes at the end of the 

Theogony (992-1002). In this passage, where she is immortal, it appears that the 

relocation to Greece of Medeia was the main objective of Jason’s quest, in 

accordance of Zeus’ plan;

fjye Tiap’ A’lfjieo), xeXéoaç oxovôeviaç àéGXouç, 

xoùç TcoX̂ oCç 'ETzkxeXXe jiéyaç paoiXebç bTcepfjvœp, 

bppioxT̂ ç IleXlriç Kal dxàoGaXoç ôppipoepyôç- 

xoùç xeXéoaç ëç ’ Ico^kôv àcplKexo %oXXd poyfioaç 

ooKslrjç ëTcl vTjôç ûycov ëXiKCÔTiiôa Koùpr|v.

The Theogony brings together all the elements -  admittedly unconnected - found in 

later versions: presumably, the references to an bppiaxfiç and àxàaGaA,oç Pelias in 

connection with his inimical relations with lason and the relocation of Medeia point 

to the version of the myth recorded in Apollodoros (1.9.16), which connect the 

reason for the quest with Pelias’ eventual death: Gsaodpevoç Ôè IleXiaç abxôv 

Kttl xôv xpqopov oi)|LipaXà)v f|p6xa TcpooeXGœv, xi dv ë7colr|08v ’e^ouoiav 

G%mv, et Xôytov fjv abx© Tcpôç xivoç (poveuGfjoeoGai xôv tcoXixôv. 6 ôé,

Her superior mental powers are alluded to in her own name (deriving from the root *med- 
popular in Greek myth); the question and quality of Medeia's sophia are repeatedly debated, like 
so many other of her characteristics, in Euripides’ homonymous play. See Easterling 1977, 182,
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8ÏT8 87C8X0CÛV dX>.a)Ç, 81X8 6ld llfjVlV ''Hpaç ïv’ 8 0̂01 KttKÔV Mf|Ô8ia ri8XlÇt 

(Tî v ydp "Hpav obK bxlpa), "xô %puo6paXXov Ôépaç" 8(pr| "Trpooéxaxxov 

dv^  ̂ (pép8iv abxq)". xobxo ri8X(aç dKoboaç 8b0Cç eni xô Ôépaç éX08Îv 

éKéX8ü0 8 V abxôv. A similar version of events is recorded in Pindar (P 4. 249-50), 

and Pherekydes (FGr/fwf 3 F105, xabxa 5s x ô ’Ifjoovi "Hprj feç vôov pdXksi, 

û)ç 8X001 t| Mfjô8ia xq) ri8X{q KaKÔv) and Apollonios (4. 241-43, o'l 5 ’ , 

dvépoi) Xaivj/ripd 08T1ç PouXfjoiv dévxoç/"Hpriç, ôcpp’cûKioxa KaKÔv ri8Xlao 

ôôpoiGiv/ Aialrj Mfjô8ta n8XaoylÔa ydiav ÏKT|xat). In the last two versions, as 

in Apollodoros, Hera’s anger is the cause behind Medeia’s relocation and her 

assuming the role of the agent of Pelias’ death. All three works point to the 

problem of double motivation, on human and divine levels;'*̂ ® however, in terms of 

concrete motivation, Medeia, as in the Theogony, becomes the actual reason for 

the expedition. The original object of the quest, the Golden Fleece, retreats as 

Medeia assumes a more central role in the myth: it now becomes the pretext.

Knox 1977, 222-3. For a connection of Medeia with metis cf. Pindar O 13. 50-54, where Medeia, 
Sisyphos and Korinthian intelligence are intertwined. Cf. Detienne and Vernant 1978, 189, 193.

Ôhis use of the conditional dv with the imperfect is peculiar, as it denotes the non-fulfilment 
of a condition in present time. Presumably it is used here to indicate that lason does not believe 
that a situation of the type described by Pelias would ever arise and so he answers in a 
corresponding manner. Through it, the surprise (and fear) that Pelias’ subsequent command must 
have caused in lason is well expressed.

The question is fully elaborated in Apollonios’ Argonautika and adds to the ambiguity in the 
poem concerning the reasons for the enterprise. From its very beginning, Apollonios establishes a 
pattern that will be evident throughout the epic: in the Argonautika “[i]t is the human action 
which is foregrounded, and the gods work in the background, powerful, but merely guessed at” 
(Hunter 1993, xxvii). From the outset, characters on both levels operate towards the achievement 
of the same goal; they continue to do so throughout. However, there remains the evident difficulty 
of figuring out the connection between the motives for divine actions and the established 
relationships between humans and gods: the professed love of Hera for lason does not stop her 
from pushing him towards Medeia, presumably despite her knowledge of her future [established 
in her speech to Thetis (4. 811- 15, when she foretells the eventual marriage of Medeia to 
Achilleus]. Cf. the reference to Anauros River in 1 .9  in relation to 3, 66-75 with Hunter’s note, 
and Feeney 1991, 62-63, 68-69.
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To digress for a moment, most scholars, recently Moreau"^* ‘ and 

Johnston,'^®  ̂ agree that Medeia (at least in her Korinthian guise) was initially 

immortal. However, I find Johnston’s view of an early Medeia taking on the part of 

Mormolyke unappealing. Medeia embodies the danger that the introduction of a 

foreigner could mean for a family: the main unifying characteristic of Medeia’s 

persona is that she is always portrayed as a foreigner who comes to the city or 

household from outside, destroys (or attempts to destroy) it, and then departs for 

another distant place. Her destructive powers are focused on the male element of 

the family -  the death of Glauke is a later addition to the myth and is aimed at 

lason and Kreon, while, in earlier versions of the murder of her children, it is stated 

(Kreophylos of Samos fr. 9 Bemabé [dubium] = Oechaliae Halosis fr. Spurium 

Davies or Kreophylos of Ephesos FGrHist 417 F3) that the Korinthians committed 

the murder in retaliation for the murder of Kreon by Medeia. Although no reason is 

given for Medeia’s wrath its main target was Kreon, minimising the possibility that 

Medeia’s motive was jealousy at Jason’s new marriage, and thus eliminating the 

need for the murder of Glauke. The question of immortality is more difficult to 

answer in relation to the Kolchian Medeia (cf. Graf’s statement:"**  ̂ “the Corinthian 

Medea has little to do with Medea whom epic located in Colchis and lolcus”): 

again her obvious initiatory role and her attempts at rejuvenation would fit well 

with a divine character. Rejuvenation is a covert process of bequeathing 

immortalisation, applied to their mortal loved-ones by many Greek goddesses (cf. 

Hypoth. A to Euripides’ Medeia 11-14 Diggle = Simon, fr. 548 PMG = FGrHist 3

See Moreau 1994, 101-115, although I do not subscribe to the conclusion that Medeia was 
originally an agrarian Mother-Goddess.

Johnston 1997,44-70.
Graf 1997, 35.
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F 113, with a curious reference to the rejuvenation of lason). However, in all our 

extant narratives, except the Theogony (since I believe that Pindar’s reference to 

her immortal mouth i n f  4. 11 is metaphorical, as she is uttering an prophecy), she 

is a mortal, albeit a very powerful one. It is exactly this dangerously powerful 

mortality that renders her more sinister and thus more fearsome.

To return to our discussion, the early stages of the tradition need not have 

given Medeia such an important role in the expedition: the crew of the Argo, 

originally consisting of men with supernatural powers, may have played a more 

crucial role in its successful outcome. Men like Orpheus, the Boreads, and the 

Dioskouroi are the protagonists of a number of episodes during the voyage. 

Apollodoros even records a tradition that Poias, and not Medeia, slew Talos with 

his arrows (1.9.26). However, from very early on, Medeia takes the initiative more 

than the traditional maiden of the “Tarpeia-type” would.'*®'̂  This obviously has to 

do with the presence of two elements in the story: the erotic element, evidently 

present in the earliest narrations of the story, and the àpT|%avia of the main 

hero.'**̂  From the moment that an erotic element enters the picture so 

pronouncedly, the story takes on a colouring of its own that alters its perspective. 

The “hero” (and by this I mean the main character) becomes the woman. In the 

case of the powerful Medeia, she naturally dominates the story.

The tensions between Medeia and the other accounts of the “Tarpeia-type” have been observed 
by Graf 1997, 25. He concludes that “Medea’s story originally ran somewhat differently: Medea 
was not always a little maiden of the Tarpeia-type”. Medeia, as we know her, could never be 
compared to the other women of this sort. Even in Apollonios’ young, infatuated Medeia there 
lurks another Medeia of immense intelligence and power, who will eventually dominate both the 
persona and the story. If nothing else, Medeia is forced to acquire a dominant part, because so 
much is required of her. See Clauss 1997, 149-177.

See Green 1997, 48-9.
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Surprisingly, in Apollodoros the family of Aietes is not presented in a single 

genealogy, as one would expect: Aietes and his sisters, Kirke and Pasiphae (but 

without his brother Perses, who was a later addition to the original offspring of 

Helios by Perseis), with his daughter Chalkiope, are introduced in 1.9.1, as part of 

the story about the Phrixos; Medeia appears in her familiar genealogy as daughter 

of Eidyia and Aietes in 1.9.23; finally, at the end of that paragraph, Apsyrtos is 

introduced, but only as Medeia's brother, without any reference to his parentage, 

an indication that he is, in this version, a full brother of Medeia, thus making her 

crime more horrid.

The importance of Medeia’s is apparent even in the abbreviated version 

recorded by Apollodoros He portrays a thoroughly consistent Medeia: a 

pharmakis^^^ (the adjective emphatically follows her name when she is first 

introduced), she consistently takes the initiative: it is she who approaches lason 

and offers him help, in a do ut des arrangement that deviates from Apollonios’ 

version. It seems, however, that Apollodoros reverts to an earlier tradition, 

since the arrangement between lason and Medeia is found in Sophokles’ Kolchides 

{TrGF IV  339 Radt: fj bTCopvbç àv0maupYfiaai %àpiv;).

On the use of the adjective 7CoA,\xjxip|iaKOÇ and its meaning in Apollonios, see Belloni 1981, 
passim.

The same do ut des arrangement defines the relationship between Ariadne and Theseus in 
Apollodoros Epitome 1. 8: cbç 5è hKEV eI ç KpfjXTiv, ’ApidcÔvr] Guydcxrip Mivcooç fepcûxiKCÔç 
8iaxE0Eioa Tcpôç abiôv a'Ojj.îipdcoaEiv bnayY^XXExai, èàv bpoXcyyfjop abifiv fê Eiv

eI ç ’ ABfivaç. The similarity of the two stories in the “Tarpeia myth” context has been 
noted; to this we should add that both Medeia and Ariadne cause with their actions the murder of 
a brother (Ariadne of the Minotaur, and Medeia of Apsyrtos), while in most versions of their 
respective myths both princesses are abandoned by their lovers after the completion of their 
mission, although significantly, in Apollodoros’ version of events {Epitome 1. 8-10), Theseus 
remains faithful to Ariadne, and in his grief for her abduction by Dionysos, forgets to spread 
white sails on his ship, thus causing the suicide of his father. See Gantz 1996, 262-70. 
Unsurprisingly, Apollonios (3. 997-1004), chose the story of Theseus and Ariadne as a ominous 
paradigm for the outcome of love affair between lason and Medeia. The do ut des arrangement 
also characterises another episode of the Argonautic expedition, that of Phineus see below.
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Apollodoros’ account firmly establishes Medeia as the instigator of events; 

it is she who puts the dragon to sleep and brings the fleece to the Argo, lason 

acting as a humble companion. More importantly, it is she who devises and 

executes her brother’ murder (cf. Pherekydes FGrHist 3 F32, who also records the 

murder of the child Apsyrtos in a similar manner, but has the members of the crew 

perform the gruesome task); it is she who overcomes Talos with her magic or her 

sophia (1.9.26). Finally, on their return to lolkos, lason exhorts Medeia to devise a 

plan of vengeance against Pelias. It is not surprising then that the end of the story 

is devoted to Medeia’s other adventures (in Athens, Persia, and finally, Kolchis), 

while we hear nothing of the fate of lason, whose story we are supposed to follow. 

Only snippets his life after his return to Greece and exile (but, presumably, before 

the murder of his children) are recorded elsewhere in the Bibiotheke: at 1.8.2, 

lason participates in the Kalydonian Boar Hunt, and at 3.13.7, he plays a auxiliary 

role in a story about Peleus: IlTiA.ebç ôè iie^d m m a crbv ' Idaovi K a l AioaKotpoiç 

èjiôpGriaevTcû^KÔv, K a l’Aaxuôàiieiav ’A K d a x c u  yuvaÎKa (|)ove<)ei, K a l ôieXcbv 

|I8A,tiÔ6v ÔifiYaye Ôi’ alyrfjç xôv axpaiiôv elç Tf]v nàXw. Obviously, Jason’s 

participation in this expedition against his cousin and former comrade on the Argo 

builds upon the long standing feud between the two branches of the family that 

reached its climax with Pelias’ death and Jason’s subsequent exile. Yet the episode 

is part of the story of Peleus: it is Peleus and not Jason who ends up as ruler of 

Jolkos (cf. Hes. Ehoiai fr. 211 M.-W., Pindar iV 3. 32-4 & 4. 54-6, and Pherekydes 

FGrHist 3 F 62, who offers the same information, and seems to be the source of 

Apollodoros’ account). Akastos’ death obviously offers Jason nothing but revenge. 

The gruesomeness of Pelias’ murder evidently meant that Jason could never return
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to lolkos in any capacity other than its destroyer, and, of course, could never claim 

it as his realm (in any case, in Apollodoros, lason never had any legitimate right to 

it). The sack of lolkos is the final outcome of a story that follows the Potiphar 

motif, and effects Peleus’ transfer to Thessaly. lason remains at Korinth and in that 

vicinity, at the Isthmus, meets his deplorable death, after the murder of his children. 

Apollodoros creates the setting for this episode, by recording that lason and the 

Argonauts dedicated the Argo to Poseidon at Isthmus (1.9.27). However, neither 

his killing by a rotten timber from the ship, described in Medeia’s deus ex machina 

speech, presumably a Euripidean innovat ion,nor  any other kind of death"*®̂  is 

ever mentioned. The death of lason’s children and new wife brought about his total 

destruction. From that point onwards, it is as if lason is himself physically dead, as 

his life has no point, once he has lost every opportunity to have an heir, and thus a 

posterity. In the end, the story of lason becomes the story of Medeia.

Apollodoros’ account preserves none of the long process of how Medeia 

became the “Medeia” whom Apollonios describes in his account.'’̂ ® Apollodoros’ 

Medeia is already a complete, complex character: a manipulator of formidable 

powers that can be used both for good (she provides the pharmakon that renders

See Eur. Med. 1386-8, cf. Hypoth. Medeia a 20-24 = Staphylos FGrHist 269 F 11a, to which 
we should add the two variants recorded by Z Med. 1386.

I.e. suicide by hanging. Neophron TrGF 15 fr. 3 Snell and Diodoros 4. 55. 1.
This process is part of Apollonios’ poetic design. Throughout the two last books, Apollonios 

describes a process of psychological change that transforms Medeia from a young lovesick girl to 
Euripides' tragic heroine. As Hunter points out (1993, xxii), “the epic shows us why the action of 
the tragedy was inevitable and the central events of that tragedy.... are foreshadowed both in the 
general shape of the epic and more specifically in the language and images of its text.” This is a 
gradual process: Medeia passes from white magic (used to protect lason) to her participation in 
the death of her brother and the killing of Talos. The image of Medeia Gepévri 5è k œ k ô v  v ô o v , 

b%8oôo7TdÎGiv oppaoi xaX,Ksioio TdXto èpéyripev ôrtwndç (4. 1669-1670), and thus defeating the 
bronze man Talos é q  ôye, %6XKei6g îtep èœv, bjcoei^E Sapfjvai/ MriôeiTiç Ppipn 
TtcXotpappaKcu (4. 1676-7), dominates the last part of the epic; it signifies the completion of 
Medeia’s evolution, and cannot but remind the audience of the gruesomeness that is to follow.
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lason unassailable, and that which puts the dragon to sleep/^^ and, mostly, for evil. 

In Apollonios, Medeia becomes an accomplished murderess through a gradual 

process of killing; every time, her resolve is more pronounced and more eager: 

each time makes the further step easier to take. In Apollodoros Medeia is from the 

beginning a potential murderess: her first attempt is against her -  apparently -  full 

brother, a mere child, and she performs it without hesitation. Apollodoros’ Medeia 

is thoroughly consistent as a character: she is “Medeia” from beginning to end.

As a pharmakis, a foreigner and a woman, Medeia does not fit in at any of 

the Greek cities that she visits. She remains untamed and thus dangerous, offering 

death and destruction to those near her. Eventually, Apollodoros has her returning 

to her country and restore the kingdom to her father (perhaps a trace of a tradition 

according to which the Golden Fleece was a talisman of Kingship, so that its loss 

by Aietes also meant loss of power). By finishing his narration at this point.

The beneficial consequences of the use of Medeia’s magic in many domains, not closely 
connected to the main mythical narrative, are alluded to in a number of different sources; in Eur, 
Medeia 11-12 Medeia is said to have had gained the Korinthians’ gratitude (by averting some 
sort of plague that afflicted them?), the implication being that she expected a different, more 
respectful treatment from that which she receives. In Diodoros 4 . 55. 4 , in an ironic twist, 
Medeia, who has just killed her own children, is said to have used drugs to cure Herakles of the 
madness that had led to the slaying of his children, (jxxp|iàKoiç a b xôv  I d o a a S a i .  Diodoros’ 
account, based as it was on the rationalising work of Dionysios Skytobrachion, views Medeia not 
as a dangerous witch but as a skilled medical practitioner (after the battle with the Kolchians, the 
wounded Argonauts are healed im ô  xqç M r|8 e la ç  èv  ô X ly a iç  t ip é p a iç  f)iC aiç kœI poxdcvaiç 
x ia l  0epa7iE\)0fivai), who disagrees with the use of drugs for evil purposes, has a kind 
disposition, and is forced to act against her father 8 id  xf)V Tcpôç xoùç ^évooç E Ù oép eiav  (4 , 46 . 
3). In this summarised version of Dionysios (cf. FGrHist 32  F 14 = fr. 22  Rusten), as in 
Apollodoros, Medela’s relocation to Greece is the result of a do ut des arrangement. However, 
whereas in Apollodoros Medela’s motive is love (1 .9 .23), in Dionysios the arrangement is a 
product of mutual self-interest (K oivou 8è  xoû <Jüp.<j)épovxoç ({xavévxoç, 4 . 46 . 4 ). Medela’s 
knowledge of drugs becomes dangerous only in view of Pelias’ villainous behaviour (K al 
x a ù x a iç  fièv  )iTi8é7ioxE xpqcG at TipôxEpov Tipôç à7tcôX,Eiav àvGpoôJKOv, vü\A 8è 8 i ’ aùxcôv  
àp.'OVEÎaGai |DÇt8lcDÇ xooç à ^ lo u ç  xijicûplaç, 4 . 50. 6 = fr. 36 Rusten) and when lason’s betrayal 
brings her to a state of cbpôxTjÇ (4. 54. 7 = fr. 38 Rusten), which must be seen as an adequate 
explanation and excuse, since it is later stated that on demand by Hippotes, son of the murdered 
Kreon, she was granted trial and was cleared of the charges (x ivèç  8' 'icjxopoùaiv txj)' ' Ititiôxoo 
xoù  K péovxoç è^aixoo)iévriv  XD%EÎv KploEcoç K al xûûv ËYKXiipdxcov àTcoXxÆfjvai, 4 . 55. 5 -6  =  
fr. 38  Rusten).
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without mentioning her eventual heroisation and relocation to the island of the 

Blest (recorded in Epitome 5. 5)/^^ Apollodoros makes a point: at the end, if 

Medeia is to remain Medeia, she needs to be returned to the place from which she 

should have never been taken in the first place.

This tradition, already recorded above, goes back to Ibykos and Simonides (S Apoll. Rbod. 
810-15A = Page PMG 291 and 558); cf. also Lykopbr. Alex. 174-5.
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B. The Catalogue of the Argonauts (1.9.16)

Having dealt with the “prolegomena” to the expedition, Apollodoros now turns to 

its particulars: the building of the ship and the catalogue of the crew that will 

accompany lason to Kolchis. This is a joint endeavour:'̂ ^*  ̂ lason could never have 

dreamt of recovering the Golden Fleece without the help of some of the greatest 

heroes of his age, the As in the other great collective âQXoç of the

generation, the Kalydonian Boar Hunt, the participants in the Argonautic 

expedition are seen as a group: as Vian points out,"̂ ^̂  Apollonios usually designates 

the Argonauts as véoi, a collective term, if a rather improper one, since it is 

obvious that the expedition brings together men of different ages. The term, a 

remnant of an earlier stage in the development of the myth,'^’  ̂ indicates that this is 

a gathering conditioned by equality and solidarity, without, of course, disregarding 

the necessity for individual leadership.'^^  ̂ In Apollonios, as in all other versions of 

the myth, the very frame of the expedition, a sea journey to the far ends of the 

earth on a TtevTTjKÔVTOpoç vaûç, demands close collaboration.

cf. Apollonios’ Argonautika 1. 336-7:
^uvôç ydp èç' EXM 8a vôai:oç ÔTtiaaco 

^uval 6’ d pp i JiéXovxai èç A’lfiia o  KéXeuGoi.
This term is introduced for the first time in the context of the Argonautic expedition in 

Apollodoros 1.9.16: cbç 5è t| v a û ç  KaTecjKe\xia0ri, xpcûpévco b Geôç a b im  nXelv è7céxpE\|/£ 
o \)v a 0 p o to a v x i roùç drpfaTOLÇ'xfjç'EXAciôoç, and again in 1.9.20 and 1.9.27. The same term is 
used by Apollodoros to designate the participants in the Kalydonian Boar Hunt (1.8.2): roùç 
dpioTODç èK Tfjç 'EXXdÔoç Tidcvraç croveKciA^ae, K ai xcp K xetvai/ii xôv 0fjpa xf)v Sopdtv 
Scôaeiv (îtpiaxeîov, and again in 3.9.2 in the same context; it is Apollodoros’ convenient way of 
referring to the gatherings of the heroes of this generation.

Vian 1982, 279.
Cf. Moreau 1994,120-1, who bases his discussion on Vian (1. c.). He points out that the youth 

of the participants in the Argonautic expedition is a common feature of the myth and is stressed 
by all the major sources, indicating the undeniably initiatory character o f the original myth.

See our discussion below, section C (i).
Cf. Vian 1974, 16-7, who points out that solidarity amongst the Argonauts is actually one of 

the most important leitmotives of the myth.
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Yet it has been rightly pointed out that, although we are dealing with the 

deeds of a group of men bound together in a common enterprise, “it would be 

illogical and confusing to deal with such a group without identifying who form[ed] 

•t” 499 Argonauts might be conceived and appreciated as a large single unit, but 

one of a highly diversified individuality; as already noted, the members of the crew 

were figures traditionally endowed with distinctive or unusual qualities and 

abilities.*’®® A list of the participants would actually draw attention to these 

attributes, enhancing the importance of the whole enterprise, without distinguishing 

certain members of the group and thus spoiling the notion of community and 

solidarity. Thus a catalogue would serve to amplify the difficult and dangerous 

nature of the journey, and emphasise the importance of the “Argo” and of the 

solidarity of the group.

Greek mythology, at the same time, is replete with catalogues of names. 

This traditional epic topos, particularly rich in background mythical material and 

thus essential to our understanding of mythical narratives, quickly became an 

indispensable feature of the mythographical landscape. “Valued as a matter of 

record”,*’®* sources of invaluable practical information for legendary “history”,̂ ®̂ 

and greatly appreciated for their entertainment value,̂ ®̂  their appeal continued 

from oral poetry and oral tradition̂ ®"* to written poetry and prose.

Carspecken 1952, 41, citing R. Wyss, Die Komposition von Apollonios’ Argonautika, 
Tübingen 1931, 10,

First observed by Meuli 1921, 1-24.
Hard 1997, xvi.
Thus Macleod 1982, 110, discussing the catalogue of Priam’s sons at 11. 24. 249-51, notes: 

“the long list of names which follows is certainly meant to have the feel of history, and is 
probably believed to be history.”

See Edwards’ discussion of the Homeric catalogue of the Nereids II. 18. 39-49. (1991, 147-8). 
On list and catalogues in oral poetry, their composition and reception, see Minchin 1996, 

passim.
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It is thus hardly surprising that all the extant versions of the Argonautic 

myth and some of the fragmentary ones contain a list of the participants. It is 

regrettable that the fragmentary nature of the latter narratives does not let us 

reconstruct any of them in their entirety; yet a simple listing of what remains is very 

informative, as it demonstrates the disparate, if often conflated, material available 

to draw upon. Thus, we learn that Hesiod (presumably in the Catalogue o f 

Women, fr. 63 M.-W.) did not include Iphiklos of Phylake among the participants 

in the expedition: om z  "Oprjpoç (some kind of early epic poem?) om e  ‘Hatoôoç 

ouTe OepEKbÔTjç {FGrHist 3 F 110) A<éyouai tôv  "Iç i k Xov abv xoîç 

’Apyovauxaiç (E Apoll. Rhod. 1. 45). The information implies that there was 

some sort of catalogue of Argonauts in the Catalogue, which certainly dealt with 

the stories surrounding the quest at some length.Pherekydes {FGrHist 3) lists 

Philammon (instead of Orpheus, F 26), Tiphys (F 107), Idmon (F 108), Aithalides 

(F 109), but not Iphiklos of Phylake (see above F 110); Aischylos in his Kabeiroi 

apparently provided a full list of the Argonauts {TrGF III fr. 97a Radt), as did 

Sophokles in his Lemnioi (vel -ai) {TrGF TV fr. 385 Radt, apud E Pindar P 4. 

303b, Tcàvxaç Eo(poK̂ fjç èv xaîç Arjpviccai {xœ Ôpdpaxi}̂ °̂  KaxaA.éyei xobç 

elç xô ’Apyœov elaeXGôvxeç aKdçoç, Kal ô Alaxb^oç èv Ka|3elpoiç). 

Unfortunately, from these two catalogues only a small reference to Admetos and 

Koronos survives (indicating perhaps some sort of geographical arrangement?):

505 (-1̂  fj. 241 M.-W. describing different stages of the return route taken by the Argonauts. As 
one might expect from a work that sought to organise traditional myths through heroic 
genealogy, other surviving fragments fill in information necessary to our understanding of the 
“prehistory” of the Argonautic expedition (frs. 30-37 M.-W.: the story of Tyro and her offspring 
by Poseidon; frs. 38-42 M.-W.: lason’s family; fr. 68 M.-W.: a brief mention of Phrixos’ 
attempted sacrifice). On the structure of the Aiolid family in the Catalogue see most recently 
Drager 1997, 43-90, especially 78-9, who reconstructs quite convincingly the family tree 
pertaining to the male offspring of Aiolos (already mentioned in our discussion in Chapter One); 
see also West 1985, 60-76.
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OepTjTiÔTiç t ’ ’'AôpTiToç f|ô' 6 AcoTiei)ç/ AamBîiç Kôpcovoç {TrGF IV  fr. 386 

Radt).^^^ Herodoros (end of the 5^ c. B.C., FGrHist 31) mentions Orpheus (F 42- 

23a), Idmon (F 44), Zetes and Kalais (F 46), while the very useful Scholia to 

Apoll. Rhod. (on 1.77-78) indicate that Kleon of Kourion (an earlier contemporary 

of Apollonios)^®* also included a catalogue in his Argonautika: t o v  K ocvGo v  Kal 6 

K^cov KaTaA,éyei.

To these we should add scattered references to names of Argonauts that 

are mentioned in an Argonautic context but not as part of a list. Thus, in the 

Naupaktia we find a reference to the prophet Idmon (F 5, 6 Davies = F 5, 7 

Bernabé), who is mentioned in a similar context in the Korinthiaka by Eumelos (F 

4 Davies). In the MeyaXai ’Hoiai we have a reference to the family of Euphemos 

(fr. 253 M.-W.). The same work also mentioned that Phineus had been blinded (by 

Poseidon?) because he had shown Phrixos the way to Kolchis (fr. 254 M.-W). It 

also gave the names of the sons of Phrixos (fr. 255 M.-W), while fr. 255 M.-W 

referred to the family of Argos (Phrixos’ firstborn). Thus we can reasonably 

assume that the Argonautic expedition was recorded in detail in the Great Ehoiai, 

and that the reference to Euphemos was part of this account.^®  ̂ Akousilaos 

mentioned Zetes and Kalais {FGrHist 2 F 30-31, ylvovTai ôè aÙTœ TiaîÔeç èÇ 

abxfiç (sc. Oreithyia) Zf|XT|ç Kal KàA,aiç, oî Kal ôF àperriv p erà  zc3v ppiOéœv 

eiç KÔA.XOUÇ èm xô vockoç ETiX^uaav èv xfl ’Apyoî. f) Ôè laxopla Tiapà 

’AKOuaiÂ ccQ)). Pindar, who made use of the Argonautic myth in several poems.

An obvious gloss which I delete accordingly.
See Pearson II, 1917, 51-56; also Lloyd-Jones 1996, 204-5.

508 Weinberger in RE XI.i, col. 719.
On this see our discussion of the Phineus episode in section C (iv). This overlapping of 

information is of course an indication that the Catalogue and the Great Ehoiai were in reality the 
same poem. See Cohen 1986, passim.
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mentions Peleus and Eurytion in such a context (frs. 172 and 48 respectively), 

while in O. 4. 19-22 he refers to the son of Klymenos (Erginos) %aA.Kéoiai Ô’ èv 

ë v T e a i viK œ v ôpôjiov at the games held on Lemnos during the sojourn of the 

Argonauts there. Aischylos dealt with various episodes of the expedition in a 

number of his plays {Argo, Kabeiroi, Lemnians, Hypsipyle: a tetralogy?).^’® The 

only certain fact we know about his Argo is that he called the helmsman Iphys 

{TrGF III fr. 21 Radt). Another fragment, from the Phineus this time, may have 

referred to the Boreads {TrGF III fr. 260 Radt), but the role of the Argonauts in 

the play, like, in fact, its whole plot is uncertain. The same story is taken up by 

Kallimachos in fr. 668 Pfeiffer. Peleus is a victor in pentathlon at the same games in 

Philostrat. Gymnast. 3. Peleus’ journey on the Argo is mentioned in Eur. 

Andromache 792-94, while in the Hypsipyle, the homonymous queen quite 

naturally refers (in a monody) to the arrival of the Argonauts at Lemnos, naming 

Peleus and Orpheus (fr. I. iii Bond).^*‘ To the list of Herodoros we should add 

Tiphys (F 54-5) and Erginos (F 55), who took Tiphys’ place at the helm, after the 

latter’s death.^*  ̂In his description of the episode at Anaphe, when total darkness 

overwhelms the returning Argonauts, Kallimachos emphasises the impossible 

position in which the heroes find themselves by referring to the powerlessness of 

Tiphys, Polydeukes, and possibly Lynkeus and Idas (fr. 17 Pfeiffer, fr. 250 SH = fr. 

19 Massimilla).

-  _ Pausanias records several local traditions about figures thought to have 

taken part in the adventure;^most  importantly, in describing the chest of

On its possible structure see Deforge 1987, passim. 
See Bond 1963, 27-8, with commentary, 70-2.

512 See Apollodoros 1. 9.23 and below.
E.g. 2. 12. 6: parentage of Phleious; 3. 24. 7: Kastor and Polydeukes and the temple of Athena 

Asia at Las; 9. 32. 4: Tiphys and his birthplace.
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Kypselos/’"̂ he records some of the names of the participants in the a0A,a ercl 

neUoc (5.17.9),^*^ including some specifically designated as Argonauts (Asterion 

son of Kometes, Euphemos), others who were universally thought of as such 

(Polydeukes, Admetos, Peleus) and, lason himself/^^ Pausanias’ report, the earliest 

evidence (together with Stesichoros’ lost ^A8A,a èni f le lla , fr. 178-80 PMG) of a 

mythical celebration of funeral games in honour of Pelias, is of paramount 

importance, since, even by the simple identification of some participants, it opens 

up a whole new group of myths, firmly associated with the Argonautic circle,^ 

which would otherwise be totally unknown to us.

To digress for a moment, the only reference to the 6c0A,a èTil IleXia found 

in Apollodoros is at 3.9.2: [Atalanta] TtapeyéveTO ôè pexôc tcov àpiaxécov K a l  

èTii xôv Ka^uôœviov KctTtpov, Kal èv xœ èm IleXia xe0évxi àyœvi èjialaïoE  

ririX,eî K a l èviKTiaev.^’® On the other hand, Hyginus {Fab. 273) records the names 

of ho less than 17 victors in these, the twelfth Greek games. Surely the notion of 

lason participating in the funeral games in honour of Pelias, whose death he caused 

(1.9.27), is unpalatable. Apollodoros does not refer at length to this traditional 

narrative, traces of which we find in several authors,^ especially since, as 

Hyginus’ account proves, there was a long list of victors, of whose existence

See the reconstruction by Schefold 1966, 72-3; also Vojatzi 1982, 65.
Pausanias also records a similar representation on the Throne of Amyklai (3. 18. 16), but in 

this case he gives no details of any help.
See also the curious variant of Possis Magnes {Supp. Hell. 710 = Athen. VII 296D) who has 

Glaukos, builder and helmsman of the Argo, eventually become a sea-daimon. For other late 
(Roman - Byzantine), or local references to individual names of participants in the quest see 
Seeliger, in Roscher 1884-1890, col. 508-526; also lessen 1889, 25-31. For the references to 
Herakles’ participation in the journey see below.

For the representations of Argonauts in monumental art see Blatter in LIM C II (1984), 1, 591- 
99, 2 430-33; specifically for the earliest illustrations of the myth, see Vojatzi 1982, 28-126.
■*’'* See above. Chapter Three, section B (iii).

Stesichoros’ ^AGXa kni IleViQC fr. 179ii PMG; Simonides 564 PMG; Ion Agamemnon TrGF 
fr. 1 Snell; Kallimachos Hymn 2. 206-8.
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Apollodoros was aware, as the reference to Atalanta above proves. There is an 

obvious difficulty in reconciling the performance of lavish funerary games in 

memory of Pelias with the widespread notion of his insolence and villainy. The lack 

of any complete early account for the story makes speculation difficult, but in later 

sources the reference to the manner of Pelias’ death precludes a reference to the 

funeral games in his honour. I believe that the downplaying of the story of the 

funeral games in Apollodoros is the result of this difficulty. Pelias’ villainy is 

stressed throughout the account. Consequently, his funeral is a much smaller affair, 

organised by his son, and attended by the people whose rightful sovereign he was 

(1.9.27,‘'AKaaT;oç Ôè pexà tcov -ifiv ’ Icû̂ kôv diKobvrcov tôv TiaTépa GdTiTei).

To return to our discussion of the chest of Kypselos: once again it becomes 

apparent that early artistic representations of the myth, especially if they identify 

the figures illustrated, often offer insights immensely helpful to our understanding 

of existing narratives or alert us to the existence of previously unsuspected ones.

The earliest relevant monument is the ship metope from the Sikyonian 

treasury at Delphi (c. 560, 58 cm),^^° which features the Argo, flanked by two 

horsemen, and with apparently three figures on deck, two of them holding lyres. 

Inscriptions identify the left horseman as Polydeukes, and the central figure with 

the lyre on deck with Orpheus. The Argonautic theme apparently continued on the 

metope to the right, perhaps with some other episode from the expedition. The 

representation establishes the tradition of doubles in the expedition (two horsemen, 

two bards); is the second figure with the lyre Philammon, in a combination of the 

usual version of the myth where Orpheus is included with the tradition recorded in

See Blatter in LIMC II (1984), “Argonautai” 2*; M&L pi. 63a ; De la Coste Masselière 1936, 
177-98; Vojatzi 1982, 39-48.
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Pherekydes, (FGrHist 3 F 26)? As Schefold points this promotion of the

Argonautic saga on a public building was obviously part of the attempt by 

Kleisthenes to “free Sikyon from the cultural hegemony of Argos.” This was not 

the only metope linked with the Argonautic adventure: a fragment has been 

preserved showing Phrixos on the ram’s back. It is thus possible that all the 

representations on the metopes were somehow linked. This is very important as it 

establishes a link with the Kalydonian Boar Hunt, also illustrated on a metope. The 

same connection is established on the chest of Kypselos, and on Korinthian (cf. 

LIMC Amphiaraos 3*; Baton I 3*), Attic and Etruscan vases that also combine 

Amphiaraos’ departure to join the Theban expedition with the funeral games for 

Pelias. If a link was established between the great expeditions of the generation 

before the Trojan War (as it clearly was),^^  ̂ then the participants in them would 

soon become interchangeable, especially in the ones where large numbers were 

required, i.e. the Argonautic expedition and the Kalydonian Boar Hunt. I shall 

return to this presently.

Apollodoros (1.9.16) contains one of the few “complete” catalogues of the 

names of the Argonauts. The others are: Pindar PA. 171-91 (our earliest extant 

account of the Argonautic adventure); Apoll. Rhod. I 23-227; Hyginus Fab. 14; 

Valerius Flaccus I 353-483; and the Orphic Argonautika 1. 118-229. To these we 

should add the catalogue recorded by Diodoros 4.41,  which is obviously taken 

from the Argonautika of Dionysios Skytobrachion (= fr. 14 Rusten). He does not 

mention the names of all the participants, but he notes that they were 54 in number. 

Instead, he concentrates on what he calls the evSo^oxaxoi among them: lobicov 6’

Schefold 1992, 184. 
See Schefold, 1. c.
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imdpxeiv èvôoÇotàtovç Kaaxopa Kai IloA,\)6e\)KTiv, e ii Ô’ 'HpaK^éa Kai 

TeA-apœva, Ttpôç 6è to<)xoiç 'Opcpéa Kai tt|v Exoivécoç ’Axa à̂vTTjv, ëxi Sè 

Tovç ©eaTüioD̂ ^̂  [sic] TiaîSaç Kai ai)x0v tôv ateXXopevov xôv tcA,oi)v èTtl tt|v 

KoÀ%iôa/̂ '̂  In this main catalogue there is a conflation of the participants of the 

Argonautic expedition with those in the Kalydonian boar Hunt. Otherwise how can 

one explain the inclusion of Atalanta and the sons of Thestios among the 

fevSô ôxaxoi?

In the following line Diodoros adds Argos, while offering alternative 

etymologies for the name “Argo”, this time taken not from Dionysios 

Skytobrachion, but from some other mythographical source, possibly a manual:^^  ̂

xfiv Ôè vabv ’Apyo) TcpoaayopeuBflvai Kaxcc pév xivaç xœv puGoypàcpcov àîiô

Obviously a mistake, probably by an early confusion of n  and T. I think it should be emendend 
©eoxloo, as the connection with Atalanta indicates, Thespios’ fifty sons that Herakles had by 
Thespios’ daughters could have easily taken on the enterprise by themselves; after all, they did 
make up the numbers. It is, however, unlikely that they ever played any active part in a mythical 
context that did not concentrate primarily on Herakles. At Apollodoros 2.7.6, we find the only 
other reference to Thespios’ sons in a mythical narrative: through them, Herakles becomes the 
ancestor of the inhabitants of Sardinia; [Herakles] 7ué|Li\|/aç Ttpôç ©éaTtiov feTCxd jièv  K a xéxe iv  
ÈX,eye J ia îô a ç , xpeîç  6è  e lç  G fiP aç &TtoaxÉXXeiv, xoùç 5 è  XoiTtoùç xecjaapdcKovxa TiépTueiv 
e lç  ZapScb xf|v vfjoov èju’ dcTtoiKtav. Diodoros, puts the colonisation of Sardinia by forty-one of 
Thespios’ sons -  in this account Herakles sends to Thebes two and not three of his sons -  
immediately after the completion of Herakles’ labours, and stresses the leading role of lolaos in 
the expedition (see also Frazer’s note on Apollodoros’ text). Their existence was an affirmation of 
the excess that characterises every aspect of Herakles’ life. Apollodoros records their names with 
those of their mothers in a catalogue of the Herakleidai (2.7.8), but their participation in the 
return of the Herakleidai, which is subsequently narrated, is doubtful, since Eurystheus’ wrath 
seems to be directed solely at the children of Herakles by Deianeira. There is no indication that 
they should be linked with any other enterprise other than the colonisation of Sardinia.

In Diodoros’ (i.e. Skytobrachion’s) highly rationalised version of events, the initiative for the 
enterprise is entirely lason’s (Diodoros 4. 40. 1-5 = Dionysios Skytobrachion FGrHist 32 F14 = 
fr. 14 Rusten). It is he who is eager to perform a deed worthy of memory (è7a0u|LificTal x i Tupa^ai 
pvfiiiTiç dc^iov) and asks for his uncle’s permission to go on such an undertaking. Pelias readily 
gives his approval and suggests the quest for the Golden Fleece. Pelias’ motives are far from 
innocent, as Diodoros is quick to point out (in this version Pelias, though king by right, is without 
male heir, and, thus fearful of losing his kingdom to his brother and his son); still, throughout 
this part of the account it is clear that lason is by no means pushed into anything; on the contrary, 
the final decision and the responsibility for the expedition are his own. Obviously, then, with this 
expression Diodoros refers to lason, who, although sends the expedition, is not its leader, this 
honour having been bestowed on Herakles Kax’ àv6pelav. See also below our discussion of the 
account o f the episode in Apollonios.

Cf. Bethe 1887, 17.
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T0 \) TO OKacpcç àpxiTeKTovfiaavTOç "Apyoo Kai a'üpTcXe'OaavToç ëvsKa to o  

0epa7ie\)eiv àei toc TtovoôvTa pépTi Tfjç veœç, œç 5’ ëvioi A-éyooaiv àno T% 

Tiepi TÔ Ta%oq OTieppoXfiç, d)ç âv Tœv àp%aicov àpyôv tô Ta%b 

TipoaayopeoôvTcov. Meleagros (Diodoros 4. 48. 4 = fr. 28 Rusten), Iphis or 

Iphitos (frs. 29a-b R u s t e n ) , Laertes and lason (Diodoros 4. 48. 5 = fr. 30 

Rusten) should be added, as they are reported to have played a part in the battle 

between the Argonauts and the Kolchians. Finally, the Mythographus Vaticanus I 

24 lists lason, Pelias [sic],^^  ̂ and Hercules, while Mythographus Vaticanus II 159 

mentions, apart from lason, Hercules, Castor and his brother, and Tiphys.^^®

Obviously, a comparison of all the names found in the catalogues is of great 

interest, not only because it gives an overview of the tradition, despite the 

profusion of names,^^  ̂but, more significantly for our purposes, because it gives an 

insight into the background, and possibly origin, of Apollodoros’ own list. Thus, in 

Table IV I have listed all the names of Argonauts found in the complete catalogues 

I mentioned above. To these I have added the list of the participants in the 

Kalydonian Boar Hunt as recorded by Apollodoros in 1.8.2. There are a number of 

strong similarities between the two catalogues, and their comparison may shed 

light on their composition.

There is an obvious conflation between the Iphitos and Iphis in the Z. Apoll. Rhod. 4. 223- 
30a-d (= frs. 9a-b Rusten).

Obviously a mistake for Peleus.
528 these we should add Hypsipyle’s account of the arrival of the Argonauts at Lemnos in 
Statius’ Thebaid (5. 335-485). Of the fifty aboard the Argo (1. 422: quinquaginta illi), Hypsipyle 
recalls the names of the most important, i.e. Orpheus, Telamon and Peleus, Ancaeus, Iphitus, 
Heracles, Jason, Meleager, Idas and Talaus, the sons of Tyndareus, Calais and Zetes, Tiphys, 
Mopsus Theseus, Admetus and Hylas. Statius reverts to the original account of the episode, which 
had the Lemnian women, like typical Amazons, fight a battle against the Argonauts. His 
catalogue of Argonauts lists figures present in almost all the accounts of the story, so we cannot 
comment on its antiquity. However, the inclusion of Theseus in the expedition reinforces the 
conclusion that Apollonios deliberately excluded him from an enterprise of which he was an 
original member.

One counts some hundred names vying with each other for a place at the benches of the Argo.
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A few words about Table IV; again, the main focus of the comparison is 

Apollodoros’ catalogue: all the other columns are structured to correspond to his 

arrangement of names. As in Table III, names present in the other lists of the 

Argonautic expedition but not in Apollodoros are listed in order of appearance and 

are similarly compared with the lists on their left. The numbers in these columns 

indicate the position of the names in their specific list. There are some variations in 

name or patronymic; in most cases we are dealing with the same person, so I have 

simply noted the variant in the relevant column, in the same row as the name given 

by Apollodoros (i.e. Eurytos-Erytos). When different heroes share a name (as in 

the case of the two figures called Ankaios, the Arkadian and the son of Poseidon), 

they are treated separately. In the case of Asterios son of Kometes, it was obvious 

from the patronymic that he should be listed with the Asterion of Apollonios’ 

catalogue and not with the Asterios son of Hyperasios of the same catalogue. The 

symbols perform the same function: ❖ is used in lists that are derived from poetic 

versions and indicates that this name is linked with either the preceding or the 

following name(s), since they are part of the same verse. * accompanies figures 

that will be discussed in this Chapter.
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Ap. 1.9.16 Ap. Rh. 1.23- 
227

Arg. Orph. 
1.118-229

Find. P 
4.171-91

Hyginus Fab. 
14

Val. Flac. 
1.352-483

Ap. 1.8.2 The 
Kalydonian Hunt

Diodoros 4. 
41.2

’làaœv (outside)
*

’làacov (outside) ’làocDV (outside) 1 Jason (outside) 11 1

Ticp-üç 23 2 28 33 6
’Opcpe-bç 1 'Optpebg (outside) 6 2 48
ZfiTTiç 51 ❖ 47 ❖9 53 ❖46
KdXaîç 52 ❖ 48 ❖ 10 54 ❖ 47
Kàoxcop 32 ❖ 3 ❖ 2 35 35 5 2
no^\)ôe<)KT|ç 33 ❖ 4 ❖3 36 34 6 3
TeXap,o)v 19 33 25 1 15 5
riT|A,eùg 20 6 24 28 14
'HpaKXfjç 28 1 1 31 (Alcides) 2 I(ptKA,% 12 4
©Tjoe'bç ** 14 7
“lôaç ❖34 31 37 44 3
Aiyyiceùg ❖35 32 38 45 4
’Ap,<piàpaoç 18
Kaive-bç 11
ria?iai)i,cov IlaXai)j,ôvioç 49 43 58
Kri^e-bç 38 38 41 17 KTi(l)eiL)ç AuKoiip. 10
AaépxTiç outside 4.48.5
AÙToXuKog
’AxaXàvTTj *** 17 7
MevoiTioç 12 35 16 29
’'AKXCOp 59
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"Aôp.'nxoç 5 29 outside 1. 224 6 41 8
’'AKaoxoç 53 49 68
EàSpmoç ’'Ep'üxoç ❖ô ’'Epmoç ❖S “Epuxoç 8 7 38
MeX,éaYpoç ❖46 23 49 36 1 outside 4.48.4
’AYKaîoç 39 39 42 9
Ei5(pT|poç 43 41 4 46 9
rioiaç
Bo6xT|g 21 Bo6tt|ç Aive-uiSTis 13 26 25
Oâvoç
Zxoc(px)Xog
EpYÎvoç 44 21 48 32
nepiKA,{)pevoç 36 22 5 39 23
A-üYéaç A^Yeiriç 40 44 43
“IçvkXoç ©eoxio-ü 48 24 51 **♦*19
"ApYOÇ Opl^oD
E'üp'ôa^oç
riTivéXecoç

Afiixoç
’'Icpixoç Na-upôX. 50 16 52 8
’AoKàX,a<poç -
'làA,pevoç
’Aoxépioç ’Aoxeplcov 2 25 Asterion Pyremi 3 3
rioX'btpTDioç 3 27 4 43
"ISpcov (1. 9. 21) 31 34 34 7
"Y^aç (1. 9. 19) 29 50 32

"I(Pik2,oç (<ï>.) 4 12 5 49
’'Exicov ❖? ❖ 9 7 8 39
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Ai0aX,15Tiç 8 7 9 37
KaivEÎÔTiç 9 «Ml 10
Môvjroç 10 5 11 12 21
E'üp'üSà^aç 11 26 13
E\)p‘6xicov «M3 30 18 19
’Ep'üpôx'nç *M4 17 27
’OiXe-bç 15 36 20 ❖16
KàvOoç 16 14 69 42
K̂ T|xlog «M7 22
"Icpixoç *M8 23
06X,T|poç 22 15 27 26
OXelaç 23 OXtaç 37 Phliasus 30 30
TaX,a6ç «:«25 «>18 ❖4
’Apfjioç «:«26 «>19
Aeq)5okgç 27 «>17 ❖5
Na\)7cXioç 30 40 33 ❖ 15
’Ap,<piÔàpaç 37 20 40 18
’Aoxépioç *>41 «>46 Asterion 44
’Apcptcov *:«42 «>45 45 11
'AyKOCÎoç (n.) 45 42 47 31
AaoKÔcov «:«47 50
"Apyoç (Ap.) 54 ❖10 Argus Polybi 29 6

** Peirithous 15 13
Ixition (Canthus)19 1
Agrianome 21 /
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Phocus 55
Priasus 56
Eurymedon 57
Thersanon 60

1
i

Hippalcimus 61
Asclepius 62
Neleus 63
lolaus 64
Deucalion 65 10
Philoctetes 66 24
Caeneus alter 67

t ’Hveiôç 28
Clymenus 12
Iphiclus 3
Caphareus 14
Nestor 20
Tydeus 22
Iphis 41

n\)Xoç 2
©eoTiot) reaîÔeç 18 Thespios’ sons
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Apollodoros calls the Argo a TtevTTjKOVTOpoç following a long-established

literary tradition concerning the number of the participants to the enterprise/^' 

Fifty is a typical number for catalogues, and Apollodoros never misses an 

opportunity to record them: apart from a catalogue of those aboard the Argo, we 

find lists of the fifty Nereids (1.2,7), the fifty daughters of Danaos, their fifty 

suitors, and the names of the mothers of both groups (2.1.5), the fifty sons of 

Thespios and their respective mothers (2.7.8), and the fifty sons of Lykaon (3.8.1). 

The inclusion of such thorough records, surprising though it might seem to modern 

readers,^^^ was definitely not gratuitous; for a work that purported to offer its 

readers “all that the world contains”, such information was of paramount 

importance. Still, typically, Apollodoros does not always quite reach the desired 

number of fifty.^^  ̂ He lists the names of only 44 Argonauts (to which one should 

add lason, Idmon, and Hylas), compared to the 53 of Apollonios, the 50 (plus 

lason and Orpheus) of the Orphic Argonautika, the 51 (plus lason) of Valerius 

Flaccus, and the 69(!) of Hyginus. However, “les noms des Argonauts... sont, dans 

les manuscrits, peu sûrs, déformés, aberrants”.̂ '̂' Yet, there is no evidence of a 

substantial lacuna, although the possibility of a haplography cannot be ruled out (in 

fact, this may be the best explanation why the names are missing); nor does it pay 

to try and fill the benches with names from other sources (i.e. Apollonios). From

The same phraseology is used in Find. P  4. 245: bç pdKei te  TievTTiKÔVTepov vabv
KpdiEi.

Of all the surviving sources, only Theokritos suggests that the Argo had thirty rowing 
benches, and thus accommodated sixty and not fifty oarsmen (13. 74-6): 'HpaKXériv 6’ tipcoeç 
èK epxôpeov Xi^ovaûxav/ obveKev fipdbrioe xpiaKovTd^uyov "Apyco,/ tce ç̂c S' èç K6X,%oug xe 
Kai à^evov ikexo 0 â c iv .

See Hard 1997, xv-xvi.
In the case of the sons of Thespios we have to reckon with a catalogue full of lacunae. When 

recording the names of the impious sons of Lykaon, Apollodoros lists only forty-nine names, only 
to add the missing name (Nyktimos, the only survivor) a few lines later. In the catalogue of 
Nereids he simply records 46 names. See Wachter 1990, 19-31, who argues for an archaic source 
for Apollodoros’ catalogue of the Nereids.
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Table IV it becomes apparent that Apollodoros and Apollonios part company at 

this specific part of the narrative:^^^ they share only 28 names, those which are 

present in all the complete catalogues as well as in most of the fragmentary 

evidence. These are the figures that played some specific role in the course of the 

journey or had some kind of special ability (and who, as Meuli pointed out,^^  ̂must 

have composed the original crew), like Orpheus, the Dioskouroi, the Apharidai, the 

Boreadai, the Aiakidai, Euphemos, Periklymenos, and perhaps a seer, probably 

Mopsos.^^^ Apollodoros’ list contains a number of names which Apollonios 

consciously omitted from his narrative (for Theseus see 1. 101-104, for Atalante 1. 

769-772, admittedly outside the catalogue, but still evidently referring to a process 

of selection that took place before the final formation of the crew), while 

Apollodoros includes a surprising number of names otherwise unattested in this 

context. Two things may have happened: the lack of a lengthy canonical list of 

names must have led Apollodoros to draw upon several sources, or, more 

probably, to use a catalogue he found in a mythographical manual, a list that 

perhaps contained only 44 names (although, as was already noted, the probability 

of a scribal error is high); the list in question contradicted Apollonios’ account on 

more than one issue. Otherwise, if he did try to draw on his memory for the names 

of the Argonauts, he must have run out of steam by the time he reached forty-four 

-  a highly unlikely suggestion considering Apollodoros’ devotion to written

Carrière and Massonie 1991, 173.
In fact, it becomes apparent that for the opening and the final stages of the account 

Apollodoros is following sources other than Apollonios, The Apollonian Argonautika are used as 
a main source for only part of the Argo’s actual journey. I shall return to this presently.

Meuli 1921,3.
Unsurprisingly, Pindar’s catalogue contains most of these figures, the exceptions being Idas 

and Lynkeus, who are not sons of a god and consequently are not included in the list.
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sources, but one that would explain the composition of the list which we suppose 

that Apollodoros used as a source.

As for its order, Apollodoros’ list seems to have been based to a degree on 

name-association. I cannot find a tightly organised, logical pattern behind 

Apollodoros’ account. Apollonios chose to present his heroes in a Periplous of 

G reece ,V alerius according to their seating arrangements on the ship.^^  ̂ Both 

authors offer valuable information about every member of the crew, in an attempt 

to characterise and differentiate their heroes upon their first introduction, to 

emphasise the distinctive qualities traditionally associated with them, and to give 

information about their past and future. Apollodoros, on the other hand, offers no 

more than a list of names and patronymics, without even the merest geographical 

localisation (as he does in the case of the participants in the Kalydonian Boar 

Hunt). First, he lists members of the crew with a specific job on board ship: the 

helmsman Tiphys and keleustes Orpheus. The Thracian origin of the latter prompts 

the reference to the Boreadai, who are followed by four further groups of two (the 

Dioskouroi, the Aiakidai, Herakles and Theseus, the Apharidai). A few names 

later, the reference to Admetos is followed by one to Akastos, while the reference 

to Laertes is followed by one to Autolykos; each pair is associated by marriage.'*'̂ ® 

An Autolykos is added to the crew only later in Apollonios’ Argonautika (2. 955-

See Carspecken 1952, 33ff.; Levin 1971, 24-36; Vian 1974, 4-10; Clauss 1993, 28-36.
See Marigano 1988, 147-163; Hershkowitz 1998, 39-43.
Admetos and Akastos are both grandchildren of Tyro (Admetos by Pheres son of Kretheus, 

Akastos by Pelias son of Poseidon), as indeed is lason (by Aison, another son of Kretheus), More 
importantly, Admetos is famously married to Alkestis, Akastos’ sister (see Apollodoros 1.9.15). 
Apollodoros makes no comment on Akastos’ participation in the expedition, which was 
presumably against his father’s wishes (cf. Apoll. Rhod. Argonautika 1. 224-6; also L ad 1., el 6è 
èTii Ktv5\)Vov abTO\)ç èjtepTiev b IleXtaç, 6idc Tt b ulôç abtoû fê f)p%eT:o; m i  oùroq pév 
dicGVXGÇ TGÛ TKXTpôç* ATjpdcYTiT̂ o? 6É, bu èKéXeuaev b neXtaç Tfiv’Apycb àpaiGÎç yôpbGiç 
Ttayfivai, Iva àTtGXéoxi abiGùq' b 6è "ApyGÇ TobvavxlGV 7ce7tGtr|Kev, m l  tugxôv

ëxcûv TÔV xéKTGva ’'AmatGç èTiépri).
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961) where he is said to have been a son of Deimarchos, who had been separated 

from Herakles during his expedition against the Amazons/'*' Vian*"*̂  sees the 

reference to Autolykos in Apollodoros as a mistake, a confusion of the Apollonian 

Autolykos with Odysseus’ maternal grandfather; it is probable, however, that 

Apollodoros was not confused, but simply recorded a catalogue that included 

Autolykos, grandfather of Odysseus, as part of the original crew/"*  ̂ This son of 

Hermes, a most successful thief, would have been essential for the capture of the 

fleece. Autolykos’ capacity to make things invisible, or somehow alter their 

markings to make them unrecognisable, was recorded already in the Ehoiai (fr. 67b 

M.-W.), and Pherekydes {FGrHist 3 F 120): ydp Tafyiriv zi]v zkxvr\v Jiapd

Tob Jiaxpôç, côdTE xobç (5cv0po67io\)ç brze KA,éîtTOi t i  XavQdveiv, K a i z d  Opépiiaxa 

xfjç ^eiaç àA,Xoiobv èiç, b GéXoi }iop(j)fiç, côqte JiA.Elcj't'nç a i n ô v  ÔEajiôxriv yEVÉoGai 

A.Elaç.̂ '*'* This talent would have been extremely useful if Medeia did not have her 

prominent role in the acquisition of the Golden Fleece. We should not disregard 

Autolykos’ kinship with the bard Philammon (he was his twin brother by a different 

divine father, Apollo), whom, as I have already pointed out, Pherekydes had as a 

participant in the expedition. Apollodoros could have made use of another strong 

bond of kinship when introducing Autolykos: according to his account, Autolykos 

was the father of Polymede, mother of lason (1.9.16, cf. also Herodoros FGrHist

See Apollodoros 2,5.9: ëvaTov d0A,ov'HpaKXeî èTiéTa^e ÇcoaTfjpa K opt^eiv 'tôvTTCTcoXiLnriç. 
... TcapaXapcbv o6v  èBeXovxdç Œ oppdxoog èv  |iiQt vTjl ërcXei. Apollodoros does not record the 
names of his companions; these are recorded, with minor variations, apart from in Apollonios, by 
Valerius Flaccus 5. 114-20, Plut. Lucullus 23. 4-5, Hyginus Fab 14, 30, and Skymnos 989-991. 

Vian 1974, 281.
Strabo 12. 3 . 1 1  [c546], also includes an Autolykos among the Argonauts: K ai |iè v  àX,X,ov 

K ôapov xfjç TCôXecûç ôie(j)6Xa^ev b A e 6 k o X A ,o ç , i:f|v 8è to ô  BiXXdpoo a(j)aîpav fjpe K ai xôv  
A m ôA ,U K O v, Z 0évi5oç èpyov, b  èKEÎvoi c lK ia - t f iv  èvôpiÇov k œ I  feiljicuv cbç 0 e 6 v  fju Sè K a i  

liavTEÎov abroû* S o k e î  Sè Tcôv ' Id a o v i m ^ p T tX E ix y d v rw u  E Îvai K ai K a x a a x E Î v  to û x o v  t ô v

TÔTIOV.
Cf. also Ovid Met. 11. 301-27, Hyginus Fah. 201.
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31 F 40, apud Z Apoll. Rhod. 1. 45, ""HpôSœpoç 5è rioXi)(pf|pr|v ii^v 

Àbxo^ÔKOi) (prjolv’Iàoovoç eîvai prixépa). '̂^  ̂ The fact that Apollodoros makes 

no reference to this tie at this point, preferring to record the more familiar 

connection between Laertes and Autolykos, is an indication that the list of 

participants in the expedition does not come from the same source as the account 

of the beginning of the expedition.

The reference to Autolykos’ divine parentage brings forth another 

characteristic of Apollodoros’ account. It seems to me that we have a conscious 

attempt to include in the catalogue children of all the major gods (Pindar, whose 

catalogue of the Argonauts contains only sons of gods, successfully pursued this 

aim). '̂̂  ̂ Thus Zeus has three children in the crew, Hermes, Poseidon, Ares and 

Dionysos have two each, and Hephaistos and Helios have one.̂ "*̂  Dionysos’ 

children are otherwise unattested in an Argonautic context; they have, in fact, no 

mythical tradition to speak of, unlike other children of his (i.e. Oinopion and 

Thoas). "̂^* It is surprising that one would choose these particular sons of Dionysos

With regard to the identity of lason’s mother, apart from the two names already mentioned, 
tradition (i.e. Z ad Od. 12. 69) records two more: she is Polymele in the Ehoiai (= fr. 38 M.-W.), 
while Pherekydes calls her Alkimede (= FGrHist 3F104c). No patronymic is recorded for the last 
two names, but Apollonios, who also names lason’s mother Alkimede, makes her a sister of 
Iphiklos and daughter of Phylakos (1.45-48).

Cf. Braswell 1988; Gentili et al. 1995, ad 1.
Palaimon is the only one of the group with double parentage: both his divine and mortal father 

(Hephaistos and Aitolos) are recorded, something that does not happen with any of the other 
heroes, both in this catalogue and the catalogue of the Kalydonian Boar Hunt, where, 
incidentally, the Dioskouroi are designated as sons of both Zeus and Leda, again a unique 
occurrence.

For a deity so closely related to intoxication and sex, Dionysos is surprisingly asexual. In fact, 
Dionysos has no children in all the preserved archaic sources. Gantz 1996, 116, supposes 
parentage as the intent behind the connection of Oinopion to Dionysos on a neck-amphora by 
Exekias (London B210). Apollodoros Epitome 1. 9 names Thoas, Staphylos, Oinopion (also in 
Diodoros 5. 79.1, and I  Apoll. Rhod. 3. 997), and Peparethos as sons of Dionysos by Ariadne. Of 
these four, three (Thoas, Oinopion, and Peparethos) have strong connections with islands of the 
Aegean (Oinopion with Chios, Thoas with his native place of Lemnos, while Peparethos was, 
presumably, the eponymous hero of Peparethos, i.e. modern Skopelos, where, according to 
Diodoros 5. 79, Staphylos settled, obeying Minos’ command). How far back in time the 
connection of these kings with Dionysos goes is uncertain, nor can we conclude with certainty
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over others who were connected with the expedition, i. e. Phleias, son of Dionysos 

and Araithyrea, who appears in three of the complete lists (see Table IV). 

Presumably, Staphylos and Phanos were chosen because their connection to 

Dionysos is obvious. If nothing else, their inclusion in the catalogue proves my 

point.*̂ "̂  ̂ What is most surprising is that no heroes participating in the enterprise 

have any link with Apollo, apart from Admetos (who is present because of his 

family connection to Iason)^^° and Amphiaraos, who does not appear in any other 

complete catalogue.^^^ In all other catalogues, the Argonauts enjoy the services of 

not one but two seers:^^  ̂Mopsos and Idmon. In Apollodoros’ list neither appears. 

One possible suggestion about Mopsos might shed light on the most curious 

omission in Apollodoros’ narrative, that of the entire of the Libyan expedition. If 

the omission was deliberate, then obviously Apollodoros would have had to avoid 

any reference to people who played a role in it. Thus Mopsos and Kanthos, who 

die in Libya, are omitted from the catalogue.

But of course, such an action would require more independence on 

Apollodoros’ part than scholars have been prepared to accept. For a few

that the Oinopion on Exekias’ vase would have been identified with the Chian king who blinded 
Orion. As we saw in Chapter One, Apollodoros makes no reference to Dionysos when recording 
his encounter with the giant. However, a figure with such a suspiciously grape-laden name, which 
points to an original divine title, closely connected with the cultivation of the vine-tree and the 
production of wine, must have been associated with the Dionysian entourage at a fairly early 
stage. This suggestion renders the assignment of Oinopion and Staphylos to Ariadne and Theseus 
(Plut. Thes. 20. 2 = Ion of Chios fr, 29 W) highly suspicious, an attempt by Athenian 
mythographers to expand Athens’ mythical control in areas of the Aegean.

The children of Ares create a more complicated problem, since they belong to the next
generation of heroes, that of the Trojan war. See below.

On the five categories from which the figures are drawn to form the Argonautic crew see
Robert 1920-24, 783-791.

See however Dei(l)ochos {FGrHist A ll F 2) who includes Amphiaraos in the expedition.
We have already noted the duality that characterises many aspects of the story. The same 

duality appears to have played a role in the formation of Apollodoros’ catalogue, although it is 
unlikely that it was a conscious arrangement, based perhaps on the seating arrangements on the 
Argo. In my view, we are dealing with mental linkages, arising either from the same parentage or 
other relationships between the two members.
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paragraphs after the catalogue (1.9.21)/^^ he quite naturally announces the death 

of Idmon (who is not mentioned in the catalogue) and his replacement at the helm 

by Ankaios. This piece of information is uncritically taken from Apollonios (2. 

720-898). Apollodoros simply records it without realising that he should add in his 

catalogue both Idmon and another Ankaios, the son of Poseidon this time; it would 

be really improbable for a Arkadian to assume a responsibility obviously reserved 

for a person with nautical associations.

To return to Amphiaraos, Z Find. P 4. 338a indicates that there was a 

tradition that included him among the crew: Kax’ èviouç 5è xpialv éxpf|aavxo 

pàvxeaiv oi ’ApyovaOxai, Mô\|/œ t ô  "ApTtUKOç, "lÔpovi tô  ’'APavtoç, 

’Ap,(piapàcp tô  ’OiK^iouç. How early is this tradition? The other two seers are 

primarily linked to the Argonautic expedition, but Amphiaraos is not. His inclusion 

must have happened at a period when the figures that participated in the 

expedition, the Kalydonian Boar Hunt and the War against Thebes became 

interchangeable. We have seen that a connection was established by the sixth 

century B.C. (it is already present in the metopes of the Sikyonian treasury at 

Delphi and the Chest of Kypselos); so Amphiaraos could have been included in the 

crew at this time, although his role could not have been prominent. What is 

puzzling, however, is the fact that Apollodoros includes him, while excluding those 

better established in the tradition, i.e. Mopsos and Idmon. Obviously, the exclusion 

of these names could be attributed to a scribal error. The two prophets could had 

been grouped together as sons of Apollo, which would explain why they were both

Before this, Apollodoros has recorded the Hylas episode (1.9.19). Again Hylas is not included 
in the list of participants, although he is in all the other catalogues that share a debt to 
Apollonios. However, this omission can be justified by the fact that Hylas, an adolescent 
HpaKXéooç fepôpevoç, was not a full member of the crew and thus should not be listed with 
the participating heroes.
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omitted. However, Mopsos is a son of Apollo only in Val. FI. 1. 383-4; in all other 

versions (including Apollonios’ Argon. 1. 65-6, and the accounts of the Kalydonian 

Boar Hunt in Ovid Met. 8. 316 and Hyginus Fab. I l l  in Table III) he is the son of 

Ampyx. As for Idmon, his divine parentage is already accepted by Pherekydes 

(FGrHist 3 F 108 = Z Apoll. Rhod. 1. 139);̂ "̂* Apollonios (Argonautika 1. 139- 

145) records both the mortal and the divine father, adding that the true father was 

Apollo, and he is followed by the Orphic Argonautika 187-9. It is probable that 

Idmon’s divine parentage, a consequence of his prophetic abilities, would have 

been accepted by Apollodoros. However, Ampyx is well-established in tradition as 

Mopsos’ father; therefore, if I had to guess which parentage of Mopsos 

Apollodoros would have chosen, I would choose Ampyx.^^  ̂ Had Apollodoros 

listed Mopsos and Idmon together, he would have done so on the basis of their 

shared profession. But what if we are dealing with a deliberate exclusion and not 

with a scribal error?

Table IV shows that there is a strong similarity between the catalogues of 

the Kalydonian Boar Hunt and of the Argonautic expedition recorded by 

Apollodoros The surprisingly short catalogue of hunters is reproduced almost in its 

entirety in the list of Argonauts, with only four names missing, names that were 

especially linked to the Hunt, and, thus, could not have easily been included among 

the Argonauts. These are Pylos, the three lesser known of the sons of Thestios 

(Evippos, Plexippos and Burypylos, who appear under the collective name ©ecTTiou

Cf. however Herodoros’ version {FGrHist 31 F 44), recorded in Z Apoll. Rhod. ad 1., where 
the name of Idmon’s father is Abas.

This would help differentiate between the two figures with the name Mopsos, as the second is 
always referred to as a son of Apollo and Manto. cf. Apollodoros Epitome 6. 3: 'bTtcaexGévrcûV 
obv bjcô M6\|/oi) iJdvxECûç, 5ç ’AtcôXXcûvoç kœI Mavxoûç Tuaîç btcfipxev, oüioç b Mô\|/oç Ttepi 
IiavxiKTÎç fipeae KàXxavxi. cf. Apollodoros Epitome 6. 3-4 and 6. 19.
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TioiSeç), Eurytion, one of the two victims of the Hunt, who, however, is included 

in Apollonios’ list, and Peirithous, the most telling omission of all, as his name 

could have been one of those missing from the catalogue due to a lacuna. 

Otherwise, this omission could indicate that the expedition is set after Herakles’ 

labours, since, it was during his sojourn in Hades that Herakles liberated Theseus 

but had to leave Peirithous behind.^^^

To digress for a moment, the Lapiths are represented in the list of the 

Argonauts by Kaineus, the invulnerable man (cf. Apollodoros Epitome 1. 22). In 

most other catalogues (see Table IV), his family is represented by his son Koronos 

and Polyphemos, his brother (by Elatos), who is also the last name in Apollodoros’ 

list, as he plays a role in the following narrative, being abandoned with Herakles in 

Mysia.^^  ̂ The patronymic ascribed to Kaineus in Apollodoros’ list is Koronos, 

which indicate a scribal error, as in all other versions Kaineus is the son of Elatos. 

In fact, it has been suggested that we should reverse the cases of the two names to 

include Koronos in the list, i.e. to read either Kaivécoç Kôpcovoç (thus Aegius), or 

Kôpcûvoç Kaivécûç (thus Clavier and Hercher). If, however, as I argue.

cf. Apollodoros 2.5.12: 7iXr|atov 5è i:œv‘'Aiôou tüuXtûv Yevbpevoq G rjaéa  e îp e  K ai 
IleiptGoov TÔV nepae(j)6vriç fivrjaTeuôpevov y d p o v  K ai S id  t o û x o  8e0 év ra . 0 e a a d |iE v o i 8è  

' HpaK Xàa x d ç  xeîp a ç  cüpeyov cbç d vacT iiaôpevoi 8 id  Tfjç èK elvoo  p iaç. b 8è © rjaéa  p èv  
X apôjxevoç Tfjç %eipôg flyeipe, Ile ip l0o i)v  8è d v a a x h a a i  pooX ôpevoç xfjç Yhç Kivoopèvrig 
d(|)f|Kev (see also Epitome 1. 24). However, a few paragraphs later (2.6.3) Apollodoros notes the 
inconsistency that characterises the chronology of the part of the mythical narrative that 
concentrates on Theseus, when he points out that during Herakles’ servitude to Omphale there 
took place the major enterprises of the Argonautic expedition (cf. Apollodoros 1.9.19, who 
attributes this detail to Herodoros (= FGrHist 31 F 41a) and of the Kalydonian Boar Hunt 
(explaining his substitution in that list by his mortal twin brother, Iphikles), while a young 
Theseus ( jk x Iç  cbç èYévexo xéA,eioç 3.16.1) was completing his journey from Troizen to Athens: 
K a0’ ÔV 8è xpôvov èX dxpeue Ttap’ ' Oji^dXti, X éYexai xôv kid KôA-xooç tcX o ô v  Y ev éa 0 a i K ai 
xf)v xoô KaA,‘o8cûvtoo KdTcpou 0f)pav, K ai ©tiaéa TcapaYEVôpevov èK TpoiÇfjvoç xôv ' Io 0 |iô v  
K a 0âp a i. This passage, although it proves my argument concerning the chronology of the 
Argonautic expedition, demonstrates Apollodoros’ fluidity in the comparative placing of events 
and figures in time, and consequently, argues for a more cautious approach.

Cf. Apollonios’ Argonautika 1240-1283 with Vian’s discussion in 1974, 38-49, and our 
discussion of the episode.
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Apollodoros’ intention in recording this list was to accommodate the most 

illustrious heroes of that generation, then Kaineus was a better choice than 

Koronos (as his inclusion in Hyginus’ extended list indicates). The one thing that is 

certain is that the figure named was not thought to have been a brother to 

Polyphemos; otherwise they would have been grouped together, as is the case with 

all the other brothers in the catalogue.

To resume our discussion, unsurprisingly, in the catalogue of the Hunt 

Apollodoros is reproducing the names of the most famous figures of their 

generation, heroes whom anyone would expect to participate in every major 

enterprise of the period. Is this what Apollodoros is doing when recording the 

participants in the Argonautic expedition? Yes, in part. His Argonautic catalogue is 

an amalgam meant to rival the catalogue of heroes who in the next generation will 

gather beneath the walls of Troy. For that purpose, the fathers of well-known 

heroes of the Trojan War (Menoitios, father of Patroklos, Poias, father of 

Philoktetes and Laertes, father of Odysseus) are included in it, a trait also present 

in the account of Dionysios Skytobrachion. To these, add those figures that 

possess some kind of special abilities and were specifically linked to the expedition, 

such as the Boreadai and Euphemos. The importance of the expedition is further 

emphasised by the inclusion of sons of all the major gods. In the context of the 

major heroes of a generation, Mopsos and Idmon were not important enough; and, 

considering that, in Apollodoros’ narrative, they did not play the significant part 

which they played in other versions (cf. e.g. the important role of Idmon at Kolchis 

in the Naupaktia [F 5, 6 Davies = F 5, 7 Bemabé], and in Eumelos’ Korinthiaka [F 

4 Davies]), they could easily have been omitted.
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But if the catalogue’s main function was to present us with a list to rival the 

heroes of the Trojan War, what are we to make of Peneleos and Leitos, 

Askalaphos and lalmenos, and Euryalos? All five are included in the Iliad’s 

Catalogue of Ships: Peneleos and Leitos at 2. 494-5, Askalaphos and lalmenos at 

2. 512, and Euryalos at 2, 565-6; he is the most curious addition, since he is the 

grandson of Talaos, one of Argonauts of Apollonios, and one of the three Argive 

Epigonoi,. It has been suggested that these names were originally part of the pool 

of names that provided poets with fillings for their verses, so they could have been 

used in a very early versified catalogue of Argonauts. Later, “Homeri ... auctoritas 

eos postea e catalogis Argonautarum exclusit”.̂ *̂ I am not quite convinced by this 

argument. The catalogue does contain elements of the early Argonautic tradition: it 

includes both Theseus and Atalanta -  Theseus at the expense of the cohesion of the 

last part of the narrative, and Atalanta at the expense of the erotic element in the 

Argonautic story. But we have traces of this tradition elsewhere: Apollonios made 

an effort to remove both of them at the start (Theseus 1. 101- 104; Atalanta 1. 

769-773). The fact that he tries to justify their omission is an indication that there 

existed, at his time, other narratives that included both figures in the expedition, 

and so he has to explain to his readers why they had to be excluded. Both Theseus 

and Atalanta are included in catalogues in later sources (Theseus, apart from 

Apollodoros, appears in Statius Theb. 5. 432, and Hyg. Fab. 14, whereas, as we 

saw, Atalanta takes part in the expedition in Diodoros 4.48.5 and in Apollodoros), 

which surely reflect earlier accounts. Atalanta’s participation in the funeral games 

of Pelias, recorded in literary sources only by Apollodoros (3.13.3 quoted above in

lessen 1889, 14.
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the notes), but much in evidence in i c onog ra ph y , i s  an indication of her 

participation in the Argonautic expedition, since most, if not all, of the participants 

in the games were also Argonauts. Apollonios is obviously being ironic when he 

makes lason refuse to include Atalante in the expedition, fearing àpyaXéaç èpiÔaç 

({)iXÔT:rp:oç èKrp:i (1. 773). Considering the great importance given to the works of 

Eros in the Apollonian narrative, such an exclusion is amusing. Atalante’s inclusion 

in the crew might not have created the same problems that her participation in the 

Boar Hunt caused, but would have certainly created a certain awkwardness when 

Medeia came aboard. The fact that lason raises these objections ominously 

foreshadows his future fate, when his life will be destroyed by “the terrible conflicts 

which love causes”. As for Theseus, we have already pointed out that Apollonios, 

like Apollodoros, is inconsistent in his chronology: in his poem Theseus’ 

adventures are set in the past (cf. 1. 40-44, where the war between Lapiths and 

Centaurs is situated in the distant past, 3. 996-1007, 1100-1, 4. 430-434), and 

provide -  especially the last reference -  an ominous example for the relationship 

between lason and Medeia. The idea of a middle-aged Theseus, who pays for his 

hybris in Hades, certainly contradicts the idea of an adolescent Theseus, who has 

just started his heroic career, and almost dies at Medeia’s hands (cf. Apollodoros 

1.9.28 m d Epitome 1. 5-6).

Clearly, elements from the early Argonautic tradition are present in 

Apollodoros’ catalogue. On the other hand, our discussion has shown that 

Apollodoros brings together different elements of the tradition, old and new, and 

thus we could not argue that the catalogue has a very old source. Peneleos and

559 cf. Boardman in LIMCU, 1, 945-6, and Blatter in U M C IV , 1, 279.
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Leitos, Askalaphos and lalmenos, and Euryalos are only ever mentioned in a 

Trojan War context: for Peneleos and Leitos see Apollodoros’ catalogue of 

Helen’s suitors at 3.10.8,^^° while at 1.9.14, it is specifically stated that Euryalos 

went to Troy: MTiKiaTécûç 5è E'bptaA.oç, ôç îîkev eiç Tpotav.^^' If someone 

wanted to use fill-in names he surely could have used many others. The two groups 

of two names do have a geographical connection with the Argonautic expedition. 

Peneleos and Leitos are from Boiotia, Askalaphos and lalmenos from 

Orchomenos;^^^ both towns are linked with the Argonautic myth through Athamas, 

so someone who might have wanted to stress the prominence of the area chose to 

use them just Homer had.^^  ̂Had all five names been found together, I would have 

suggested that Apollodoros, while using a mythographical manual which contained 

the catalogues of the Argonautic expedition and the Greek leaders of the Trojan 

war, simply crossed over from the one catalogue to the next. But as it is I can give 

no explanation for their inclusion.

Note one last peculiarity of the catalogue: Apollodoros attributes the 

naming of the Argo to Argos, eldest son of Phrixos, whereas in Apollonios the ship 

is built by Argos, son of Arestor, under the guidance of Athena, and is named after 

him (1. 111-2). The same tradition seems to be recorded by Pherekydes^ (FGrHist 

3 F 106 = Is Apoll. Rhod. 1.4): O ’A7ioA.̂ côvioç KaA.eî ’Apycb, àîrô "Apyoo 

TGV Kaxa(JK£\x5:aavToç- OepeicbSiig ôè àîtô "Apyou toû Opt^ou \)ioû Gantz

At 3.10,8 we should change the name of Peneleos’ father -  added by Heyne -  from 
iTCTcaXKtpoo to ' h m â l\io o  to correspond with this section.

See our discussion of this branch of the Aiolid family in Chapter One.
On a detailed discussion of the genealogical traditions concerning this five figures, see 

Gonzalez Garcia 1997, 48-52 for Peneleos and Leitos, 52-56 for Askalaphos and lalmenos, and 
79-84 for Euryalos.

See, however, more recently Garcia 1997, 42-3: “como occure con el supuesto origen beocio, 
non se trata mas que de una simple hipôtesis imposible de demostrar.”
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suggests , fol lowing R o b e r t , t h a t  the phrasing implies that Pherekydes did not 

make Phrixos’ son the builder. He goes on to say that Apollodoros “would here 

seem to have conflated two different versions”. But why would Pherekydes have 

named the ship after a person who had nothing to do with it, and who appears to 

have played no significant role in the expedition? It seems probable that, at this 

point, Apollodoros simply follows the tradition recorded by Pherekydes, and like 

him, names the ship after its builder, the son of Phrixos.^^^ In any case, in this 

version Argos was in Greece before the beginning of the expedition, as the 

reference to his name in the catalogue of the Argonauts that follows proves. As a 

result, Apollodoros avoids any reference to the meeting of the Argonauts with the 

sons of Phrixos at the island of Ares, near Kolchis, found in Arg. 2. 1093ff.

Both Apollonios and Apollodoros ignore the tradition that the Argo was 

the first ship ever built.^^  ̂Apollonios was clearly aware of the t radi t ion,which 

he chooses to ignore for reasons of plot: Kolchians too must be familiar with the 

rules of shipbuilding, for Argos and his brothers to be able to begin their journey to 

Greece (and conveniently sink at the first sight of bad weather), and for Apsyrtos 

and the Kolchian contingent to be able to follow the Argo on her dangerous return 

journey. On the other hand, Apollodoros specifically states elsewhere that the first 

ship was that used by Danaos and his daughters on their journey from Egypt 

(2.1.4): imoGeiiévriç ’AGrivocç aircco vaûv Ka'iecJKebao’E npcozoç Kai 'idç

ibid. 343.
Robert 1920-24, 774.
In this light, the Apollonian Argos’ complaints about being given a unseaworthy vessel (3. 

340-6) are amusingly ironic.
Cf. Jackson 1997, 249-257.
Cf. 1. 547-52, where the mountain nymphs look in wonder at Athena’s creation, while the 

sight is novel enough to arouse the interest of the gods from Olympos, and 4. 316-322, which 
comments on the fear that this novelty still caused to people.
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GoTyaTépaç èvGéjievoç é(})'oy8. The expression hïToGeiiévriç ’ AGrivocç is used both in 

the case of Danaos’ vessel and in that of the Argo and stresses the uniqueness of 

both ships, expressed by the role played by Athena in their design. The Argo, of 

course, is equipped with a further sign of divine benevolence: the speaking beam 

comes, as in Apollonios (1. 526-7), from Dodona (1.9.15): Kara ôè rf|v jxpcopav 

kvflppoaev’AGrivd (jKOvfjev <j)r|YOÛ rfjç AcûÔœvlÔoç b̂Xov.̂ ^̂  The beam, obviously a 

traditional component of the magical ship, has in Apollodoros, as in Apollonios,'*^® 

a very limited role. It later informs the Argonauts of Zeus’ wrath caused by 

Apsyrtos’ death and advises them on their course of action. Apollodoros also 

records that Pherekydes {FGrHist 3 F 11 la-b) had the beam demand that Herakles 

disembark at the very beginning of the expedition.^^'

Finally it should be added that the oracular activity at the first stages of the 

myth is essential to the formation of its plot: in Apollodoros an oracle warns Pelias 

of the imminent danger posed by the monosandalos'^^^ Apollonios of Rhodes, who

Cf. Aischylos’ fr. 20 Radt (from his lost satyric(?) play Argo)\ t  (Jtoô) èveoTiv t  ’ Apyoûç 
'lepôv abôfjev Kallimachos fr. 16 Pfeiffer = fr. 18 Massimilla (apud S to Lykophron Alex.
1319, II p. 371 a 28 Scheer); elç Tfjv MXT|8pov Kiaaav] M%T|8pov ôè èTteiÔf), (|)aaiv, èK ifiç  
(j)T|Yoû Tfiç èv AcûÔcôvp ^tXov el^e (j)û3vnev Kai KaXlipa%oç “(J)Cùvfieaaav” a W jv  èKdXeae, 
as well as in Iamb. fr. 195, 32 and fr. 198 also Val. Fl. 1. 302-3, 308, 5. 65-6, 6. 317-8, Orphie 
Argonautika 266-8, 709, 1155-7, both following Apollonios; see also Ant. Thess. Anth. Pal. VII 
637, 6= G P406, Claudian. Bell. Goth. 14-19.

See 4. 580-91, for the beam’s only activity in the poem.
cf. Aristotle Pol. 1284a23, where it is noted that the Argonauts left Herakles behind, since the 

Argo refused to carry him because of his weight; also Antimachos Lyde fr. 69 Matthews (= 58 
Wyss, apud 2  AR 1. 1289-9la): 'AvTipa%oç ôè èv xfj A6Ôt] (prjolv èKpipaoOévxa xôv  

'HpaKXéa ôid xô KaxaPapeîoOai xf|v ’Apyco bTcô xoù f|pA)oç < . > kœI noaeiôiTiTioç 
ô èTiiYpappaxGYpdtpGÇ (fr. 4 Schott epigr., Diss. Berol. 1905, 106) f|KG7,G\3er|oe, Kai 
OepeKüôrjç. As Matthews points out, chronologically it is impossible that Pherekydes followed 
Antimachos; it is more probable that the opposite has happened, and that the addition of Kai 
0epeKtÔT|ç has been added carelessly, “indicating only that Pherekydes gave the same story as 
Antimachus”. On the other explanations given about Herakles’ disembarkation or abandonment 
see our discussion of the episode.

See also Braswell 1988, 6-23, and 166, for variants regarding the oracular descriptions of 
lason as a source of danger to Pelias; Dràger 1993 devotes the entire book to a discussion of the 
opening stages of the expedition. Despite the occasional lapse, i.e. his suggestion that Phrixos had 
some sort of tree-burial (analogous to those recorded in Apoll. Rhod. 3. 200-9) with his body 
wrapped in the Golden Fleece (!), I find most of his arguments quite convincing. Those
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refers fleetingly to the story of the monosandalos (1. 8-11), when listing the 

reasons that forced lason to take up the expedition, mentions not only Pelias’ 

determination to drive lason out of his homeland and his possessions -  the first 

time in the poem that such a unambiguous statement concerning the causes of the 

expedition is made (3. 336-339, repeated in 3. 388-90; cf. also 1. 287, 411) -  but 

also refers to the existence of Zeus’ curse against the A’ioXiôécûv ysvefiv (3. 339), 

which presumably would have been revealed in an oracle, and which adds another 

twist to the already intricate setting of the expedition. Zeus’ iifjviç Kai %6X,oç (3. 

337-8), which recalls the curse against the eldest of the Athamantidai, as recorded 

in Hdt. 7. 197, appears to be an Apollonian invention, designed to reinforce and 

justify lason’s demand. It foreshadows, however, the situation later in the poem (4. 

557-627), when Zeus’ anger over the murder of Apsyrtos, will be the reason 

behind the wanderings of the Argonauts in the Mediterranean.

Neither Pelias’ attempt to acquire lason’s possessions nor the curse against 

the Athamantidai appear in Apollodoros’ account. The mythographer, however, 

mentions the existence of another oracle, also given before the beginning of the 

journey to Kolchis. Piously, Jason asks for god’s permission before sailing, and is 

permitted to put to sea (cf. the relevant versions in Apoll. Rhod. 1. 207-210; 1. 

411-416). Such piety comes in sharp contrast with Pelias’ characterisation

concerning the original legitimacy of Pelias’ rule at lolkos and the pivotal role of the oracle(s) in 
the instigation of the Argonautic voyage find me in complete agreement. As Apollodoros includes 
both details in his account, it is not surprising that Dràger’s attempt to reconstruct the plot of the 
pre-Homeiic Argonautika (p. 357-60, in the first of the five versions of the myth recorded in this 
final section of the work) “reads like an extract from Apollodoros” (Hunter 1995b, 48; see 
however the justified criticism by Beye 1994-5, 310-1: Dràger faults Preller-Robert’s myth 
synthesis for being a compilation and then proceeds to compile a pre-Homeric version of the myth 
extracted from the preserved versions). Like Dràger, I believe in the antiquity of most of the 
mythographer’s sources. I hope that in the discussion it will become clear that this persistence 
was deliberate, and even in cases where a more popular, but more recent, account was preferred, 
the mythographer’s devotion to older versions was never abandoned.
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throughout the mythographer’s account as irreverent, even if it is a standard act 

before engaging in a dangerous undertaking/^^ As was already noted, and despite 

the apparent divine sanction of the expedition, the divine factor, with the exception 

of Hera who pursues her own agenda through the Argonauts, remains 

conspicuously absent in Apollodoros’ account, as in Apollonios/^"^ the mythic 

action takes place mainly on the human level, with the gods (namely Hera) offering 

much needed help when required.

In conclusion: although it is impossible to explain the inclusion of some of 

its names, Apollodoros’ list of the participants in the expedition is specifically 

designed to accommodate those heroes who would have been considered the most 

famous of their generation, for reasons of parentage, ability or even because of 

their offspring. Moreover, despite minor discrepancies, the catalogue is consistent 

with the following narrative, although it is evident that it draws upon different 

sources.

See Apollodoros Epitome 3, 15 for the departure of ships for Troy; cf. also the consultation in 
historic times of an oracle before the undertaking of a colonising expedition.
574 See Feeney 1991, 58-62, 65-69, Hunter 1993, 79-80.
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C. The Journey to Kolchis (1.9.17-23)

With the Argo built and the oracular commands fulfilled, lason and his newly 

assembled crew embark on their expedition to Kolchis. The journey to and from 

the land of Aietes occupies the next ten paragraphs of Apollodoros’ account; the 

Argonauts’ adventures during their expedition turn into the core of the narrative. 

As Vian points out/^^ “ce sont les navigations et les épisodes annexes qui passent 

au premier plan, surtout à partir du moment où l’itinéraire d’Argô s’inscrit dans un 

cadre géographique réel . . We already noted at the beginning of this Chapter 

how the acquisition of a new Weltanschauung from the growth of geographical 

knowledge enormously enriched all accounts of the expedition. In many ways, like 

the Kavafian journey to Ithaka, the Argonautic voyage -  especially in its 

Apollonian variation -  becomes, in its mythological context, a journey for the 

journey’s sake: through precision in the geographical reconstruction of the myth 

and the use of aitiological evidence that purports to prove the truth of particular 

myths,^^  ̂it offers a credible explanation of how things came to be as they are, and 

a knowledge of things past and present that brings together the four corners of the 

world.

Apollodoros’ account of the journey is one of the most intriguing passages 

of the BibliothekCj as it provides us with a rare insight into his construction of his 

narrative and use of sources. We have the good fortune to possess in its entirety 

Apollodoros’ main source, Apollonios of Rhodes’ Argonautika. The extensiveness

Vian 1982,283.
See Zanker 1987, 113, who argues that these were two of the four main forms that the quest 

for realistic effect took in the Alexandrian movement, the other two being “the use of a wide 
acquaintance with mythical traditions in order to select the most credible myth . . . and the 
employment in poetry of science more as we understand the word nowadays, especially 
medicine”.
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of Apollodoros’ debt to this learned third-century epic is obvious, as we shall see, 

but not in the least surprising: the episodes narrated in the Argonautika soon 

became the canonical version of the story, and for later authors the work defined 

the narrative of the expedition (and of any expedition, cf. its influence on the 

Aeneid). This is perhaps the only time in this study where we need not deplore the 

loss of an early source, although nobody doubts that, had such material survived, 

we would be in a better position to appreciate the undeniable influence that it had 

in the moulding of the Apollonian Argonautika.

In a way, Apollonios performs a mythographer’s task: he fashions a 

synthetic amalgam, drawing upon many different, and sometimes conflicting, 

approaches to the myth. In fact, as Hunter notes, “Apollonios makes visible the 

process of selection between variants, either by referring to the rejected version in 

the course of telling the selected one or by combining previously competing 

versions”.̂ ^̂

At first glance it appears that, on the whole, Apollodoros follows the 

Argonautika faithfully. However, a closer look reveals that his account contains a 

number of departures from Apollonios’ narrative. These changes, which range 

from the insignificant to the omission of whole episodes or the rejection of part of 

Apollonios’ narrative in favour of another account, may provide valuable 

information about the reasoning and purpose of the Bibliotheke, and Apollodoros’ 

ability as a compiler of different, sometimes contradicting material. In the following 

section we shall discuss each episode of the long journey to Kolchis, examining the

’̂^Hunter 1989, 21. See above our discussion of the construction of the catalogue of the 
Argonauts, especially the section concerning Apollonios’ omission of Theseus and Atalante.
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distinctive details recorded by Apollodoros, in an attempt to discern a pattern 

behind these divergences.

(i) The departure from lolkos and the Lemnian episode.

As one would expect, considering that this is an account aiming at concision, the 

description of the final preparations that occupied the Argonauts on their last day 

before embarking (i.e. the launch and distribution of seats [Apoll. Rhod. 1. 363- 

401], the sacrifice to Apollo [Apoll. Rhod. 1. 402-47], the actual sailing out 

[Apoll. Rhod. 1. 519-79]), and the details of the journey from the place of 

assembly (presumably Magnesian Pagasai) to Lemnos (Apoll. Rhod. 1. 519-608), 

were judged as immaterial, and, consequently, were entirely omitted from 

Apollodoros’ acco u n t . Wi t h  a single sentence, he brings the ship to the island: 

obroi vampxoüvxoç’Iàaovoç àvaxGévxeç 7ipoalaxo\xn AfiM-vo). The reference to 

lason’s assumption of the leadership does not seem to be a veiled reference to his 

pitiful attempt at a democratic process found in Apollonios (1. 331-62). lason’s 

opening up the leadership to his own mission has been justly described as 

“something of an anomaly among ancient epics”.̂ ^̂  This ingenious episode brings 

to the fore a theme that appears again and again in the poem and forms part of the 

backbone of its narrative: the undermining of the notion of the traditional hero (in 

the figures of both lason and Herakles). Apollonios’ Argonauts break with 

tradition (abrôç ônç ^uvdyeipE m l àp%ebEi bpdSoio, 1. 347) and, in effect.

On Apollonios’ account of the journey from Pagasai to Lemnos, its structure and the 
geographic and textual problems that it poses, see Livrea 1979, 146-54, and more recently Clauss 
1993, 88-105.

Clauss 1993, 62.
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appoint as leader the person they deem more suitable for the leadership, Herakles. 

Only upon the latter’s refusal (a decision that, in my view, also undermines the 

concept of the traditional hero) does control revert to lason.*’*® The election is 

Apollonios’ way of subverting his own narrative, since up to that point we were 

led to assume that lason was the leader of the expedition,'*’*' as well as the poet’s 

way of conversing with the tradition in which Herakles assumed command of the 

enterprise, while still including him in the crew.^*  ̂ This is an innovation in the 

original myth, in which, as in every other myth of the quest-type, the leadership 

belongs by default to the instigator of the endeavour (cf. the position held by 

Meleagros and Agamemnon in the Kalydonian Boar Hunt and the Trojan War 

respectively). It is not surprising that Apollodoros chose to revert to the original, 

uncomplicated version of the myth, although he was aware of the question that 

Herakles’ participation in the enterprise already posed for earlier authors. We shall 

return presently to the traditions about Herakles and the Argonautic expedition.

Diodoros (4. 41. 3) has Herakles accept the leadership of the expedition when, in a very 
similar context to that in Apollonios Tobç 5’ oCv àpiaTEÎç cruveXGÔvxaç feXéaBai a(|)o5v abücôv 
axpaTTiYbv* Hpoockèot, TtpoKpivovraç Kaif àvSpelav.

On Apollonios’ delaying tactics and the constant oscillation of his narrative in the first book of 
the Argonautika see Wray 2000, passim. As he points out, “[t]he entire book, and especially its 
first half, has the rhythm of a wild repetition-compulsion that asks insistently ‘have we begun 
yet?’ and answers, with some insistence, ‘just one more thing before we can begin’ (248).

Vian 1978, 1028-9, argues that the election was not necessary, but lason acted out of courtesy 
towards the rest of the group, especially to Herakles, in an attempt to unify it at the beginning of 
the expedition. If he was trying to unify his comrades, he succeeded, but by behaviour 
unflattering to himself. One of Jason’s skills is the ability to promote harmony in the group so 
that they can succeed in their communal effort. The episode of Idas’ argument with Idmon that 
follows some 100 lines after the election exemplifies this ability (1. 448-95): by having Jason 
successfully put an end to the veîkoç (1. 492-94), Apollonios indicates once again that in this 
expedition the necessary skills for the leader of the expedition will not be physical strength 
(provided by Herakles), or mental ability (provided by Medeia), or autocratic implementation of 
despotic power (exercised by Aietes in Kolchis, and proven equally unsatisfactory; see Clauss 
2000, 27-8; on Aietes’ character see Vian 1980, 19-21, who sees him as an oriental despot, 
Wiliams 1996, passim, for a very favourable view of Aietes, which, however, is obviously 
unsupported by Apollonios’ narrative). But this is something that the crew of the expedition do 
not realise. Jn their eyes Jason falls “short on heroics’’, and the expedition begins with a leader 
who does not have the confidence of his comrades but is imposed on them by the man who has it 
(but who proves not to have the necessary social skills to even be part of the expedition for long).
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The Lemnian episode is, in Apollodoros (1.9.17) as in almost all 

a cc ou n t s , th e  crew’ first adventure on their way to Kolchis. When the Argonauts 

encounter the Lemnian women on what Apollodoros calls Y'üvaiKOKpaTO'üii.évri 

Lemnos, what should have been a short stop-over becomes a sojourn for an 

unspecified period which threatens the continuation of their enterprise even before 

they have left the Greek world. The meeting of the group of young heroes with this 

quasi-Amazonian society with a dangerous past, which offers, not war and death, 

but pleasure, is an entry to an alien world, the first step into the unknown, where 

distraction could be fatal.

The many versions of the story preserved to us indicate the popularity of a 

story which explored the “otherness” of women, their potential threat to man, and 

the need for their final submission for the creation of a harmonious society. From 

allusive references in Homer onwards,̂ ®"̂  the fascination with the proverbial 

AfiM-vaov KttKÔv (thus Aischylos, Choëphoroi 631-34; cf. also Herodotos 6. 138 and 

Zenobios 5. 85), the Argonauts’ subsequent visit, the repopulation of the island, 

and the final fate of Queen Hypsipyle remained unchanged.

Distinctively, in Pindar’s P 4. 251-261 the episode becomes the climax of the whole 
expedition: in a rearrangement of the sequence of events, the Argonauts arrive at Lemnos on their 
return journey, disregarding the presence of Medeia on the ship and the awkwardness it creates, 
since Pindar still has the Argonauts cohabit with the Lemnian women. The Lemnian women are 
explicitly referred to as Aap,viav z’ èSvei YumiKCÔv àvSpo(|)ôva)v, but the deed is glossed over; 
the Argonauts arrive, hold athletic contests (also mentioned in O 4. 19-22, again-without any 
explanation for the reasons behind such an engagement - where they funeral games, as the Schol. 
to Pind. P 4. 450a suggest? cf. also Simonides fr. 547 PMG), and have no qualms about the 
sexual union that follows. Other authors also saw the possibilities created by Medeia’s presence: 
Myrsilos in Book I of his Lesbiaka {FGrHist 477 F la  apud Z Apoll. Rhod. 1. 609-19e) has 
Medeia rather than Aphrodite afflict the Lemnian women with Stxroajitav 5id ^TiXoimtav 
which led to the annual ritual separation of the sexes on the island; for an ingenuous study of this 
ritual, see Burkert 1970, passim.

Indeed, the reference to Euneos and his parents, lason and Hypsipyle, at Iliad 7. 467-71 (cf. 
also 14. 230 with £  ad 14. 236 for a reference to Thoas as the ruler of Myrina) indicates that 
Homer was familiar with at least the part of the story concerning the visit of the Argonauts to the 
island.
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Apollodoros’ account of the Argonauts’ encounter with the Lemnian 

women abbreviates Apollonios’ (1. 609-909). Both accounts have the Argonauts 

arrive at an island inhabited only by women (ë^uxe Ôè f| Afjpvoç àvSpœv tôte oîiaa 

ëpTipoç, 1.9.17). Its inhabitants accept the crew of the Argo willingly and, as in all 

other versions of the story, have intercourse with the men; obviously as their 

ulterior motive was the repopulation of the island, something not specifically stated 

by Apollodoros, although the reference to the twin children born to the union of 

lason and Hypsipyle highlights that need (see however ArgA. 675-696).^^^ 

Apollodoros offers minimal information about the particulars of the encounter: the 

intervention of Herakles that brings about the Argonauts’ departure is omitted, just 

as the intervention of Odysseus’ crew that results in their departure from Aiaie is 

left out of the very detailed account of the Kirke episode {Epitome 7. 14-17). Both 

episodes have their significance in their narrative context,^^^ but add no substantial 

information to Apollodoros’ account. However, without the reference to Herakles’ 

role Apollodoros’ account acquires a meaning somewhat different from that 

advanced by Apollonios. The sojourn at Lemnos is no longer a real threat to the

The report in Aischylos’ Hypsipyle {TrGFUl, p. 352 Radt, apud Z Apoll. Rhod. 1. 769) that 
the Lemnian women, armed with weapons, refused to allow the crew of the Argo to land until 
they had promised to sleep with them. This indicates that in Aischylos, as in Apollonios, sex for 
procreation and repopulation of the island was their main motivation (cf. also Nikolaos of 
Damaskos, FGrHist 90 F 11). It is deplorable that the surviving fragments of the play offer little 
information about its plot. The significance of the loss of all the plays but one which dealt with 
the events of the Argonautic expedition and its aftermath becomes even more lamentable, if we 
consider the constant allusions and reworking of the Euripidean Medeia in the Argonautika. Plot- 
elements such as the one which we have just mentioned, or the arming of the women at the sight 
of the ship, which alludes to an earlier version of a fiercer race of women who attempted to 
preserve the separation of sexes by force, and goes at least as far back as Sophokles’ Lemnian 
Women {TrGF IV frs. 384-389, p. 336-8 Radt) where a lidxi) Icx-upa was fought between the 
men and the women, indicate the extent of Apollonios’ debt to earlier versions of the myth. 
Undeniably, the Hellenistic poet subverts the tradition of the Amazonian women of Lemnos by 
emphasising their fear and àjiTixotvia; this is just another example of his productive 
communication with his sources.
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completion of the expedition, but a simple distraction, with the Argonauts always 

intending to depart, once the repopulation of the island is under way.

Both in the Argonautika (cf. Hypsipyle*s ptGoioi... o(fiiio îoicn.v (792) at 1. 

793-826) and in Apollodoros, the Argonauts remain unaware of the real fate of the 

men of the island. The mythographer devotes the major part of his account to the 

events before the Argonauts’ arrival. In his account, the women refuse to honour 

Aphrodite for unspecified reasons,^^^ and are thus afflicted with 0\xjoa|xia, an 

unpleasant bodily smell. This is the reason for their men’s disaffection which led to 

the proverbial AfiM-via TifiM-axa: the women murdered their fathers and husbands in 

retaliation for their rejection in favour of slave-girls from the nearby Thrace. Only 

Hypsipyle, alone of all the women, saved her father, Thoas, by hiding him. We shall 

shortly return to this last detail of Thoas’ rescue.

The account of the murder of the Lemnian men as recorded by Apollodoros 

is followed by other authors,^®* “and thus presumably this was the tradition known 

in earlier times”.̂ *̂  Many critics have read this mythological vulgate (i.e. 

Apollodoros’ version), which puts the blame on the women, into Apollonios.^^° 

However, Apollonios makes no reference to any Ôaxroajiia afflicting the 

women;^^* this omission has been explained as a sign of decorum on Apollonios’

On the evolution of Jason’s attitude towards Eros which happens in this episode 
foreshadowing the events at Kolchis and the continuing contrast between him and Herakles 
(which now becomes a comparison of their approach of love), see Beye 1969, 31-55.

For Myrsilos’ version for the women’s affliction see above. In the Schol. to Ovid’s Ibis 396. 1 
the reason behind the curse of Aphrodite was that the Lemnian women refused to sacrifice to her 
because of her adultery with Ares. The same reason is given at Val. FI. 2. 98-100: the goddess 
then uses Fama to bring about the murder of the blameless men by their womenfolk (2. 101-241). 
Later authors also tried to identify the origin of the foul smell afflicting the women (cf. Eustathios 
ad l i  1. 592; the mouth; Dion Chrysostomos Orat. 23. 50: the armpits).

See Dumézil 1924, 13-14.
Gantz 1996, 345.
See Levin 1971, 64, and more recently Gantz 1996, 345, Green 1997, 213-4.
On the foul bodily smell that results in the separation of the sexes in connection with the 

Thesmophoria see Detienne 1977, 79-80. It is perhaps significant that Lemnos is associated with
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part/^^ The view that Apollonios relates the same story as Apollodoros is found 

already in the Scholia to Arg. 1. 609-19a; yet it is apparent that the poet records a 

story that puts the blame on the men (1.611).^^^ Vian makes a persuasive case that 

is the men who refuse to honour Aphrodite and are thus punished with a sexual 

craze that eventually leads to their death.^ '̂* It would not be the first time that 

Aphrodite uses female agents to punish a man who transgresses against her: the 

most celebrated case is that of Hippolytos (cf. Euripides’ Hippolytos 1-57), but 

there is also Diomedes, whose wife she entices to take a new lover, as punishment 

for the wound which he inflicted on her on the plain of Troy (already in 

Mimnermos fr. 22 West, Lykophron Alex. 61 Off. and Z ad II. 5. 412). The fact that 

Hypsipyle, in her speech to Jason (1. 793-833), puts the blame squarely on the 

shoulders of the men (1. 802-3) points in this direction. Indeed, Hypsipyle’s speech 

is characterized as wily (1. 792, iibGoioi aïpi)Xtoion), since she is trying to make 

him abort the expedition and keep him on the island forever.^^^ However, there is 

no reason for her to mislead lason about the reasons for the men’s behaviour; it is 

enough to gloss over the horrid truth of the murder, and pretend that the men are 

still alive and living in Thrace with their concubines.

people afflicted by an awful bodily smell that separates them from their community. Thus 
Philoktetes is taken from Tenedos to Lenrnos to be abandoned because the smell from his bitten 
leg had become insufferable {Epitome 3. 26),

Green 1997, 213,
Indeed, the vague lines 1, 614-15 (, , , èîcel %àXoç, alvôç 6m Çé/ KbTipiSoç, obveKd piv 

yepdcov èTd ÔTjpôv &ziccav) fit their context better if we read piv as masculine; the men 
transgress against the goddess and pay the penalty. Besides, this explanation nullifies the 
question of when and how the women ceased to be malodorous, since on their arrival the 
Argonauts have no such preoccupations (in 1. 850-2, Aphrodite’s intervention incites desire in 
the Argonauts, and does not seem to affect the women),

Vian 1974, 26-7, who notes that Asklepiades of Tragilos {FGrHist 12 F14 apud Z ad II. 1. 
468), and possibly Aischylos in his Lemnians {TrGFUl, frs, 123a-b, p, 233-4 Radt) put the blame 
for angering Aphrodite on the men and not on the women who only react to the rejection. He 
concludes that “si on lit sans idée préconçue le récit d’Apollonios, c ’est bien la même version’’ 
(i,e, the one found in Asklepiades), “ignorant la dysosmie, qu’on y retrouve” (27),

See Clauss 1993,131-2,
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It is obvious that Apollodoros is not following Apollonios’ account. As we 

have already noted, the mythographer chose to record the more widespread 

tradition instead of that found in Apollonios, who probably made it his own choice 

partly because of the opportunity it offered to further explore the gender inversion 

that would take centre stage in the whole of the episode, but mainly because of the 

added pathos of having women who had transgressed through no fault of their own 

assume roles to which they were not accustomed and which they did not want. 

This would explain the eagerness that the women show to resubmit themselves to 

male domination and to re-establish themselves as a normal society.

All accounts of the episode which refer to survivors of the massacre agree 

that the only survivor was the aging king of the island, Thoas, who was rescued by 

his daughter Hypsipyle. However, there are conflicting versions of what happened 

to him after the murders. Apollonios and Apollodoros follow two altogether 

different versions.^^^ In Apollonios, Thoas is set adrift in a Mpva^ by his daughter, 

and manages to land on the island of Oinoe, which was renamed Sikinos, after the 

son Thoas had by the naiad Oinoe. This version plays with the theme of exposure 

by reversing its components: it is the daughter who exposes the father in an 

attempt to escape the miasma of murdering her kin. Such a reversal fits the 

structure of the episode perfectly and is thus preferred.

See also Herodotos V I 138-9, and Z ad Eur. Hec. 887, where the myth of the Lemnian women 
is balanced by the crime committed by the Pelasgian inhabitants of Lemnos against their 
Athenian concubines and their offspring, which was used to forward the imperialistic aspirations 
of Athens, In this version, Thoas was killed by the Lemnians, apparently during the massacre. In 
the hypothesis b to Pindar’s Nemeans (Drachmann 1927, p. 1-2) Hypsipyle saves her father by 
hiding him in a kiPcotôç only to be set to drift over the sea by the Lemnian women when 
discovered. Other versions, including that of Valerius Flaccus (2, 300-305), obviously blend this 
myth with the myth of the Iphigeneia at Tauri, due to the homonymy of the two kings; cf. 
Hyginus Fab. 15 and 120. Sansone 2000, 170, points out that the name Thoas may have been 
chosen for the Taurian king because of the many common elements between the Argonautic myth 
and the Iphigeneia-story, and discusses the possibility that not only Euripides, but also Sophokles 
belong to a tradition that conflated the two stories.
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On the other hand, Apollodoros’ version is far simpler: Hypsipyle tries to 

save her father by hiding him on the island, an action very risky for both parties. In 

typical fashion, Apollodoros does not mention at this point what happened to them 

after the departure of the Argonauts. However, at 3.6.4 he relates the end of the 

story as part of the narrative of the expedition against Thebes. As one might have 

expected, upon discovering that Thoas had been saved, the Lemnian women put 

him to death and sold Hypsipyle into slavery (presumably sparing her life out of 

female so l idar i tyHypsipyle  became the slave of Lykourgos, king of Nemea, 

and nursemaid of his infant son Opheltes, whose death she unintentionally causes. 

Apollodoros then records the foundation of the Nemean games in the dead child’s 

honour and the winners in each of the contests in those first games, but not what 

happened to Hypsipyle (just as Jason’s fate after the death of his children is 

completely glossed over). Consequently, Apollodoros’ account looks forward to 

subsequent episodes in Hypsipyle’s life, whereas Apollonios’ version, while 

mentioning Thoas’ rescue, leaves the fate of Hypsipyle and the Lemnian women 

open to speculation.

In conclusion, for the account of the main episode Apollodoros selects the 

more popular version of events which is also chosen by Apollonios. But in 

following the same principle for the story of the murder of the Lemnian men he 

reverts to an account that seems to be the more popular one, in contrast to 

Apollonios, who chooses different versions that amplify the structure and themes 

of his narrative.

Contrary to this, see hypothesis b to Pindar’s Nemeans, for a version in which Hypsipyle had 
to flee for her life after the other women had discovered and killed her father.
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(ii) The initiation at Samothrake and sojourn among the Doliones.

In Apollonios’ version (1. 915-21), after leaving Lemnos, the Argonauts put in at 

the island of Elektra (Samothrake), where on Orpheus’ instructions they are 

initiated into the mysteries (i.e. those of the Samothrakian gods, but Apollonios 

refrains from mentioning anything concerning the specifics of the mysteries or the 

gods worshipped in them, id  pèv ob 0ép,iç àp.p,iv àelÔeiv, 1. 921). The tradition of 

an association of the Argonauts with these deities goes back at least as far as 

Aischylos’ Kabeiroi. This is our first reference to these gods in an Argonautic 

context, though their role in the play is uncertain. Since we cannot be certain of the 

type of the play and of its position in the Aischylean tetralogy, it is impossible to 

establish whether the tradition of the initiation of the Argonauts into the Kabeirian 

mysteries was equally old, or whether it was a later, probably Hellenistic, addition 

to the myth, or even Apollonios’ own innovation (to complement the rites on 

Mount Didymon which the Argonauts establish, 1. 1124-1150).^^^ However, it 

appears, as Gantz points out,^^  ̂that the play takes place at Lemnos, a major centre 

for the worship of the K a b e i r o i T h e  connection between the deities worshipped 

on Lemnos and those worshipped on Samothrake is difficult to establish. Cole 

points out that Herodotos (2. 51) and Stesimbrotos of Thasos {FGrHist 107 F 20) 

are the earliest writers who call the gods worshipped on Samothrake Kabeiroi.

See however the contrary view of Clauss 1993, 153.
Gantz 1996, 346, contrary to Vian 1974, 260.
On the descent of the Kabeiroi from Hephaistos and their connection with Lemnos, see Strabo 

10. 3. 19, who cites several variants concerning their parentage and place of origin, including the 
accounts of Pherekydes (FGrHist 3 F 48), and Akousilaos (FGrHist 2 F 20); cf. also Herodotos 3. 
37, who confirms their association with Hephaistos, but who elsewhere (2. 51) locates them on 
Samothrake.

Cole 1984, 2.
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She notes that the Samothrakian gods appear to be different in function from the 

Kabeiroi worshipped elsewhere. It becomes apparent however, that, while not the 

same in origin, there must have been similarities between the Lemnian Kabeiroi and 

the gods worshipped on Samothrake which eventually ensured their identification 

(traces of which can be detected already in the 5* century B.C., as the reference in 

Herodotos indicates). It follows that the episode of the Argonauts with the 

Lemnian Kabeiroi was only later transposed to Samothrake. As Del age points 

out,^°^ the reference to Samothrake in the Argonautika is probably due to the fact 

that the island was a possession of Ptolemaic Egypt from the 3"̂  ̂century B.C., and 

to the importance that the cult of the Samothrakian gods had acquired in the 

Hellenistic period, when the mysteries of the MeydXoi 0£oi^°'  ̂ became widely 

popular.^®'  ̂However, whatever their position or function in Hellenistic cult, these 

gods have no mythical connections as far as we know. The Argonauts’ initiation 

into the Samothrakian mysteries looks forward in time, foreshadowing the cultic 

practices and spheres of political influence of Apollonios’ time. Nevertheless, the 

Argonauts’ stop-over at the island of Elektra adds nothing to the mythological 

itinerary of the account and is omitted by Apollodoros.^°^

Delage 1930, 85-86.
Scalinger (mentioned in Hemberg 1950, 318) realised that the word “Kabeiroi” is derived 

from the Phoenician root kbr and means “great gods”. See Collini 1990, 237-287, who argues 
that this derivation does not mean a Semitic origin for the Samothrakian gods.

See Cole 1984, 21: “[t]he Hellenistic period is also a period of expanded activity ...,  
something which is a direct consequence of the growing popularity of the mysteries”; see also 
Kakridis 1986, 304-5; Burkert 1985, 281-85.

The stop-over at Samothrake is not recorded only by Apollonios, as Gantz 1996, 346, 
maintains. For the account of the Argonautic expedition by Diodoros contains not one, but two 
references to the gods of Samothrake and their mysteries (at 4. 42. 1, near the beginning of the 
expedition, and at 4. 43. 1-2, on their return journey), while Valerius Flaccus also includes an 
account of the initiation in his poem (2. 431-42); finally, in Orphic Argonautika 465-47 the 
Argonauts’ initiation is set at the start of the Journey, before any other adventure. It is worth 
comparing the accounts of Diodoros and Apollodoros up to this point in the expedition: while 
Diodoros omits the episode because of its impropriety in a rationalistic context, Apollodoros 
excludes it because of its unsuitability in a mythological one.
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Their next journey brings the Argonauts to the land of the Doliones.^®  ̂

Apollodoros records the dominant version of the myth, following Apollonios, 

whose account (1. 946-1077) is a unique and brilliant blending and reworking of 

several, sometimes contradictory, traditions.^®  ̂ The mythographer neatly 

summarises the core of the main narrative: the Argonauts arrive at the land of the 

Doliones and are welcomed by their king, Kyzikos (oîycoç ainobq bTieSé^axo 

(l)iXo(j)pôvcûç, 1.9.18). However, at their first attempt to leave the island, adverse 

winds blow them back. The Doliones, erroneously thinking that this is a night raid 

by their enemies, the Pelasgoi, attack the returning Argonauts. In the ensuing 

battle, the Argonauts kill many of the Doliones, among them Kyzikos. When, in the 

morning, the mistake is discovered, the Argonauts lament Kyzikos’ death and 

prepare a luxurious funeral.

Obviously, several elements of Apollonios’ version are absent from 

Apollodoros. The complexity of the encounter at the land of the Doliones in the 

Argonautika is obvious. In this episode of “uncanny and ill-omened repetition”,̂ ®* 

the poet surrounds the main episode (the double arrival of the Argonauts at the 

land later to be named Kyzikos) with traditions of aitiological, topographical and 

antiquarian interest. Local traditions previously unrelated to the story of the 

Argonauts, concerning the account of the battle of Herakles with the monstrous

On the geography of the area see Delage 1930,92-113,
I agree with Clauss 1993, 148, who contrary to some scholars’ condemnatory judgements 

finds the episode “a brilliant tour de force'*. The debt of Apollonios to the Kyzikian chronicler 
Dei(l)ochos is accepted by most. However, as the discussions in Vian 1974, 28-38, and, more 
recently, Clauss 1993, 148-50, prove, the poet successfully brought together elements from 
versions, sometimes unrelated to the main account, to produce a new, original version of the 
story.

Wray 2000, 261, who, relying on Vian’s discussion of the doublets that dominate the account 
(1974, 29), makes some interesting remarks about the role of Herakles. See also Clauss 1993, 
148-75.
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Gegeneis roughly in the region of Kyzikos, recorded by Herodoros and Agathokles 

of K y z ik o s ,a re  interwoven into the narrative (1. 989-1011). They not only add 

to the complicated structure of the episode (the battle forms a doublet with that 

against the Doliones), and offer a mass of topographical and cultural information, 

but also remark again on Herakles’ status and function in the poem, foreshadowing 

and commenting on lason’s battle with the earthbom at Kolchis. The two ascents 

of Mount Dindymon and the foundation of the mysteries of Rhea (1. 1117-52), 

which successfully appeases the wrath of Rhea (who, in this account, is cast in the 

role of Gaia),^‘° one of the many cults associated with the Argonautic journey, is 

also linked with the rest of the episode internally, as well with the episode that 

precedes it (the initiation to the Samothrakian mysteries).^' ‘

This section of Apollonios’ narrative greatly enriches the whole of his poem 

and opens up for the reader a multitude of new perspectives for its appreciation. 

However, despite of their significance for its structure, these parts of the narrative 

are completely omitted from Apollodoros’ account. The mythographer consistently 

avoids recording topographical, ethnographical and aitiological information that in 

Apollonios purports to establish a sense of continuity between the mythical past 

and the rational present. In this second journey within a journey, Apollonios 

acquaints his readers with the topography, history, culture and literature of the 

lands visited by the Argonauts. However, Apollodoros avoids any reference to 

present (or even to the historical past), trying to preserve a strictly mythological

Herodoros (FGrHist 31 F 7) described the battle of the Gegeneis with Herakles in an episode 
presumably unrelated to the Argonautic expedition (since Herodoros [F 41a-h] did^not include 
Herakles in the crew of the Argo, maintaining that he was a slave of Omphale at the time, on 
which more below). On the Gegeneis, see Agathokles of Kyzikos (FGrHist 472 F 2); also Vian 
1951b, 14-25.

See Vian 1974, 95.
See Clauss 1993,168.
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setting for his account. Hence he excludes from his narrative all the mass of 

information contained in the Hellenistic poem (including the founding of the 

mysteries of Rhea), which would also compromise the brevity of his account. This, 

however, does not explain his omission of the actual battle with the Gegeneis or of 

Kleite’s death.^^  ̂ Perhaps these subsidiary episodes were not in the source which 

Apollodoros summarises -  an indication that the mythographer is not using 

Apollonios’ poem directly from the original, but some sort of mythological 

handbook, or else that he deemed them unnecessary in a brief account of the 

expedition, as they add nothing to the main narrative.

Kleite’ death is linked in Apollonios with the aition of the creation of the 

fountain that bore her name (1. 1062-1069), which could be an additional 

explanation for its omission. As we have already noted, the battle with the 

Gegeneis is designated by the narrator as another of Herakles’ labours (8fi ydp tigo 

Kai K£iva 0ed i:pé(l)EV divd nkXcùçxxl ' Hpri, Zrivôç dKoixiç, dé0A,iov ' HpaKXfji, 1. 

996-7), a battle against earthborn creatures similar to the many others he had 

fought (it actually resembles a small, almost mock Gigantomachy, because of the 

ease with which Herakles disposes of his opponents with Hera cast in the role of 

Gaia). As such, it could be conceived of as linked only indirectly to the Argonautic 

expedition, and thus unnecessary to an account of the Argonautic expedition, 

which, incidentally, already contains a battle of this type -  that of lason with the

The other discrepancy between the accounts of the Bibliotheke and of the Argonautika is also 
due to brevity: in Apollonios the Argonauts depart from the land of the Doliones and travel for a 
day, before opposing winds bring them back to the same shore at night (1. 1013-1021). In 
Apollodoros, the day of sailing is omitted: the Argonauts depart at night, and return totally 
unexpectedly to the place of their departure some hours later. The addition to Apollodoros’ 
narrative of the cutting of hair of Kyzikos’ mourners, a typical funerary custom which reminds us 
of the funeral of Patroklos, as Scarpi points out (1996, 476), is not included in Apollonios’ 
account, but is entirely in the spirit of the account, added by the mythographer to emphasise the 
regret felt by the Argonauts.
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Spartoi. Apollonios’ use of Herakles as a foil for lason and the hero of an 

alternative plot is essential to the poem’s development. However, in Apollodoros’ 

narrative it is inconsequential. This, of course, explains the downplaying of 

Herakles’ role in the mythographer’s account. We always need to bear in mind that 

Apollodoros records a summary of the “Argonautic myth”, and not of the 

Apollonian Argonautika) therefore, not all the episodes of the poem have found 

their way into the mythographer’s account.

(iii) The sojourn at Mysia and the abandonment of Herakles

From the land of the Doliones, the Argonauts follow the southern coast of the 

Propontis until they reach Mysia, where they experience their first loss of 

comrades. As Apollodoros proleptically points out, kvrauGa Sè ' HpaKkèa Kal 

no\<xt)riiiov KaTéA.urov (1.9.19). This is a devastating loss: Herakles’ presence 

aboard the Argo offered reassurance and confidence to his comrades, and his 

impressive dynamism guaranteed the success of the expedition (cf. 2. 145-50). As 

was pointed out already, in Book I of the Argonautika Herakles repeatedly stands 

out as a heroic model, dominating this first part of the journey with his actions, 

rekindling the impetus for adventure at a point when the Argonauts’ lingering in 

the company of the Lemnian women seriously undermined the expedition’s future. 

Yet it is exactly his prominence that makes his participation in the journey 

anomalous.^^^ His super-heroic self-sufficiency is out of place in a collective 

expedition: it is abundantly clear that Herakles could have managed the quest for

613 Feeney 1986, 54.
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the Golden Fleece completely alone. The battle with the Gegeneis gives us a first 

glimpse of his ability to overcome every obstacle, and the rowing incident (1. 

1153-71), in which he manages to propel the ship by himself until his oar breaks, 

discredits his comrades (and, in the process, endangers the structural integrity of 

the Argo, 1. 1163). With Herakles aboard, the great collective expedition of a 

generation threatens to become another, rather insignificant, Herakleian parergon.

Herakles’ participation was not part of the tradition; Apollonios explains 

why it cannot be part of his story. With him aboard, the poem’s continuation is 

threatened.^Herakles must return to his own story, which he abandoned in order 

to participate in this expedition: the twelve labours. As Glaukos, who emerges 

from the depths of the sea to explain why Herakles is not to reach the city of 

Aietes, points out (1. 1315-20), his participation in the expedition delays his own 

destiny (pdip , 1. 1317) and threatens his final apotheosis. His removal from the 

ship is a necessity for everyone involved.

The reason for this long introduction is simple. Apollodoros’ account of 

Herakles’ abandonment at Mysia follows Apollonios’ faithfully. On their arrival at 

Mysia, Hylas, the son of Theiodamas and eromenos of Herakles, is abducted by 

nymphs while fetching water. Polyphemos, a fellow Argonaut, who hears the boy’s 

cry, draws his sword and goes in search of the boy, thinking he is being abducted 

by bandits. He meets Herakles and informs him of the situation. While both are 

looking for Hylas, the Argo sails away, leaving them behind. Polyphemos remains

See Wray 2000, 261: “Medea’s love for Jason and her magic ointment would accomplish 
nothing that Heracles’ arrows and club could not have done with essentially no effort -  and 
consequently no àe0Xoç, no plot, no readerly pleasure, but rather a rushed, premature end to the 
narrative”.
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in the area and founds the city of Kios/^^ while Herakles returns to Argos, 

presumably to continue his labours/^^ Apollodoros, in typical mythographical 

fashion, ends his account with a list of several diverse versions regarding the 

participation (or non-participation) of Herakles in the expedition.^*^

A closer look at Apollodoros’ account reveals similarities to that of 

Apollonios. The reference to Polyphemos drawing his sword (amoràpevoç tô 

t̂(l)oç, cf. Apoll. Rhod. 1. 1250, cÆ\|/a ô ’ kpixjaàiievoç péya ({xicryavov cSpro 

SleaGai) thinking that he was abducted by bandits (biiô XpcrTœv dyeaGai voiilÇcov, 

cf. Apoll. Rhod. 1. 1251-2, t)é |iiv àvSpeç/ pouvov feôvn? kX6%T|crav, dyoucn. 5è ^TiiS 

feTolpriv), points directly to the poetic text. Two minor discrepancies with that text 

can easily be explained: Hylas is abducted by one nymph in Apollonios ( 1. 1228- 

33), while Apollodoros mentions that he 5id KdXA,oç imô fpTrdyri. While

the poet personalises the incident, emphasizing the power of Kypris (1. 1233) and 

foreshadowing the meeting between lason and Medeia, the mythographer gives 

preference to a wording more in tune with popular belief: Hylas is abducted by 

nymphs.

The second apparent divergence is more significant. Apollodoros explicitly 

states that Hylas was Herakles’ lover: ‘ HpocKlÈouç 6è kpcôpevoç. The relationship

On the diverse traditions about the founding of Kios, see Delage 1930, 115-6; Vian 1974, 45-
6 .

The reference in the last sentence to Argos is balanced beautifully by the reference to Kios. 
Both heroes, excluded from the society of the Argonauts, become members of new ones, Herakles 
by returning to the ancient city of Argos and Polyphemos by founding a new one.

There is scant evidence for the episode before the Hellenistic period: Aischylos {Per. 1054) 
and Aristophanes {PI. 1127) allude to it, while Hellanikos {FGrHist 4 FI 31) mentions Hylas’ 
father as Theomenes instead of the usual Theodamas; on Hylas’ parentage see more below. 
Autocharis {FGrHist 249 FI) provides us with the earliest extant tradition, in which Polyphemos 
founded the city of Kios and Hylas was a local god; see also the accounts of Val. FI. (3. 509-740) 
and the Orphic Argonautika (639-857).

Thus Vian 1974, 40-1, discussing Theokritos’ version, where Hylas is abducted by three 
nymphs. The tradition of young men being abducted by vepdtSeç (the modern Greek equivalent of 
the ancient nymphs) remains vivid in modern Greek folk tradition. See Kyriakides 1965, 194-9.
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between Herakles and Hylas is never defined in the epic so explicitly.^This has 

led scholars to speculate on the relationship between them, in order to justify what 

appeared to be an exaggerated or even uncalled-for reaction:^^° it is likened to a 

father-son relationship,^^^ or to a bond of close camaraderie,^^^ or even to a 

master-servant association.^^^ Yet Apollonios’ description of Herakles’ frenzied 

reaction to Hylas’ disappearance clearly highlights that he is profoundly in love 

with the boy. As Palombi points out,̂ "̂̂  “[mjalgrado la ‘discrezione’ del poeta, 

quindi, il iraiSiKÔç èpcoç che lega Eracle ad Da è riconoscibile anche nel poema di 

Apollonio”. It is precisely because Herakles has behaved as he has behaved up to 

this episode -  refusing to accept the centrality of the role played by Eros in the 

poem and compromising its greatest triumph, Medeia’s love for lason -  that 

dictates that Herakles should be removed from the plot exactly at the moment 

when he discovers the overwhelming power of passion: the hero, whose presence

Contrary to the famous account in Theokritos 13; Herakles is also explicitly the erastes of 
Hylas in a fragment of a 2"** c. B.C. elegiac poem {P. Oxy. 3723).
620 Thus Galinski 1972, 110, who finds Herakles’ reaction totally without motive.

See Carspecken 1952, 120: “above all the intensity of [Herakles] grief for the lost Hylas, to 
whom he is bound not only by personal affection but also by a heavy sense of obligation, since it 
is he who slew Theodamas”; Levin 1971b, 24: Herakles “acts more in less in loco parentis"', 
Pulbrook 1983, 29: “the only credible answer. . .  is to see Apollonius’ description of Herakles the 
lover as accidental, as being owed to the persuasive and unavoidable centrality of love in the 
Hellenistic consciousness. I can see no alternative to accepting the general truth of D, N. Levin’s 
analysis: it seems inescapable that in the end Herakles is eliminated from the poem because he 
does not harmonize well enough with the overall ethos of the poem and of its characters.” 
Ancient authors also tried to “exonerate” Herakles: thus Valarius Flaccus (3, 735-6) explicitly 
states that Herakles is the guardian of Hylas, whose father is alive. Taking the tradition one step 
further in this direction, Antikleides in his Deliaka Book D (FGrHist 140 F2) has Hyllos, the son 
of Herakles with a name similar to that of Hylas, becoming lost while fetching water, forcing his 
father to look for him.

Thus Vian 1974, 41: “[rjien, non plus, ne suggère explicitement qu’Héraclès éprouve pour 
Hylas un sentiment autre que la virile affection qu’un héros doit porter au jeune «page» . . . dont 
il a la charge morale (v, 1211). Imaginerait-on d’ailleurs Héraclès amoureux, après les sarcasmes 
qu’il a lancés naguère à l’amant éphémère d’Hypsipylé (v. 865-874)?”

Cf. Gow 1938, 11: “In Apollonius [Hylas] is a squire and servant to Herakles, and a more 
tender relation is only to be inferred from the commotion caused by his loss”.

Palombi 1985, 81, who discusses the ways in which Apollonios makes clear that what 
Herakles is experiencing, is rage stemming from erotic passion.
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at Kolchis would not have given to Eros the opportunity to blossom, is removed 

from the narrative by that same force.

On the basis of Herakles’ speech at Lemnos, it has been suggested that he 

cannot assume the role of lover in the episode of his abandonment; however, it is 

exactly this episode that gives us the key to understanding his reaction to the loss 

of Hylas. The hero, who would not give in to love and would never lose sight of 

his goal -  even when his comrades had momentarily done so -  is now completely 

overwhelmed and permanently loses sight of the expedition. Herakles is excluded 

from the rest of the expedition because he does not conform to the concepts of the 

poem, as Levin and Pulbrook argue, but not because he never accepts the 

centrality of love; on the contrary, he is excluded because, when he does 

experience love, he reacts -  as always -  excessively.^^^ As Clauss remarks,^^^ the 

presence of Polyphemos, which points to the tradition where Polyphemos, and not 

Herakles, was the lover of H y l a s , a c t s  as a foil and emphasizes the excess and 

irrationality of Herakles’ reaction. Even at the moment of his exit from the 

narrative his behaviour stands out.

Hence, Apollodoros’ account does not diverge -  at this point -  from the 

Apollonian account. Rather, he understands its context and explicitly states what

The episode of the rowing competition that directly precedes the abandonment of Herakles 
exemplifies this excess.

Clauss 1993, 194-6.
Thus Euphorion (fr. 76 Powell = fr. 81 van Groningen) links Polyphemos with the boy by 

claiming that Hylas was his lover (although Z ad Theocr. 13 7-9, mentions that, in Euphorion, 
Hylas was the eromenos of Euphemos, son of Poseidon, a confusion which stems from the 
homonymia of the Argonaut Polyphemos with the Odyssean Polyphemos, another son of 
Poseidon). So too Sokrates of Argos in his ripoç Ei8ô0eov {FGrHist 310 F I5). This was perhaps 
the original version, and I think that Apollonios’ account of Polyphemos reacting as a lover ought 
to react to his eromenos' abduction not only enhances the excessiveness of Herakles’ reaction, but 
also stresses the specific anomaly of Herakles’ association with Hylas, on a mythical and not a 
homoerotic level, since, as Sergent points out (1987, 157), homosexuality is essential to the myth 
and more important than the identities of the parties.
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Apollonios did not. A number of suggestions have been put forward regarding 

Apollonios’ omission. Thus Vian argues that it is probably due to the restrictions 

of the epic genre that he refrained from explicitly stating Herakles’ homoerotic 

love for the boy.^^* He points out that, despite the importance of Aphrodite and 

Eros in the Argonautika, the erotic themes are dealt with the utmost discretion. 

This is true in the case of actual sexual contact, into which category fall both of the 

examples he uses to make his point, the Lemnian episode and the wedding of lason 

and Medeia. However, throughout the work the poet proves extremely adept at 

describing in detail the reaction of characters to love (cf. Medeia’s and lason’s 

reactions in books 3 and 4). And this is what he is doing in this section. 

Consequently, even if we accept Apollonios is not explicit because epic 

convention, it does not mean that Herakles feels for Hylas only a manly affection, 

as Vian concludes. I believe, however, that Vian’s reference to poetic restrictions 

is probably true, even if it is impossible to say with any certainty what exactly were 

these epic conventions with which Apollonios had to comply, based on the scarce 

evidence we have, or how restrictive they were, since it is obvious that Apollonios 

throughout his work plays with his audience’s expectations and constantly subverts 

these traditional notions.

On the other hand, Cameron,^^^ in his monumental work on Alexandrian 

poetry, points out that “it was not because he was writing epic that Apollonius 

failed to develop the erotic motivation latent in his version, but because his focus, 

quite properly in a narrative of the Argonauts, was on Herakles’ departure from 

the expedition”. It has become apparent from our discussion so far, that, far from

Vian 1974,41. 
Cameron 1995, 428-9.
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being latent, love (in this instance, homoerotic love) is essential to the episode, as it 

is to the whole of the poem. It is impossible fully to comprehend the significance of 

Herakles’ departure without taking his erotic motivation into consideration. In the 

end, whether one accepts Vian’s argument about epic decency, or whether one still 

feels puzzled that Apollonios choose not to explicitly name an emotion that he 

extensively described, it is evident that we are meant to read Apollonios in the 

same way that Aischines (1. 142) read Homer: A,é̂ cû Sè jipcoTov tièv Jiepl ‘ Opfpoo, 

5v fev T01Ç îipEO’pmdTGiç Kai ac(j)CûTài:oiç t:cov tio ittxcov  eîvai TdTTopev. èKèivoç 

ydp 7T:oX,A,axob iieiivrpévoç Jiepi HaipbicXou Kai ’ AxiXXécûç, tôv pèv èfxoxa Kal 

Tfiv kTicovuiiiav abrcûv ttiç (|)iXiaç àjioKpbJixeTai, fTyobiievoç Tàç ifjq ebvoiaç 

imeppoXdç KaTa(j)avèiç èivai xdiç îieîiaiSeuiiévoiç tcûv dKpoaixov.

Incidentally, unlike Apollonios (1. 1211-20), the mythographer does not 

refer here to the background of Hylas’ story, i.e. the murder of his father 

Theodamas by Herakles. He only refers to it in the section on Herakles (2.7.7), 

where Herakles is said to have met Theodamas, but much later in his life and 

certainly not before the completion of the labours. In Apollonios, the story of 

Theiodamas’ death over a ploughing ox is the pretext for war against the Dryopes, 

an unjust act to initiate a just war against unjust people.^^® His account, in which, 

as Vian suggests,^^* “le poète a tenté une synthèse entre la version de Callimaque 

et des traditions antérieures” (48),^^  ̂ emphasises the death of an innocent

See Clauss 1993,1990.
Vian 1974, 46-48.
The priority of Kallimachos Aitia I II to Apollonios’ Argonautika is, I believe, established. See 

Cameron 1995, 249-253, and more recently Massimilla 1996, 34-40. While I find most of 
Cameron’s arguments concerning Kallimachos and Apollonios convincing, I fail to understand 
his claim that both Kallimachos and Theokritos wrote prior to Apollonios because the latter poet 
juxtaposes the two episodes from Kallimachos (the Anaphe episode from Aitia I and the 
Hydrophoria story at Hydra from Iamb 8), and the two in Theokritos (the Hylas and Amykos 
episodes) by recording them consecutively. “This must be”, according to Cameron (252), 
“deliberate structuring by Apollonios”. He argues that there was no need for the two episodes also
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Theiodamas and the subsequent carrying off of Hylas. The story of the slaughter of 

the ox in Apollodoros, which shares elements with that in Kallimachos’ Aitia (frs. 

22-5 Pfeiffer; cf. also Hymn to Artemis 160ff.), puts emphasis on the Herakles the 

glutton, who, àjcopœv Tpo(l)fiç, does not hesitate to sacrifice a ploughing ox ( t 6 v  

èTEpov TOÙV Txxtpcov 0<xjaç®̂  eixûxfiaaTo), mocking and distorting the meaning of 

sacrifice. This telling of the story does not result in the death of Theiodamas, and 

Hylas is not mentioned. The fact, however, that Herakles’ war against the 

Dryopes^ '̂  ̂ is related immediately afterwards (cbç ôè f|^0ev eiç Tpa^iva Tipôç 

KfivKa, bJioÔex0etç bjc’ abioû Aptojcaç Ka%E7ioXè|iT|oev) points to the variant

found in Kallimachos to be put together, as the adventure with Talos could just as easily have 
been placed after as well as before the Anaphe episode. (253). The Talos episode does separate 
the Anaphe and Hydra episodes in Apollodoros. It is a peculiar inversion, grouped as it is with 
the omission of the entire Libyan section of the expedition. However, I suggest that such an 
inversion makes no sense, as it cannot be supported by geography or narrative requirements 
(despite Van der Valk 1958, 114). The Argonauts’ itinerary demands that these two episodes be 
presented in the order in which Apollonios records them. As for Theokritos, the same argument 
has been put forward to support the opposite conclusion (Hutchinson 1988, 192)! I agree with 
Sens 1997, 25, that in any case such an argument “does not carry the full force of cogency”. 
Based on the arguments of Hunter 1996, 59-63, about Idyll 13, and Sens 1997, 25-35, about Idyll 
2 2 ,1 believe that it is likely that both idylls were written by a Theokritos who knew the first two 
books of the Argonautika in some form.

The reading 06oaç is an emendation of Wagner, instead of the "kixsaq of the mss, based on 
the S Apoll. Rhod. 1. 1212-9a: tn eiia  npdicbv ëijiepev icaTYXXov t ô v  ulôv kœI èXBcbv elç %f|v 
Aptxmtav -  XpoTpiKôv ôè t ô  èSvoç b^opo^v t o Î ç  M t)^ i£ Û c jiv , cbç OepEKiüÔTiç èv t t )  y' 
(.FGrHist 3 F 19) ({iTjcjtv -, t o û  TuaiÔôç tc e iv c û v to ç  Kai t o û  TtatôaycûYoû. At%a 
(ît7i:oA,i)i7iavo)iévoü, cyuvruxcbv tc û  0EioÔdc|iavxi tixeîio ô^tyriv Tpcxjifiv. b ôè oOk èôtôou. 
bpYicj0Elç Ôè b'HpaKXqç Kai ànoGTidaaç abxoû t ô v  ëva poûv, ôùoaç eixoxeHo (my italics), 
b Ôè ©Eioôdpaç èX,0cbv Elç Tf|v Ttôltv kczpdzEyxse Ka0’' HpaKAèouç, Kai Eiç Tocraùniv 
<iv(iYxr|v KaTécjTTi b ' HpaKA,%, cbç Kai Tf|v yuvaÎKa ArjidtVEipav Ka0cmA,laai, Kai XèyETat 
Kai KaToc t ô v  paÇôv t ô t e  TETpô)o0ai. TtEpiyEvôpEvoç Ôè abimv Kai civEAcbv t ô v  

0EtoÔc4|iavTa ëôé^aTO t ô v  t o ô t o o  ulôv "YXav, Kai t ô  rtâv ôè ë0voç Ôidc Tf|v XpcTElav 
pETCÔKiQEV <Eiç Tf)V nEXo7tôwr|aov>. The same wording eûoaç Ebco%EÎTO is used in 2. 5.11, 
where the story of the sacrifice of the plowing ox by Hephaistos in Lindos (cf. Kali. Ait. fr. 19 
Pf,). The reading of the mss. does not preserve the sense of the perverted sacrifice evident in the 
other accounts. It does, however, as Scarpi (1996, 519) points out, highlight the marginality of 
the hero, who kills animals that should not have been killed.

I find it very interesting that in Valerius Flaccus the name of the nymph who abducts Hylas is 
Dryope (3. 529). The fact that Hylas episode has an initiatory character is evident (see most 
recently Sergent 1987, 158-9); it is evident that Valerius Flaccus chose for the nymph a name 
that recalls the female population of Hylas’ tribe, who would have played the same role played by 
the nymph in Hylas’ promotion to adulthood, had he not followed Herakles on this expedition.

See however Ant. Lib. 26 (in an account attributed to Nikandros, an attribution supported also 
by E Theokr. 13. 7-9a) who names Keyx as father of the boy, toying with the well-established 
tradition of the friendship between Herakles and Keyx (cf. also the fact that in the Hesiodic
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of the story preserved in the scholium, of which it appears to be a briefer version. 

This is quoted below; could it be that the whole section, and not just the 

information on the Dryopes, is taken from Pherekydes?

Apollodoros completes the account of the Argonauts’ sojourn in Mysia by 

listing four different versions of Herakles’ participation in the expedition. The list is 

well thought out and balanced: it contains two versions which explain why he did 

not take part in the expedition at all, and two according to which he arrived in 

Kolchis with the rest of the crew. Thus Herodoros {FGrHist 2>\ F 41a and F 41b = 

Z Apoll. Rhod. I 1289 makes Herakles be with Omphale at the time of the 

Argonautic expedition; cf. Ephoros of Kyme {FGrHist 70 F 14), who also refers to 

the same tradition; in Pherekydes Herakles was left behind at Aphetai (see above); 

but he sailed to Kolchis according to Demaratos {FGrHist 42 F2) and, in 

Dionysios Skytobrachion, he was the leader of the expedition. Indeed, in this last 

account, the Hylas episode is entirely omitted as unsuitable {DS 4. 40. 1-5 = 

Dionysios Skytobrachion FGrHist 32 F14 = fr. 14 Rusten).

(iv) Surviving without Herakles: the encounters with Amykos and 

Phineus.

The loss of Herakles turns the expedition into what it should have been from the 

beginning, a fully communal affair. In the following episodes, members of the crew

Keyx’s Wedding [fr. 263 M.-W.; also Hdt. 7. 193, 2] it was mentioned that the Argonauts left 
Herakles on Aphetai while he was fetching water, in an episode that corresponds to the episode at 
Mysia, but with no reference to Hylas, and which may have contributed to the latter episode’s 
structure). In this case, the transference of Hylas’ parentage to a friend of Herakles’ instead of his 
enemy reduces the cruelty of the prevailing account. See also Hyg. Fab. 14 for Hylas’ maternal 
parentage.
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take centre stage in overcoming the obstacles they encounter: in their finest hour, 

their communal effort will bring the Argo through the Clashing Rocks. In this final 

leg of the journey, the journey really becomes an Argonautic expedition. The 

division of the Argonautika into books underlines this change: if the first book is 

the book of Herakles (set up as the model hero, only to be shown to be unsuitable 

for this type of expedition), and the third is the book of lason (in which he 

performs his &E8X01 -  not just the yoking of the fire-breathing bulls and the 

overcoming of the Spartoi, but especially enlisting Medeia’s help by making her fall 

in love with him), and in the final book Medeia takes central stage, usurping the 

poem just as she usurps the end of Apollodoros’ narrative, the second book 

belongs to the crew, whose individual abilities and collective ppriç bring to a 

successful end the first part of the expedition.

As Feeney points out,^^  ̂ “the second book ... shows the Argonauts, in 

varying ways, coming close to Heracles, or falling short of him. Polydeukes comes 

closest of all”. Indeed, in the land of the Bebrykes, Polydeukes encounters one of 

the “wild sons of Poseidon”,̂ ^̂  in a reduplication of Herakles’ encounter with 

Antaios, already attested in Pindar (/ 4. 52-55), and Pherekydes {FGrHist 3 F 6 & 

17) 638 boxing match with Amykos, the mythographer closely follows

Apollonios’ account: Amykos challenges “the best of the Argonauts” to a fight; 

Polydeukes accepts the challenge and during the bout (I accept Wagner’s 

emendation K a x d  t ô v  àyœva instead of the K a T d  t ô v  d y i c m v a  of the mss., contrary 

to Scarpi, as the general phrase “during the match” seems more logical and in tune

Feeney 1986,61.
Thus E. Roussos in Kakridis 1986, II, 122.

638 Cf. Apollodoros 2.5.11.
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with the brevity of the account)^^^ Amykos is killed; in the mêlée that follows, the 

Argonauts kill many of the Bebrykes.̂ "*®

At their next stop-over, the Argonauts encounter the blind seer Phineus: 

Apollodoros gives what is, by his standards, a detailed account of the encounter, 

which contains several variants and departs significantly from Apollonios’ version. 

In fact, part of the story found in the poem -  the ultimate fate of the Harpyiai -  is 

recorded by Apollodoros as a second variant. We shall return to this presently.

The mythographer begins with Phineus’ genealogy and the reasons that 

caused his condition. '̂^  ̂ Some of these variants are obviously very old. Poseidon’s 

blinding of Phineus goes back to the Megalai Ehoiai fr. 254: 7ie7ir|p©<j0ai ôè 

Oivéa (priaiv ‘Haïoôoç èv peyàXaiç ’Holaiç, ôxi OpiÇo) Tfjv ô5ôv epf|vua£v.

Scarpi 1996, 477: “più che la posizione anatomica è dunque il “colpo” inferto che appare 
décisive e tanto più è paradossale l’anatomia tanto più il colpo è carico di forza e potenza”.

This is the tradition that survives in extant versions of the myth (Val. Flac. 4. 99-343; Hyginus 
Fab. 17; Orphic Argonautika 658-61; Pliny Nat. 16. 239; Ps, Oppian Kyneg. 1. 363), except 
for Theokritos’ Idyll 22, who has Amykos bar access to a spring, following an obviously early 
tradition, and opts for a seemingly lighter ending, with the Dioskouroi exercising clemency and 
persuading Amykos to mend his ways, although it is obvious that this version is dependent on the 
outcome of the story of the second part of the Idyll, the brutality shown to the Apharidai; the 
juxtaposition of the Dioscouroi’s behaviour towards barbaric strangers and fellow Argonauts is 
crucial to our understanding of the poem (cf. Hunter 1996, 58), it is probable that the link 
between the two episodes was suggested to Theokritos by the reading of the Argonautika. It has 
been suggested that Theokritos is in fact returning to the early tradition about the episode, unlike 
Apollonios who innovates by ending the episode in a brutal, “Heraklean” fashion. It is true that 
the scarce evidence for the treatment of the episode before the Hellenistic period points to a 
lenient treatment o f Amykos: thus Sophokles wrote a satyr play Amykos, of which little is known; 
Epicharmos wrote a comedy (frs. 6-7 Kaibel), in which Polydeukes bound his opponent to a tree; 
the story was also included in the work of Dei(l)ochos (FGrHist 471 F 1), although we cannot 
know what was its outcome. The episode appears in the iconographie tradition, which from 420 
B.C. onwards persistently presents Amykos as bound, or in the process of being bound, to a rock 
by a stream (whether this was inspired by a literary version -  Sophokles’ Amykos, as suggested by 
Howe and repeated by Gantz 1996, 349, or was part of an earlier tradition we cannot be certain). 
The lighter ending of these earlier sources may be due to their comic character. In any case, 
Apollonios’ version of events, equally Justified by its context, as Vian 1974, 134, points out, is the 
one that became canonical.

Phineus already appears in Hesiod’s Ehoiai (fr. 138 M.-W.) as the grandson of Agenor (a 
tradition found also in Apollodoros 1.9.21; Pherekydes FGrHist 3 F 86; Antimachos fr. 59 Wyss; 
Asklepiades of Tragilos FGrHist 12 F 22). He is a son of Agenor in Hellanikos (FgrHist 4 F 95), 
or a son of Agenor’s brother, Belos, a tradition recorded by Apollodoros (2.1.4) and E ad 
Suppliants 318 as being found in Euripides (TrGF It. 820 Nauck).
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According to Apollodoros, of course, it is the help rendered by Phineus to the sons 

of Phrixos that caused Poseidon’s anger: îiTpcoGfivat (jxxoiv ainôv ...xivèç ôè tmô 

noaeiôœvoç, ôn xoîç Opt^ou Tiaiot xôv feK KôXxcov eiç xtiv ' EXMÔa tiXow 

'z\ii\vvc5EV^^ I accept that we should emend the fragment of the Megalai Ehoiai to 

have Phineus help the sons of Phrixos;^^ I find improbable the suggestion that 

Phrixos, on the back of the Golden Ram, would require Phineus’ help to find his 

way. The suggestion, however, that Phineus was blinded for revealing the way to 

Greece to the sons of Phrixos is attractive, especially since it agrees with the 

tradition alluded to by Apollodoros in his list of the Argonauts, according to which 

Phrixos’ sons, or, at least, Argos were already in Greece at the time of the 

preparations for the journey. Argos, who had already successfully attempted the 

journey once, would have been the perfect person to undertake the building of a 

ship suitable for such a perilous voyage.

In any case, Poseidon’s angry reaction to the invasion of his domain is 

reminiscent of his measures against the Phaiakians (Od. 13. 125-87), and in fact 

belongs to the large group of stories about gods’ retribution against those who -  

willingly or not -  transgress boundaries. In the same group we should include the 

variant that Phineus was blinded by the godŝ "*"* or by Zeus himself (thus Arg.2. 

178-86), because, in Apollodoros’ words, T i p o é ^ ^ y e  t o î ç  àvGpœrcoiç toc  

péXXovxa.

Istros (FGrHist 324 F 67) had Helios blind Phineus at Aietes’ instigation, because he had 
helped the sons of Phrixos with his prophesies. Additionally, Ps.-Oppian (Kyneg. 2. 615-628) 
notes that Helios punished Phineus for preferring divination to his sight by sending him the 
Harpyiai, while Asklepiades of Tragilos (FGrHist 12 F 31) mentions that Zeus, enraged by 
Phineus’ treatment of his sons, offered him the choice of his life or his sight. His choice angered 
Helios, who sent him the Harpyiai.

As was already suggested, based on the text of the Bibliotheke, already by Robert 1873, 82, 
who is followed by Schwartz 1960, 163, in an argument which makes a case for identifying the 
Megalai Ehoiai with the Ehoiai] see also the more cautious Vian 1974, 142.

See Scarpi 1996, 477.
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A brief look at the traditions about Phineus is enough to prove how 

multifaceted this figure is. One of the traditions recorded by Apollodoros 

concerning his loss of sight adds a further twist: Phineus is said to have been 

blinded by the Argonauts and Boreas, because he had previously blinded his own 

sons at the instigation of their stepmother. The story is related twice. A slightly 

more detailed version of the background to the story is given in 3.15.3: by his 

marriage to Kleopatra, daughter of Boreas, Phineus had two sons, whose names 

are recorded as Plexippos and Pandion. He later discarded his wife in favour of 

Idaia, daughter of Dardanos. She, in turn, falsely accused her stepsons of violence 

(attempted rape?), and convinced Phineus to blind them. When the Argonauts 

arrive, they punish Phineus with Boreas’ assistance.^"^  ̂ The tradition in which 

Phineus is not aided, but rather punished, by the Argonauts goes back to the 

tragedians.^"^  ̂ We have scant information concerning Aischylos’ Phineusf^^ we 

know more about the treatment of the myth by Sophokles, but we still have 

problems establishing the number of the tragedies of this subject written by him, 

and the exact plot of each of them.̂ "̂ * Suffice it to say that the version recorded by 

Apollodoros has close similarities with the treatment of the story by Sophokles. '̂^^

Gantz 1996, 352.
See also Diodoros (4. 43. 3-44. 4.), where the Argonauts arrive to find Phineus’ sons 

imprisoned in a tomb and continually beaten, falsely accused by their stepmother of attempted 
rape. The Boreads free their nephews, Herakles kills Phineus and the Argonauts free Kleopatra 
from prison and the restore her sons to their rightful place. Diodoros also adds that some versions 
made Boreas blind Phineus (as in Apollodoros). In Orphic Argonautika 671-76 the Boreads save 
the blinded sons of Phineus from exposure to wild beasts and cure them, then blind Phineus as a 
punishment. Cf. too the version of Asklepiades quoted above, and the epigram (AP 3. 4) in which 
the sons kill their stepmother to the delight of their mother.

Cf. also Hum. 50-1, for a reference to the Harpyiai stealing Phineus’ food.
See Gantz 1996, 351.
Sophokles wrote two plays called Phineus: one of them offers a previously unattested tale, 

according to which Phineus, persuaded by his slanderous second wife Idaia, blinds the two sons 
he had from his first marriage to Kleopatra, Boreas’ daughter (TrGF IV fr. 704 Radt). The 
information that Phineus was blinded because he killed his sons, also attributed to Sophokles 
(TrGF IV fr. 705 Radt), must then come from another play with the same subject matter, perhaps
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Indeed, the detail about Boreas’ active part in exacting revenge for the treatment 

of his kin seems to have its provenance in tragedy: unlike Gantz, who improbably 

suggests that the version, which Apollodoros adopts, had Boreas sail with the 

Argonauts as part of the crew, I think that Boreas appeared in the course of the 

play whose plot Apollodoros summarised, perhaps after the first meeting of the 

Argonauts with Phineus, revealing the falsity of the accusations against his 

grandchildren and exacting his revenge from Phineus; otherwise, he could have 

been the deity who, in Euripidean fashion, arranged the encounter of the Argonauts 

with Phineus with a view to the latter’s punishment.

In any case, Phineus is explicitly connected with the Argonautic expedition 

and the Harpyiai. His “association” with the winged creatures is already established 

in Hesiod (frs. 150-6 M.-W.). In the usual version of the myth, the Argonauts 

arrive at Salmydessos to find Phineus already blind and tormented by the Harpyiai: 

the Boreads, also winged, undertake the task of driving off the creatures, in a do ut 

des exchange for information concerning their journey. Apollodoros seems at this 

point to preserve the original purpose of the visit, a deliberate encounter with a 

figure with prophetic skills before the undertaking of an especially perilous 

expedition, or even before a katabasis to the underworld.^^° The tradition is at this

the other Phineus! (cf. the version twice recorded by Apollodoros (1.9,21 and 3.15.3), according 
to which, Phineus is punished [KoAdt^exai] by the Argonauts and Boreas for his treatment of his 
sons); a cure of someone’s blindness by Asklepios was also part of the plot of one of the Phineus 
plays (fr. 710). In Ant. 96-87 the stepmother herself blinds her stepsons; cf. Z ad loc., which 
attributes the story to Sophokles’ Tympanistai, adding that the stepmother -  Eithothea or Idaia -  
imprisons the blinded sons in a tomb (TrGF IV fr. 645 Radt). The same scholium also offers the 
strange story that, when Phineus put aside Kleopatra to marry Idaia, the daughter of Boreas 
blinded her own children in anger. Finally Aristotle (Poet. 16,4) refers to the Phineidai\ this must 
have been a well-known play, but one of which nothing is known today.

On the similarities of the passing of the Symplegades with an entry to the other world see 
Beye 1982, 112-3.
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point divided: other versions (including Apollonios)^^* have the Boreads catch up 

with the Harpyiai while giving chase, but be prevented from killing them by a god 

(Iris in Apollonios, Hermes in the Ehoiai) on the understanding that they would 

cease tormenting Phineus. Others have the Boreads give a final solution to the 

problem by killing the Harpyiai.^^^

Apollodoros preserves a unique version: according to their moira, the 

Harpyiai were fated to die in the hands of the Boreads, while the twins would die if 

they ever they failed to catch what they pursued. The mythographer goes on to say 

that, while the first Harpyia fell from exhaustion in the river Tigris in the 

Peloponnese (offering thus one of the few aitia of his account, and one which, 

ironically, is not taken from Apollonios), the second one reached the Strophades 

islands (traditionally associated with this pursuit), where she collapsed of 

exhaustion with her pursuer (Yevopévri K axd  Tfiv % 6 v a  b iiô  K a|i,dxo\) nim ei crbv 

T ÿ ôicôK ovxi). Exactly what this means is unclear, but presumably the second 

Harpyia managed to outrun the Boread (leading to the death of both twins), but 

also died from exhaustion. This explanation is strengthened by the fact that 

elsewhere Apollodoros mentions that the Boreads died while pursuing the Harpyiai 

during the Argonautic expedition (3.15.2).

Apollodoros seems aware that his account, which contained the archaic 

elements of moira and the motif of a figure that could never be caught being 

pursued by a figure that always captured its quarry -  a motif found in the Epic

Thus also in Hesiod’ Ehoiai (frs. 150-6 M.-W.); Pherekydes {FGrHist 3 F29) and Antimachos 
(fr. 60 Wyss) essentially follow the version found in Apollonios (2. 273-300), and have the 
Harpyiai escape unscathed on the promise that they would stop tormenting Phineus. The 
Naupaktia (fr. 3 Bemabé) and Pherekydes (1. c.) had them go to Krete to recover.

Indeed, a passage in Philodemos {De Pietate p. 18 Gomperz) lists a number of versions in 
which the Harpyiai die at the hands of the Boreads: Ibykos (fr. 292 PMG), Aischylos {TrGF III fr. 
260 Radt, presumably part of the Aischylean Phineus) and Telestes (fr. 812 PMG).
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Cycle in the story of the Teumessian fox and the dog of Kephalos (this is usually 

attributed to the Epigonoi, fr. 5 Bemabé, but could also belong to the Thebais or 

even the Oidipodeia),^^^ is not unique. Thus he offers the version recorded by 

Apollonios, according to which the Boreads and Harpyiai reach an agreement over 

the Strophades islands and escape unharmed. Apollonios is mentioned here by 

name, mainly because his version is not the preferred one; why the mythographer 

chose to depart from his account cannot be established without doubt -  although 

my belief is that he found more impressive a version in which moira plays such a 

part and both sets of participants die -  but the fact that he also refers to the version 

of Apollonios, offering a single variant and not a list of variants (as he does in all 

other instances in his account of the expedition when variants of a story are 

introduced), indicates that he is conscious of his debt to the poem.

For the next two episodes, the crossing of the Symplegades and the sojourn 

at the land of the Mariandynoi, Apollodoros follows Apollonios’ account. They 

provide an opportunity to view the mythographer at his best and his less good: in 

the episode of the Symplegades, Apollonios has Athena offer -  literally -  a helping 

hand to the stmggling Argonauts.^^"  ̂ No reader of the Argonautika can ever forget

Thus Davies 1989, 30. In his edition of the epic cycle he prints the fragment as fr. incert. loc. 
intra Cycl. 1).

As for the tradition about the Symplegades, Kirke’s reference (Od. 12. 59-72) to the Planktai, 
rocks negotiated by the Argo, mentions no clashing rocks. Their danger lies in the terrible waves 
and blasts of fire. Kirke, however, mentions that doves are unable to pass through (probably 
providing the inspiration for Phineus’ instruction to the Argonauts to use doves), and that the 
Argonauts were helped by Hera. The first references to the Symplegades myth as we know it 
appear in Simonides (who calls them synormades, fr. 546 PMG) and Pindar (P 4. 207-11), who 
gives them no name, but describes them as clashing rocks that came together at a speed faster than 
the wind; the Argonauts meet them on their way to Kolchis and have to pray for help to Poseidon. 
The first reference to the name Symplegades is in Euripides’ Medeia (1-2). The name Kyaneai 
(used by Apollonios) is found already in Herodotos (4. 85). For the name Plegades, cf. P. Oxy. 
2819, fr. 4. In extant versions, the story develops similarly to the version of Apollonios and 
Apollodoros: cf. Asklepiades of Tragilos (FGrHist 12 F2 and 31) and Hyginus Fab. 19. In Val. FI. 
4. 637-702, Athena and Hera hold one rock each to stop them from clashing; in Orphic
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that scene. Yet the predominant version of events, already established in the 

Odyssey (12. 59-72), is that it was Hera who helped the Argonauts in their 

endeavour. And not only that: even Apollonios refers to this version, by having 

Hera claim that she herself helped the Argonauts (4. 786-88), in a passage that has 

perplexed many. Apollodoros follows the predominant tradition by having Hera 

help the heroes. He then reverts to Apollonios’ narrative to relate the deaths of 

Idmon and Tiphys and the latter’s replacement at the helm by Ankaios.^^^ At this 

point a minor discrepancy occurs with his list of the Argonauts some five 

paragraphs before. Idmon is never mentioned in the list, an omission that we could 

perhaps explain if we accepted that there was a lacuna in it and that Idmon’s name 

was among the four (?) that have dropped out. Ankaios, however, who, in 

Apollonios volunteers to be the helmsman, is not the son of Lykourgos who is 

mentioned in Apollodoros; no one would expect an Arkadian to take charge of 

sailing a ship. Apollonios’ Ankaios is the second Argonaut of this name 

participating in the expedition, and is appropriately a son of Poseidon. Apollodoros 

seems unaware of the discrepancy and records the story found in the Argonautika 

without alteration.

So, how faithful is Apollodoros to his sources? If we did not have the 

Argonautika, would we not have thought that Hera was the one who pushed the 

ship through the Symplegades, or that Apollonios recorded a story that put the 

blame for the Lemnian crime on the women (although we should take into account

Argonautika 680-711, Athena helps the Argonauts at Hera’s instigation and the bird used is a 
heron. See also Theokritos 13. 21-4; Strabo 1. 2. 10, 3. 2. 12, 6. 1; Pliny Nat. Hist. 6. 32.

The Argonauts’ visit to the land of the Mariandynoi and the events surrounding it are also 
mentioned in Orphic Argonautika 717-32; Hyginus Fab. 14 and 18; Val. FI. 4. 733-62, 5. 1-72. 
All of them follow Apollonios’ account (Val. FI. makes the oak choose Erginos as helmsman). 
For the rest of the jourqey, there is a wealth of diverse traditions. It is beyond of the scope of this
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the fact that, as we already noted, even with the text preserved many still think that 

that is the version put forward by the poet)? The answer, I think, has to do with 

the popularity of the version that Apollonios chose for his account. If it is not the 

better-established version Apollodoros does not include it in his account. He is 

aided in this by the episodic nature of the narrative, which allows him to take 

whole episodes from another source without creating major problems for his 

narrative. To this we should add the fact that he omits all elements that are not 

explicitly mythological (and thus the greater part of the second book remains 

unrecorded), creating a narrative that is faithful to the gist of the Argonautika, but 

not to its particulars.

study to record them all, as there is no reference to them in Apollodoros. However, for a 
discussion of the sources used in Apollonios see Vian 1974, 156-175.
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Conclusions

Although by necessity selective, our discussion of the first book of the Bibliotheke 

reaffirms Apollodoros’ intentions as they were defined in the preface. The 

mythographer produces a concise and comprehensible guide to Greek myth, fixed for 

all time, and, for the most part, free of anything that could jeopardise its logic and 

coherence. Despite its brevity, this is a remarkable labour of synthesis and 

systématisation. The work’s astonishing economy is certainly modelled upon the long 

genealogical tradition, established by the early epic poets and fifth-century prose 

mythographers and further broadened and refined by their erudite Hellenistic 

counterparts; however, the author’s individual plan is also in evidence in the 

arrangement and presentation of his material. Through a sequence of genealogical data 

interspersed with the appropriate mythical accounts, Apollodoros brings together 

material from different and often contradictory sources. Notwithstanding its 

compilatory nature, the Bibliotheke is cohesive, and this is the result of its author’s 

conscious effort. In the genealogical information only minor inconsistencies remain, 

which the plan of the work allows to pass undetected. The mythographer is in control 

of his material throughout, and manages to introduce each story not only in its correct 

genealogical position but also in its proper mythical place (e.g. the stories of 

Bellerophon and Hypsipyle). The catalogues included in his narrative not only function 

as a record, but also represent the tradition accurately and, despite minor 

discrepancies, are consistent with the subsequent account, even if they are obviously 

drawn from different versions. Following this pattern, Apollodoros produces a work
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that crystallises the corpus of Greek myth in a quasi-canonical form, while at the same 

time it incorporates appealing variants and unique details otherwise lost to us.

The Bibliotheke is by no means a specialist study: written in simple, 

unartistic prose, the work aspires, as Lightfoot points out,^^  ̂to the opposite of the aim 

of works such as Parthenios’ ’EpcoxiKd ria0fi|xaxa: the latter's aim is to amplify 

curious and often obscure myths and to turn them into material suitable for poetry. In 

contrast, Apollodoros aims to turn the idiosyncratic literary material into mythical 

narratives suitable for a summary aimed at the general public. As we saw in Chapter 

Five, the comparison of Apollodoros’ account of the Argonautic expedition with its 

main source, Apollonios’ Argonautika, demonstrates this process, while providing 

valuable information about the reasoning and purpose of the Bibliotheke, and 

Apollodoros’ ability as a compiler of different, sometimes contradicting material. In 

Apollodoros’ account, all non-mythological information, e.g. references to aitia, and to 

geographical and ethnographical details, which the Alexandrian had incorporated into 

the framework of the journey in order to establish a sense of continuity between the 

mythical past and the rational present, are omitted. The mythographer avoids any 

reference to the present (or even to the historical past), trying to preserve a strictly 

mythological setting for his account. Even mythological details that are essential to the 

poem’s development (such as the use of Herakles as a foil for lason) are omitted from 

Apollodoros’ narrative. Apollodoros records a summary of the “Argonautic myth”.

656 Lightfoot 1999, 225.
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and not of Apollonios’ Argonautika', therefore, not all the episodes of the poem have 

found their way into the mythographer’s account.

The use of the Argonautika as the mythographer’s main source for this section 

is easily explained when we consider that the episodes narrated in the Argonautika 

soon became the canonical version of the story, and for later authors the work defined 

the narrative of the expedition. For most of his narrative Apollodoros faithfully 

reproduces Apollonios’ account. However, in a number of occasions, in which the 

poet innovates by putting forward an idiosyncratic version of events, the 

mythographer reverts to the more common, usually early, version. Thus, for example, 

the version of a child Apsyrtos slain by his own sister somewhere on the Phasis 

replaces the Apollonian version of an adult Apsyrtos killed by lason, while Hera 

resumes her rightful place as the protector of the Argonauts when they negotiate the 

Symplegades. Thus Apollodoros reproduces a faithful account of the myth^^  ̂ of the 

expedition, but not necessarily of the Argonautika. Consequently, caution is necessary 

when using Apollodoros for the recreation of lost sources, as it is possible that not all 

the details belong to the same account. On the whole, however, where Apollodoros 

and the Argonautika concur, he reproduces the poem clearly and accurately, providing 

us with a reliable summary (a conclusion confirmed by the comparison of Apollodoros 

with his other of his surviving sources). It becomes apparent that the position of the 

Argonautika at a late stage of mythological production meant that certain elements

This of course explains why, in some cases, Apollodoros includes more than one version of a myth 
side by side without any attempt to reconcile them: the mythographer records all versions that had 
acquired a certain popularity, as in the case of the story of Meleagros, where both accounts of his 
death, the “Euripidean” and the “Homeric” one, are noted.
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had to be changed to accommodate the earlier, well-established tradition, upon which, 

as the epigram found in Photios’ copy observes, the Bibliotheke mainly draws.

Throughout the work, Apollodoros’ predilection for early accounts is 

reaffirmed. Indeed, I have tried to show in Chapters Two and Three that the unique 

account of the succession-myth recorded at the beginning of the work is taken from a 

single, archaic source, with minor reworkings to agree with the prevailing tradition of 

the myth from the Hellenistic period onwards (i.e. the serpentine form of the Giants). 

The account preserves its exceptional archaic character, and offers a story unique in its 

simplicity and cohesion rendering it extremely useful for a mythographer. On the 

whole, although caution is needed since we are dealing with an otherwise unattested 

account, it has been established that the great number of recurrent themes which run 

through Apollodoros’ whole account of the succession-myth cannot be the accidental 

product of a random concoction of different versions, but result from the conscious 

effort of a single author.

The value of Apollodoros’ work lies precisely in the fact that it preserves early 

material, often otherwise lost. Had his original sources been saved, things would 

certainly have been different. But, as it is, its usefulness should not be underestimated. 

Our discussion has shown that our knowledge of Greek myth is vastly superior for its 

existence. Indeed, the fact that Apollodoros had no specifically literary aspirations, but 

was content with meticulously summarising mythical accounts with a high degree of 

accuracy, further adds to its quality.
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However, from Robert onwards, there has been a tendency, especially among 

German scholars, to dismiss the Bibliotheke as a second-rate compilation which 

reproduces in abbreviated form handbooks from the Hellenistic period. '̂** The use of 

earlier handbooks by the mythographer for certain information cannot be disproved. 

However, I fail to understand why reliance on a handbook for certain information (for 

use e.g. in the catalogues, or for access to tragic plots) immediately bars its user from 

direct access to any original source. Indeed some of the arguments advanced by 

Robert, Soder and others, have been disproved by van der Valk, who shows that 

Apollodoros is usually directly dependent on his sources.̂ **̂  Based on my^discussion of 

both the succession-myth and the Argonautic expedition I too am inclined to believe 

that most of the material in the Bibliotheke ultimately goes back to original sources 

and retains its archaic flavour. The fact that Apollodoros is a late epitomator does not 

presuppose that he had only indirect access to early material.^^® It is impossible to 

prove that Apollodoros did not read the original himself; indeed it would be rather 

uncharitable to rush to such a conclusion. In any case, I find this discussion rather 

futile: whoever is responsible for summarising these works, whether it was 

Apollodoros or previous mythographers whose works the author of the Bibliotheke 

found in mythographical handbooks and upon whom he relied heavily, the truth is that 

it has been proven, time and time again, that for the most part the Bibliotheke 

reproduces original works faithfully. Hence the question of who actually did the

Thus Robert 1873, 49ff.; Bethe 1897, 17ff.; Schwartz in RE h. 2875-2886; Wendel in RE XVI. 2, 
1365-66; Soder 1939, passim.

Van der Valk 1958, passim.
As Huys 1997c, 347, asserts.
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summarising seems hardly relevant. The fact remains that Apollodoros manages 

successfully to produce a representation of Greek myth of high quality, an 

indispensable source for students of Greek mythology, or as the epigram puts it, for 

those interested in learning TtdcvG ' ô a a  KÔaiioç è%ei.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations have been used throughout:

ANET

Bernabé

Davies

D.-K.

Erbse

FGrHist

Gentili-Prato

LIMC

M.-W.

O F . . .  Kern

PMG

FMGF

Pritchard J. B. (ed.), Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to 

the Old Testament with Supplement, Princeton 1969‘\

Bemabé A., Poetarum Epicorum Graecorum Testimonia et 

Fragmenta, vol. 1, Leipzig 1987.

Davies M., Epicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, Gottingen 1988. 

Diels H., Kranz W., Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, Zurich 

1951*.

Erbse H., Scholia Graeca in Homeri Iliadem, vol. i-vii, Berlin/ 

New York 1969-88.

Jacoby P., Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker, Berlin 

1923- Leiden 1958.

Gentili B., Prato C., Poetarum Elegiacorum testimonia et 

Fragmenta, Leipzig 1979-1985.

Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Graecae, vol. I-VIII 

Zurich/Munich 1981-1997.

Merkelbach R., West M. L., Hesiodi: Fragmenta Selecta, 

Oxford 1990\

K&mO., Orphicorum Fragmenta, Berlin 1922.

Page L., Poetae Melici Graeci, Oxford 1962.

Davies M., Poetarum Melicorum Graecorum Fragmenta,
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Suppl. Hell.

TrGF . . .  Nauck 

TrGF . . .  Snell

TrGF I I I ... Radt

TrG FIV ... Radt

Oxford 1991.

Lloyd-Jones H., Parsons P., Supplementum Hellenisticum, 

Berlin/New York 1983.

Nauck A., Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, Leipzig 1889 .̂ 

Snell B., Kannicht R., Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, vol. 

I, Didascaliae, Catalogi, Testimonia et Fragmenta Tragicorum 

minorum, Gottingen 1986.

Radt S., Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, vol., 3:

Aischylus, Gottingen 1985.

Radt S., Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, vol., 4:

Sophocles, Gottingen 1977.
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